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The Perfect Fit
The Micromodem II data communications system

and the Apple II* computer. What better combination to

maximize the capabilities of your personal computer!
This popular direct connect modem can transmit

data between an Apple II and another Apple II, a
terminal, another microcomputer, minicomputer or

even a large time-sharing computer anywhere in North
America. The Micromodem II has unique automatic
dialing and answer capabilities which further increases
the communications possibilities between the Apple II

and another computer or terminal.

You can send and/or receive messages or data
when you are out of your office, home or out of town.
Your branch business locations can communicate with

each other regarding inventory and other matters over
the phone. Or you can communicate with friends

across the country. And you can access information
utilities like the SOURCE for various business and
personal applications.

The Micromodem II consists of two parts. One part

includes the printed circuit board which holds the
Micromodem II, ROM firmware and the serial interface.

The board plugs directly into the Apple II providing all

the functions of a serial interface card plus
programmable auto dialing and auto answer
capabilities. The on-board ROM firmware enables the
Micromodem II to operate in any of three modes to

perform different tasks-terminal mode, remote console
and program control mode.

The other part of the Micromodem II datacomm
system is a Microcoupler which connects the

Micromodem board and Apple II to a telephone line.

The Microcoupler gets a dial tone, dials numbers,
answers the phone and hangs up when a transmission
is over. There are none of the losses or distortions

associated with acoustic couplers. The Microcoupler is

compatible with any North American standard
telephone lines and is FCC-approved for direct

connection in the U.S. It works with standard dial

phone service or Touch-tone service.

The Micromodem II is completely compatible with

Bell 103-type modems. Full and half-duplex operating

modes are available as well as speed selectable

transmission rates of 1 1 and 300 bps.

Why not increase your Apple Ms capabilities by
outfitting it with the sophisticated Micromodem II data
communications system? The Micromodem II is

available at retail computer stores nationwide. For the
store nearest you, call or write:

5)Hayes
Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.
5835 Peachlree Corners East. Morcross. Georgia 30092 (404) 449-8791

'" Micromodem II is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc

'Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

The Micromodem II can also be used with the Bell & Howell computer.

v •

Hayos Microcomputer Produc
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Editorial Features 1981

February:
Artificial intelligence. Interactions in the

Al community.

Winter CES
March:
Educational applications,

coverage.

April:

Networks, large and small. Data transmis-

sion and communications for personal and
larger computers.

May:
Investment analysis and financial decision

making for individuals and business firms.

June:
Computer graphics, art and movie-making
techniques.

July:

Word processing, text editing, printers.

August:
Simulations and models. Simulating both

continuous and discontinuous processes.

Data Bases. NCC coverage.

September:
Educational applications. Summer CES
coverage.

October:
Getting started with a personal computer
Techniques for advanced users too.

November:
Problem solving, programming tech-

niques. Electronic toys and games.

December:
Buying guide to personal computers and
consumer electronic products.
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and Applications



Get the most out

of your computer!
Creative Computing, the Number 1 applica-

tions and software magazine is packed with

pragmatic, well-documented programs for all

kinds of computers from small to large.

In-depth Evaluations
Objective, probing evaluations of software

and hardware help you make well-informed

purchase decisions More than once, our hard-

hitting, honest evaluations have cost us an ad-
vertiser, however we feel that our first obliga-

tion is to you. our reader

Programming Techniques
Creative presents innovative and useful pro-

gramming ideas For example, six entirely dif-

ferent sort methods appeared in recent issues.

We try to make material understandable to the

newcomer as well as interesting for the experi-

enced user

Subscribe Today

Mail this card or call credit card orders toll-

free to 800-631-8112 (in NJ, 201-540-0445)

creative computing
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1-yr(12 issues) $20 D $29 $50
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Please bill me ($1 billing fee. Foreign orders
must be prepaid.)
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"u^&System ,.

All trie Installments
Anyone.witt^an Apple

n 1>lar

instrument seal or imagined! Solo or sextet. Rock

or classical, laid-back or loud. At home or in the

concert hall Ir classroom. MusicSystem sets new

standards forlomputer g<

Digital Synthlsizer with 16 voices. Stereo output.

Polyphonic multi-voice chords and note secv

Additive Synthesis ot instruments. Waveforms.

nH amplitudes are fully programmable

for each voiclto create instrument definitions and

;ic dynar/ics. 32 Khz sample rate. Frequency

lution isf 5Hz steps. Graphical input ot sheet

music on ffigh-resolution screen using standard

music notation. Print out sheet music with a

, Graphical music editor using light pen

d). game paddles, or keyboard. Pre-

music provided for immediate playing

Thorough documentation and

tutorial users manual

Drop by your Apple Dealer and ask to hear for

yourself. You II know what we mean when we say

MusicSystem is all the instruments anyone with an

Apple can play!

*
[Name

Address

jCity

•Phone

LEADERSHIP IN COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
A Division ot Mountain Computer. Inc.

300 Harvey West Blvd Santa Cruz. CA 95060
(408) 429-8600

Music I can play? Send details.

State Zip

•Appw • • trademark of Appto Cofnpular. Inc



At$795;howtpughcan
thesenewTigersbe?

Introducing the new Paper Tiger
445 with the most rugged printing
mechanism ever put in a low-cost
matrix printer.

The 445 comes with a reliable ballis-
tic-type print head and an advanced
cartridge ribbon that lasts four times
longer than many cassette or spool
ribbons. Two separate heavy duty
motors drive the print head
and advance the paper. Plus you get
true tractor paper feed.
And the new 445 gives you the per- Integral Data

Need more stripes? Specify DotPlof
a sophisticated raster graphics option.

If you've got an Apple**, TRS-80***
or other personal computer, get your
paws on the tough new Paper Tiger™
445 from IDS.
The people who invented low-cost

matrix printing just growled.
Call TOLL FREE 800-258-1386 (in

New Hampshire, Alaska and Hawaii,
call 603-673-9100.)
Or write:

formance you expect from the Paper
Tiger family of printers. You can soft-
ware-select character sizes, print
80- and 132-column formats, adjust
paper width and length, even gen-
erate six-part business forms. All at
unidirectional print speeds to 198
characters per second.

Systems, Inc..

Milford, New
Hampshire
03055.

Tiger445
Integral Data Systems, Inc.
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'Suggested U.S. retail price.

"Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
***TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Cor
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Financial plans needed tomorrow?

Use DESKTOP/PLAN software today.

Personal Software offers you an alternative to burning the

midnight oil: DESKTOP/PLAN II,'" a professional financial

planning software package for Apple* II personal computers.

Now enhanced with powerful new features.

In an easy-to-learn and easy-to-use process, DESKTOP/
PLAN speeds the preparation of just about any type of financial

statement, budget, forecast, projection and analysis.

Fasterand less expensive.
If you are currently preparing plans with an

accounting pad and a calculator, DESKTOP/PLAN
will expand your capabilities. And if you are using

a time-sharing system, DESKTOP/PLAN will

save you money.
DESKTOP/PLAN's creator patterned the

program after time-share planning systems

He realized how powerful and convenient a

sophisticated planning program can be

when adapted to a personal computer.

And thousands of users have proven

how right he was.

No programming needed.
DESKTOP/PLAN is designed for

managers; no programming know-how
is necessary. You are guided step-by-

step through the planning process by
"prompts" or requests for column head-

ings and row titles, calculation rules, and

Apple and ApplePlol are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD

the numbers to be calculated. The instruction manual fully

explains and illustrates how to build your model.

Your printer produces a finished financial report that looks

good enough to carry into the board room. Once the model is

constructed, you can play "What iff",' changing any of the num-

bers, recalculating and printing out the new results.

Exceptionally powerful.
DESKTOP/PLAN II includes some exceptionally powerful

planning system features. It consolidates portions of several

plans into a final plan, and it summarizes identical plans

from several sources—such as budgets from a chain of

stores-into a total budget. It performs complex computa-

tions with 20 built-in calculations plus "custom calcu-

lations" you can easily write yourself. If you

want a graph, it does that, too. DESKTOP/
PLAN can also operate with VisiCalc™

and ApplePloC creating a family of

management productivity software.

Ask your Personal Software

computer retailer for a demonstra-

tion. For his name, phone Personal

Software Inc. at 408/745-7841, or

write 1330 Bordeaux Drive, Sunny-

vale, CA 94086. While you're there,

see our other Productivity Products:

VisiCalc and CCA Data Manage-
ment Systems.

Jffl*
81
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National Computer Camp

This summer youngsters can again sign
up for an overnight camp in Moodus.
Connecticut, where the main activity will
be computers. The camp will be directed
by Dr. Michael Zabinski, Professor at Fairfield
University.

The 1981 National Computer Camp will

feature two one week sessions: 1st session
July 19-24; 2nd session July 26-31. The
campers, ages 10-17. will enjoy small group
instruction and mini and personal computers
for ample "hands-on ". Dr. Zabinski will be
assisted by high school teachers.
The camp is for kids of all levels of

experience including no experience what-
soever. In addition to computers, the campers
will enjoy the superb recreational facilities
of the Grand View Lodge including swimming
and tennis.

For further information, contact Michael
Zabinski, PH.D., at (203) 795-9069, or write
to: Computer Camp, Grand View Lodge
Box 22, Moodus. CT 06469.

DGCCO OO
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TABS-Math Project

The College of Education of The Ohio
State University has begun a project to
develop and disseminate exemplary cur-
ricular materials in which high technology
is used to teach basic mathematical skills
including problem solving, estimation, com-
puter literacy, etc. Funded by the U.S.
Department of Education, the project will

collect and evaluate existing educational
software for small computers (e.g., Apple,
TRS-80, PET, etc.) and select high quality
units for inclusion. Other curricular elements
will be developed by the project under the
direction of Suzanne Damarin, Marlin
Languis, and Richard Shumway. The curricula
will be field tested and disseminated nation-
ally. Individuals or groups who have devel-
oped programs related to mathematics at
the upper elementary school level are invited
to submit them for possible inclusion for
national dissemination. To have materials
considered, send a cassette tape of floppy
disk together with a printout, machine
documentation and any related information
to: Dr. Suzanne K. Damarin, TABS Projects,
Arps Hall 202-A, 1 945 N. High St., Columbus,
Ohio 43210. For further information write
or call Dr. Damarin at (614) 422-1257.

Corrections

In "The Presidential Campaign (October
'80) on Page 1 20, Line 21 4 1 6, the line should
read:

21416 PRINTYOU HAVE BEEN FOUND
GUILTY AND YOU LOSE"; INT(100/(G-
F));:PRINTPERCENT OF YOUR SUPPORT
IN EACH STATE.":GOT02 1420
The MicroNET number in the October

80 Apple Cart (Page 167) was listed incor-
rectly. It should be: (614) 457-8600. The
per hour charge for the service is $5, not
$4.

TSUNAMI

The Sorcerer Users' Newsletter Around
Michigan is a free bi-monthly newsletter for
Exidy Sorcerer owners which concentrates
on advanced applications in a variety of
languages. Past issues have included a 7
generation / second Life, a Paper Tiger
screen printer program, etc. SASE's and
articles are requested but not required. Write:

Joseph R. Power, 124CedarSt#5, E. Lansing.
Ml 48823.(517)337-1049.

CORK
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STOP PLAYING GAMES
AND GET DOWN TO BOSINESS
CorvusTransforms the Personal Computer

into a Powerful Business Tool.

In business, professional offices, and schools through-

out the world, thousands of Corvus intelligent peripherals

bring mass storage, increased speed, and multi-user

capability to a variety of microcomputers. Current applica-

tions include accounts receivable and payable, medical

records, mailing lists, inventories, word processing, insur-

ance, mathematics and science, and other large and

complex files.

Corvus proven Winchester disk technology provides

10 to 80 million bytes of capacity, fully compatible with

your current operating system. This is up to 500 times the -
capacity of a floppy disk

The Corvus CONSTELLATION links up to 64 com-

puters in a state-of-the-art multi-processor network. It

provides shared mass storage, pipes for inter-computer

communication, and system spooling for sharing of

peripherals such as printers. Performance far exceeds

that of larger and more expensive networks.

Backup data protection and archival storage are pro-

vided by the Corvus MIRROR (Patent Pending), a low-

cost backup using standard video cassette recorders.

Contact your local Corvus dealer for the full story jg
about these innovative new products .

CORVUS SYSTEMS
* 2029 O Toole Avenue
* San Jose. California 95131

(408) 946-7700 TWX 910-338-0226

'
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Re Creation
Dear Editor:

Raudsepp's "New Look at the Creative Process" (August
'80) was most stimulating and rich in quotable references.
Aaron Copeland's description of the moment of inspiration as
a hallucination in split consciousness is similar to a dream
state. A person can train oneself to retain a consciousdetachment,
an observer role, during dreams. If the dream is not too deep,
the dream can be directed. For example, the conscious state
can try to read some written matter in a dream moving a
document in closer for examination. The observed text in this
dreamer's experience turns out to be nonsense words. This is

quite similar to Copeland's description of events during a
creative mood.

Does Princeton Creative Research recognize different types
of creativity? Generally, Raudsepp's article seems to address
artistic creativity rather than problem solving creativity. The
free form, even randomness, of creativity from a dreamlike
state may suit the artist, but a scientist or engineer is likely to
be creative from a more structured and orderly state. A problem
is contemplated, puzzled over; it is turned over in the mind,
viewed from different aspects and in abstract. The mind
characterizes the problem by asking: "What is the problem? Is

it well defined? What are the boundary conditions? What is

known as opposed to what is only a presumption?" Then one
can modify each assumption or set of assumptions, seeing if a
solution presents itself, if the problem has similarities to other
problems, or if it has analogs in one's experience.

This process is most creative, especially at the abstract
level, but it lacks the randomness of the dream state. Still,

answers are elusive and fleeting, hard to recover if not grasped
quickly at the conscious level. Sometimes the ideas that come
forth are most difficult to verbalize or otherwise make concrete.
Sometimes the ideas are lost or are too abstract, in which case
associative searches of the mind are appropriate wherein it

may pay to write down thoughts that come to mind on the
subject.

This type of creativity is very much like searching for a key
to a lock, but the description of the lock is incomplete or
deceptively inaccurate. This is a problem in pattern matching
and it may be akin to those states of mind labeled by the word
intuition of deja-vu. In the end, however, since a solution to a
problem is sought, the answer must stand the test of logic and a
critical appraisal. The trick is to bring on this final phase of

evaluation late in the process, as Raudsepp has correctly
observed.
Raudsepp seems contradictory in saying first that "Critical

judgement must have recourse to past experience... . Being a
past-oriented way of thinking, it is essentially opposed to the
novel, the untried and the original." Later, he states, "During
the heat of creative forming, the creative individual has to
abandon himself entirely to his experience... ." The experience
of the past brings fruition to intuition. It supplies the creative
process as well as the abstract template for problems and their
solutions. Too much experience can block the creative process,
however, if one fails to work against the natural reluctance to
replow old ground.

Having correctly identified early application of the critical

attitude as defeating to creativity, Raudsepp then attacks
critical judgement itself and not its premature application as
the issue. In the problem solving situation, critical judgement
is essential. When the time is right, creative engineers will

themselves apply this critical process and they will seek it from
others whom they know can be constructive.
To deprecate the critical attitude is to misunderstand the

creative process in engineering and science. This misunderstand-
ing is compounded by Dr. Goshen's stereotyping of engineers,
which is as accurate and as informative as any sterotyping.
The cerebral cortex is as developed in engineers as it is in
psychologists; there is as much variety in personality among
engineers as there is in any other profession or trade. Dr.
Goshen's stereotypes are certainly not the "highs," and if his
comments are substantiated by his observations, then he needs
to be guided to a more representative group of subjects.
One last comment: there surely are many techniques in the

creative process and there may be more forms of creativity
other than artistic and problem solving. Brainstorming is one
such technique and perhaps Madison Avenue creativity is an
example of the second type. Brainstorming has its advocates
and it might fit the advertising business, but it has no place in
engineering or science.

J.A. Glassman
Chief Scientist

Hughes Aircraft Company
Missile Systems Group

Canoga Park, CA 91304
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Edison had over
1,800 patents in
his name, but

you can be just as inventive

with an Apple.
Apple is the company with the brightest ideas in

hardware and software and the best support— so you can

be as creative with a personal computer system as Edison

was with the incandescent bulb.

How Apple grows with you.
With Apple's reliable product family, the possibilities of

creating your own system are endless. Have expansion capa-

bilities of 4 or 8 accessory slots with your choice of system.

Expand memory to 64K bytes or 128K bytes. Add an

A to D conversion board. Plug into time sharing, news and

electronic mail services. Use an IEEE 488 bus to monitor

lab instruments. Add 4 or 6 disk drives— the 5 'A" 143K

bytes, high-speed, low-cost drive that's the most popular

on the market.

Apple speaks many languages.

Since more than 100 companies create software for

Apple, you'll have the most extensive library in the personal

,

computer world. Want to write your own programs?

Apple is fluent in BASIC, Pascal, FORTRAN, PILOT and

6502 assembly language.

There's even a series of utility programs called the

DOS Tool Kit that not only lets you design high-resolution

graphic displays, but lets you work wonders with

creative animation.

More illuminating experiences in store.

You won't want to miss all the Apple products being

introduced at your computer store all the time. Don't let

history pass you by. Visit your nearest

Apple dealer or call 800-538-9696.

In California, 800-662-9238. Or write:

Apple Computer, 10260 Bandley Drive,

Cupertino, CA 95014.

cippkz computer inc.



I/O, continued...

Paper Training

READV.

J? SP "** ,F VOU'RE A HUMAN. START AT LINE 39
20 GOTO 370
30 DEAR CC
40
50 IN RESPONSE TO THE LETTER TO VOU FROM MR. CUSHIMG THAT APPEARED
60 IN THE SEPTEMBER 80 LETTERS SECTION. THE PET COMPUTER HILL SUPPORT
70 INDENTING THE BASIC COMMANDS WITHOUT THAT COLON STUFF.

2 c^! LC?VJM?SNT LIMES ' SUC" «S ™«S ONE. OR VOU CBN HftVE BLANK LINES.
SO SUCH HS LINE 48.
100
110 THE MAY TO DO THIS IS THIS

i2 „ 12"
' tLt**: ' "-INES. PUT LINE NUMBER, A SHIFTED GRAPHIC SYMBOL OR

130 A LOWER CASE LETTER. A COUPLE OF SPACES. AND ANOTHER SYMBOL.
140

iJS jLiSA.""*"!" LIME ' pot THE l1ne NUMBER. A SHIFTED SYMBOL. AND THEH
160 SPACE OVER AS FAR AS VOU WISH.
ITO THIS DOESN'T EFFECT THE RUNNING OF A PROGRAM, AS CAN BE SEEN BV
190 RUNNING- THE PROGRAM AT THE END OF THIS LISTING.

£S £115,1* "XX-K'T TO RENUMBER YOUR PROGRAM DOESN'T CHANGE YOUR
VS F2£*"TIM0 - EDITING B EXISTING INDENTED LINE WILL WIPE OUT THE
220 FORMATTING UNLESS VOU PUT BACK THE SYMBOLS.
230

2! ,^T
!?L

,e?LUHV T0 F0R,*,T " PROGRAM IS TO WRITE THE PROGRAM NORMALLY.
250 USE THE 'INST- KEV TO MOVE THE LINE OVER. AND THEN INSERT THE SYMBOL.
260
270 EASV AS PIE!
280

2S T„*NJLiHJ!£SP0NS£ T0 "NO'NER LETTER FROM MR. LETH. THE 03 ROM FOR
380 THE 2022 PRIHTER INDEED DID HAVE PROBLEMS. HOWEVER COMMODORE'S 04

VI S7^S"CH "5s SUPPOSSED TO CORRECT THESE PROBLEMS. DIDH'T WORK™ Eil^^c IE/"?!'
,T CnUS£D *** PROW-EMS THAN IT SOLVED. COMMODORE

338 HAS GONE BACK TO THE OLD 03 ROM UNTILL A NEW ONE CAN BE DESIGNED.
I'M STILL WAITING FOR MY NEW ROM. (THE 05)340

360
370 OPEN 4.4
399 FOR 1-1 TO 5
3S0 FOR J-0 TO 4
490 PRINT«4.I«J,
410 NEXT 1
420 PR IHTM
430 NEXT

I

440 CL0SE4 END
450
460
470
4S0
480
590

READV.

New Deal

DAVID M. CONLEV
10571 KERRIGAN CT.
SANTEE. CA 92071

^&a&

Dear Editor:

I am writing because I am flabbergasted by the inappro-
priateness of trie solution given to the puzzle "Its in the Cards"
in the October issue of Creative Computing.
Note that I did not say the solution is incorrect— it's just that

a magazine devoted to computing ought to have presented a
solution which is more natural to its environment.
My point is this: The puzzle is a natural representation of

integers in binary notation. One can look at the cards as being
constructed as follows. Card I contains all integers whose
binary representation contains a 1 in the units (rightmost)
position and is headed by number 1. Card II contains all

integers whose 2's position (2nd rightmost) contains a 1 and is

headed by number 2, etc.

Schematically, we may look at this as in the following example
for the number 113 whose binary representation is 11 10001

.

II VI V IV III II I

1 1 1 1

Hence the number appears on cards I, V, VI, VII leading to
the equation 113 = 64 + 32 + 16 + 1.

Incidentally, isn't the fact that any positive integer can be
represented uniquely as a sum of distinct powers of 2, what the
binary representation is all about?

N.S. Mendelsohn, Head
Department of Mathematics and Astronomy

The University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Canada R3T 2N2

Bally Who?
Dear Editor:

I know of two active Bally home computer clubs. They help
to disseminate programs written for Bally 's limited storage
memory, and both plan to overcome this shortfall by custom
made external add-on units to be offered to the members in the
near future.

I personally think the Bally unit has great potential and hope
that Bally Mfg. will offer the add-on memory with Z-Grass
graphics in Rom or software.
The Bally computer clubs are:

Arcadian
c

/ ° Robert Fabris
3626 Morrie Dr.
San Jose, CA 95127

Cursor For Bally
P.O. Box 266
No. Hollywood, CA 91603

David R. Smikle
4553 Pinedale

Drayton Plains, MI 48020

Around and Around
Dear Editor:

In an article in Creative Computing ("Infinite Loop Finders
Revisited," September 1979) I asked the question: "Is there
anywhere, out there in the world, a practical infinite loop
finder? If so, let me hear from you." Sure enough, Jan Hajek,
who is at the Computer Center at Eindhoven (the Dutch
technological institute which is the home base of Edsger Dijkstra,
of structured programming fame) has written to me that
APPROVER, a program ofhis, finds many kinds of infinite
loops. Interested readers might write to him at THE-RC, P.O.
Box 513, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

W.D. Maurer
Professor

George Washington University

S.E.A.S.
Washington, D.c! 20052

Point/Counterpoint

Dear Editor:
I was excited to see the article in the August '80 issue about

pie graphs. I have been working out some graphing programs
for the Apple lately. The one problem that the author said he
had was that when he plotted some colors next to each other
(He gave the example of orange and green) he got strange
results, and his dealer did not explain the cause of this in full
detail.

The reason is as follows: each byte in hi-res represents 7 dots
in black and white, or 4 dots in color. They are arranged like
this (From MSB to LSB)

Cddddddd,
where each "d" is one of the points on the screen, and the "C"
is the color group mask. If it is a zero then the dots in that byte
can only be black (0), white (3), green ( 1 ), or purple (2). If this
bit is a one then the dots can only be black (4), white (7),
orange (5), or blue (6)! By plotting a dot in the higher color
group on a byte which is presently in the lower group or vice-
versa), any previous dots were changed to a different color. I

believe this is what the dealer refered to as color flip, and as far
as I know there is no way to get around the problem.

I hope this cleared up any problems that Apple users have
with this oddity. Keep up the good work.

Mark Kriegsman
103 Crest Dr.

Summit, NJ 07901
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(,Fast Poke
Dear Editor:

Here is a dandy little graphicsdemo for the Level II TRS-80:

10 CLS: CLEAR
20 FOR A= 129 TO 255

30 FOR X= 15360 to 16383

40 IF INKEY$= "S" THEN 200

50 IF INKEY$= "C" THEN CLS
60 POKE X,A
70 NEXT X
80 X=0:NEXT A
90 CLS:INPUT"AGAIN (1/2)";AG

100 IF AG= 1 THEN 10 ELSE END
1 10 REMARKABLE.HUH?
200 IF INKEY$= "R" THEN 50 ELSE 200

By poking into memory locations 15360 through 16383 we
access the screen memory (each location in the screen memory
represents a position on the videio monitor). We poke the

TRS-80 CHR$ codes for graphics. The result is that the entire

screen becomes filled with a pattern of graphics corresponding

to the CHRS code, then starts again from the top with a new

pattern.

A few extra include:

1. Pressing "S" will halt program execution if you enjoy the

current pattern.

2. Hitting "R" will start up where you left off before you hit "S".

3. Hitting "C" will clear the display and then continue on with

the main program.

Jimmy Berkley

16 Fordham Road
Livingston, NJ 07039

*$&&
Language Barrier

Dear Editor:

I have been a faithful subscriber to Creative Computing for

some time now and have found a number of useful tips &
programs for my TRS-80. However, I also use a Nova-3 at work

and it can only run Fortran programs, which I cannot remember
ever seeing in your magazine. Is there someplace where I can

get some good Fortran programs for the Nova computer?

(This is ANSII standard Fortran).

J.R. Fitzsimmons

Box 521 Star Rt.

Earleton, FL 32631

From time to time Creative has run programs in Fortran, for

example "On Solving Alphametrics" by John Beidler, "Othello"

by Ed Wright and several others. However, on surveys, reader

response to Fortran pieces has been less-than-overwhelming

to say the least. Hence, we ve been running very little lately.

-DHA

The Best of
creative
computing
@n Volume 3

336 pages of articles, activities, fiction, games,
programs, reviews, cartoons, and other information

from the 1977 issues of Creative Computing.
Includes features on technology, public access,

educational use, medical applications, and com-
puters in music. Contains great resource listings

and reviews of calculators, games, equipment,
software and books. There are 96 pages of things to

do— puzzles, programs, problems, and games.
A sample of the diverse contents is listed.

Edited by David Ahl and Burchenal Green. Large
format. 336 pages. $8.95 (12C).

Partial Listing of Contents -

• Technology— Present and Future
Trends Into the Future—Gray
EFTS Living is Better Electronically or IS if— Dregunas,

The World in Your Own Notebook—Lees
Eeny, Meeny. Micro and More— Salisbury

The Pocket Computer is Almost Hare—Ahern
'Microprocessors— A Primer—Cohen

• Fiction and Foolishness
The Land of Haico— Rowlett
Them Hobbyists— Ounion
Computer Control— Vitale

Yellow Computer— Ragen
Edu Man Meets Pseudo Hero- Ahl

Edu-Man Meets the Rumor Mongers—AM
The Lighter Side of Robots
The Lighter Side of Computer Dating

Nords— Sunstone Graphics
Glorobois— Ma*son
The Floating Point Solution— Taylor

Martsport—Sonntag
Out of the Mouths of Babes— Wtrth
Still a Few Bugs in the System

Othello-Anght
SWARMS— Miller

EUCHRE -Raybaud
Oaytona 500— Churchtii

Computing at a Public Library— Shair

Computer Power to the People—Ahl
A Dream For. Irving Snerd — Nelson
Time For a National Computer Club— Kurmack
The Microcomputer Inflicts Future Shock
on Technical Education— Vuillequiz

•Computers In Education
interactive Computing m Secondary Schools in France-
A Microcomputer Software Course—Williams
Computer Science at Carnegie-Mel ion University— Hast
Final Eaams— Eisenberg
Computational Unsoivabiiity— Steen
State-of-the-Arl vs Compatibility—Ahl

•Languages and Programming Theory « Calculators

Something is M.ss.ng-F.nseth Soph.st.cated Eiecfomc Pocket

F,.e Structures-Lees nt „
Calculators

PILOT -Yob Of Game*
A Taste of APL-Finseth Srr,a" Electronic Games— Ahl

ARTSPEAK-Friedman Cc^P <V—Gray

To order, send a check for books plus $2.00 shipping and
handling per order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add 5% sales tax. Visa,
MasterCard, and American Express orders are welcomed. For
faster service, call in your bank card order toll free to
800-631-8112 (in NJ call 201-540-0445). Or use the handy
order form bound into this magazine.
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NaW
Software with
full support
Purchasing our software is just the
beginning. We then back it up with
professional support:

Subscription to "LIFELINES" for automatic
notifications of revisions! Update service for

software and documentation! Telephone
Hotline! Overseas software export service!
All Lifeboat programs require CP M, unless otherwise slated.

Xiri.w .at /in ii
ai i 1/1—

MICROSOFT .JS/SS"
BASIC-JO- D.sk E. tended BASIC. ANSI

Lcompahble with long variable names.
• WHILE WEND chaining, variable length Me

recoros M8ASIC version 4 51 also included on
task $325 525

BASIC COMPILER- Language compatible
> with BASIC-80 and 3O0nmes taster execution
• Produces standard Microsoft relocatable b*-

nary output Includes MACHO-60 Also knkable
to FORTRAN. aO or COBOL 80 code

taSWStJ
FORTRAN-eO ANSI 66 (except lor COM-

<E PLEX) plus many extensions Includes relocat

•> able obfect compiler, knking loader, library with
manager Also includes MACRO-80 (see
oetowl $425 525

COBOL SO- Level t ANSI 74 standard plus
CD most of Level 2 Fun sequential, relative, and
• indexed Me support with variable Me names

Powerful interactive, formatted screen handling
with ACCEPT and DISPLAY verbs Program
segmentation tor execution of programs larger _.

than memory and CHAIN command with pa Nt
remoter passing Fun support of CP'M versionV
2 Mes includes MACRO 80 (see above), kr*-

'

ing loader, and relocatable library manager
Requires 48K CP/M »T00/»25

M/SORT- Optional sort/merge capaoarty for
i COBOL 80 which conlorms fully 10 SORT/

CP/M" FLOPPY DISK OPERATING SYS-
TEM— Digital Researchs operating system
configured lor many popular micro computers
and disk systems

RAIO-8080 8085 debugging aid and general ..Jr a*
system utility program Both a software s\w :

,M

emulator and real-time debug monitor Fee

Apple II- 2 x 349 NA.
SoftCard- with 280
Microsoft BASIC version 5
with high resolution
graphics

North Star Single Density 2x 170/25
North Star Double Quad 2« 170/25 •

OurangoF85 2x 170/25
COM Micro Disk 2411 14 145/25
COM 3712 lor MITS
88 2SIO Console 14 170/25*

•COM 3712 for 3P S/MITS
SK) Rev nonzero console 1 4 170/25

COM 3812 2 1 225/25
COM 3812 1 4 170/25
COM 451 1/Pertec 03000 2x 375/25 •.

MIS 3202 .'Affair 8800 1 4 145725
Heath H8 • H17 14 145/25
Heath H89 by Magnoaa 2 x 24*725
Ohio Scientific C3 2 1 200/25
Ohio Scientific C3-C 2 x 250/25
Onyx CS001 Standard 2 x 250/25
Onyx CS001 Enhanced 2 x 330/25
TRS 80 Model I 1 4 145/25 »
TRS 80 Model II 2x 170/25
TRS 80 Model II • Corvus 2 1 250/25
Processor Technology
Hekos II 14 145/25

Mel MDS Single Density 2x 170/25
Intel MDS Double Density 2 1 170/25

• j, Mcropoks Mod I 2 x 200/25 -

klQlrVL **»opoks Mod II 2 « 200/25

./ir.r** •*»'«* M<-"< ST"
UIW Bus System 2» 350/25"
' HARD DISK OPTIONS (items with « | when

purchased with CP/M 2 X system
Corvus Add 80
Konan Phoenix Add 80,

iCOM 451 1/Perlec 03000 Add an.

Software consists ot the opereting system, rexr

editor, assembler, debugger endother utilities

for Me menegement endsystem maintenance
Complete set of Orgaar Research s documen-
tebon end additional implementation notes in-

cluded Systems marked ' end " include arm-
ware on 2708 and 27 16 Systems marked • in-

clude 5440 media charge Systems marked
• require the special ** versions of soft-

ware m this catalog includes hardware ad-
dition to allow our standerd versions ot
software to run under It

280 DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE - Consists
• of (II task We kneedlor with global inter and
• mtraane lacames, (2) ZS0 relocating assem-

bler. Zitog/Mostek mnemonics, conditional as-
sembly and cross reference table capabilities

(3) inking loader producing absolute Intel hex
*sk Me $95 $20

ZDT-Z80 Monitor Debugger to break and
• examine registers with standard Zilog/
t' Mostek mnemonic disassembly displays $35
when ordered with Z80 Development
Package $50 $10

AVOCCT SYSTEMS
XASM 81 -Non-macro cross-assembler with

nested conditionals and toll range of pseudo
operanons Assembles Irom standard Motorola
MC68O0 mnemonics to Intel hex $200 525

XASM-«- As XASM 68 tor MOS lechnolo

XASM-48- As XASM 68 tor Intel MCS-48 and
UPI-41 tarrakes $200 $25

XASM-IS-As XASM 68 lor RCA 1802
$2O0 $25

DISTEI— Disk based disassembler to Intel

8060 or TDL/Xrtan Z80 source code, kskng and
cross reference Mes Intel or TDL X itan pseudo
Ops optional Runs on 8080 $65 510

OISILOG-As DISTEL to Zilog/Mostek
• mnemonic Mes $65 510
•
SMAL/80 Structured Macro Assembler

• Language— Package of powerful general
purpose text macro processor and SMAL
structured language compiler SMAL is an as-
sembler language with IF-THEN-ELSE.
LOOP REPEAT WHILE. DO-END. BEGIN-
END constructs Not compatible with CP/M
version 2 or greater $75/$ 15

hires multiple breakpoints symbolic input.
symbolic display and altering of registers built

ai assembler & disassembler, tracing, single-
stepping, memory protection, histograms,
memory search, daect disk access Requires
32K CP/M S2S0/S25

PHOENIX SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
PASM'-Z80 macro assembler. Intel/TDL

l mnemonics Generates Intel hex format or re-

locatable code in erther TDL Obfect Module
format or PSA Relocatable Binary Module for-

mal Supports text insertion, conditional
branching within macros, recursive macro cats
and parameter passing SI 29 $25

EDIT -Character onented text Me editor In
1 dudes macro defirxlior capaberties Handles
insertion, deletion, searching, block move, etc
lor files of any length Does not require a
CRT $12»/$25

PLINK-- Two pass disk-to-disk linkage sdi-
I tor loader winch can produce re-entrant.
ROMable code Can knk programs that are
larger than available memory for execution
targeted on another machine Full library
capabilities Input can be PSA Relocatable BV
nary Module TDL Object Module or Microsoft
REL files Output can be a COM Me. Intel hex
Me. TDL Obfect Module or PSA Relocalable
Me 5124 525

BUG' and ,.BLKV-ZB0 interactive machine
& level debugging tools for program develop,
mem BUG has tui mnemonic trace and in-

teractive assembly (mnemonics compatible
with PA5M) Dynamic breakpoints and condi-
tional traps while tracing (even through ROM 1

)

14BUG is a subset of BUG and is used m mem-
ory krraled situations 5129 S25

DIGITAL RESEARCH
MP/M- Installed for single density MOS-800
Mult< processing derivative of the CP/M op-

erating system Manual includes CP/M2
documentation $300 $50

MAC -8080 Macro assembler Full Intel macro
J definitions Pseudo Ops include RPC. IRP.

REPT TITLE PAGE and MACLIB Produces
absolute hex output plus symbol table file tor

use by SID and ZSID (see below) $120 515

SID -8080 Symbolic debugger FuH trace.
I pass count and breakpoint program testing

Has backtrace and histogram utikties When
used with MAC provKKrs tui symbokc display ol

memory labels and equated values $105 $15

ZSI0-Z80 Symboac debugger with all lea
1 lures ol SID S130/J15
•
TEX

> ed
can be directed to printer or disk

DESPOOL - Utility program lo permit stmufta-

neous printing from text Mes labile executing
other programs $80 $10

- Text output formatter to create paginal

tiny C — Interactive interpretive system lor

• teaching structured programming techniques
Manual includes ful source btltngs SI 05 $50

BOS C COMPILER- Supports structures.
* unions 2 dimensional arrays, pointers, recur

] sjon and overlays Features optimized code
generator, variable sued buffers lor Me I O and
capability to produce ROMaWe code Includes
macro package to enable user to produce fcnfc-

able modules with MAC (see under Digital Re
search) Floating point functions, tuft runtime
package and machtne code horary sources
provided Linker, library manager and textbook
included Compiler lacks initializers, statics,

floats and longs $145 $25

WHITESMITHS C COMPILER- The ultimate
.terns software tools Produces faster

S code than a pseudo-code Pascal with more
extensive faciltties Conforms lo the furl UNIX"
Version 7 C language, described by Kermghan
arxlRrtchte and makes available over 75 func-
tions lor performing I/O, string manipulation
and storage allocation Linkable to Microsoft

REL Mes Requires 60K CP/M $630 $30

MERGE. Level II of the 1974 ANSI COBOL
standard (except COLLATING SEQUENCE IS

alprwjbet-name) Requires COBOL 1)0 Sold as
update lo COBOL-80 $150 $10

COBOL-80 - M/SORT $625 $35

MACRO-SO- 8080/280 Macro Assembler
I lnf«-l.irx1Zikjqmnernon»c5 supported Relocat
• able hrtkabki output Loader. Library Manager
and Cross Reference Llsl utilities
irictuded $149/115

XMACRO-86-8086 cross assembler All

I Macro and uMfty features of MACRO 80 pack
age Mnernonics sbgt. ly modified from Intel

ASM86 Compatibility data sheet
available S275/S25

EDIT-SO - Very fast random access text editor

i for text with or without line numbers Global and
intra hne commands supported File compare
utility included $89 $15

muSIMP/muMATH muSIMP is a hjgh level

v programming language suitable (or symbolic
and semi numerical processing implemented
usmg a last and efficient interpreter requiring

only 7K bytes of mactwie code muMATH is a
package ol programs written m muSIMP The
package performs sopftusticaled rnathematical
functons Keeps track of up to 6 1 1 d>gtts Per-

forms matnx operations on arrays: transpose,
mutt«pry divide, inverse and other integer pow-
ers Logarithmic, exponential trigonometric
simplification and transformation symbokc drf-

lerenbakon with partial derivatives symbokc m-
legratkon ol definile and indefinite integrals

Requires 40K CP/M S3M/S30

muLISP-60- Microcomputer implerrirjntation
i ot LISP The tnterpreter resides in only 7K bytes
ol memory yet includes 83 LISP functions Has
ihtimiV pc-osiO" int.-<ji-- inth'ivtn:: i-.pri-SM-<1

m any radix from 2 to 36 muLISPBO includes

complete trace facwty and a library of useful
functions and entertaining sample
programs $200 $15

PASC/L/M*- Compiles enhanced Standard
• Pascal lo compressed efficient Pcode Totally

CP/M cornpatibte Random access Mes Both
16 and 32 bit Integers Runtime error recovery
Ccnven-enl STRINGS OTHERWISE clause on
CASE Comprehensive manual (90 pp in-

dexed) SEGMENT provides overlay structure
INPORT OUTPORT and untyped tiles for arbi-

trary I/O Requires 56K CP/M Specify 1)8080
CP/M. 2) Z80 CP/M, or 3) Cromemco
CDOS $175/$20

PASCAITZ-ZBO na^ve code PASCAL com-
> pticr Produces optimized ROMable re-entrant
I code AH interfacing to CP/M is through the
support library The package includes compiler,
relocating assembler and linker, and source
lor al library modules Variant records, strings

and direct I/O are supported Requires S6K
CP/M $3*5 $25

MICRO FOCUS .^/.Cr
STANDARD CIS COBOL- ANSI 74 COBOL

I standard compiler tuly validated by U S Navy
tests to ANSI leveM Supports many features to

level 2 including dynamic loading of COBOL
modules and a full ISAM Ma laoMy Also, pro-
gram segmentation, interactive debug and
powerful interactive extensions to support pro-
tected and unprotected CRT screen formatting
from COBOL programs used with any dumb
terminal $850 $50

FORMS 2- CRT screen editor Output is

v COBOL data descriptions tor copying into CIS
COBOL programs Automatically creates a
query and update program of indexed Mes
using CRT protected and unprotected screen
formats No programming experience needed
Output program dwectfy cornptted by STAN-
DARD CIS COBOL ettOO/$20

NEVADA COBOL- Subset of ANSI-74 Fea
B hires fast oompttaiwn and execution with small

obtec t modules Has extended ai itNivekc with
""

digit accuracy Extended f/O includes ran-
dom access Mes and sequential Mes of both
fixed and vanabte length records, and interac-

tive accept/display verbs Good error mes-
sages and debuggmg taoMies enhance pro-
gram development Requires a 32K CP/M
system $149/$25

El DOS SYSTEMS
KBASIC- Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC

I version 4 51 integrated with KISS Multi-Keyed
Index Sequential and Direct Access Me man-
agement as 9 addtttonal BASIC commands
KISS included as relocatable modules knkable
to FORTRAN 80, COBOL 80 and BASIC
COMPILER Specify CP/M version 1 4 or 2 x

when ordenng Requires 48K CP M $585 $45
To licensed users of Microsoft BASIC 80
(MBAS1C) $435 $45

XVBASIC interactive Process Control
BASIC- FuH disk BASIC features plus unique
ccjmmands lo hanole byte rotate and shift and
to test and set bits Available in several ver-

Integer ROM squared $350/$25
Integer CP/M $350 $25
Extended ROM squared $450 $25
Extended CP/M $450 $25
Extended Disk CP/M S5S0/S25
Integer CP/M Run Time Compiler $350 $25
!.--' C M H.i T . ..... .$450'$?5

RECLAIM- A irMrty to vallate media under
CP/M Program tests a dkskette or hard <*sk
surface for errors, reserving the imperfections
n invisible files, and permitting continued
usage of the remainder Essentia) tor any hard
drsk Requires CPM version ? $*0 $5

BASIC UTILITY DISK- Consists of: (1)
- CRUNCH 14- Compacting ut.My lo reduce

the size and increase the spaed of programs m
Microsoft BASIC 4 51. BASIC 80 and TRS 80
BASIC (2) DPflJN-DoubMprisosion subrou-
tines for computing nineteen transcendental
functions includtng square root, natural log. log

base 10, sine, arc sine, hyperbokc sine, hyper
bobc arc sine, etc Fumrshed m source on dis-

kette and ckx:umenlation $50 $35

STRING/SO -Character siring handhng plus
routines lor direct CP/M BDOS calls from
FORTRAN and other compabfate Mecrosofl lan

guages The utihty kbrary contains routines that

enable programs to cham to a COM hie. retrieve

command hne parameters and search file direc

tones with tut wild card faciMies Supplied as
linkable modules m Microsolt lormat $95 $20

STRING/80 source code available
separately- $295 NA
THE STRING BIT- FORTRAN Character

* string handling Routines to fmd, fill, pack,
move, separate, concatenate and compare
character strings This package completely
eliminates the problems associated with
character string handling in FORTRAN
Supplied with source $65 $15

VSORT- Versatile sort/merge system for fixed

"length records with fixed or vanabte length
tiekJs VSORT can be used as a stand-alone
package or loaded and cased as a subroutine

from CBASfC-2 When used as a subroutine.

VSORT maximizes the use of butter space by
saving the TPA on disk and reslonng it on com-
pletion of sorting Records may be up to 255
bytes long with a maximum ol 5 fields Upper/
lower case translation and numeric fields

supported $175 $20

PASCAL/MT- Subset of standard PASCAL
n Generates ROMable 8080 machine code
• Symbokc debugger included Supports Inter-

rupt procedures. CP/M hie I/O and assembly
language interface RealvarujbtescanbeBCO. rBM/CPM- Program lo
software floating point or AMO 9511 hardware 4 set hteslo CP'M hies or CP/M Mes to IBM 374

1

floating point Includes strings enumerations ^ data sets Easy to use Requres two eight inch
and record data types Manual explains BASIC-AjT diskette dnves 24K memory, and a 24 by 80
RASCAL conversion Requires 32K $250/S30^ CRT terminal St7sVss

- Concise and powerful lariguage lor

-»nl Complex

rfaang I/O ports Re-
trial API. printing termi-

$500/$30

APL/VBO-
t application software Development
programming problems are reduced lo simple
expressions in APL Features mclude up to? 7K
active workspace, shared variables, arrays of

up to 8 dimensions, disk workspace and copy
obtect kbrary The system also supports auxil

•ary processors for interfacing I/O port

quires 48K CP/M and serial A
rial or CRT

ALGOL-60- Powerful block structured lan-

<Z> guage compiler featuring economical run time
dynamic allocation ol memory Very compact
(24K total RAM) system implementing almost
al Algol 60 report features plus many powerful
extensions including string tandfcng direct disk

slOetc $199 $20

CBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC-Non-
* interactive BASIC with pseudo-code compiler
and run-time interpreter Supports fuM file con-
trol, chaining integer and extended precision
variables, etc Versions of CRUN lor CP/M ver-
sions 1 4 and 2 x included on disk St20 $15

CMMt'
MASTER TAX - Professional tax preparation

I program Prepares schedules A. B. C. D E. F
t G R/RP, SE TC ES and lorms 2106. 2119
2210. 3468. 3903. 2441. 4625 4726. 4797,
4972. 5695 and 6251 Printing can be on readriy

available, pre printed continuous forms, on
overlays, or on computer generated, IRS ap-
proved forms Maintains cfcent history files and
1$ interactive with CPAids GENERAL LEDGER
M (see below) SMSVS30
Annual Update Fee 1350

STANDARD TAX- As above tor schedules A.

f BCD E.G. R/RP SETC and forms 2106 and
2441 Also, does not maintain client history

Mes $495 $30
Annual Update Fee $175

Copynqtit C I960 L.tet»,it AsMX.at.-. NopOl
bon of this advertisement may be reproduced
without pnor permission

Ne,u in der Schweii Lifeboat Associates GmbH, Aegenstr 35. CH 6340 Baar TeUfon 042/31 2931



S/sr
GENERAL LEDGER II- Designed tor CPUs

t Stores complete 12 month detailed himlory ol

transections Generates financial slalements.

depreciation loan amortizations, journals. Inal

balances, statements of changes m financial

position and compilation letters Includes

payroll system with auto«^rjoalinglo gen

(4S0/S30
rial ledger Prints payroll register, Wjrs jnd

OATASTAR - Prolesswnal forms control entry

S and display system lor key kxtsk data cap
lure Menu dnven with out in learning aids

Input Held verification by length, mask, attribute

lie upper case, lower case, numeric auto dup

etc I Bust- in arithmeticcapaMmes using keyed

data constant and derived values Visual teed

back for ease oflonns design Fees compatible

payroll c
oith CP/MMP/M supported languages

quires 32K CP/M and CRT with addresj

weekly profitebtkty report' Set up the table and

compute Jusl change the sales Igures lor ne«t

nek and compute You have a new report'

T/MAKER- Powerful new tool for preparing

management reports with tabular data Makes
financial modeling protects easy Do you want a

vryMabtkty report' Set ur - -

Jusl chanoe the Mass I

id compute You have
T/MAKER includes a tun screen editor for

setting up tables which pages lefl. right, up

and down Compute includes standaid arith-

metic, percents. enponents. common tran-

scendental functions, averages, manma.
rmrama. protections etc Requites 4tK CP/M.
CBASIC 2 CRT terminal with addressable cur-

sor positioning fHTS/ttS

ESO-1- Professional erne and billing tor the

E legal profession Designed lor use by the first

t hme computer user Records Maofe and non-

1 billable time Complele system includes trans-

(T action entry, posting. Wang, reports, and cseM
analysis Recordscashreosrpts esoow receipts,

and escrow transfers Requires 48K CP/M
system. 480K ol disk storage space, cursor ad-

dressable CRT. and CBASfc?

and escrow transfers Requires 48K CP/M— s. cursor ad-WHW
Complete demonstration system for ESO I

(£> S7S/J50

t

BSTAM-Utiktytoknkone computer to another

• also equrpped with BSTAM Allows We transfers

at ful data speed (no conversion to hex), with

CRC block control check for very retable error

detection and automate retry We use
J'

Its

great! Ful w*»card expansion to send* COM.
etc 0600 baud with wire 300 baud with phone

connection Both ends need one Standard and

• versions can talk to one another This

software requires a knowledge of assembler

language lor instaHason 1150 Jio

BBTMB- Intelligent terminal program for

• CP/M systems Permits communication be-
- tween micros and mainframes Sends charac-

ter data rites to remote computers under com
ptete control System can record character data

sent from remote computer systems and data
•

banks Includes programs to EXPAND and
COMPRESS binary Mesk.s for transmission This

software requires a knowledge ol assembler

language tor installation $200/(25

./essable

ana $350535

WORD-STAR - Menu driven visual word pro

C cessrng system for use with standard terminals

Tent formatting performed on screen Fadtnes

for lest paginate, page number, kistity. centrjr

and underscore User can pnnt one document

white simultaneously editing a second Edit

faciw.es include global search and replace.

Read-Write to other test fries, block move, etc

WORD-STAR-MAll-MERGE-As above with

i. option lor production mailing of personakzed

documents with man lists from OATASTAR or

NAD $S7S/SeO

WORD-MASTER Text Editor -In one mode
1 has superset ol CP/M s ED commands includ-

ing global searching and replacing, fwwards

and backwards in Me m video mode, provides

tun screen editor for users with senal addrees-

able cursor terminal S14S/$2S

MAGIC WANO*-Word processing system

wrth simple easy to use lm screen text edrtor

and powerful pnnt processor Edrtor has all

standard editing functions including text insert

and delete, global search and replace, block

move and I*re7ysles for tx»ler plate text Print

processor formatting commands include au-

tomatic margins, pagination, headings a foot-

mgs. centered and rustieed text Also prints with

true proportional spacing, merges with data

Mas for automatic form letters, and performs

run-time corvjioonal lasting lor varied output

Requires 32K CP/M and CRT terminal with ad

rjressabte cursor t3sW««M

TEXTWMTER- Text formatter to tustrly and

« paginate letters and other documents Special

features include Insertion of text during execu-

tion from other drsk Mes or console, permitting

recipe documents to be created from linked

fragments on other files Has teaetiea for soiled

index laoleof contents and footnote mserlions

Ideal for contracts, manuals, etc Now compati-

ble with Electric Penal" and Word-Star pre-

pared Mes (125VS20

DATEBOOK- Program lo manage erne fust

kke an office appointment book but using the

speed and memory ol a computer Keeps track

SSeOlsashi™ aSd random access used for J chairs, three attorneys, etc I«»»'*«
totresponse inquires C8AStC2 »17S/S2S>y menls cons* of riame. reason IwOwappomt

,-V ment. the date and time, and the length ol the
,u * — —•__« Cud.m r>»n rta murhlu put-selector a-CJ-Dala Base Processor

i
create and maintain multi-key data bases

Pnnts formatted sorted reports with numerical

summaries or mailing labels Comes wrth sam-

ple applications. inducing Sales ArAvty. Inven-

lory7T»ayables. Receivables. Check Register,

and Csent/Patient Appointments, etc Rjqiares
(2957(20

m

•

CBASIC-2 Suppkedn

GLECTOR- General Ledger option lo

SELECTOR III C2 Interactive system provides

tor cuslomued COA Unique chart of traraac-

lion types insure proper double entry book-

keeping Generates balance sheets. PAL
statements and (Ourners Two year record al-

lows lor sialement ol changes m financial posi-

tion report Supplied in source Requires

SELECTOR IIIC2 CBASIC-2 and 56K
system OS0/.2S

MAGSAM M - Sophisticated keyed access Me

ft support system Supports random, sequential.
' and generic retrieval by key Also, mutepte sec-

ondary keys Dynamic allocation and extension

ol Mes with automatic free space reclamation

interactive tutorial included to get the user

started Complete wilh documentation and

quick reference card Specify CBASIC or Mi

crosofl BASIC version Requites 48K
system S145/$25

MAGSAM IV - r*gh speed machine code ver-

i swn of MAGSAM III for CBASIC only DisltiD
'
uted as pre-loaded modules and Microsoft re-

locatable object modules $2»5/$25

CBS - Configurable Business System is a

t comprehensive set ol programs for denning.

custom data Mes and appkcation systems with

iijtf<s^asrr&si s& s
each data Me are supported Set up program

customizes system to users CRT and pnnter

Provides last and easy mteraclrve data entry

and retrieval with transaction processing

Report generator program does complex calcu

•Mans with stored and derived data record

selection with multrpte cntena. and custom for

mats Sample inventory and mailing list sys-

tems Included No support language
required 5 $40

MICROPRO
SUPER-SORT I- Sort merge, extract ulitty as

i absolute executable program or linkable mod-

ule in Mcrosotl format Sorts lixed or variable

records with data in binary. BCD Packed Deci-

mal EBCDIC ASCII floating A lixed pant ex-

ponenl.sl, field justified etc Evenl variable

number ol fields per record! $225/(25

SUPER-SORT »- Above available as abso-

<D lute program onry (175/525

SUPER-SORT IH-As II without SELECT/
i EXCLUDE

ANALYST-Cuslomaeddauentryandreport- DC (00 Data Cartridges Specify 450 XL or

t ing system User specifies up to 75 data items 300 certified Pack of 5 (100
per record Interactive data entry, retrieval FLIPPY DtSK KtT- Template and instructions

and update facility makes information
to mrjdlry single srdrjd 5V. dBtkettes for use of

management easy Sophisticated report second skfe in single sided drives (12 50

l*,»Sd"r5c^wSrS^^
B
br^ H.OPPY BAVER- P.oW*onlor cjnNKholes

pom tor Zeneiz^^eq£.esTr*skVat to. 5 and « floppy disks Only 1 needed par

Ky sucT^SORT. SUPERSET or **•»• ««J^™<£°™3^*™£
VSOP.T and CBASIC 2 (2M/$15 tsJZZEf*

^^ reettorong nngs tor

LETTERIOHT- Program to create. e*t and 5 K„ (m.m
type letters or other documents Has facilities to

5 R,~„only IT.tS
ertar. dktplay. delele and move text, with good „ „,"" (ia.95

vidr» screen presentation w^,w ""
D5'
A
°jrtiV e.Rmgsonty M.(6

for form letter markngs (200/(25(l
-ps, CP/M HANf»OOK (with MP/MI by Rod-

NAD-Name and Address selection system ' My 2,k, $13 «
^Z^J^^L^VXm^M^SS- PASCAL USER MANUAL ANO REPORT- By

^S^L^^SmMI IntoSvZrTto mil J«»<J« •"« Wtrth The standard textbook on

tor ol selected recads 10 create new Mes Pascet/Z. Pascal/M and Pascal/MT users (12

OSORT required if sorting is desired (100/(20 THE C PROORAMMHrjO LANGUAGE - By

n«oRT_ Fast sori/meroe aoaam tor Mes Karnlrjhari and Hxvchre The standard textbook

°?,T.
T
ed :&rw"^™»°£ zr t?ĉ ^riim^uivr,

wi
infamation Up to trve ascending a descend BDS C, tmy C. and WlwesmHhs C users (12

mg keys Fun back-up of input Mes created STRUCTURED MICROPROCESSOR PRO-
»0«/(20 CRAMMING- By the authors ol SMAL /DO

_*_ x_ _-_ _* Covers structured programming, the 0080/

ff Tt -ff ~W W If K «0>5 ratruction set and the SMAL/SO Ian-

l^SllSSXJSSSKSSSrtt I
TcToUNTS PAYABLE . ACCOUNTS

1SSSZ%£5Z&*£ZE!^.— ^EIVABLE-CBASIC book b, O^XKW
other foreign particles thai mrohlhexfer the per McGraw-Hill (20

lormance of the dnve head Lasts at least 3 GENERAL LEDGER- CBASIC book by
months with daily use Specify 5 a » Osborne/McGraw Mil (20

rt?K.
S^!i l?S H^r./ili l~ 1 PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING

-

D°"ble sided (25 eaeh/StH lor 3 CBASIC book by Osborne/McGraw-l*« (20

• •••••••
* Program names traotrmarked

NEW5LETTEH f Recommended system confrgurarion consists

rnnil I IECROAT ot4IJKCP/M 2fuksuedrskdnves.24x80CRT
ri^\rlrl*1 e»l»raa»»»esiev«a and 132 column pnnlet
UFELIIvESist^Mslslepinso«wr»e««lpo.tk»eie
serous rrwornrrputer user Eachissut .eports • MocMrkd version available lor use with CP/M as
neerevisnrwlorjrkherwshiritornetwnorilh. xriplemenled on Heath and TRS-80 Model I

tor escti such letease, on a lor cor.ectionol bugs r^rvvitsm
atheaorjaxwoltealureaandlrKieMs

uu..yuiers

Feature Articles I New Software t Product (u User license agreement to. this pioducl must

Comparisons Info on CP/M Users Group I be signed and returned to Lrleboal Aisnclalai

before stvpmenl may be made
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION: _^ ^ ^ ,

$18 la twelve issues U S Canada, and Mexjco « This ti'^^l^an''*^\»l^9m9'
(40 fa twelve is«>as a« otfier ajuntrtes » manual recorrimenrJed in Coridiments

(2 50 la each back issue US. Canada and
^Serial number ol CP/M system must be

$3 60ta each back issue si other countries suppkad w«h gders

Send Check 10 LIFELINES 1651 Third Avenue. ^Requires Z«0 CPU
NewYork NY 10028 a use you. VISAa J.^--^-eV-wVtty-«V--«V
MASTERCARD-cal(212)722-1700 1T«W«W«W«

appointment System can be quickly cus

torrwed tor the individual user Many helpful

features tor making, diangmg lml^9J^? '+

parting appointments Requires 48K CP/M and

180K bytes drsketle storage Requires 80 -24

cursor addressable terminal Specify 8080
CP/M Z80 CP/M a Cranemco CDOS

$2*5/(25

PEACHTREE SOFTWARE"
! I

General accounting software tor smart busi-

'V nesses Each product can be used atonew with

t automatic posting to the General Ledger.

Suppked in source tor Microsoft BASIC 4 51

GENERAL LEDGER $S30/$40
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $$30/S40
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE $S30/$40
PAYROLL $530/$40

INVENTORY $»»0/(40

Other appkcalion products supplied m source

B for Miciosott BASIC 4 5t _„
t MAILING ADDRESS (S30/S40
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT (925/S40

GRAHAM DORIAN SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS
Comprehensive accounting software wntten m

1 CBASIC-2 and suppked in source code Each

".software package can be used as a stand-

t atone system or integrated wtth the General

Ledger la automatic posting to ledger ac-

counts Requires CBASIC 2

GENERAL LEDGER $AX»/$40

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE HJ*2i?
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (80S/S40
INVENTORY SYSTEM $5SS/$40

JOB COSTING $8057(40
APARTMENT MANAGEMENT $*0S7$40

CASH REGISTER $t0»7$*D

POSTMASTER- A comprehensive package
at tor mail est maintenance that is completely

menu dnven Features include keyed record

extraction and label production A form letter

program is included which provides neat letters

on single sheet « continuous torms tndodes

NAD We translator Requires CBASIC 2
$150/$20

Ordering Information

MEDIA FORMAT ORDERING COOES.
When ordering, please specify form*f code

LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES MEDIA FORMATS LIST. Odette, cartridge <<•* and cartridge tepe

formal codes to be »peol»ed»»^wordi»^ *"

software products have specrnc reo^err*nts in ternw ot h««lw«rew
MPU type, memory sae. support operating system or language

A*** MOD Ow* S*mMIT5 3300

Appto • SoftC«nl 13 StcMr

COM 4M I S440 CwtndB*
CP/M 14

COM4S11 5440 CxtnOgm

MSSOOO

Qfekh** hhoopoM Mod it

C06UWMM«3e
COSW»»*t4
COMPW. SO

ivsai vt*> m
MSMVDf-4?
4SMV0P44
usai vop-ao

*r

Tl#

STRUCTURED SVSTCMS GROUP
;

1 Complete interactwe accounting software for

t business Each product can be used stand-

alone or with automaac posting to the general

ledger Each product ts trwrwigMy tested and

very wed docurnented

GENERAL LEDGER f*2.'**2
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE **£&&
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE H™**
PAYROLL
INVENTORY CONTROL

CrTfj*n#rnco Z20
CSSN BACK Ur* tup*)

MM
Dv Log UcrcMtm N RO
DifM UKicmft»»m% Al*

OtKu* S* Mono- 0*cu»
DurartgoFaS *.
Ov>«ivm Of** R1

rvvvM>ytooaa'4 at
Ewdv Sorcww Lttabotf CP/M O?
Ekst*/ 8<vc>tm ttitr CP/M 04
HMWMS • Mt7/M?7 P4
HMtn HM - UMMMN CP/M P4

iCP/V PT

Sm ISC NKOtor
DeJOVt- A2

tTM MDS OouCN. l>nwly A£
M«il*xStit-Aer»iDOS0t R7
WnlK SuprtV*» DOS * ? K RJ
M>>rtKS«4>wSrP«OOS3X HK
ISC ****** *HZ*M0mK3 Al
Kor*onPSI-a0 -V

COM ?41 1 Mn-.i Floppv m
•COM 371? A)

COM 3*1? Al*

Pnces reflect ckslnbutton on 8
stngledensrty diskettes Ha
kxmat ts requested which
requires additional dtskettes a
surcharge of $0 per addftonal

diskette w* be added

Pnces FOB New York

Shipping handkng and COD
charges extra

Manual coal appkcable agamst

pUM ol lUbMCpiml soltteva-t.-

purchase

The sale of each propnetary

software package conveys a
license tor use on one
system only

MSDV.
rNtotr- St* S*nga» 0»H>«t.

North Star Ooub* Q>j*a

Nyiac SVtojMf D*nw«
N,l*r Matropoto Mod
OH-o SomrtUhc C3
Orv-. caooi
Pwtwc PCC 2000

REX Ol
SWKO7O00 5V.

SDSnMn.1 Af
SOSysMmaS^
SOtOMI StwCudy So>c*K«>r

ftpMPevw
Suewsv^n

TCIl'- Ftl

TEIS A1-

Ttiw*4«ioy* SMUDttwOaoH
TRS SO Mod* I V s

TRS-SOMorMI . FCC Fr^«*Mlom PJN

TRSeOMotMl MK'OfTsatton **
U»S MM.-*- 1 Om*for> V,
mfraoMfttsti Orrakrona At

TRS-BOMotWI STXiftVewr) i At

TRS SO Mod* 1

VDP40 4? 44 SO

Vector QnphK US
VMWMZ

S— COS VaraaMa
vat* veo *» Snefei

VktMVTOOSv. DouW. Danaa-

ZwwPt 2M Let€«MMl CP/M
ZwmPi Zm • M^irtoM CP/M P7

Qua. WO
Quay W0

' S-n>» Sfd» SengtaDanwl* exaks

*«* atAppiarJ W UM ansti OoutM-
OwaMy ana Ooub*» SaJa • tot

t«an avactory orhai of «ara

• A m*rM aknMraa o* $SS tor or-

da<» on upa torrt»«l» T t and 12 and

Of »100 tor orfwa on <*afc tontwli

01 and D? «•» ba addad

Thaaaioi*
lad «o enartga *

C4M Of ursctarlarnty c** It. (..

tha tormal cade tor any pa»tcuu<

Lifeboat Associates, 1651 Third Avenue, N.Y, N.Y. 10028 (212) 860-0300 ™n» sotw. supe^g^jQ*^

International Telex: 220501 , Domestic Telex: 640693



Barring plague, famine, or a chromium-
oxide shortage, this will be a regular feature,
acting as a catch-all for reviews of software,
bits of news, and whatever else seems worth
passing on. This month, a tough game, a
good utility, and a taxing program.

SO Ways to Leave Your Life

Med Systems Software. P.O. Box 2674,
Chapel Hill NC 27541, has come out with
Deathmaze 5000, a tape for a 16K TRS-80
($12.95). They are also working on a 32K
Apple version that will run on either Apple.
The game is an adventure that takes places
in a large maze of corridors with five levels.

The display consists of nicely-done three-

dimensional graphics of the sort used in

Tunnel Vision. Since the program is written
in machine language, the screen changes
almost instantly as you walk through the
corridors. The player can either move
through the maze using arrow keys, or
give two-word commands such as "Take
knife." Throughout the corridors, there
are boxes containing objects. The purpose
of the game is to get out alive. This is not
an easy task; there are many ways to get
beheaded, smashed, crushed, or otherwise
removed from play. The game can be saved
on tape. Unfortunately, attempts to reload
the data left me in other areas of the maze.
Despite this, the game is very good, though
I still haven't figured out how to progress
beyond the first level. Med Systems had
graciously provided all the instructions
necessary to let you put the game on disk.
They haven't provided instructions for how
to get past the first level. Such is life.

A New Perspective

An excellent utility for the Atari is 3-

Dimensional Computer Graphics ($29.95),

which will run on either the 400 or 800.
From Sebree's Computing, 456 Granite
Ave., Monrovia CA 91016, the set of four
programs allows the drawing of wire-frame
type objects. The objects can be viewed at
different angles, moved along any of the
coordinates or rotated. The programs run
with as little as 8K, but higher resolutions
require more memory. The first program
demonstrates the abilities of the system,
allowing the user to input x,y, and z
cordinated as well as pitch, bank, and
heading. Then a prestored figure is drawn.
The second program allows you to define
figures. The last two programs demonstrate
ways to incorporate the drawings into full

scenes. Whether vou just want to play

S©tf6 6©ffiC©ty©dJ
David Lubar

around with three-dimensional drawing,
or need a graphics utility for working with
solid objects, this package is worth consider-
ing.

Giving Sam His Dues
Micromatic Programming Company, 24
Old Farm Road, Weston CT 06829, sent
me a demonstration sample of their
Tax\Saver program, which will be released
this January as a set of disks or cassettes
for the TRS-80. While the sample didn't
contain the full series of programs, it had
enough to show that Tax/Saver is well
designed and easy to use. Basically, the
user is asked a series of questions, allowing
the program to determine such things as
filing status, required forms, etc. You have
to have all the necessary information on
hand. The program has some nice features.

For instance, it will inform you if your
employer is deducting too much for Social
Security. If you are filing a joint return, it

will ask if you also want to try doing forms
for filing separately, thus allowing you to
determine which way costs less. At various
points, tricky questions are explained, either
in the manual or in the program. For
example, if you want to declare dependents,
there is a program that helps you determine
whether each individual in question can
qualify as a dependent. Once all data has
been entered, the program displays each
line of the appropriate form and shows
what should be entered in that line.

Obviously, not everyone needs this type
of help. If your return is very simple, there
isn't much for the computer to do. And if

your return is very complicated, you
probably have an accountant. But if you
are somewhere in the middle, and the
thought of filling out those forms sends
shivers through your body, this program
could ease the painful process of paying
Uncle Sam.

Scattered Bits

It seems that the shortage of Atari
software is coming to an end. Many
companies are moving into this area, both
with conversions of existing programs, and
with original material. At a slower rate,

the same thing is happening for the TI
99/4. TRS-80 owners will be pleased to

learn that Adventure International i<

working on a new series of games which
combine Adventure with Dungeons and
Dragons. The first game of the series will

require dual disks, further releases will

run on smaller configurations. These will

be reviewed as soon as they are available.

The first American software for the Sinclair

ZX 80 should be hitting the market soon,
courtesy of Image. Several new releases
from Creative Computing will be available

in the near future, including an excellent
version of Milestones for the Apple.

Parting Words
The problem of software piracy affects

everyone who is involved with computers.
A related issue is protected software. How
do you, the users, feel about uncopyable
programs? Are there alternatives? Would
you rather pay more and receive a copyable
program? Your thoughts are welcome.

14 CREATIVE COMPUTING



NOWTHE SOFTCARD CAN
TAKEYOU BEYONDTHE BASICS.

COBOL-;

You probably know
about the SoftCard — our

ingenious circuit card that

converts an Apple II® into a

Z-80® machine running

CP/M®
You may even know

that with the SoftCard, you get Microsoft's

powerful BASIC— extended to support

Apple graphics and many other features.

Now, whenever you're ready to get beyond the

BASICs, the SoftCard can take you into whole

new realms. Starting with two advanced

language packages from Microsoft

FORTRAN AND
COBOLTO GO.

Now you can run the

world's most popular

engineering/scientific lan-

guage and the most popular

business language on your

Apple. Think what that means: you can choose from liter-

ally thousands of "off-the-shelf" applications programs,

and have them working with little conversion. Or design

your own programs, taking advantage of all the problem-

solving power these specialized languages give you.

FORTRAN-80
A complete ANSI-standard FORTRAN (except

COMPLEX type), with important enhancements. The ex-

tremely fast compiler performs extensive code

-so optimization, a

it doesn't require a" P-

code" interpreter at run

time, your programs will

typically execute 2-3

times faster than with

Apple FORTRAN.
FORTRAN is easy to

learn if you know BASIC,

and the package in-

cludes a huge library of

floating point, math,

and I/O routines

you can use in all

your programs.

COBOL-80
Virtually the only choice for

^^^" serious business data processing.

It's ANS1 1974 standard COBOL, with many user-oriented

features added: formatted screen support for CRT termi-

nals, simple segmenting of very large programs, powerful

file handling capability, trace debugging, and much
more. A separate Sort package is coming soon.

FORTRAN-80 and COBOL-80 are just two more rea-

sons why the Apple with SoftCard is the world's most ver-

satile personal computer. Get all the exciting details from

your Microsoft dealer today. And start getting beyond the

BASICS.
MICROSOFT Consumer Products, 400 108th Ave.

N.E., Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98004. (206) 454-1315.

SoltCatd is a trademark of Microsolt Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Com-

puter, inc Z-80isaregisteredtrademarkotZilog.lnc CP/M is a registered trademark

of Digital Research. Inc
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Documentation

Three pieces of documentation come
with the computer: A 151 page beginner's
book called Getting Started With Color
Basic. A 31 page Color Computer Operation
Manual, and a Quick Reference Card.

Getting Started With Color Basic is an
excellent introduction to Color Basic. While
it does not attempt to cover all aspects of
programming, or even the complete instruc-
tion set of Color Basic, it does take a core
vocabulary and explain it well. The style is

similar to Learning Level I; there are
abundant humorous illustrations, clear
examples, and well-thought-out diagrams
which manage to convey both simple and
complex concepts in a manner which will
not intimidate the newcomer to computing.
After a concept has been presented, the
reader is invited to write a "Do it yourself
program." Sample solutions are given in
the text for the shorter exercises and an
entire appendix is devoted to solutions to
the longer programs. It is interesting to
note that while semicolons are often optional
in both Level II and Color Basic PRINT
statements, this is the first manual that
tacitly acknowledges the fact.

The Color Computer Operation Manual
covers topics such as connecting the
computer to your television, connection
and use of joysticks, printer, program
cartridges, and cassette recorder. Here
also, the programmer already familiar with

James Garon. 46 Kinsley St., Nashua. NH 03060.

Basic will find information on the special
features of Color Basic, such as producing
sounds and creating graphics.

The Quick Reference Card <8'/2 xl5",
printed on both sides) is divided into eight
sections:

•Start-UP: Tells you how to turn the system
on.

•Special characters f $ : ? , ;) all have the
same meanings as in Level II.

•Operators ( + ,-,*, . , AND, OR etc.
indicating the order in which they are
evaluated by Basic).

•Basic Functions: There are 22 functions
listed alphabetically, from ABS to VAL.)
•Control Keys: There are eight, seven of
which the Level II programmer will be
familiar with; left-arrow to erase one
character, shift-left-arrow to erase a line
being typed, BREAK. CLEAR. ENTER,
the spacebar, and SHIFT-® to halt a listing

or program execution until another key
has been pressed (unlike Level II however,
you must use a key other than SHIFT-®
to resume a listing or halted program).
The eighth control key is SHIFT-0 which
is used to toggle back and forth between
upper and lowercase (lowercase is shown
as reverse video uppercase: black letters
on a green background. These reversed
characters will appear as lower case on a
lineprinter).

•Basic Statements: 41 statements, again
listed alphabetically, from AUDIO to STOP.
•Video Control Codes (there are only three:

16

James Garon

decimal 8, 13 and 32 which perform similarly

to their Level II cousins: backspace and
erase, linefeed and carriage return, and a
blank.

•Error Messages: there are 25 2-character
codes.

In addition to the above, there are only
three more items in the box: a 12 foot
cable for connecting the computer to your
television set, a switch box that allows you
to select either the computer signal or
television programs, and the computer itself.

The computer is attractively styled in silver

and black with simulated mother-of-pearl
and colored accents.
The only cause for complaint might be

the keys themselves, which look and sound
much like rectangular pieces of hard candy
or gum; however, after a few minutes of
typing one gets used to their feel and their
clatter. The keys are color-coded; most
keys are gray, the control keys are white,
and the powerful BREAK key is red.

In the rear of the cabinet are five jacks,
two buttons, a switch, and a power cord.
One jack accepts the cable which carries
sound and picture to your television. The
next jack is for the optional CTR-80A
recorder cable. (The cable from a regular
TRS-80 recorder will not fit here.) The
third jack is for an RS-232-C device such
as a serial printer or possibly a modem.
The last two jacks accept one joystick
each.

The two buttons are located at either

CREATIVE COMPUTING



IpWEST PRJCES ON fSSy^y

PERSONAL COMpUTERS/farSt^

16K
List $1195

ONLY $989

32K, List $1395 $1169
48K, List $1259

DISK II DRIVE MM
Above w/ControlUr $505
MICROSOFT Z80/CPM
Convenion For Apple II • • ONLY $299

APPLE III

w/96K $2998

CENTRONICS PRINTER INTERFACE

Pascal Language Systemi.it S49S $420
Centronics

Printer Card i.n S225 $191

High Speed

Printer Interface *i 9S ...$165

COMPLETE LINE OF
CALIFORNIA COMPUTERS
Interface cards available.

We also stock the

DC Hayes Micromodem,
Mountain Hardware,
and the SSM combination
serial/parallel interfaces.

R ersonal

ompatcr
yst«msCs

609 Butternut St.,

Syracuse, NY 13208

(315) 475-6800

Price* do not include .hipping by UP*. All

price, end offer, .ubject »o chonge w.thoul

notka.

HEWLETTBPACKARD

HP-85A ONLY $2795

t"i \

HP-85 ACCESSORIES
5-'/4" Dual Master
Disc Drive list $2500 $2125

5-%" Single Master
Disc Drive list $1500 $1275

HP 7225A
Graphics Plotter list S2050 $1845

HP-85 16K
Memory Module List $395 $355

HP-85 Application Pacs
Standard List $95 $85

Serial (RS-232C)
Interface Module List $395 $355

GPIO
Interface Module list $495 $445

IMAGINE A CALCULATOR
YOU CAN CUSTOMIZE.
IT'S HERE—THE HP-41C.

HP-41C
ONLY $244.95
{^CALCULATORS:

33.95
99.95

HP-32E Scientific w/ Statistic.

HP-33C Scientific Programmable
HP-34C Advanced Scientific

Programmable 123.95

HP-37E Bu.inex Calculator 58.95

HP-67 Handheld Fully Advanced

Programmable Scientific for

Bu.ineo & Engineering 298.95

HP-97 Desktop w Built-in Printer 379.95

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED

TI-99/4
home computer

CALL FOR PRICE

Commodore Pet
CALL FOR PRICE

PRINTERS FOR
ALL COMPUTERS

A PERSONAL
COMPUTER

a Wert*' Co»|T,M««cey)Ky>%

ComcM"t^P

SYSTEMS
List $1080

ATARI
kMtiet Co****

ATARI® 800™ ^Mmk
PERSONAL $849
COMPUTER SYSTEM.

,v.\vw

H eoo

e

ATARI- M0 DISC DRIVE

List $699.95 $589

ATARI*

820™ Printer, List $599.95 • • • M99

Atari® 400 list $630 $499

CIRCLE 240 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TRS-80 Color, continued...
side of the back panel; one is the power
switch, the other is the RESET button.
Both are safe from accidental pressing,
yet easily accessible without having to be
a finger-contortionist as is necessary with
the original TRS-80. The switch allows the
selection of television channel 3 or channel
4, whichever is weakest in your area.
The power cord is just that-a power

cord; there is no awkward power supply
enclosure to clutter your work area as
there is with the original TRS-80. It has a
three prong, grounded plug which caused
a few brief moments of panic since our
eight year old New Hampshire apartment,
while it has many outlets, has only one
three-holer and the original TRS-80 is
plugged into that! Borrowing the wife's
ironing extension cord and leaving the
ground plug hanging helplessly out in space
solved the problem long enough for this
review to be completed. (Good thing there
were no lightning storms this week!)

Let's look at some negative features first,

and save the good stuff for dessert:
The display format is very small; the

m

screen can display only 512 characters in

16 rows of 32.

There is no way to edit a line once it has
been entered other than by retyping it.

While a line can be as long as 249 characters,
most programmers will not want to pack a
line this tightly since a single typing error
will require that the entire line be retyped.

Variables on either side of the word
"TO" in a FOR/NEXT loop must be
separated from that word by at least one
space:

11 TO I MB
will not work properly. Instead, use:

II mi » ft TO I

Those who are used to the compressed
form (without spaces) allowed in Level II

will find this difficult to remember at first.
Color Basic does not recognize the word
"LET." This means that you must replace
lines such as:

If t£T *=7

with:

II*?.

Since most programmers do not use the
word "LET" anyway, this is not a particular
hardship. The word "THEN" may not be
omitted (or replaced by a comma). A line

such as:

II IF X=Y PRINT "YES"

will need to be rewritten:

II IF X=Y THEN PRINT "YES"

Color Basic uses a lot of user RAM in a
"4K" machine. When the system is first

turned on, typing PRINT MEM yields only
2343. Typing CLEAR 0:PRINT MEM
produces 2543. Evidently 200 bytes are
automatically cleared for string variables
on power-up. There is no convenient way
to find out how much string space is

available (there is no FRE command).
DEFINT, DEFSNG, DEFDBL, and

DEFSTR are all absent. If a variable (one
or two characters, the first of which is a
letter, the second either a letter or number)
is followed by a "$"

it is a string variable,
otherwise it is a numeric variable. Numeric
variables are stored as 5 byte floating point

numbers (compared with 4 bytes for single

precision and 8 bytes for double precision
in Level II). This results in 9-digit accuracy
whether you need it or not.

Also missing are: VARPTR, STRINGS,
COS, ATN, LOG, EXP, the up-arrow which
allows raising a number to a power in

Level II, and the ON ERROR GOTO in-

struction.

So much for the drawbacks.

Further Facts

Holding the shift-key while simulta-
neously pressing either up-arrow, down-
arrow, right-arrow, or CLEAR produces a
left arrow (!?), left bracket, right bracket,
or backslash respectively.

The cursor is constantly cycling through
the eight colors. Some people may find
this annoying.

Screen memory begins at location 9216
(decimal) and continues for a total of 512
locations. Surprisingly, it also begins at
location 25600. PEEKs from and POKEs
into either block of memory produce
identical results. Figure 1 is a program
which POKEs the entire Color Basic
character set onto the screen.
Figure I

II S-»Z1«»M' 30 LDC OF SCREEN

21 OSiFOR M tq 255

31 POKE s*i,i:next

r H ^™
E OH

4LH E 9 E

t._ i

E__
i

I i_

.

m%j!VPS^Ikmmm^^^

TRS-80 Color Computer
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CLEAN UPTOURACT
Professionalsdemand quality products tailored

to meet their needs. Super-Text continues to

provide affordable word processing while

meeting the highest performance standards.

Now Muse adds two new products to our family

of business oriented software.

The Form Letter Module joins Super-Text to

perform a broad range of sophisticated word

processing jobs. Have all the features a serious

businessperson wants without the prohibitive

cost of larger systems. And by not being a

single purpose computer, your Apple and

Muse software can help solve many other busi-

ness problems.

Take Data/Plot for example. After increasing

sales with Super-Text form letters, you may

need attractive graphs and charts to show

your boss just how you've increased profits as

well as your salary which explains your $800

designer suits. After reviewing the brief specs

below, visit your nearest computer retailer who

carries Muse and Apple products and ask for a

demonstration of our business software.

Businessware far Professionals

Using Super-Text ($150) as your word processing

editor, the Form Letter Module ($100) allows

you to create complex form letters which can

be customized for each person or business

entered in the Address Book Mailing List ($50).

On screen prompts and menus facilitate oper-

ator entry of additional information and allow

piecing together of complex documents. Runs

on the Apple II or II plus with 48k and disk drive.

Data Plot's easy editing features allow you to

create and modify a wide variety of full color

graphic representations of numerical informa-

tion. Bar charts, including additive bars, as well

as single and multiple line charts may be plot-

ted individually or cumulatively. Pie charts are

easily sliced. All figures may be output to a

graphics printer. Runs on an Apple II or II plus

with 48k, Applesoft ROM and disk drive.

MUSE SOFTWARE'

App» ii » o noatmak « *opw
Compute Cap

330 N. CHARLES STREET

BALTIMORE, MD 21201
.(301)659-7212

JANUARY 1981

CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TRS-80 Color, continued...

The results show that through 127 are
upper and lowercase characters (lowercase
is shown as reverse-video uppercase, but
will appear as lowercase on a printer),

while 128 through 255 are graphic charac-
ters- 16 graphic characters for each of
the eight colors:

Green: 128-143, Yellow: 144-159. Blue:
160-175. Red: 176-191. Buff: 192-207, Cyan:
208-223, Magenta: 224-239, and Orange:
240-255.

The first number in each group 128,
144 240) has the pixel in the lower-
right corner of the square lit and so on. To
determine the code for a given combination
of lit pixels, start with the first number in

the group corresponding to the color you
wish to use (for example, use 160 for blue)
then add the numbers in the pixels you
wish to light (see figure 2).

Figure 2

9 1

2 1

Thus a graphics character which is blue
on the top half and black (unlit) on the
bottom half can be PRINTed by using
(CHR$( 172) ( 160 for blue plus 8 and 4 for
the desired top pixels).

Several Color Basic statements are
extensions of their Level II counterparts.
The SET statement still turns on a graphics
point, but the command now contains three
quantities in parentheses instead of two:
SET(H.V,C). H is the horizontal coordinate
and may range from to 63; V is the
vertical coordinate any may range from
to 3 1 ; C is the color of the point and my be
any number from to 8, each of which
represents a different color. Thus the
resolution of the screen is 64 x 32 or 2048.
This is one-third the resolution of the Level
II screen. As noted earlier, there are four
pixels in each PRINT @ position. All "lit"

pixels in a given PRINT @ position must
be the same color. If you SET one of them
green, and later SET another one red. the
pixel which was SET first will also become
red.

CLS, the command used to clear the
screen, may be followed by a number from
to 8. Each number clears the screen to a

different color. (CLS 9 clears the screen to
the default color green and then prints the
word "MICROSOFT"!).
POINT(X.Y) returns a value from to 8

depending on the color of the pixel at X .v

.

If a character is present at the PRINT @
position containing X.Y then POINT(X.Y)
will equal -1.

CLEAR can be followed by one or two
quantities. The first, as in Level II. sets
aside string space. The second (if used) is

the highest address Basic can use (similar
to MEMORY SIZE or MEM SIZE in Level
II, but can now be easily altered without
having to simulate power-up conditions.)

CLOAD functions the same as it does in

Level II, but will accept program names
up to eight characters long.

CLOADM loads a machine language
program from tape.. If a number appears
after the filename as in:

.owmoGMiii

the normal loading address will offset by
that number.

Level II programmers can say goodby
to machine language sound routines. The
SOUND P,T statement can produce a note
within a range of four full octaves (as P
varies from 1 to 255) while T controls the
duration in increments of six hundredths
(.06) of a second. An appendix in Getting
Started With Color Basic shows values to
use for P to obtain any of the notes contained
in the four octaves.

Figure .1

II rot ROM TO 15

21 FOR COUI TO 31

31 MWlWDfTCCOLM)

H FTC ?21««32iHJMa,P

51 NEXTJNEXT

41 GOTO 41

Figure 4 is a program to do essentially
the same thing by creating and PRINTing
the appropriate string several times. This
method takes about two-thirds of a second

!

Figure 4

II FOR I»U3 TO 253 STEP 16

21 FOR >1 TO 1

30 M=A|4CHRI(I

10 NEXT J,

I

A Question Of Speed

As with Level 1 1 , there are ways to speed
up your graphics (although none are
mentioned in either manual). These mehods
are similar to their Level II counterparts:
POKE graphics and string gra phics. In the
Color Computer Operation Manual there
is a Color Adjustment Test program which
draws 8 vertical color bars. This is to allow
you to adjust your television so that it will

display the proper colors. The program
uses SET graphics and takes over 33 seconds
to fill the screen (No listing of the program
is given here in order to comply with a

rather ferocious warning in the front of

the manual against reproducing any of the

contents: however, I think I'm safe in passing

along the information that it consists of 6
short lines.) Figure 3 gives a routine to

display the same 8 color bars, but using
POKE graphics instead of SET. This cuts
the time in half (about 16 seconds).

so hsi:fok im to mum m;:next

41 GOTO 41

Cassette Operation

Both manuals strongly recommend the
use of Radio Shack's CTR-80A recorder
for use with this computer. The first thing
I did was attempt to connect my ancient
CTR-41 (which came with my original 4K
Level I TRS-80) to the Color Computer.
No luck. The jack on the back of the
computer is slightly smaller than the DIN
connector. Therefore the following infor-
mation has not been verified.
CSAVE and CLOAD operate 1 500 baud;

three times faster than Level II. Files may
be given names up to eight characters
long. The SKIPF "NAME" instruction
causes the tape to be advanced to the end
of a program called NAME. There are
commands to turn the MOTOR ON and
MOTOR OFF, and there is a command
called AUDIO which is supposed to send
the sound on a cassette to your television

20 CREATIVE COMPUTING



If you missed the first

few issues of BASIC,

you missed'-

FLAGSTONE WALKS

PRIMES

THE ACIO TYPING TEST

FRY'S READABILITY

FAST MATH

LIFE- DECADE 1

and MORE!

Why not subscribe to

the magazine

that's t A^Mally for you?

No other magazine cuts

through the forest of

languages and gives you

what you want: BASIC!

SJBSCHJBE NHKI!m*kE tkl + <
& <& & & &
FAVORITE COMPUTER MAGAZINE

YOUR

YES. I LOVE BASIC!— START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH

THE NEXT ISSUE

I ENCLOSE FOR 12 ISSUES

Sample issue
BASIC-

MAGAZINE $2.75

SOUTH RIVER NEW JERSEY Q8B82

. » su» z»
, may cncel my subscripts any lime and receive a refund

I

tor the unused balance

JANUARY 1981

Subscription Rates: $20.00 USA, $24.00 Elsewhere
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I Would like to see these features in BASIC:

Games Business— Science—
Software Reviews- Hardware Reviews —
New Products Other

I am NOT interested in

''the maga/ini r or computi rists

A DIVISION OF SAFETY-SWEET, INC.
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TRS-80 Color, continued...
speaker. This offers the possibility of
combining music, speech, etc. with Basic
programs.

Program And Other Storage

(The following information is of a more
technical nature. It was discovered by this

reviewer and is subject to change pending
the observations of others.)
The program in Figure 5 will list all the

keywords in Color Basic, along with their
one- or two-byte decimal tokens.

Fitture 5

MM x«i»:prwt x;

mt FOR M3422 TO I»255:H=P£B«I>

2121 IF IK128 THEN PRINT CHRIINtJiCOTO 205C

2131 PRINT CHM(H-128),:x=*»i:iF X<181 THEN PRINT XJICOTO 2151

21« PRINT " 235"!X-53;

2151 ton

Table 1 gives the decimal token values
of the Color Basic instructions. If there
are two words for a given number, the
second word (usually a function, which
means: immediately followed by one or
more items in parentheses) has a two-byte
token: the first byte is 255 and the second
byte is the same as that for the first

instruction. For example, the instruction
FOR is stored as 128 while the SGN function
is stored as 255 followed by 1 28. There are
many instructions which are familiar friends
from Level II (and even a few reminiscent
of Disk Basic such as OPEN and CLOSE).
Some instructions are sadly absent (the
loss of STRINGS and VARPTR grieved
me the most) and some new instructions
have been introduced.

Table 1

128 FOR SGN 114 POKE INKEY1 141 TABt

This reviewer could find no mention of
the word SUB (token 166) in either manual.

Going Deeper

The following memory locations are in

decimal. There are four two-byte pointers
starting at locations 25 and 26 and ending
with locations 32 and 32. With one surprising

difference, these pointers appear to serve
the same purpose as those at 16548, 16623,
16625, and 16627 in Level II. The first of
these contains the address of the beginning
of the Basic program area. The second
pointer indicates both the end of the Basic-

program and the beginning of simple (unsub-
scripted) variables. The fourth pointer gives
the end of array variables and the beginning
of free memory.

The surprising difference is that each of
these 2-byte pointers is stored most-signifi-
cant first, least-significant-byte second—
just the opposite of Level II. For example,
in location 25 and 26 we find the numbers
6 and 1 respectively. Basic programs start
at location 6 x 256 + 1 or 1537.

Except for this difference, Basic programs
are stored in essentially the same internal
format as they are in Level II. For example,
if the one line program

II IB

is entered, the following will be found
from locations 1537 to 1544:

<•> T, It II, 131, I, I, |

SO*

12? CO WT

131 REM MS

131 ' USR

132 ELSE RND

133 IF SW

131 DATA PEEK

135 PRINT LEN

136 ON STRt

137 INPUT VAL

133 EM) ASC

139 NEXT CHM

I1J OW EOF

HI READ JOTSTK

112 RUN LEFT!

113 RESTORE RIGHT!

lH RETURN KIM

115 STOP POINT

117C0NT HEN

HBLIST

119 CLEAR

151 NEN

151 CLOW

152 CSAtC

153 OPEN

151 CLOSE

155 LUST

154 SET

157 RESET

158 as

159 MOTOR

161 SOUND

141 AUDIO

142 EXEC

163SKIPF

145 TO

144 SUB

147 THEN

148 NOT

149 STEP

171 OFF

171

172-

The first two bytes, when interpreted as
a pointer (again in the order MSB, LSB)
give 1 543. This is the address of the begin-
ning of the next line, if there is one, or a
pointer to two consecutive zeros, as in this
case, to indicate the end of the program.
The next two bytes, 0,10, are the line

number: 256 x + 10 = 10.

130 is the token for REM. The next byte
(0) signals the end of the current line.

Immediately following the program, the
simple variables are stored. Numeric and
string variables each take seven bytes. A
numeric variable such as Gl is stored as:

M. N2, 81, 82, 83, M, B5

Where Nl is the ASCII value of the first

letter of the name (ASC("G") = 71 in this
case), N2 is the ASCII value of the second
character (ASC("1") = 49) if there is one,

its <i*-irroM> orzeroin the case of a one-letter name. Bl
through B5 are the floating point repre-
senting of the actual value of the variable.
A discussion of floating point numbers is

beyond the scope of this review.
String variables are stored a little differ-

ently:

173i

171/

174 AND

177 THEN

178 >

dile SI is again the ASCII value of the
first letter of the string variable name, S2
is the ASCII value of the second character
increased by 128. LEN is the length of the
string, LI and L2 comprise the pointer to
the string itself. As in Level II, this may be
either a location in the Basic program (if

the string is defined simply as in: A$=
"HELLO ") or an address in string storage
space (if the string definition requires any
string minipulations as in: A$="HELLO"
+"THERE")
What are Ul and U2? I don't know.

Both locations were zero in all strings I

examined.

Summary

In conclusion, the TRS-80 Color Com-
puter is an excellent computer for the
under $400.00 price. You will probably
decide to add a recorder and upgrade to
16K of memory if you plan to do any
serious programming.
Radio Shack has incorporated many of

the features which Level II users have
requested in the past. Since all the elec-
tronics for interfacing printers, RS-232-C
devices, etc. are built in, there should be
no need for a cumbersome expansion
interface in the future. With lowercase
printing capability as standard equipment,
another complaint of earlier Level II users
has been addressed.

My wife and I were sorry when it was
time to return the computer to work because
we enjoyed playing with it so much.

17*

181 <

"And in what manner did the defendant strike
you after you placed him in checkmate?"

SI, S2, LEN, Ul, LI, L2, U2
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CompuServe's
information

service.

A world of

information

available.

Right now.

If you have a personal computer—or a computer

terminal — CompuServe can bring a world of

information into your home or small business.

CompuServe
CompuServe is a major computer services com-

pany that has been serving top industrial and

governmental clients for more than a decade.

Now we're also applying our extensive computing

capacity to the delivery of information services to

your personal computer.

The Information Service

This exciting service is available in more than 250

cities between 6 p.m. and 5 a.m. weekdays, all

day weekends and most holidays. Cost? Only

$5.00 per hour billed in minutes. All you need is a

300 baud modem, and our complete information

service is only a local phone call away.

Welcome to CompuServe's information service.

• News Weather. Sports. Major regional news-

papers. Plus international news services.

• Finance. MicroQuote. Updates and historical

information on stocks, bonds and commodities.

• Entertainment. Theatre, book, movie and res-

taurant reviews. Plus opera, symphony, ballet,

dance, museums, galleries...

• Electronic Mail. Create, edit, send and receive

messages from any other CompuServe user . .

.

nationwide.
CIRCLE 134 ON

• Home & Educational Reference Service. Any-

thing you want to know . . . from encyclopedia in-

formation to household tips.

• CompuServe User Information. In case you

need technical help ... and information on new

services as they become available.

• MicroNET. For the computer hobbyist. Software

Exchange, line printer art gallery, challenging

games, programming languages, word proces-

sing, business & educational programs ... and

much, much more.

And this is just the beginning. CompuServe is

continually adding to its list of available services.

The world of electronic information isn't coming

tomorrow. It's here today.

CompuServe is Available at

Radio Shack" Stores

Your local Radio Shack" Store Sells Com-
puServe's information service. There are more

than 6,000 Radio Shack" Stores and Dealers

nationwide. Check with the outlet nearest you.

Radio Shack is a division of Tandy Corporation.

CompuServe
Information Service Division

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.

Columbus, Ohio 43220

(614) 457-8600

READER SERVICE CARD
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After Conquering Britain, Commodore
Sets Sail for the Colonies

No PET Peeves

Peter Fee

Commodore wants you. That in itself is

not news; Apple, Atari and Radio Shack
want you, too. What is news is that
Commodore now feels that it has the means
to re-establish its lead in the American
market -and it wants that more than
anything. After a few years of taking a
back seat to the leaner, meaner competition.
Commodore is about to introduce its new
home computer— the VIC 20.

This past September 30th I attended a
rather hastily called press conference at
New York's "fashionable" Four Seasons,
hoping to get a firsthand look at the VIC.
Normally one would expect a Commodore
conference to be attended almost exclu-
sively by the computing press; instead, I

felt as if I'd walked onto the floor of the
Stock Exchange. Though the meeting had
ostensibly been called to announce
Commodore's new line-up, there was
another reason behind it. Commodore stock
had been (and still is) going right through
the Wall Street roof. The Securities and
Exchange Commission was rumored to be
very interested in this development (unlike
most rumors, this one turned out to be
true) and so, the main purpose of the
conference was to show key security analysts
that there was a reason for all the excite-
ment.

Apart from the introduction of the new
equipment (Oh yes, I will be getting to
that). Commodore also talked about their
plans to back it up. Among the artillery:
an advertising budget of between five and
eight million dollars and a pledge to improve
the network of 500 or so PET dealers by
providing them with more service and
software support.
When Commodore talks about the com-

petition, they speak less of Apple and Radio
Shack than of the Japanese companies
they believe will try to dominate the market.
Commodore has decided to take the
offensive, introducing the VIC 20 in Japan
as the VIC 1001 (pictured here -note the
Japanese characters on the keyboard).
Apparently Commodore seems determined
to learn the lesson GM, Ford and Chrysler
learned too late; the only "K" Commodore
has to push is in the VIC 20.

But enough of that; let's get to the goodies.
The VIC 20 offers: color, sound, program-
mable function keys, 5K RAM with memory
expansion to 32K, 6502 microprocessor,
full-size typewriter keyboard, external ex-
pansion ports, 22 character by 23 line screen
display, high resolution graphics, graphics
character set, external plug-in memory and
program cartridges, joystick/pad-
dles/lightpen and standard PET Basic.
Taken separately, none of these features
are particularly new; but put them together,
and you haven't got a bad little machine.

In case you're wondering, VIC stands
for Video Interface Chip, which incorpo-
rates RAM, ROM and video control cir-

cuitry all on the same chip. It was the
development of this chip that allowed
Commodore to reduce the total number
of components needed to build the VIC
20.

But what does this have to do with the
price of computers? Everything, and more.
When the number of components is re-
duced, the price is also reduced, and you
have a revolution on your hands. The VIC
20 will sell for only $299; how long before
an equivalent computer sells for under
$200? At the VIC's price, the home com-
puter can be to the American family of the
1980's what the television set was to the
American family of the 1970's (without
the mind-numbing effects, of course. You
won't be able to watch ILove Lucy reruns
on your PET ). A high quality machine at a
low price will change things so fast you
might miss it even if you don t blink.
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The most important question here is: Is

the VIC 20 a high-quality machine at a low

price? Well, $299 is an incredibly low price.

As for the high quality, I can't answer that

yet. Though I did see the VIC in action at

the Commodore press conference, I never

got the chance to play with it myself. An
Apple, an Atari, and a TRS-80 were on

hand "to show the superiority of the VIC
20," but unfortunately the promised com-

parison never materialized. The VIC will

be formally introduced at the Consumer

Electronics Show in Las Vegas in early

January, and will go on sale immediately

thereafter.

The VIC is not all Commodore has to

offer. A new single floppy disk unit, the

CBM 2031, is being introduced, with a

serial-bus version for the VIC to follow.

Both the CBM 2031 and the 2031S will sell

for under $600.

Commodore will also be marketing the

CBM 80%, a 96K version of the 8032 80-

column business computer. This expansion

in internal storage capacity would double

the amount of RAM in a 32K computer

and permit large programs to reside in and

cycle through the expanded memory space.

The price of the 8096 has not yet been

announced.

The Wordcraft 80, Commodore's new
wordprocessing system, could establish the

company in that field. The Wordcraft 80,

combined with a Commodore business

system, would sell for about $5000, another

price breakthrough.

Commodore's big suprise is its line of

cash register computer systems, which

combine computerized business record

keeping with conventional cash register

A high quality machine
at a low price

will change things

so fastyou might miss it

even ifyou don't blink.

devices. Three separate systems have been

developed: Registers for 1) grocery and

cost-plus stores, 2) restaurants, and 3) retail

inventory control. Each system includes a

small computer with built-in CRT display

screen, receipt printer, cash draw elec-

tronically-keyed to the computer, and

optional floppy disk storage unit.

I saw the demonstration of the restaurant

cash register system, and I just fell in love

with it. This register does everything but

tell you that the prime rib is a little fatty

tonight. Using this system, a server can

call up the menu list, place the customer's

food and drink orders, and specify such

variables as the salad dressing, a la carte

items and meat preparation. After the meal,

the bill can be tallied line by line for each

expenditure by calling up the table number,

waitress number, or ticket number. The
transaction amount and amount paid are

entered, and change due displayed on the

screen. Total information for each order

is stored on a floppy disk for subsequent

data retrieval and data processing. All in

all. very nice.

The question remains: Can this new
equipment re-establish Commodore in

America? From the standpoint of price,

the answer is most definitely "yes."

Commodore has shown great interest in

making the home computer affordable to

the middle class, as opposed to the "Let

them eat cake" attitude of some companies.

Investor interest also cannot be denied, as

the SEC will tell you. (By the way, no

irregularities were found in the matter.)

The quality of the equipment is the only

unanswered question, but since everything

I've mentioned here is sheduled for a

January 1981 release, the question won't

stay unanswered for long. Well keep you
posted.

A MAJOR NEW YORK BANK
INVITES YOU TO BANK AT HOME
...By Personal Computer
Our system talks with yours
access to the bank for:

bill paying
account transfers
balance iniuirv
record keeping

Software requires 48K bytes of

This is a pilot program. For more information,

this message by sending in the form below.

A program diskette provides

memory and one disk drive.
please terminate

NAME

ADDRESS C I TY

TELEPHONE NO
Name and type of system -

Do you have communications capability?—
If not. are you planning for it?

MAIL FORM TO: Home Banking System
P.O. Box 721
Radio City Station
New York, New York 10101

.STATE ZIP

CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Atari Music

Composer Cartridge

Leonard Nasman

Do you hear music inside your head,
but can't play an instrument well enough
to get it out? Atari has put together a tool
for all of you budding Beethovens that
makes musical compositions easy to
create, modify, and play. The Music
Composer Cartridge simply plugs into an
Atari 400 or 800 ROM slot and allows a
user to enter, rearrange, play, and save
up to four-part harmony.
Those that are familiar with the Atari

system know it to be a powerful personal
computer that comes with great graphics,
an expanded character set, and built-in
tone generators. Atari has now added a
cartridge that makes music entry easy for
those who are not programming experts.
When you plug the cartridge in and

close the lid the first of five menus
appears on the TV screen (Atari attaches
to a standard color TV with an antenna
switch box similar to their video games).
This first "main menu" lists; Edit music.
Arrange music, Save, Retrieve, DOS, and
Listen. Typing the first letter of any of
the first four of these, followed by the
"return" key, causes a jump to one of the
four sub menus, DOS causes the disk
operating system menu to be displayed (if

no disk drive is attached, it will jump to
"Atari memo pad"). "Listen" causes
whatever music is stored to be played.
The "Edit" sub menu allows you to

check measures, enter notes or change
the meter, key signature or tempo. The
notes are entered by selecting a phrase
number (O to 9), selecting a measure
within a phrase, and typing the desired
note code. Typing "C4Q" will get a C in

octave 4 played as a quarter note. Typing
"BF3S" will get a B flat in the third octave
played as a dotted sixteenth. Typing
"FS5E" will get an F sharp in octave 5
played as an eighth note. "RH" will yield a
half note rest. If you can associate notes
with their letter names, they are quite
easy to enter.

Once you have entered the several
measures of notes that constitute a
musical phrase (any number of measures

^T-,
r^"Sman

'
•W67Braidwood Dr.. Columbus.

vJH 43220.

can make a phrase), you jump back to the
main menu and decide what to do next. If

you elect to "Arrange" by typing "A"
followed by the return key, the Arrange
menu will be displayed. This menu pro-
vides eight options: Count, Display, Go
to line, Show the arrange menu. Play
phrase. Stop (return to main menu),
Transpose, and Volume. Your arrange-
ment is limited to 20 lines of these op-
tions. You can arrange up to four
different voices that will play together
when you enter "L" for listen.

To enter a song like the old round
"White Coral Bells", you would proceed
as follows:

1. Type "E" (edit)

2. Type "P" (phrase)
3. Enter phrase number "1"

4. When the prompt "Erase?" appears on
the screen type "Y" (since this is a new
selection we want to clear the phrase, if

we only want to change something
already entered we would type "N").

At this point the screen will show
bass and treble cleffs with key signature,
meter, and a cursor, below which will be
printed:

PHRASE 1

MEASURE 1

10232 FREE
L(A)OD(.)(T)
SMI, NOTE?

The first two lines show the phrase and
measure you are in. The number in fron
front of "FREE" shows how much space
is left in memory. The fourth line shows
the format for entering notes: L-Letter,
A-Accidental, O-Octave, D-Duration, (.)-

Dot, T-Tie. "SMI" in the last line is a mini
menu that reminds you that you can opt
to "S"-Stop (return to the edit menu),
"M" select a measure, or "I" insert a
measure, as well as enter a note at this
point. Now back to "White Coral Bells".
5. Enter notes in measures and phrases.
For this song let "White cor-al/bells up-
/on a slen-der/stalk" be four measures in
phrase one, and "Lil-ies of the /va I -Icy
deck my/gar-den/walk" be four measures
of phrase two. Also, enter four measures
of rest as phrase three.
6. After you have entered these three

phrases, type "S" to return to the edit

menu, then "S" again to return to the
main menu.
7. Now type "A" for arrange. The prompt
"VOICE#?" appears. Enter "1" for the
first voice. Line #1 shows "DISPLAY",
and line #2 shows "PLAY PHRASE"
automatically. The cursor location is

identified by coloring one line blue instead
of the normal white letters.

8. Arrange the four voices. To play a four
part round they should look like this:

VOICE m
PLAY PHRASE 1

PLAY PHRASE 2
PLAY PHRASE 1

PLAY PHRASE 2

VOICE m
PLAY PHRASE 3
PLAY PHRASE 3

PLAY PHRASE 1

PLAY PHRASE 2

PLAY PHRASE 1

PLAY PHRASE 2

VOICE ff 2

PLAY PHRASE 3
PLAY PHRASE 1

PLAY PHRASE 2
PLAY PHRASE 2

PLAY PHRASE 2

PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY

VOICE #4
PHRASE 3
PHRASE 3

PHRASE 3
PHRASE 1

PHRASE 2

PHRASE 1

PHRASE 2

9. Type "L" and listen to the result.

To simulate a soprano and bass voice
in the arrangement, insert "T", "12" in
voice #2, and "T", "-12" in voice #3 (12
half steps equals a full octave ).

To save the composition, jump to the
"SAVE" menu where you have the
choice of saving everything, any or all

phrases, or any or all voice arrangements
on cassette or disk. The "RETRIEVE"
menu allows the same options.

Creating your own composition is as
simple as entering and manipulating
phrases. Now if Atari would only add the
kind of synthesizers found in electronic
organs, about 32 voices, and around 200
lines for arranging, we could really
compete with Bach. In the meantime, the
Atari Music Composer Cartridge will be
helping budding composers polish their
creative skills. fj
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Software for the Apple II and Apple II Plus*
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ASTEROIDS IN SPACE"
By Bruce Wallace

An eliciting space action game! Your space ship is

traveling in the middle of a shower ot asteroids Blast

the asteroids with lasers, but beware — big asteroids

tragment into small asteroids 1 The Apple game paddles

allow you to rotate your space ship, lire its laser gun.

and give it thrust to propel it through endless space

From time to time you will encounter an alien space

ship whose mission is to destroy you. so you'd better

destroy it first! High resolution graphics and sound

eltects add to the arcade like excitement that this

program generates Runs on any Apple II with at least

32K ol RAM and one disk drive

On Diskette $19 95

FASTGAMMON™ By Bob Christiansen.

Sound, hi res. color, and musical cartoons have

helped make this the most popular backgammon

playing game lor the Apple II But don't let these

entertaining features fool you — FASTGAMMON

plays serious backgammon Runs on any Apple II

with at least 24K of RAM

Cassette - $19.95 Diskette $24J5

ASTROAPPLE" by Bob Male

Your Apple computer becomes your astrologer,

generating horoscopes and forecasts based on the

computed positions ol the heavenly bodies This

program otters a delightful and stimulating way to

entertain friends ASTROAPPLE produces natal

horoscopes (birth charts) lor each person based

on his or her birth data Any two people may be

compared lor physical, emotional, and intellectual

compatibility The program is written in Applesoft

BASIC with machine language subroutines It

requires either RAM or ROM Applesoft and at least

32K ol memory

Cassette - $14 95 Diskette $19.95

BATTLESHIP COMMANDER" by Erik Kilk and Matthew Jew

A same ol strategy You and the computer each start out by positioning five ships of

different siies on a ten by ten grid Then the shooting starts Place your volleys skillfully

- a combination of logic and luck are required to beat the computer Cartoons show

the ships sinking and announce the winner Sound effects and flashing lights also add

to the enioyment of the game Both Applesoft and integer BASIC versions are included

Requires at least 32K ol RAM

Cassette - $14.95 Diskette $19 95

FRACAS" by Stuart Smith

A fantastic adventure game like no other1 Up to eight

players can participate in FRACAS at the same time

Journey in the land ol FAROPH. searching lor hidden

treasure while warding ofl all sorts ol unfriendly and

dangerous creatures You and your Iriends can compete

• with each other or you can (om lorces and gang up on the

monsters Your location is presented graphically and sound

,
'"

effects enliven the battles Save your adventure on diskette

ir or cassette and continue it at some other time Both integer

;;'.;""" />t BASIC and Applesoft versions included Requires at least

* 32K of RAM

Cassette - $19.95 Diskette • $24.95

BENEATH APPLE MANOR" by Don Worth

Descend beneath Apple Manor into an under

ground maze of corridors, rooms, and secret

passages in quest of rich and powerful treasures

The dungeon complex consists of many floors,

each lower level more dangerous than the last II

you can reach the lowest level, you may even find

the ultimate object of your quest the tabled /
golden apple ol Apple Manor Strategy is extreme

ly important as you deal with a variety of monsters,

each with its own characteristics Written in

integer BASIC with machine language sub-

routines Requires integer BASIC and at least 16K

ol RAM on cassette or 32K of RAM on diskette

Cassette • $14.95 Diskette

BABBLE" by Don Worth

Have fun with this unique software You write a

story, entering it as a BABBIE program As you

write the story you specify certain words to be

selected by the computer or entered from the key

board at execution lime Run the program and

watch BABBIE convert your story into an often

hilarious collection ot incongruities The ways in

which BABBLE can entertain you are limited only

to your imagination You can compose an

impressive political speech or write poetry You

can plan a dinner menu You can even lorm

images on the screen or compose musical tunes

with the help ol BABBIE The cassette version

requires at least 16K ol RAM and the diskette

version requires at least 32K ol RAM BABBIE is

written in machine language and runs on any

Apple II computer

Cassette - $19.95 Diskette $24.95

BABBLE
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LINKER by Don Worth

Turn your Apple II or Apple II Plus into a powerful and productive

software development machine with this superb linking loader/editor

package LINKER does the following and much more:

• Dynamically loads and relocates suitably prepared machine

language programs anywhere in RAM
• Combines a main program with subroutines You can assemble a

subroutine once and then use it with as many main programs as you

• Produces a map ol all loaded routines, giving their locanon and the

total length ol the resulting module

• Contains a library ol subroutines including binary multiplication and

division, print text strings, delay, tone generator, and random

number generator

Linker works with virtually any assembler lor the Apple It Requires .WR

ol RAM and one disk drive

Diskette $49.95

Manual Only $19.95

QUTILFTy SOFTWARE
6660 Reseda Blvd. Suite 105. Reseda. CA 91335

(213)344-6599

Now exclusive distributors for products from The Software Factory. Newhall. California

•»pple II and Apple II Plus are trademarks ot Apple Computer. Inc

WHERE TO GET IT- Call us at (213) 344*599 lor the name ol the (Duality Software

dealer nearest you If necessary you may order directly from us Mastercard and

Visa cardholders may place orders by telephone Or mail your check or bankcard

number to Quality Software. 6660 Reseda Blvd.. Suite 105. Reseda. CA 91335

Cahlornia residents add 6% sales tax SHIPPING CHARGES Within North America

orders must include $1 50 for first class shipping and handling Outside North

America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is $500 Pay in US
currency CIRCLE 231 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Apple Graphics Tablet
George Sternecker

28

The high resolution color capabilities
of the Apple computer remain largely
unexploited. Most software programs do
not take advantage of the attention grabbing
affects of hi-res color graphics. There is

no excuse for this, since the hi-res screens
can be easily utilized by various graphics
tablets on the maket. Here, we will focus
upon the Apple Graphics Tablet.
The Graphics Tablet is a magnetic bit

pad which digitizes signals created by
touching a magnetic pen to the tablet
surface. The AGT consists of the bit pad
itself, an overlay grid, magnetic pen, inter-

face card, software, manual, and an anti-

static cloth. The card goes into any
peripheral slot in the computer (normally
slot 5), and the bit pad and pen are both
connected by wires to the interface card.
The tablet is 15"xl5", and matches the

Apple computer in color and styling. The
AGT draws on HGR2, the second high
resolution page, and uses the standard hi-

res colors— black, white, blue, orange, green
and violet. On the tablet itself is a mylar
grid sheet which is aligned by using the
calibration program. Every command on
the AGT is displayed across the top of the
grid sheet. Commands and program include
reset, clear screen, pen color, recall and
store picture, background color, area/dis-
tance, frames, boxes, straight lines, window,
viewport, etc. The magnetic pen is used to
draw on the screen, and also to execute
any of these commands. The computer
keyboard is used only to specify picture
names and the disk drive numbers. One
seldom has to leave the tablet surface while
using the AGT.
The AGT is easy enough for anyone,

including the computer novice, to use.

The computer only "draws" when the pen
Graphics by Bob Bishop of Apple Computer.
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is actually touching the surface of the AGT.
When the pen is close to the surface,

crosshairs appear on the video screen to

indicate location. Manipulating the pen is

not much harder than writing with an

ordinary pen, and with a little practice,

you can write cursive on the video screen

with panache.

Since the AGT operates on magnetic

principles, static electricity is its enemy. If

the user has a static charge, or if there is a

bad electrical ground, strange anomalies

will appear on the screen during the drawing

mode. When creating graphics, always save

the picture from time to time, so that if

something goes wrong, all is not lost.

Two interesting commands on the AGT
are "window" and "viewport". WINDOW
allows you to specify an area on the grid,

and have that area equal the entire video

screen. That is, a square inch could be

specified as the window, and if a line were

drawn across that square inch, it would

extend across the entire video screen.

VIEWPORT allows you to isolate a section

of the grid for drawing, thus freezing the

remaining portion of the hi-res screen to

avoid accidentally drawing there. This

feature is good for editing or for fine detail

work on the screen. The AGT will not

shrink or enlarge what is already on the hi-

res screen. You can also draw a rectangle,

either in outline or filled, just by specifying

the two end points of one diagonal. Graphics

created with the AGT can be inserted into

programs by going to HGR2 and executing

a BLOAD PIC (picture name).

AGT operates on Applesoft basic and

requires at least one disk drive. The

suggested price is $795.00, making theAGT
one of the more expensive graphics tablets

available. (Apple Computer Inc., 10260

Bandley Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014)
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The Casheab

Music Synthesizer

^li

While at the West Coast Computer Faire
in March 1980, 1 discovered the Casheab
music synthesizer for the first time. Previous
to this, the best music synthesizing equip-
ment one could purchase for use on the
S-100 bus was the Solid State Music SB1
board, a board with distinct limitations.
Also, at that time, the only music
synthesis boards for the Apple were
made by ALF, and they only produced
square waves. By comparison, the Casheab
was extremely versatile and reasonably
priced, so I purchased one of their first

units, receiving it in June.
To give you an idea of how far things

have come in about three years, the SSM
SB 1 costs about $150 (kit) and will synthesize
one voice with 32 8-bit samples per cycle
of the waveform and 1 5 steps of amplitude
control. The Casheab costs about $1000,
but provides 32 voices with sixteen wave-
forms each with 1024 12-bit samples per
waveform and 255 levels of amplitude
control. Although more expensive initially,

the Casheab is far less expensive for
someone who is serious about creating
multi-voice music. In addition, the Casheab
has FM capabilities, allowing it to do vibrato
and more complex FM synthesis, as dis-
cussed below.

The standard Casheab synthesizer con-
sists of two S-100 boards linked together
by a ribbon cable: one a controller, the
other one the synthesizer itself. The former
contains the processor interface (S-100),
timing generators, an accumulator, and
the digital-to-analog section. The latter
contains the frequency-generation hard-
ware, waveform memories, and amplitude-
control hardware. The synthesizer board
contains a 16-MHz bit-serial signal processor
which scans through the waveform memo-
ries at a rate determined by the frequency-
generation hardware, to produce amplitude
samples at a fixed rate through a time-
multiplexing scheme. Because of the ribbon

Jon Bondy. Box 148. Ardmore. PA 19003.

cable, the synthesizer cannot be debugged
completely without having two extender
boards; however, you can debug each board
individually for many problems, by removing
the jumper. Due to the high frequencies
used, the boards are NOT available as
kits, only as assembled and tested units.

The Casheab has
FM capabilities

allowing it to do vibrato
and more complex
FM synthesis.

The synthesizer has so many control
parameters that it is memory-mapped in
order to avoid tying up most of the I/O
ports. It uses 256 bytes of memory for
control, usually allocated at 0F800H,
although I use 0FFtyH. Because all of the
memory locations used for synthesizer
control are write-only, you can run this
board at the same address as a working
memory board and the two will not interfere
with each other; when the synthesizer is

not needed, that area will look like regular
memory, and when the memory is not
needed, the synthesizer will be available.
The synthesizer does assert the wait lines
to allow for internal synchronization, which
could cause the regular memory to appear
to be slower with the synthesizer in the
computer. Inadvertently writing to the
memory when the synthesizer is running
will have some fairly discordant effects,
however.

Each of the 32 channels has a two-byte
Frequency Control Word (FCW) which
controls the rate at which the waveform
for the particular channel is scanned.
Frequencies can be specified in multiples
of approximately 0.3 Hertz from Hertz

30
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to about 19 KHz, which provides reasonably
precise control for musical purposes. Each
channel also has what Casheab calls a
'weight', but which I call an Amplitude
Control Word (ACW). These allow each
channel to have amplitudes from zero (off)

to 255. Each channel also has one byte for
selecting which of the sixteen waveform
tables it is to use, and a byte to indicate
whether it is to FM-modulate the channel
two above it or not. An FM channel, thus
specified, uses its output to increase or
decrease the rate at which the channel
two above it is scanned, thus increasing or
decreasing the pitch of that note. A channel
which is used for FM is not heard at the
synthesizer output; a non-FM channel is

summed with all other non-FM channels
and their sum is available at the sound
output of the synthesizer for direct con-
nection to a music amplifier. The synthesizer
produces a single channel of audio output,
combining all 32 channels into one signal.

The waveform tables are loaded by
loading a special byte in the memory map
with the number of the waveform table to
be loaded, and then loading the table data
sequentially into another special byte
location in the map. One additional special
memory location is used for overall scaling
of the synthesizer, since the output with
all 32 channels in use is significantly greater
than with only one channel.
The board is strewn with wire-wrappable

jumpers, to allow the user to re-configure
it for either 4 or 16 waveforms, either 1024
or 2048 samples per waveform, and either
10,16, or 32 channels (yielding sampling
rates of 50, 34, or 17 KHZ (for frequency
responses of 25, 17, or 8.5 KHZ, respec-
tively). Also, either normal or inverted
phase one or phase two S-100 bus clocks
can be used to trigger the board, allowing
use with all 'standard' processor boards.
The first thing which impressed me about

the synthesizer was the care which went
into it, in terms of both the quality of the
documentation and the boards themselves.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Casheab, continu
The manual is over 70 pages long, and
discusses how to install board jumpers to
modify the options, how to use the synthe-
sizer hardware, the software which is

provided with the boards, theory of opera-
tion of the synthesizer (and some other
theory too!), references, maintenance
procedures, parts lists, and a listing of a
sample test program. Schematics and parts
layouts are supplied separately. The boards
are somewhat densely populated, but the
layout is clean, and there are no last minute
changes to the PC layout strewn about, as
is so common with initial production
units.

The software is CP/M compatible and
is mostly written in Microsoft Basic, con-
sisting of three main parts: the waveform
generator, the score generator, and the
Play program. Source code is provided for
all software.

The waveform generator uses a Fast
Founer Transform (FFT-see "Fast Fourier
Transforms on Your Home Computer",
W.D. Stanley and S.J. Peterson, Byte,
December 1978) to transform user-specified
harmonic intensities into a waveform
suitable for loading into the synthesizer.
Attack and decay envelopes can also be
specified (64 values in the range 0-255
each for attack and decay), allowing a
particular waveform to be customized into
a complete timbre. During my preparation
for this article, Casheab suggested that I

try to generate waveforms by simply adding
the weighted harmonic waveforms. Com-
piling turned out to take 7 seconds per
harmonic (running under UCSD Pascal-
more on that later), so that ten harmonics
took about a minute, as opposed to about
5 minutes with the FFT. The FFT program
running under interpreted Basic takes about
15 minutes to compute a waveform; under
compiled Basic it takes about 5 minutes.
Casheab may be supplying such a program
with their synthesizer by the time this article
is in print. Both harmonics and timbres
may be saved on disk.

The score generator accepts score nota-
tion as character strings in Basic DATA
statements, and produces a HEX file as
output for the Play program. The notes
are represented as SANXOTMS, where
'S' represents a possible slur; 'A' the
amplitude of the note (0 [off J through
9); 'N' what note (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) is to
be played; X' whether the note is sharp,
flat or natural; t>' the octave number (0
through 6); T the duration (time) of the
note; and 'M' whether the note is dotted
or not. Thus, a 'typical' note might be
given as '3F#4Q.-', meaning that with
amplitude 3, play an F# in the fourth
octave as a dotted quarter note with a
post-slur. The number of voices to be scored
is specified, as is which channel is to be
used by each voice and which voices are
FM modulators. The 'notes' for each voice
are then listed sequentially, with an 'X' to
terminate each voice and an 'E' to terminate

the piece. Some typographical errors are
flagged by the program as errors.
The Play program is the only program

written in 8080 assembly language, and it

ties the timbres and the scores together. It

allows a score to be read into memory and
timbres associated with each channel.
Channel assignments can be modified, as
can FM modulation flags, and attack/decay
envelopes can be scaled. The piece may
be started and stopped, and when stopped,
the amplitude of the piece and its tempo
may be varied. This software works just
fine for up to about 5 voices, but for more
than that, it is recommended that a real-
time clock be available to the Play program
in order to produce timing which is truly
even. I didn't have a real-time clock and
didn't want to purchase one, so I rigged up
a 555 timer chip as a variable—frequency
square wave oscillator controlled by a
potentiometer to provide synchronization
to the software via an input port. Casheab
supplies two versions of their software,
one for use with systems with the 8253
real-time clock and one for systems without.
Since source is supplied, you could modify
the code for the 8253 to work with your
own real-time clock.

The boards are
somewhat densely
populated, but the
layout Is clean,
and there are no

last minute changes to
the PC layout
strewn about.

The procedure for playing a piece is

somewhat involved. You first create a series
of Basic DATA statements, using a text
editor, to represent the music you want to
play. You then run the score program to
create a score file. If you need new timbres
for the piece,you run the waveform program
to generate them. Finally, you run the
Play program to hear your music. If an
error is made in the score, you must start
again at the editor, then the score program,
and then the Play program. Despite some
inconveniences, however, the software
which is delivered with the synthesizer is

sufficient to allow one to encode and play
any piece of up to 32 simultaneous voices.
Debugging musical pieces in this fashion

is very interesting, since the scores are
quite like programs, and you must listen to
your 'program' to discover the mistakes
which you have made. A quarter note
which was written as a eighth note will
result in one voice 'sliding' earlier by a
eighth of a beat for the remainder of the
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song, usually causing some discord, and
not revealing its exact location in an obvious
fashion.

The syntheisizer comes complete with
the above software and some musical pieces
and timbres ready to play. A Bach Fugue
and Prelude are included, as is "Pictures
at an Exhibition" and the theme from Star
Wars. Casheab also has coded a Bach Two-
Part Invention, but it was not on my initial

distribution disk. Timbres supplied included
trumpet and clarinet, but it is relatively

easy to construct new timbres from infor-

mation in the literature (either Computer
Music Journal, or text books on acoustics).
The synthesizer did not work at all when

I first plugged it in, but a call to Casheab
indicated that my processor (an Ithaca
Audio Z-80 board) was one of those which
required a modification to the clock phase
and sense jumpers. After I removed the
jumper from JP15 to JP17 and added a
jumper from JP16 to JP17, it worked imme-
ditely and correctly. In fact, one surprising
thing about this product is that it does
EXACTLY what its documentation says
it will; not much more, but certainly nothing
less. I am used to a certain amount of
'puffing' in my sales brochures, but Casheab
delivered exactly what they said, no excuses
about "we're still working on it" or some
such.

Use of the FM feature probably needs
some explanation. Since an FM channel
modifies the rate at which the channel two
above it is scanned out, an FM channel
running at low frequencies can be used to
create vibrato in the modulated channel.
If one places a sine waveform in channel
running at a low rate, say 1 Hz, then the
sound coming out of channel 2 will warble
slightly as its frequency changes. In order
to facilitate this, I modified the syntax of
the score program to allow frequencies in
the range of 0.3 Hz to about 12 Hz to be
specified directly instead of by using the
score program note notation.

A more interesting use of the FM facility

is to do 'real'FM music synthesis with it, as
described in "The Synthesis of Complex
Audio Spectra by Means of Frequency
Modulation" by John M. Chowning (Com-
puter Music Journal, Vol 1, No 2). This
technique uses a frequency which is a
fraction of the carrier frequency as a mod-
ulating signal; that is, if you want to hear a

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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New muscle
for Heathlcit

Now with new CPIM Systems Software

for thousands more programs...and new
8-inch disk system for millions more bytes.

The Heathkit All-ln-One Computer now has space

for 64K of addressable RAM, so you can run bigger,

more complex programs.

And our new CP/M' Operating System (Standard

ORG-0, Version 2.2) makes thousands of CP/M pro-

grams available to you. Heathkit systems can run

more, do more, store more than ever before.

A new 8-inch double-sided, double-density disk sys-

tem, with over 1 million bytes per drive, is now avail-

able for Heathkit H-89 and H-8 Computers.

The new 8-inch disk system features soft-sectored

disks for IBM" compatibility. It's capable of operat-

ing in standard IBM 3740 format. And the 8-inch sys-

VISIT YOUR HEATHKIT STORE
Heathkit products are displayed, .

—

sold and serviced at Heathkit

Electronic Centers', located in

major cities throughout the U.S. ,

and Canada. See your white

pages tor the store nearest you.

•Units ol Veritechnology Electronics

Corporation, in the U.S.

7W,

tern can be used in conjunction with 5V4-inch

systems. For compatibility with the rest of the in-

dustry, Heathkit Computers may just be the most
flexible systems you can buy.

All Heathkit computers and peripherals are avail-

able in money-saving, easy-to-build kit form — or

completely assembled and factory tested. All are

supported by the best documentation in the busi-

ness and by 62 service centers throughout the U.S.

and Canada. You're never out in the cold.

For complete details and prices on Heathkit com-
puters, peripherals and software, write today for

the latest Heathkit Catalog or visit your

t
nearby Heathkit Electronic Center*.

Send for FREE catalog
Write to Heath Company, Dept. 355-734,

Benton Harbor, Ml 49022
In Canada, contact Heath Co.. 1480 Dundas St E.,

Mississauga. Ontario L4X 2R7
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The MAGiC WAND\

ALMOST
PERFEC.

We've been saying it for a few months
now, and the reviewers seem to agree.

< 4 Until I saw the Magic Wand, if I were allowed to own one and
only one editor, Word Star* would have been it. . . . My personal
preference is for Pencil or Magic Wand for text creation. 5 *

Jerry Pournelle

On Computing, Summer 1980

* * The basic functions of the Magic Wand editor are as easy to learn
as those of Electric Pencil*. . . . Magic Wand dominates in the area
of print formatting. 5 J Larry Press

On Computing, Summer 1980

* i Of all the word processors I have used (and that includes a dozen
or more), the Magic Wand is the most versatile. The Wand has
almost all of the features of other processors, plus many new ones of
its own. It measures up to even the word-processing software running
on the largest mainframe computers.? *Rod Hallen

Microcomputing, June 1980

4 4 The Magic Wand is one of the most flexible word processing
packages available, and should be considered by any potential word
processing purchaser. 5 * Glenn A. Hart

Creative Computing, August 1980

Available for both the CP/IVT and OASIS operating systems

stuaU business o^ica&oos, u\c.
3220 Louisiana • Suite 205 • Houston, Texas 77006 • 713-528-5158

Electric Pencil i> trademark of Michael Shrayer Software, ln<

WordStar ni ;i trademark "i Micro Pro International Inc
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Casheab, continued...

1000—Hz tone, you concurrently modulate

it with a 500-or 250- Hz tone. This has

the effect of 'spreading' the spectrum of

the carrier ( 1000- Hz) tone so that it has

many rich harmonics, even if the two

waveforms being considered are simply

sine waves! This means that one makes

decisions about the characteristics of one's

FM timbres by modifying the ratios of the

carrier frequency to the modulating fre-

quency, not by changing the harmonic

content of either. Additional ways to modify

the FM timbres include use of non-sine

waveforms for the carrier (but not for the

modulator!) and modifying the degree of

FM modulation throughout the duration

of the note by modifying the attack/decay

envelope of the modulating tone.

The software which is

delivered with the

synthesizer is sufficient

to allow one to encode
andplay any piece

ofup to 32
simultaneous voices.

Other effects which can be obtained

include echo and chousing. Echo can be

obtained simply by repeating the notes for

a voice on a second channel at a lower

amplitude and with a short delay (rest)

inserted before the start of the second

channel. This effect can be very pleasing

with organ fugues, for instance.

Chorusing is an effect which makes you

think that more than one instrument is

playing a voice. One problem with a digital

synthesizer is its precision: twenty identical

voices played at once sounds just like one

loud voice. In order for a chorusing effect

to work, the voices must play at slightly

different frequencies, and so I modified

my score program to provide three equally

tempered scales, each off from the next by

about 2 Hz. This allows me to have up to

three channels playing the same voice but

with distinct frequencies. Adding a small

amount of vibrato (FM) fo each channel

at a different vibrato frequency allows a

reasonable chorusing effect to be obtained.

Unfortunately, three FM'ed channels re-

quires six channels for a single voice, making

use of these effects somewhat complex

and inefficient.

One final effect which I have not yet

tried is to use a large number of channels,

say eight, to control the harmonics of a

single note individually. Using this tech-

nique, one can control the amplitudes of

each harmonic of the note throughout the
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duration of the note, allowing very accurate

synthesis of real musical instrument voices.

Unfortunately, the Casheab could only

support four voices which required control

of eight harmonics each.

As stated above, I wrote the waveform

program in UCSD Pascal, and in fact re-

wrote the entire software system in UCSD
Pascal, combining it into a single program

in order to be able to customize it more

easily; only portions of the Play program

had to remain in assembly language. The

Casheab software takes advantage of single-

character keystrokes for command selec-

tion, just like UCSD Pascal, but it does not

take advantage of the random addressing

capability of most CRT systems. My new

synthesizer software does, and maintains

tables of information about the synthesizer

and score on the screen at all times. The
cumbersome Basic DATA statement for-

mats and line numbers were replaced with

free-formats and no line numbers. Also

added as a screen-oriented note editor

which allows one to halt the score in the

middle of play and see the notes which

were then being played displayed on the

screen. Those notes and notes near to

them in time can then be modified and

the score re-played, short-circuiting the

laborious edit cycle described above. A
channel-inhibit feature was also added in

order to facilitate debugging multi-voiced

pieces. Casheab owners who are interested

in running this software can contact me at

the address given at the beginning of the

article.

One thing which modifying the software

showed me was that the Casheab software

does not BEGIN to take advantage of the

flexibility which the Casheab hardware

could provide. As more people purchase

Casheab systems, software should develop

to allow really innovative uses.

One obvious augmentation of the current

Casheab system would be to allow a key-

board to be played 'through' it to simulate

a sophisticated organ, or better. Casheab

is aware of this, and has a general-purpose

slave processor card (also S-100), which

could be used as a smart keyboard-scanning

card, implemented in wire-wrap form at

the moment. It contains a down-loadable

Z-80 system and 16K bytes of RAM, with

I/O ports and some breadboarding space

for placement of multiplexers and cable

connectors. Software to run the synthesizer

from the keyboard is working at this time,

but no product using either this hardware

or software has been announced yet.

The current score syntax does not allow

for modifications to the tempo of the piece

while it is being played; nor does it allow

for 'blue' notes, that is notes which glide

between normal equal tempered note fre-

quencies. Also, the current implementation

ties a hardware channel to a voice, a

restriction which is really unnecessary.

With the current software, it is not possible

for a note to decay at the same time that

another note for the same voice is attacking;
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that would require one channel to be playing

two notes at once. Software to provide

dynamic channel allocation would allow

this kind of attack/decay overlap.

In addition, the software is written to

simulate' organ notes rather than percussive

notes such as harpsichord or piano. With

an organ, the note starts to attack when
you hit the key, rises to a sustain level, and

stays at that sustain level until the note is

released, at which point it decays. With a

piano note, the note attacks and then decays

for the note duration, a completely different

effect. Changes to the attack/decay software

will be necessary fully to support percussive

instruments.

There is no reason why the Casheab
hardware cannot support any of these new
concepts, or even more, but the software

is not yet available to support them.

All in all, I would say that the Casheab is

a high-quality piece of hardware, well

thought out, well designed, and well im-

plemented. The software is complete but

somewhat Spartan, demonstrating the capa-

bilities of the Casheab hardware, but really

serving to provide a starting point from

which serious computer musicians can

depart. It is a unique and reasonably priced

S-100 bus board which all computer musi-

cians with S-100 bus systems should

investigate. (Casheab, 5737 Avenida

Sanchex, San Diego, CA 92 1 24, (7 1 4) 277-

2547.)



Another Look at

Educational

Software
and Books

David Lubar

Books are easy to deal with; they've
been around a long time, and you pretty
much know what to expect from them.
Software is another matter. The computer
can be used merely to replace a book, or
to take some of the load off of a teacher. Is

this approach desirable? This question,
and other related problems, will have to
be answered sooner or later by both the
software writers and the reviewers. With
this unanswered problem peering over my
shoulder, it's time to take a look at some
educational material.

Texas Instruments. P.O. Box 10508,
Lubock TX 79408, seems to be heading in

the right direction with their Early Reading
cartridge ($54.95). This plug-in module,
which requires the speech synthesizer,
combines excellent speech capability with
good programming. The child using the
program has three options. First option:
He can select a picture, then hear a story

about the picture. Before each story, he is

taught several words. The words are shown
on the screen and spoken by the computer.
Then the child must pick the correct word
from a sentence. Once this is done, he sees
and hears the story. The different parts
are accompanied with graphics and anima-
tion. Finally, the story is shown again without
any speech, giving the child a chance to
read on his own. Second option: sentences
are presented with missing words. The
child must pick the correct answer from
three choices. The third option presents a
story. At certain parts, the child is given a
choice of how to end a sentence. His
selection determines the direction the story
will take. At the end, questions are pre-
sented. If the child has trouble, the program
branches back to the portion of the story
which covers the answer. This package
seems aimed at children who have some
reading skills. With the aid of a parent,
however, even children who haven't yet
learned to read could enjoy the program.

Conduit, P.O. Box 388, Iowa City, Iowa
52244 distributes educational software for
the college level. Their full line is too wide
to cover here, but a representative sample
can be mentioned. In general, they combine
instruction and experimentation with a
leaning toward simulations. Chemistry Labo-
ratory Simulations ($40.00), a tape for the
8K PET with either ROM, allows students
to practice several basic experiments. "Titra-

tion" presents a nice graphic representation
of a beaker and buret. The object is to

determine the molarity of an acid. The
student selects the molarity of the base
and the ph at which the indicator changes.
Inappropriate responses result in short

•X/'

lessons. The tape also contains three other
programs which cover reduction-oxidation,
kinetics, and the Bohr atom.
The manual that comes with the tape is

well done. It describes the program and
steps through a sample run. A listing of the
program is included, along with a worksheet
to use with each experiment.
The Ecological Simulations series for

the Apple include programs which allow
the study of the growth of two populations.
This is probably best used as supplemental
material, rather than a base for instruction.

The most complex of the programs involves
the interaction of several plants and animals
on a tundra. Conduit gets high points for

A scene from Titration.
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ease of use and interaction. Each screen
has a menu at the bottom. The student
can move from simulation to discussion,
then return to the simulation and change
various parameters. A scrolling line graph
shows the growth of each organism. Again,
the documentation is very good.

Data Command. 670 W. Broadway, Brad-
ley IL 60915, has taken the approach of
combining games and instruction. The
general technique is to explain the game
and give some background on the area
being covered. After this, the program
takes the form of a quiz where each correct
answer results in a score for the student in
the game. Tennis Anyone? has units that
cover plurals, prefixes, suffixes, contrac-
tions, homonyms, and base words. After
each question, a graphic player volleys
with a graphic paddle that represents the
student. If the answer is correct, the student
wins the point; if he is wrong, he loses.
This isn't a bad approach, but it would be
nice if the student could take more part in
the actual game. He has no control over
his half of the court. Still, this combination
of game and test will probaly hold a user's
interest for longer than straight testing.
The programs are available on disk for a
32K Apple with ROM Applesoft and disk
and tape for the TRS-80 (32K required for
disk. 16K for tape). The units are available
individually for $29.95 each, or in a set of
six, covering all the subjects mentioned
above, for $170.75.

Tycom Associates, 68 Velma Ave., Pitts-

field MA 01201 , produces software for the
8K PET. Their programs are straight drill

and practice. French ($15.95), is well done.
It presents several options. The user can
see a French word for which he has to
provide the English equivalent. Or he can
see an English word, or the words can be
mixed. Another mode presents multiple
choice questions. At the end of a segment,
the student is shown his percentage of
correct answers. Vocab ($15.95) contains
two programs that present words and ask
for synonyms. A nice touch is the routine
which checks for spelling mistakes. If the
user gives an answer that is close to the
correct one. he is told that he may have
made a spelling mistake and is given another
chance. On wrong guesses, he is given a
clue. Algebra ($19.95) gives instruction in
seven areas, including factoring and sets,
and gives drills in each area. Unfortunately,
the program crashes if you hit ENTER
without first hitting a number. This sort of
thing is easy to prevent and should not
occur in professional software.

Compak, Inc. P.O. Box 14852, Austin
TX 78761, has a math package for a 32K
Apple with Applesoft and TI 99/4 com-
puters. Basically, the program presents math

problems, keeps records of student's scores,
and provides help if the student has trouble.
Students who do well are advanced to
more difficult modules. The numbers are
presented in large size on the screen. The
concepts covered include addition of whole
numbers, common fractions, and elemen-
tary algebra. The advanced areas contain
some tutorial material, but the major func-
tion of the programs is drill and practice.
On entry, the user is asked several questions,
such as whether sound is desired or whether
a printer is attached. The user is then
asked to enter the level at which he wants
to work. A number out of the range of the
program will cause a crash. Answers to
the math problems are entered from left
to right, which seems somewhat unnatural
when you are used to pencil and paper.
The disks can be purchased in three fash-
ions. The entire set, in either a concept-
by-grade or grade-by-concept format costs
$495.00. Disks with all concepts for a single
grade cost $65.00, disks with one concept
for all grade levels are $50.00.

I & S Software, 140 Reid Ave, Port
Washington NY 1 1050, is a producer of
software for the high school and junior
college level. The programs are a nice
blend of question and instruction, with a
well-designed branching feature. Whenever
a student answers a question incorrectly,
he is switched to a second program which
presents more background for the questions.
I only have two major criticisms of the
programs. First, they won't accept "T"
and "F" for "True" and "False." A minor
problem, but annoying to anyone who is

used to this type of entry. Also, when the
student selects a unit, the computer will

accept RETURN by itself as a response.
Later, when it uses the input variable from
this response, the null character will cause
an error. Aside from these minor problems,
the programs are nice. The material goes
into a fair amount of depth. There are
fifteen programs in both the Chemistry
and Biology series. Individual programs in

Chemistry cost $19.50, a set of six is $75.00,

all in a set cost $150. The Biology units are
$19.95 each, six for $80.00, and $160 for
the whole set. The programs are available
on disk or tape for a 32K Apple with
Applesoft.

Pulpware
And then there are the books. An interest-

ing and varied assortment of educational
material is on hand. Computeronics is a
series of workbooks and manuals that deal
with computers. They are well done and
very reasonably priced. Some of the books
cover general computer literacy, others
go into a fair amount of programming
instruction, showing how to work with Basic.
My favorite, a book called Sidetrips, presents
twenty-five mind teasers, along with
solutions in Basic, followed by sections
that cover text-type graphics and debugging.
A final section gives programs and asks
the student to figure out what they do.
Quite a bargain for $2.85. The highest
priced item is one of the teacher's manuals.
At $10. 10, even this is reasonable, especially
when compared to the average price of
textbooks. For more information, contact
Gifted Child Project, c/o Seminole Blue-
printing, 1212 North Monroe St., Talla-
hassee FL 32303.

Computer Parts Kit from The Educa-
tional Computer Shoppe, Route 3, Box
601, Cambridge MN 55008, contains a slim
activities book and a lot of fantastic stuff
to examine and enjoy. The $38.50 kit

includes parts from old computers, hard
and floppy disks which can be examined
and dissected, paper tape, and various
examples of vendor literature. Craig Solom-
onson, who created the kit, came up with
a real stroke of genius in one of the activities.

A bottle of developer is included which
can be applied to tape, thus showing the
pattern of stored information. Once the
pattern is developed, it can be lifted off
with Scotch tape and saved. A teacher
with a bit of background in the field could
get a lot of mileage from this kit.

A dissected disk from the computer parts kit.
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Teaching Basic Bit by Bit from the

Lawrence Hall of Science, Math and Com-

puter Education Project, University of

California, Berkeley CA 94720, contains

lessons and activities to help teachers pre-

sent a course on Basic. While the examples

are designed for Apple and PET computers,

the book can be used for any system. Each

section starts with a list of the activities

and new concepts that will be covered, as

well as prerequisites for and goals of the

section. Whether it is used as the basis for

a course, or just for background ideas, the

book is well worth the price of $7.50 (plus

$2.00 p&h per order).

Resource Software International. Inc.

140 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs NJ 07632,

markets software in the form of books.

They presently have 24 packages designed

for use with CP/M (a registered trademark

of Digital Research) systems with Microsoft

Basic, and are planning versions for home

computers such as the Apple. Each pam-

phlet contains a flowchart, program listing,

and teacher's guide. Learning and Practicing

with Fractions gives word problems with

multiple-choice answers. Again, we are

dealing to a large extent with drill and

practice. On the nice side, the program

presents a pretest, and also shows the student

which problems he should practice. The

program listings seem to be Xeroxed, and

on some of the pages, the top line was cut

off. Considering the availability of ready-

to-run software, this approach does not

seem to be the best way to market programs

in the educational area.

©
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ITREET CATALOGS
D Software. Lists 400 pro-

grams on 70 tapes and

disks. For education, recre-

ation, and personal use.

Books. Lists 100 books,

games, records, prints, etc.

for educational and per-

sonal users of small compu-
ters.

D Peripherals. (ALF music
synthesizer and Versa-

Writer for the Apple II).

Send 3 15c stamps for

either catalog or 5 for both.

Or send $2.00 for a sample
issue of Creative Computing
and both catalogs.
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P.O. BOX 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

After you play the

Temple ofApshai,

you can play

Sticks and Stones

for free.
Within the 200 rooms and catacombs of the

Temple of Apshai, untold treasures await you -

the hero. All you have to do is elude, outsmart and

outwit the beasts, monsters and demons lurking

in the dark labyrinth. Spend minutes or hours on this

role-playing fantasy - the boldest computer game

in our Dunjonquest™ series.

Now, when you order the "Temple of Apshai," you

get the "Sticks & Stones* board game for no extra

charge. In fact, if you're not satisfied with the "Temple

of Apshai," you can return it within 10 days and still

keep "Sticks* Stones!"

But don't wait, this special offer is limited. (We'll

also send you a catalog outlining

our other exciting com-

puter games). .

Automated Simulations, P.O. Box 4247, 1988 Leghorn Street

MountainView, Calitornia 94040 Department CC
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Sights and Sounds
atPCAF

Above the crowd that surged through
the depths of the Philadelphia Civic Center,
in an inconspicuous auditorium on the
first floor, great things were happening.
Through hard work, and with a lot of
volunteers, the Personal Computer Arts
Festival turned out to be a worthwhile
experience. The Festival, run by Steve
Levine, Dick Moberg, and Bill Mauchly,
went for two full days; Saturday was
dedicated to music, Sunday to graphics.
The show opened with Frank Covitz and
Cliff Ashcraft, creators of the MTU music
synthesis software. They demonstrated
some new features of their software, using
a Kim and Aim. To show the versatility
of the system, they played several compo-
sitions, including Handel's Water Music
played with an instrument that sounded
like a trumpet being blown under water
(wumpet?), and a classical piece done with
an excellent synthesis of a harpsichord.
In anticipation of the inevitable question,
"Can your system only play classical
music?", they also performed Root Beer
Rag and Foggy Mountain Breakdown.

Next came Mike Riley from A B Com-
puters, who demonstrated the Visible Music
Monitor for the PET. This is a nice piece
of software which aids in entering music
for four-voice systems. It displays the notes
and allows the user to define keys on the
keyboard as notes to further simplify
entry.

Many of you are probably familiar with
the work of the next speaker, Hal Chamber-
lin. He's been involved in computer music
for quite a while, and his newest venture
is astounding. Hal is working on non-
realtime music synthesis, or as he prefers
to call it, computed music. The music is

compiled over a long period of time; an
I hour or more might be required for one

song. The results are saved on disks, many
I disks. With a sampling rate of 20 hertz.

each 8 inch disk can hold 20 seconds of
music. Using two drives, and inserting
disks at a rapid pace, Hal gave the audience
a sample of the music the system is capable
of producing. It sounded great. While this
might seem like a lot of trouble to go

The high resolution
display was reminiscent

of the cartoons
they used to make
in the 40's and 50's.

through, any system that can produce
these results, and is capable of 132 voices,
is worth the effort.

Hal also provided some interesting
insights in the field of computer music.
At one time, there was a gap between the
amateur and the pro. But with the advent
of computed music, this gap is closing.
Amateurs will soon be able to afford
systems that sound as good as mega-buck
synthesizers.

Many people have been looking for a
music system for the TRS-80 that is

comparable to available 6502 systems.
Stewart Newfeld from Newtech demon-
strated music systems for TRS-80 and S-
100 systems. He explained that since these
computers usually don't have high-
resolution graphics capabilities, the entry
system uses letters and numbers. The entry
is done vertically, scrolling down as notes
for the four voices are entered. A group
of nice programming touches ease the
pain of entry somewhat. The Newtech

David Lubar

Music Box for the TRS-80 will be reviewed
here in the near future.

A valuable contribution to the festival,
and the programming world in general,
was made by Rebecca Mercuri of RCA,
who discussed the various editors available
on music systems. She feels that, at the
moment, they are all lacking to some
degree. Rather than just point out flaws,
she came with an example; the Bach (Basic
algorithms for composing harmonics)
system written by Michael Keith. This
displays an entire page of music in black
on white, and ideally, could be used with
any music board. Their demonstration
was on an Apple using ALF boards. Since
Ms. Mercuri has an in-depth article on
music editors in these very pages, only a
brief mention of her requirements for a
music editor will be made here. Among
other requirements, a good music editor
must have audio feedback, a simple file

system for blocks of music, and full screen-
editing. And the system should not be
designed in such a way that one careless
keystroke can wipe out a whole file.

Moving into the realm of advanced
synthesis, the audience was treated to a
demonstration of the Fairlight CMI, cour-
tesy of Steve Levine and Bill Mauchly.
This eight-voice synthesizer has some
amazing abilities. A waveform can be drawn
on the CRT with a light pen and then be
played. Up to 64 harmonics can be specified
for any envelope, and natural sounds can
be digitized for recreation or modification.
The system consists of a dual-level organ
keyboard, computer terminal, and dual
disk drives. The price (over 30K) puts it

out of range of us mortals, but serious
musicians and those involved in studio
work will find the Fairlight to be worth a
close look.

Dropping nearer to the price range of
us mortals, John Bondy demonstrated the
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Two Great New TRS-80 Computers.

Radio Shack- Setting New Standards

For Price and Performance!

16K TRS-80 Model III. The new standard in

personal computers— packed with the advanced fea-

tures you want, yet priced unbelievably low! The

Model Ill's handsome one-piece cabinet includes a high

resolution 12-inch monitor that displays 16 lines of 64

upper/lower case characters, and graphics. It also includes

a 65-key typewriter-style keyboard with data pad. There is

room inside for two optional double-density disk drives—
and you can add two more external drives for a total of

approximately 670K bytes of on-line storage. Model III

comes with a two-speed cassette interface, so most of our

huge library of Model I. Level II software can be used. And

the new 1500-baud mode gives you really fast cassette I/O.

The very powerful Model III BASIC language, contained in

14K of ROM, features automatic line numbering, tracing,

PEEK and POKE, machine language programming, key-

board-controlled screen print. I/O device routing, repeating

keys, special characters and lots more. Other Model III fea-

tures include a built-in real time clock, cassette jack and

Model III bus. plus a built-in printer interface for direct con-

nection with Radio Shack printers. With the built-in RS-232

firmware and the optional internal RS-232 board, commu-
nications is a snap! Model HI is expandable to 48K RAM at

any time, and is also available with 4K RAM and Level I

BASIC (for only $699*). A full-blown 32K. 2 disk system

with RS-232 is yours for only $2495* This is the break-

through you've been waiting for. Come in and try Model III

today 16K TRS-80 Model HI Only $999*

^^^^^B—

Radio /hack
The biggest name in little computers™

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

13-Inch
Color TV Receiver

Available Separately.^^ Only $399*

16K TRS-80** Color Computer. Vivid 8-color graph-

ics, sound, the high performance 6809E microprocessor

and more— at a very affordable low price! This amazingly

portable new micro attaches in seconds to any TV set. Use

it at work, at school or at home. Its Extended Color BASIC

language provides unique commands for graphics manip-

ulations, easy machine language programming, complex

musical sounds (with more than one note!), PEEK and

POKE, specific error messages and much more. A built-in

RS-232 serial interface lets you attach a modem for com-

munications or a serial printer. Of course, you can save your

programs on cassette (at a fast 1500 baud)— orjust pop in

one of our instant-loading ROM Program-Paks for a wide

variety of fast-paced games and valuable personal applica-

tions. Like all TRS-80s. it's easy to expand— add a printer

now, disk drives are on the way An optional pair ofjoysticks

brings extra maneuverability and real excitement to com-

puter games. The TRS-80 Color Computer is also available

with 4K RAM and Color BASIC (at just $399*). This is the

multipurpose computer you've been waiting for. Try it today

at your nearest Radio Shack store. Authorized Dealer or

Computer Center. 16K TRS-80 Color Computer with

Extended Color BASIC Only $599*

CIRCLE 146 ON READER SERVICE CARD

*Rctal prices may vary -tadMduaIitc^andd«alm.A*tao«n«EE196!TlcS-80
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BANZAI
SOFTWARE

P.O.BOX 1374, ROSEBURG.OR97470

STELLAR OUTPOST
From the Black Hole come the ZYLOG
RAIDERS whose mission is to destroy
you. Battle it out with increasing skill

until you beat the invaders lit you canl.
As your skill improves so does that
of the raiders $14 95

For the man who has everything....

THE BARTENDER
Mix a Maidens Prayer, Suicide, Vodka
Martini, and much more by simply
asking your computer how to do it.

II you want it all . ., S14.95

IUGstreet DRUG INDEX
A MUST (or parents and teachers.
The Street Drug Index is a random-
access information system designed
to aid you in learning what your child
or student is talking about or carry-
ing in their pockets. Perhaps the best
investment yoj0m\^^i make. . .$14 95

BANSAI. POBox 137ft, Roseburg,OR97470
Name
Address -

City State Zip.
O Stellar Outpost |4MDcass. O 4K disk

O Bartender I16KIO cass.D32Kdisk

O Drug Index I16KIQ cass.D32Kdisk

DISK IS $17.95 SHIPPING $1.00
AVAILABLE FOR TRS-80 ONLY
CIRCLE 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sights & Sounds, continued...
Casheab Digital Music Synthesizer, which
is designed for the S-100. Selling for $900
at the show (slightly higher elsewhere),
the Casheab runs on Microsoft Basic and
8080 Assembly Language under CP/M. A
Pascal version has also been produced.
Notes are entered using alpha-numeric
notation. The sound quality is decent,
and the degree of user control fairly high,

but to me the Casheab seems overpriced
for what it delivers.

Then came demonstrations from Moun-
tain Hardware and Syntauri Ltd. Their
systems were covered last month so I

won't go into detail here. The next speaker
was Laurie Spiegel, a Juilliard graduate
who has been involved with electronic

music for about ten years. She spoke of
the problems of present systems, including

the limitation of standard notation to
discreet steps. Demonstrating her own
system, using an Apple for control and
AlphaSyntauri keyboard for input, she
produced some interesting and unusual
effects. Ms. Spiegel is also interested in

another type of synthesis, one between
manufacturers of different music systems.
In a conversation, she suggested that the
creators of various systems should get
together, combining their strong points.

For example, it would be worth combining
the MTU software with it's great waveform
capabilities and the Mountain Hardware
Board with it's great sound potential,

forming a system that makes full use of
the best side of both items. Add to this a
non-discreet editor, and a keyboard such
as the AlphaSyntauri, and you'll be heading
in the direction of the sort of system Ms.
Spiegel talked about.

Closing out the day, Kevin Doren showed
the Crumar/MTl, another synthesizer
aimed at a professional market, with 32
oscillators and FM synthesis capability. It

was a nice, flexible system, that produced
great sounds, but it's another member of
the pro league that we poor amateurs can
only admire from afar.

Sunday was devoted to graphics. Arch
Robison opened the day with a talk on
perspective graphics, demonstrating ways
of creating illusions of depth. He also

showed a system for storing the relative

locations of any point in a 3-D drawing

and determining whether any part of a
line segment was on the screen.

Eric Podietz from Digital Mercury
showed a beautiful real-time system for

generating video art. Patterns could be
drawn, then moved on the screen with a
joystick, leaving trails of splendid designs
as the patterns moved and rotated. Drawing
to music, Mr. Podietz held the audience
in rapt attention as he created art on the
Advent screen.

The art of 3-D sculpture was explained
by David Dameron. Using a six-slot S-100
system and a homebuilt carver, he turns

blocks of wax into busts and abstracts.

The carver consists of a turntable, cutters,

and a stepper motor capable of steps of
one mil. This machinery costs around $900.

Once a design has been entered into
memory, the ratios can be changed,
producing an elongated or truncated
version of the sculpture. Mr. Damerson
also showed some graphics done with a
plotter. Not satisfied with traditional

Each 8 inch disk
can hold 20 seconds

of music.

A display of wave form harmonic-son the I .urliyht.

methods, he made innovative use of this

device. Instead of moving a pen, the plotter

moves a stylus across a coated piece of
metal. When the metal is bathed in acid,

the result is a computer-created etching.

The next treat was a movie of a flight-

simulator that runs on a GE graphics
system. The high resolution display was
reminiscent of the cartoons they used to
make in the 40's and 50's. The pilot gets a
real-time view from the cockpit, and the
system could also show a side view of the

jet. A second movie covered the MIT
Genesis system. This was one of the early

animation systems, producing results similar

to what can be done today on an Apple
or Atari. It was interesting to watch the
operator create shapes, then program the
system to animate these shapes.

There was more to come, but duty called

and I had to hustle down to the Creative
Computing booth. Those who are inter-

ested in participating in the Personal
Computer Arts Festival or in hearing of
future events can write to: Computer Arts
Forum, C/O PACS, Box 1954, Philadelphia
PA 19105.
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A REMARKABLE MAGAZINE

David Ahl. Founder and
Publisher of Creative Computing

You might think the term creative com-
puting' is a contradiction. How can some-

thing as precise and logical as electronic

computing possibly be creative? We think

it can be. Consider the way computers are

being used to create special effects in

movies— image generation, coloring and
computer-driven cameras and props. Or an
electronic sketchpad" for your home
computer that adds animation, coloring

and shading at your direction. How about a

computer simulation of an invasion of killer

bees with you trying to find a way of keep-

ing them under control?

Beyond Our Dreams

Computers are not creative per se But

the way in which they are used can be
highly creative and imaginative Five years

ago when Creative Computing magazine
first billed itself as The number 1 maga-
zine of computer applications and soft-

ware.' we had no idea how far that idea

would take us. Today, these applications

are becoming so broad, so all-

encompassing that the computer field will

soon include virtually everything!

In light of this generality, we take appli-

cation " to mean whatever can be done with

computers, ought to be done with comput-
ers or might be done with computers. That

is the meat of Creative Computing.
Alvin Toff ler, author of Future Shock and

The Third Wave says, I read Creative Com-
puting not only for information about how
to make the most of my own equipment but

to keep an eye on how the whole field is

emerging.
Creative Computing, the company as

well as the magazine, is uniquely light-

hearted but also seriously interested in all

aspects of computing. Ours is the maga-
zine of software, graphics, games and sim-

ulations for beginners and relaxing profes-

sionals. We try to present the new and im-

portant ideas of the field in a way that a 1 4-

year old or a Cobol programmer can under-

GPeative
computing
"The beat covered by Creative Computing

is one of the most important, explosive and

fast-changing."—Alvin Toffler

stand them. Things like text editing, social

simulations, control of household devices,

animation and graphics, and communica-
tions networks.

Understandable Yet Challenging

As the premier magazine for beginners, it

is our solemn responsibility to make what
we publish comprehensible to the new-
comer. That does not mean easy; our

readers like to be challenged. It means
providing the reader who has no prepar-

ation with every possible means to seize

the subject matter and make it his own.

However, we don't want the experts in

our audience to be bored. So we try to

publish articles of interest to beginners and
experts at the same time. Ideally, we would
like every piece to have instructional or

informative content—and some depth-
even when communicated humorously or

playfully. Thus, our favorite kind of piece is

acessible to the beginner, theoretically

non-trivial, interesting on more than one
level, and perhaps even humorous.
David Gerrold of Star Trek fame says,

"Creative Computing with its unpreten-

tious, down-to-earth lucidity encourages
the computer user to have fun. Creative

Computing makes it possible for me to

learn basic programming skills and use the

computer better than any other source.

Hard-hitting Evaluations

At Creative Computing we obtain new
computer systems, peripherals, and soft-

ware as soon as they are announced. We
put them through their paces in our Soft-

ware Development Center and also in the

environment for which they are intended—
home, business, laboratory, or school.

Our evaluations are unbiased and accur-

ate.We compared word processing printers

and found two losers among highly pro-

moted makes. Conversely, we found one
computer had far more than its advertised

capability. Of 16 educational packages.

only seven offered solid learning value.

When we say unbiased reviews we mean
it. More than once, our honesty has cost us

an advertiser— temporarily. But we feel

that our first obligation is to our readers and
that editorial excellence and integrity are

our highest goals.

Karl Zinn at the University of Michigan
feels we are meeting these goals when he
writes. "Creative Computing consistently

provides value in articles, product reviews
and systems comparisons ... in a magazine
that is fun to read.'

Order Today

To order your subscription to Creative

Computing, send $20 for one year (12

issues). $37 for two years (24 issues) or $53
for three years (36 issues). If you prefer,

call our toll-free number, 800-631-81 1 2 (in

NJ 201-540-0445) to put your subscription
on your MasterCard, Visa or American Ex-
press card. Canadian and other foreign

surface subscriptions are $29 per year, and
must be prepaid. We guarantee that you
will be completely satisfied or we will re-

fund the entire amount of your subscrip-

tion.

Join over 80,000 subscribers like Ann
Lewin, Director of the Capital Children s

Museum who says. "I am very much im-

pressed with Creative Computing. It is

helping to demystify the computer. Its arti-

cles are helpful, humorous and humane
The world needs Creative Computng."

creative
computing

Attn: Cindy
P.O Box 789-M

Morristown. NJ 07960
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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Siggraplj,

oth of us were excited to hear that
this year's Siggraph conference would be
near enough to visit, so we went down for a
day to see what's new in computer
graphics. The annual conference brings
together a fascinating mixture ofcomputer
graphics enthusiasts, from personal
computer users to university researchers to
big computer marketing types. The most
interesting things I saw, as a newcomer to
Siggraph, were several new personal
graphics computers and the computer film
show.

Siggraph is the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM) Special
Interest Group (SIG) on computer
graphics. Like most of the ACM SIG's.
this group publishes a newsletter and
sponsors an annual conference. The name
ACM always brings to my mind a group of
computing machines, sort of like a labor
union for robots, but it's really for people
who work with computing machines,
especially university people who can
understand computer science papers.
Siggraph was larger and more commer-
cially oriented than I expected; it was
refreshing to see an ACM event with new,
real systems on display and with commer-
cial as well as university research papers.
Over 2,000 people came to see 98 exhibits.
17 technical sessions and 8 tutorials.

Many people were impressed to see
IBM exhibiting a business color graphics
system, feeling this area is now "blessed"
and others will surely follow now that the
field has been made "respectable." Digital
Equipment Corporation had a new color
graphics system, too. I was impressed by
Hewlett-Packard's new graphics machine,
with a high resolution display allowing
over 4,000 colors. However, at $40,000, it's

out of my range. Much of the show
repeated this story; beautiful dense color
graphics with interactive three-dimen-
sional control at prices I could never
afford. But there were exceptions.

Apple exhibited their graphics tablet,

showing it being used to enter pictures on
the new Apple III. Having an Apple II

myself, I was happy to see them involved.
Intelligent Systems Corporation displayed
their Compucolor line. I wonder why the
Compucolor has not been more successful
in the personal computer market; it

outperforms the Apple in many respects,

i
and if more software and hardware had
been available for it I would have chosen it

instead.

For those with bigger (but still

limited) budgets whose primary interest is

graphics, Cromemco's new graphics card
looks like the way to go. Cromemco
pioneered inexpensive color graphics with
the Dazzler, back in ancient times (about
1976). Their second generation system
provides various display formats, includ-

ing single-color resolution of 756 by 484
points (horizontal and vertical), and

Bob Wallace. Microsoft. 10K00 Northeast 8th. Suite
507. Bcllevue. WA 9X004.
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THE ANALYZER 6»

THE CONTROLLER

IN BUSINESS TOGETHER
You've automated your business with The Controller.

The Analyzer carries on the tradition of providing you

with more business information at a minimal cost oftime

and effort.

Whether you purchased your Controller and Apple"

computer last week or last year, when you run all your

reports and close this month, will you spend a consider-

able amount of time analyzing all the data you receive

from General Ledger, Accounts Receivable and Accounts

Payable?

The Analyzer provides Immediate answers tc such

essential questions as: How effectively are my resources

being used? What is my estimated cash flow for the next

four months? How does my Profit and Loss for this

quarter compare with the same quarter last year?, and

What percentage of all my assets does my inventory

represent in comparison with last year at this time?

The Balance Sheet Analysis Report, using the total

assets of your company as the base, presents you with

two different types of reports. One type shows the dollar

variance of this year with last year. The other type

indicates the percentages of your company's individual

assets, liabilities and equities for the two years as com-

pared to Its total assets.

Depending upon the option you choose, you will be

provided with this year's and last year's comparative

figures for the current month, current quarter, andyear-

to-date.

The Financial Ratio Analysis Report provides a

measure of your ability to meet short term obligations,

the extent to which your company is financed by debt,

management's overall effectiveness, and determineshow

efficiently your resources are being used.

JANUARY 1981

The Profit and Loss Analysis Report, with revenue

as its base, also supplies you with dollar variance and

percentage reports. One option even permits depart-

mentalized reporting. You are shown two year compar-

ative data for the current month, current quarter, and

year-to-date.

The Budget Analysis Report shows in the current

month current quarter, and year-to-date, your budgeted

figures, the actual figures, and the degree of variation.

You may also print this report by departments.

The Sources and Applications of Funds Report

reconstructs in summary form the transactions that

cause the balance sheet changes from the pastyear to the

present.

TheCashFlowProjectionReport furnishesyouwith

the information required to adequately plan a cash flow

projection for the current month and three future

months.

The above programs ( and all others in The Analyzer)

are selected from menus, as in The Controller. You'll find

that you experience no period of adjustment even the

very first timeyou use TheAnalyzer withTheController.

The reason is simple: they were both designed and

written by Dakin5 Corporation. See your Controller

dealer for additional information.

The Controller and The Analyzer are registered trademarks of Daklno Corpora

Hon Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

D
DAKIN5 CORPORATION
PO Box 21187 Denver. CO 80221 Phone:800525-0463
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Siggraph, continued..

sixteen-color resolution of 378 by 242. The
sixteen colors can be chosen from a palette
of 4,096. I remember trying to show the
Dazzler output on our local cable TV
channel, and discovering we couldn't
directly connect the Dazzler's video output
to the cable company's equipment.
However, the new Cromemco Color
Graphics Interface provides both studio
quality interface signals and the ability to
"lock in" to an external source of
synchronization, overcoming this prob-
lem. However, the output will not directly
drive a color TV, even with an RF
modulator, since it is RGB (red-green-
blue) instead of normal video. The
company does sell 13 and 19 inch RGB
monitors, however.

PERQ's detailed resolution is good enough lor
interlocking rosettes

The Dazzler lacked interface soft-

ware, too; getting it to display a line

strained the abilities of the most dedicated
bit-twiddler, because figuring out where to
stick a byte in memory to turn on a point in

the display requires a complex mapping
algorithm. The Apple requires an equally
complex algorithm, but I don't need to use
it since I can use PLOT and other graphics
commands from Basic. The new
Cromemco system provides subroutine to
do things like display polygons, circles,

and other shapes, and shift, scale, and
rotate them.

One of the most interesting booths
was a joint production by Balk. Dave
Nutting Associates, and Tom DeFanti of
the University of Illinoisat Chicago Circle.

Bally, you may recall, started to play the
"home computer" game with the Arcade,
which would be expandable to become a
fairly powerful system; however, only the
initial video-gamc-plus-tiny-basic version
was produced. Tom DeFanti has been in

the computer graphics field for years, and
helped produce some of the effects for Star
Wars (I believe the trench sequence was
done with his system). He designed a
graphics-oriented language called Grass
(Graphics Symbiosis System), which has
been further refined as a suitable language
for people (especially artists and edu-

cators) to create programs that generate
and animate graphics images.

Grass approaches Basic more than
any other language, but the kinship is not
close; much of the power of Grass comes
from the use of macros (a macro is a sort of
textual subroutine). Since all commands
are macros, adding new commands is easy.
Also, programs look like character strings
to the user; using strings as the funda-
mental building block gives the system an
overall unity, as well as the ability to put
together a string in a program and then
execute it as another program. Creating
programs and data out of the same unit (as
is done in Lisp and Smalltalk) opens up
many doors.

In Grass, graphic images live in little

boxes; one can easily define a circle,

polygon, etc., in a box. (One problem I

noticed was when moving around patterns,
their little boxes would move around with
them, which may wipe out some other
pattern on the screen.) The system allows
several programs to run at once (multi-
tasking), all of them changing the display,
which allows creating a scene in which
several patterns are moving and inter-

acting. The system is pretty fast (for a
microprocessor). Although it appears to
the user that programs consist of many
levels of macro expansion, there is a lot of
compilation and floating-point hardware
running invisibly underneath that speed up
the process.

David Nutting Associates developed
the UV-I Zgrass computer using chips
developed for the Bally Arcade and
incorporating DeFanti's Grass language,
now called Zgrass. The computer includes
a Z-80, 48K of RAM, I6K of ROM,
floating point processor, color monitor,
music synthesizer, four (count 'em)
joysticks, serial port, and assorted switches
and lights. Color resolution is 320 by 204,
using 4 out of 256 colors. Cost is

somewhere around $3000. It's pretty new,
so don't expect it in your neighborhood
computer store soon. Dave Nutting
Associates is at 527 West Golf Road,
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005.

My favorite computer at the show,
however, was the PERQ, by Three Rivers
Computer Corporation. It looks at first

like an expensive (but not out of sight)

black-and-white graphics machine. But the

resolution is enormous (something like 500
by 1 ,000), there is a text editor for a whole
typed page with multiple fonts at once, it is

very fast, and includes a Winchester-type
hard disk. It is the most powerful system
I've seen that's designed and sold as a
personal computer. Actually, the selling

part is still to come, as Three Rivers is just

getting into production (as of July), but
contrary to industry rumors they are
definitely alive and on the move.

The PERQ processor directly exe-
cutes Pascal P-code (at one per micro-
second), which I found particularly
appealing (since I am working on Micro-
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soft's Pascal). Three Rivers Pascal is very
powerful, having many added features like

the ability to pass any length array as a
parameter, as well as required extensions
like strings and the ability to link together

separately compiled routines. Pascal (like

all current computer languages) is just too
difficult for most people, but is perhaps the
best language around for implementing
large, powerful, interactive systems that
lots of people will use.

Before leaving the exhibit area, we
should mention a few more companies
which make desktop graphics computers.
Tektronix, because they have for years
provided the graphics terminals many of us
use. Chromatics, because their color
terminals and systems are very nice if

somewhat expensive. And Terak, for
having an easy to use hi^jh resolution

PFRQ computer (right) oilers keyboard, super
screen. Winchester and lightning Pascal for about
$20,000.

system based on the LSI- 1 1.

We attended one seminar, "trends in

high performance graphic systems". It

turned out to be on VLSI (very large scale
integration, hundreds of thousands of
gates on a chip), and its effects on future
graphics machines. One theme was pairing
each memory chip with a graphics
processor chip, putting a large array of
these pairs together executing in parallel.

Lots of multiplying and dividing must be
done to change a displayed image (move it

around, rotate it, scale it, etc.) especially
when such niceties as curved surfaces and
shading must be handled as well, and these
take time. Doing them all at once speeds up
the process considerably. The last paper
described how university students can
design their own chips and have them
produced and returned without waiting a
year or two.

I wanted to attend the tutorials on low
cost computer graphics and user interfaces
to graphics systems. The latter topic is key.
since as usual, the software in this field lags
several years behind the hardware. In what
ways does an artist or animator organize
the visual field? What's the easiest way to
input a design or shape? How do factors
like color and time enter in? How can
images be edited and combined to form

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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And don't spare any of the 21 vibrant colors

provided with Datasoffs MICRO-PAINTER
1"

computer program.

MICRO-PAINTER'" is a modestly priced soft-

ware package that bridges the gap between Apple

hardware and the artist in us all.

Apple II* users can now heighten their

creative and artistic IQs as they electronically paint

extraordinary pictures.

And since the MICRO-PAINTER™ uses state-

of-theart technology in its programming and

implementation, anyone will find the program easy

to use and the results — magnificent.

Children can ease their transition into a com-

puterized society by familiarizing themselves with

computer operations while they create beautiful

pictures.

Hobbyists can entertain friends with

colorful designs and unusual color combinations.

•Apple i» • teglMeied Indemnk of Apple CompKei Inc.

Businessmen can enhance demonstrations,

presentations or illustrations where the emphasis

is on color.

The MICRO-PAINTER™ even magnifies

images for dot-by-dot coloring, inverts colors for

various color combinations and saves or displays

pictures automatically.

So if you've been waiting to reveal your true

artistic colors (or wishing you had more) call or

write Datasoft, Inc., 16606 Schoenborn Street,

Sepulveda, CA 91343, (213) 894-9154 or toll free

(800) 423-5630 for details. Dealer inquiries invited.

Ask your local dealer for Information on Datasoft Products.

6M1CRO-RE1NTER
Datqsoftlnc.COMPUTER PAirfTSET BY
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Siggraph, continued...

new ones? These questions need a lot of
experimentation and creativity before
those who work with pictures can use
computers effectively.

The film show was the high point of
the conference for me. Here the newest and
most intricate applications of the com-
puter artist's craft were shown to an
enthusiastic audience. The group was
quick to applaud sequences with successful
execution of difficult graphics tasks;
smooth curved color surfaces were always
well received, and the few with shadows or
highlights, moving in space, practically got
a standing ovation. It made no difference

My favorite computer at
theshow was the PERQ,

the most powerful
system I've seen that's

designed and sold as
a personal computer.

whether the subject was an aviation
simulation, a molecule, or a commercial
for a car; if the graphics were good, the
oohs and ahs kept coming.

The granddaddy of computer
graphics companies, Evans and Suther-
land, had a film demonstrating the state-
of-the-art in interactive graphics. This
means real-time, color, and three-dimen-
sional visions of (for example) complex
molecules. Three-dimensional in this case
includes displaying two slightly different
images, one for each eye, which (with the
right viewer) look like one object floating
in space. Looking "inside" such an object
can be done by slicing off a part in front of
the viewer (using the "hither" plane), and

slicing off a part at the rear (using the
"yon" plane), giving an arbitrary cross
section of some depth. This is handy when
studying a molecule or other object with
internal structure. The amount of raw
computing needed to do this in real time
boggles the mind.

Rapt attention was generally reserved
for those entries which were computer art

for art's sake. I particularly enjoyed

"Spiral", by Tom DeFanti; it reminded me
of earlier works by Whitney, but taken
further technically and with great control
over timing and development. Several
other "serious" art works were shown.
Unfortunately the programs printed for
the film series were lost, and I cannot
remember the names of a few others that
deserve mention.

More in the entertainment field, we'll

The Seventh Annual Conference on
Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques

July 14-18, 1980, Seattle, Washington

Andrea Lewis
To the computer graphics inductee,

the exhibits at Siggraph '80 are at first

impressive, but fragmented. Image after
image swirls by — auto body designs.
revolving planets, graphs of functions,
cartoon characters, world maps — on
forbidding, "industrial looking" hardware.
The imagination zooms as one wonders
just how far this sophisticated technology
can go. Is the day nearing when so much of
man's intelligence has been deposited in

micro-magnetic form to be played back in

your choice of 4.095 colors and viewed

It's easyfora writerwho
still cant get over the

marvel of
wordprocessing to
extrapolate the
advantages now

available to designers,
planners, and analysts

in any field.

from any angle, that we really won't have
anything left to do with ourselves except sit

around in our sense-o-rama capsules?
Well, maybe not. but it's easy for a writer
who still can't get over the marvel of word
processing to extrapolate the advantages
now available to designers, planners, and
analysts in any field. The ability to see all

types of models, move them around, do
projections, simulations and "what ifs" is

sure to be a major factor in the ever-
increasing rate of change in our hi-tech
society.

Andrea Lewis. Microsoft. I08O0 Northeast Sth. Suite
507. Bellcvue. WA 98004

Activity around the /grass stand.

Judging from the exhibits at Siggraph
'80, the range of what's available is very
wide. On the high end, there arc companies
like Tektronix and Ramtek with high-
resolution, plug-compatible intelligent

terminals. An impressive high end terminal
from Vector General, the 3033, mesmerizes
the viewer with fast moving 3D color
images of incredible resolution.

On the other end. you could see
affordable graphics interface and display
memory cards from Cromemco and Bally's

Zgrass Graphics System. Zgrass is a user-

oriented language especially designed for
graphics support.

And in between, lots of swell doodads
like hard copy plotters and Videoprint
from Image Resource, which produces a
polaroid print of your screen image.

Siggraph "80 definitely has a lot to
offer the "serious" attendee, although
browsers were welcomed also. Siggraph
(which is the Special Interest Group on
Computer Graphics of the Association for
Computing Machinery) knows what
they're doing. Everything was coming off
as planned and everything was planned
well. Tutorials provided a get-involved
experience for the computer literate with
graphics tendencies or for those already
involved in some unique aspect of the field.

Since we spent only one afternoon at the
show, it was difficult to gain an appreci-
ation of the technical program. However,
the session we attended (on Trends in High
Performance Graphics Systems) presented
top-notch people like Sproull and Fuchs,
and was well paced and well attended. A
fast but thorough glimpse of VLSI designs
for graphics systems, it was aimed at the
"machine people," but gave even the
novice an idea of the research going on
behind the fancy colors and rotating
rockets.

Siggraph is an intelligent, special-

interest show run by professionals, right

down to the last pixel. Not an all-things-to-

all-computer-freaks show, but one that

delivered what it promised and should
capture the attention of many personal
computer end-users in the years to come. O
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be seeing a feature-length film done

entirely with computer animation in the

near future. It's called "The Works", by the

New York Institute ofTechnology, and the

previews showed an epic space opera,

including ships, aliens, battles, and robots.

The graphics looked good and the story

interesting; I can hardly wait to see it. New
York Institute of Technology had a

number of other entries; must be a

fascinating place to work and play.

Another place we'll all be seeing some

computer graphics is the new PBS series

hosted by Carl Sagan, "Cosmos". There's

about forty minutes of computer graphics

in the series all together, such as showing

how star birth and death keeps the spiral

arms of the galaxies stable, and tracing

evolution by transforming drawings from

a one-celled organism to homo sapiens.

The graphics were not the most advanced,

but were useful in explaining difficult

concepts; perhaps a good example of how

computer image generation is moving out

of the research labs and "gee whiz"

commercials and into the daily life of the

television producer and educator.

On the other hand, one entry tried to

be entertaining and was billed as using

computer graphics, but failed to deliver on

both counts. Instead, it had various singers

and disco dancers plus occasional special

video effects which might have some

computer involvement. These moviegoers

were a rough audience; if they applauded

loudly for arotating protein molecule.they

hissed and booed when subjected to

straight photography. 1 understand that

this entry will be out on video disk, so be

warned.

The name ACM always
brings to my mind a
group of computing
machines, sort of like

a labor union for robots.

simulating travel by airplane and through

an urban scene.

The film show was almost too

successful; the hotel management

threatened to shut it down because of

overcrowding. The conference organizers

managed to juggle 16 and 35mm pro-

jectors, plus a Light Valve video projector,

with little delay between entries. One of the

organizers. Rick Speer, and Bill and Ruth

Kovacs. have compiled An International

Guide To Computer Animated Films,

containing descriptions and sources of

over 200 films and tapes. It's available for

$5.60 from Animation Research, PO Box
2651, Seattle. WA 981 1 1. D

Many of the entries were sampler reels

from professional computer graphics

houses, but nobody minded seeing vari-

ations of the same auto commercial ad or

network logos, as long as the graphics were

well done. An entry from the Soviet Union

showed a simulation of a six-legged robot

walking over rough terrain, apparently

done by plotting every frame on paper.

One of the organizers showed their "City

and Flight" film, a humorous way of

"It's nice, but I'd like to see it lay just one
*gg!

"

©Creative Computing

Computer
Lawnmower

Can a computer mow your lawn? Not yet.

But a flowchart can show you how to

make money cutting five lawns a day. The
flowchart is easy. Mowing the lawns is still

hard work.

Or Sylvia Charp and Marion Ball wanted
a way to introduce basic computer concepts
to children in grades 5 to 9 of the Philadelphia

City Schools. So they identified some tasks

that kids understood like mowing lawns,

issuing paychecks and controlling traffic

lights. They showed how computers are used
in these tasks.

Flowcharts - A basic concept

They devised flowcharts. They located

scores of photos. And they found an artistic

high school student to illustrate these con-

cepts with lively full-color drawings.

They then wrote a light-hearted but infor-

mative text to tie it all together. It talked

about kinds of computers, what goes on
inside the machine, the language of the

computer and how computers work for us.

They took the problem of averaging class

grades and showed how a simple program
could be written to do this job.

Well-qualified authors

Marion Ball has written other books on
computer literacy. Sylvia Charp is the director

of educational compuuting for Philadelphia

City Schools. They pooled their talents to

produce this book. Be AComputer Literate.

This easy-to-read book explains how com-
puters are used in medicine, law enforce-

ment, art. business, transportation and ed-
ucation. It's interesting and understand-
able.

Too much demand

The Bell System distributed 50.000 copies

to schools throughout the U.S. but they

couldn't meet the continuing demand. So
Creative Computing Press now distributes

the book. It's just $3 95 plus $ 1 00 shipping

and handling. Send name and address plus

payment or credit card number and expiration

date to Creative Computing Press. Morris
Plains. NJ 07950. Visa, MasterCard and
American Express orders may also be called

in toll-free to 800-631-81 1 2 (in NJ 201-540-

0445).

Order yours today. If, after reading it, you
do not feel that you are "computer literate,"

return it for a full refund plus your postage

to send it back.

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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First Encounter

The tunnel for the Washington D.C.
Metro is a Disney-modern curving tube
that seems calm enough until the wind
comes, pushed by the red-line subway with
an ear-popping rush. They've got a system
here. Tickets. Magnetic tickets. You put
cash into a vending machine, push some
buttons, and take a card lined with a
magnetic strip. The same card lets you out
at the end of the trip. For me, the end was
a highway-cum-moonscape in Arlington—
Pentagon City —site of the conference on
Interactive Videodiscs in Education and
Training.

I met two persons from DEC at breakfast

on Thursday. They'd been around and
knew conferences the way a pool hustler

knows nine ball. We killed an hour on
trade talk— rumors of a new Apple graphics
package, small talk about common ac-

quaintances, and other trivia. Then, armed
with a stack of blank tapes and other
paraphernalia, I went in to catch the first

talk.

The conference was a sedate affair, with
a mostly-male crowd of 1 50 from a variety

of fields. There was a group from ETS,
men form MECC, front men from Sony,
DiscoVision, and other manufacturers of
video equipment, and members of the army.
My last remnants of radical sixties anti-

uniform paranoia were destroyed by the
great work the Army is doing. More on
that later.

Dr. Malcolm Davis, from the U.S. Dept.
of Education gave the first address, "Impact
of Videodisc Technology on Public Edu-
cation." Among the points he made was
the crucial idea that you can't put the
same old material on video discs and think

it's going to work. Revamped versions of
old films just won't make it.

It soon became apparent that there is a
good technology out there which just needs

OF THE Ol/C

the right uses. But there are problems with

this technology. Throughout the talks, the

speakers honestly dealt with some of the

problems and limitations. The discs, by
themselves, could turn into nothing more
than glorified movies. It was only when a

computer got into the act that the magic
happened. But some of the big miracles
had nothing to do with discs. More on that

too at a later time.

Among the issues covered during this

contagious spate of honesty were problems
dealing with a lack of standardization, with

costs, and with technical difficulties. The
industry is new, and the means of getting

information onto a disc vary in large and
small ways. There are capacitance methods,
such as the one used by RCA. There are

David Lubar

transmission techniques where the laser

beam is read after passing through the

disc, and reflection techniques using mirror-

like discs.

Dr. Davis presented some hurdles facing
videodiscs on their way into the classroom.
School budgets were low, and teachers
were reluctant to deal with anything that
was spoken of in terms of replacement.
Throughout the day, the click of re-

corders running out popped through the
room. What was needed, I realized, was a
recorder that stayed off until something
important was said, then recorded every-
thing it missed.

The next speaker, Dr. Alfred Bork, added
some more common sense to the air of the
day. He believes the major systems will be

A phase in the mastering process.
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The tricks our IBMS software

can make your Apple* do!

The small businessman has never had it so good, or

so easy. Because now there's our Interactive

Business Management System (IBMSi

lets your micro-computer perform like a Id'

unit, so you can mind, monitor and manag

eel of your business accounting.

A Full System
While it's extremely easy to use. IBMS is a full

system to handle the full job. The ten program

modules can gi everything from the

original invoice to the final profit/loss statements,

plus many peripheral operations rhe special

Menu includes: System Start-up. Accounts Re-

liable. Perpetual Inventory.

Payroll. Fixed *.ssets. General l edger. Plus Mailing

Labels, and an Appointment dar.

Save Maximum Time
Since IBMS is a totally interactive

entering is eliminated. Make an entry in

on, id it automatically updates all con-

ceri I
No dupli< ation ol effort, no wasted

time, no prob '

Proven. And then some.

It took 3 years to develop IBMS. including shake-

do. ting. As a result, it's relial

and versatile Mui its documentation is thorough

and easily understandable. No wonder we con-

sid, irs ahead of anvthn Lilile to

the Apple II U

Introductory Offer
The complete IBMS software package, on mini-

floppy disks, documentation, and the backing ot

Programma International. Inc. is offered tor a

limited time at the Introductory Price of $1495.00

You'll be ama/ed how it can satisfy you . . . b)

e, effort, money and employee

.\th.
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PROGRAMMA
PROGRAMMA INTERNATIONAL, INC.
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Disc, continued.

of the stand-alone sort, and these systems
will commonly appear in public places.
He pointed out that you can develop an
interactive video system in several ways;
stan with a program and add the video,
start with video and add the program, or
start from scratch. The third way seems
best suited ot producing usable material.
To tantalize us a bit, the Dr. also spoke of
brain-wave input and the problems thereof.

John Volk slapped even more perspective
on the issue by showing the capabilities
and limitations of videodiscs. A disc that
can store 54,000 frames, where each frame
is equivalent to the image on a TV screen,
holds a lot of data. But if that data is

something that can be stored in a more
compact form, the videodisc must cede its

position to the hard disk. After all, you
don't have to store an entire screen to
store the lines of text that are on the screen.
But hard disks drop back to second place
when picture storage is needed.
Lunch was the next item, with a buffet

available. I skipped it to investigate the
pinball machines on the mezzanine. Sad
to report, Arlington has followed the rest
of the country in going to the outrageous
quarter-a-game three-ball-per-game system.
Is nothing sacred? After lunch I managed
to speak with some of the others at the
conference. Dr. Allen Glenn from the
University of Minnesota, and from the
Minnesota Educational Computer consor-
tium filled me in on the work MECC is

doing. They are presently working on
integrating computers and videodiscs,
producing educational programs in the field
of economics. Dr. David Yens from the
Mount Sinai School of Medicine also had
some interesting comments. He explained
that the interest in videodiscs was nothing
new. The same thing had happened with
educational radio (must have been before
my time), educational television, and
computers. People would predict major
changes, others would worry about these
changes, and nothing super-drastic would
happen. Dr. Yens plays a major role in
later less-academic portions of this story.

After lunch, Charles Frye took the stand.
He is the creator of a CAI language known
as Planit (see Creative Computing, vol. 1,
no. 1). Dr. Frye believes that a common
strategy for those doing videodisc programs
will be to work the programs around existing
pictures. Programming is called "authoring"
those in the field. I will refrain from
commenting on this coinage. Back to the
issue, a series of lession where only thirty
seconds was spent on each picture would
mean a disc could hold 900 hours of visuals.
There will be plenty of room on discs, and
most will hold more material than any one
instructor can use. That is good since the
discs are rather expensive to create. At
die moment, creation of a master costs

Testing the finished product.

around $10,000.

Dr. Frye also spoke of the need to develop
transportable software. Standardized tech-
njques and languages are needed so any
disc will run on any machine.
Mike Doyle from Thompson CFS came

up next and told us all about his product.
Thompson is working with Xerox on read-
write discs and with 3M on mastering and
replication techniques. Their disc uses the
transmission method. The disc, made of
polyvinyl chloride, is transparent. The laser
zaps through it, reading either surface.

Dr. William Ford spoke about picture
data-base systems, stressing the problem
of assembling all the material and putting
it on disc. He sees a need for a system that
would tell how much room is left on a disc
and where that room is. He envisions the
creation of timesharing systems that will

cost around 30K and allow instant access
to over 100 discs.

Great Disc-coveries
So far, everything seemed interesting,

but most of it also seemed to be in the
planning stage. Bringing the audience back
to the present. Dr. John C. Ittleson, from

DesignWare, Inc., delivered a talk with
the unpromising title, "Mentor Systems
for Videodisc Authoring." The talk and
demonstration turned out to be outstanding.
The Mentor system uses videotape. While
many systems put program information
on the audio track. Mentor uses video
frames. Seventeen seconds of tape can
hold as much data as twenty Apple disks.

This data is saved in a redundant manner
to assure accurate storage and retrieval.

The Mentor system uses videotape and
computers to deliver lessons. But this is

just the beginning. Or, more properly, the
end. The lessons have to get on the tape.
That could be one excruciating process.
But the authoring system (there's that word
again) makes it all a snap. The author can
design a lesson with infinite (well, finite

but great) branches allowing for questions
and answers and all the other trappings of
good CAI. Once the desired sequences
are specified, the Mentor system creates
the program and puts it on the tape along
with the meat of the lesson. Dr. Ittleson

mentioned that the system would also work
with videodiscs, but they wanted to produce.
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Disc, continued...

a system usable with available technology.
Mentor was very impressive, and I expect
to see a lot more in the way of innovation
from Dr. Ittleson and DesignWare.
The day was capped off with another

winner. Dr. Steve Levin demonstrated
videodisc-based surrogate travel (you can
get there from here). It was great. What
they do isgo somewhere and film everything.

Then it's all put on a disc. Next, someone
sits in front of two CRTs and uses a joystick

to move around on a map of the place.
Once an area has been selected, he switches
to the other screen and takes a walk through
the scene. The joystick controls speed and
direction of travel. The angle and height
of viewpoint can be changed. Great.
Imagine the adventure games you could
have with this system. (Are you listening,

Scott Adams?) And, wonder of wonders,
there are even practical uses. Dr. Levin
showed an example of a disc made of San
Francisco Bay. The pictures were taken
from the same height as the vantage point
of a ship's pilot. The disc could be used for
training. A budding young pilot could get
to know the waters with no risk of sending
himself and a million dollars worth of ship
to the briny deep.
Very impressive. And the best part is

the time factor. The shooting of the harbor
only took seven hours. They also did a
nuclear reactor in three hours. Obviously,
they've got the system down cold. This is a
great use of videodiscs, making full use of
the abilities of the medium instead of merely
transporting old ideas to a new form. The
system is presently running on a Z-80, but
they are reconfiguring it to run on an
Apple.
That wrapped up the business end of

the day. Everyone moved to another room
for a cash-bar. pretzels-and-chips reception.

I mingled for a while, spending most of my
time answering questions about Sesame
Place, which many people at the conference
wanted to know about.

There was little talk concerning videodics.

Everyone probably needed a break from
the subject. No hot scoops, no industrial

secrets. Oh well.

Food and Peril

After the reception, Dr. Yens and I

decided to go in search of nourishment.
We had an interesting ride in search of a
Vietnamese restaurant, getting lost on the
way and ending up at the Pentagon. (It

really does have five sides.) The restaurant
was closed. On the way to a second
restaurant (of the open variety). Dr. Yens
told me some of the work he had been
doing with computers, and some of the
ideas he had for future projects. While this

was all interesting, I missed a lot of what
was happening while alternating between
spates of fear and admiration for the
Doctor's driving. He handled his Plymouth

like he'd been born with the wheel in his

hands. Sort of the same beauty that can be
found in a good horror movie.
At the restaraunt, Dr. Yens went into

more detail about the similarity between
educational videodiscs and educational
radio. He seemed to represent the popular
attitude at the show: these things are
interesting and powerful, but what can
they do and what difference will they make
in education? Like most of the attendees,
however, he seemed to be impressed by
some of the applications. After dinner, we
went to the piano lounge at the hotel,

where I listened to an excellent singer and
drank some decent concoctions from the
depths of a blender while the good Doctor
wore out several partners in a frenzy of
disco fever.

Back to the room, I began drafting some
ideas for this article. As should be obvious,
the two things that impressed me the most
were the Mentor System and the surrogate
travel. One ran on tape but could be adapted

This is a great use
of videodiscs,

making full use of the
abilities of the medium

instead ofmerely
transporting old ideas

to a new form.

to disk; the other required a disc. Videodiscs
weren't going to shake the earth or change
the face of education, but they would have
their uses, they would allow some new
approaches to education. Like the little

magnetic strip on the subway card, like

the cassettes in the tape recorders, video-
discs were just a way of storing and retrieving

information. A way that served well in

certain situations, but should not be used
in others.

Hip Side

This is getting a bit long, so I'll just go
into the highlights of the second day. Mark
Heyer from Sony demonstrated the disc
his company produces; it is stamped, one
sided, and compatible with the DVA format.
The player employs a moving lens and
steady spindle instead of the usual moving
spindle approach. The player can store
500 commands.

Dr. James Baker from the Army (ours),

took the podium and explained how the
military was drowning under a paper deluge.
There were tons of field manuals and.other
books being used, and the situation was
reaching a critical point. They see videodiscs
as the anser. In cooperation with Charles
Frye, they are developing a version of
Planit that will run on small computers.
The plan is for this language to be trans-

portable. They want it to run on any small^

computer. A neat trick, if is possible. The
goal is to develop a sturdy field unit

consisting of computer, videodisc player,

and screen; perhaps something the size of

a portable stereo. This could be carried

on maneuvers. The discs would contain a
variety of information; pictures, programs,
practice games, and a dual audio channel.
Perhaps the Army and the paper flood can
do for the videodisc what NASA and the

space race did for the computer.

It was getting late and my train would
be leaving soon, but the Army had me
hooked, and I stayed around to hear Colonel
John Goetz. He explained that the videodisc

had to be more than just an electronic

page-turner. One possible use was in

electronic training. With the aid of a light

pen , trainees could attempt to patch circuits

that were displayed on the screen. The
disc would display different parts of the

circuit, as well as meters and whatever.
The Army, by the way, is planning to use
Apples for some of these projects.

It was time for me to head back through
the labyrinth, armed with another magnetic
fare card and a new respect for the potential

of the videodisc—a respect tempered with
the realization that, amidst the few inno-
vative and appropriate uses, the discs will

probably be used also in all the wrong
ways for all the wrong applications. But
they should survive this treatment.

Yeah, they use magnetic strips on little

cards beneath the streets of Washington.
And the card also makes a great book
mark. But I wouldn't try to store a program
on that little strip; it just isn't designed for

that.

For further information about Video-
discs and computers, see Creative
Computing, vol. 2. no. 2. An article by
Alfred Bork discusses the role of an
"intelligent" stand-alone videodisc system
in education while a short piece by
Arthur Luehrmann talks about a $2.98

computer library. After all, one videodisc

can store 10 lo bits of information. Other
pieces discuss the technology of video-
discs, future technology and artificial

intelligence. The issue is available for
$2.00 postpaid.

Scientific American, Vol 243. Number
2, pp. 138-148, contains a good article

on disk technology, covering both
magnetic and optical techniques.
The proceedings from the conference

on Interactive Videodiscs in Education
and Training will be available in the
near future. For information, contact
the society for Applied Learning Tech-
nology, 50 Culpeper St., Warrenton,
VA 22186.

Video Product News, P.O. Box 1069,
Los Angeles CA, 90028, is a new bi-

monthly magazine which reviews new
products in the home video field. A
one-year subscription costs J24.00
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A Visit to

SESAME PLACE

Betsy Staples

Sesame Place, billed as "an innovative
play park for children three to thirteen
offering a free-flowing combination of
outdoor physical activities and challenging
educational games," opened to the public
on July 30, 1980, only three months after
its scheduled May I opening.

On July 29, we gathered up Kristin, a
nine-year old niece, and Gordy, a three-
year old nephew, and set off for the special
preview opening of Sesame Place. It was
pouring rain when we left, but we decided
to take our chances.

By the time we arrived in Lower Bucks
County, Pennsylvania an hour later, the
sky had cleared and the day was hot and
steamy. We were met at the gate by young
staff members uniformed in the yellow, red
and green theme colors of the park. Each
of us received a commemorative packet
containing a large button, a patch and a
sheet of stamps all sporting the park's Big
Bird logo.

And not far from the entrance was the
Bird himself singing and cavorting above
the crows on (could it really have been?) a
cat walk. The children found him amusing
for a while, but soon wanted to try some of
the activities.

Kristin's first choice was a climb
through a web of cargo nets strung four
stories above the park. Gordy. was game,
but his little feet slipped too easily through
the mesh, so he settled for a few trips down
a giant orange and purple plastic slide.

In the Sesame Street Construction
Company area, Gordy required a bit of
help from another little boy to lift the
lightweight, interlocking polyurethane
blocks into position to create the founda-
tion of what he claimed was to become a
garage. Both children found the Monster
Ma/c. a forest of six-foot high punching
bags, a total bore. Apparently others did,
too, since it was the only functioning
attraction in the park completely devoid of
activity.

Emphasis throughout the park is on
participation, and participation is made

An array ofcargo nets. strung four-stories above theground, is fust one ofseveral ways of
circumnavigating Sesame Place. Slat bridges, rampsand thegroundareamong the other
routes in Langhome. Pa. throughout the park

easier for younger children by helpful high
school and college age staff members —
both male and female — who are alert to
trepidation and happy to provide support
when needed.

Unfortunately, many of the 40 "out-
door play elements" were out of commis-
sion, awaiting, we supposed, final adjust-
ments to make them playable.

The children wanted to try the
Count's Ballroom, a pool of 80,000 green
plastic balls in which to dive, swim or just
disappear. However, the weather had
taken its toll, and the 80,000 green plastic
balls had been joined by many gallons of
rainwater. We watched as staff members
tried a pump (water not deep enough) and
finally a vacuum cleaner to remove it.

Seeing the antics of the young vacuumers
whetted everyone's appetite for a romp
with the Count.

Gordy was in the first group invited
in. (Children are separated by size into two
groups which alternate periods of play.)
He slid into the pool and stood stock still as
the sea of green balls closed in over his
head. An alert helper rescued him, but he
was not eager to try again. Kristin was
apparently just the right size, because she
had a ball.

After trying all the outdoor attrac-

tions, we went in to the Computer Gallery.
As regular readers of Creative Computing
know, we were involved in the early stages
of the development of this area, but we

Gordy's sneakers bring his trip down a
giant purple and orange slide to a tem-
porary halt.
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Sesame, continued.,.
were surprised to see the transformation
that a room full of Apples had undergone.

Each machine consists of a touch-
sensitive keyboard with large "keys" ar-
ranged in alphabetical order. There are
also arrows for moving the cursor, and
additional keys as required for special
games. Conspicuously absent is the "reset"
key.

The color monitor is housed in a large,
brightly colored metal box which also
accommodates the "coin-op" mechanism.
Tokens are required to change the pro-

Big Bird serenades his fans.

gram from attract to play mode. They are
on sale at three for a dollar.

Players sit on movable, carpet-
covered boxes, and the designers seem to
have done a good job of child-proofing the
machines and their surroundings.

All the Apples are controlled by a
Nestar system temporarily (we hope)
housed in the staff men's room.

Less than half of the advertised "70
specially created electronic games" were
available in the Gallery when we were
there. Some of the more clever ones in-

cluded Reflect, in which the player tries to
bounce a beam of light off a mirror at
exactly the right angle to illuminate an
object, and a non-violent version of Hang-

Throngs of adults mob the computer center at Sesame Place to escape an afternoon
thunderstorm, tokens were free at the press preview but normally are threefor $1. Each
token provides 4 minutes of play.

man with amusing graphics. In Mup-O-
Matic a picture is created on the screen as
random pixels are filled in. The child

presses a button to stop the picture and
type in his or her guess as to its identity.

This was fun for a few times, but grew
tiresome in its myriad variations — Mup-
pets, fruit, animals, sports equipment, etc.

Kristin was able to enjoy most of the
games, but since almost all of them require
that the child be able to read, Gordy was
not impressed.

At the Sesame Food Factory, we were
treated to a cheese and sprout sandwich on

a large soft pretzel, raw vegetables, a plum
and a peanutbutter brownie in a box lunch
followed by ice cream cones. The menu
includes some unusual and tempting items,
all of which promise "a minimum of
preservatives and additives and appreci-
ably lower amounts of sugar and salt."

What was our overall impression of
Sesame Place? It is certainly a colorful,

comfortable, interesting place to visit —
particularly for children. There is much to
be learned and the children we took had a
grand time, even though Gordy, at the
bottom of the suggested age range, was

A giant screen repeats the Mup-O- Malic picture on the monitor. Please type in your
guess now.

"
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No, those are not Lilliputians wallowing in

fresh peas: that's Kristin in theforeground

enjoving a romp in The Count's Ballroom.

The brains ofthe outfit: this Nestar system

controls all the Apples in the Computer

Gallery.

barely old enough to enjoy some of the

activities and just plain too little to use

others.

Our main disappointment was in the

fact that there is virtually nothing for

adults (anyone over 5'2" or thirteen years'

of age) to do. Of course, it's fun to watch

the children having a good time, and a few

of the computer games are suitable for

grown-ups, but other than that parents,

teachers, older siblings, aunts and uncles

will find that their most important role at

Sesame Place is keeping track ofsocks and

sneakers while the little ones bounce,

build, crawl, climb and swing their way

through the park.

Sesame Place is intended to appeal to

residents who live in the surrounding geo-

graphical area rather than to tourists, and

is said to be designed for many visits oftwo

to three hours each. This is a nice concept,

but we doubt that many parents will be

willing to pay the $3.95 admission fee for

themselves on a regular basis. This park

seems to be the perfect example of a place

where an adult accompanied by a child

should be entitled to a substantially

reduced rate. D

Players sit on carpeted cubes and type on

specially designed keyboards to try the

games in the Computer Gallery.

new friends

for your child...
Katie and the Computer

Fred D'lgnazio and Stan Gilliam have

created a delightful picture book adven-

ture that explains how a computer works

to a child. Katie "falls" Into the imaginary

land of Cybernia inside her Daddy's home
computer. Her journey parallels the path

of a simple command through the stages

of processing in a computer, thus

explaining the fundamentals of computer

operation to 4 to 10 year olds. Supple-

mental explanatory information on com-

puters, bytes, hardware and software is

contained in the front and back end

papers. .

Thrill with your chidren as they join the

Flower Bytes on a bobsled race to the

CPU. Share Katie's excitement as she

encounters the multi-legged and mean
Bug who lassoes her plane and spins her

into a terrifying loop. Laugh at the

madcap race she takes with the Flower

Painters by bus to the CRT.

"Towards a higher goal, the book

teaches the rewards of absorbing the

carefully-written word and anticipating

the next page with enthusiasm..."
The Leader

"Children might not suspect at first

there's a method to all this madness—

a

lesson about how computers work. It

does its job well." _^
The Charlotte Observer

"...the book is both entertaining and

educational."
Intosystems

The book has received wide acclaim

and rave reviews. A few comments are:

"Lively cartoon characters guide read-

ers through the inner chamber of the

computer."
School Library Journal

"...an imaginative and beautifully con-

ceived children's story that introduces

two characters— the Colonel and the

Bug—who already seem to have been

classic children's story book characters

for generations."
The Chapel Hill Newspaper

Written by Fred D'lgnazio and illustrat-

ed in full color by Stan Gilliam. 42 pages,

casebound, $6.95. (12A)

A t-shirt with the Program Bug is

available in a deep purple design on a

beige shirt. Adult size S, M, L, XL.

Children's size S, M, L. $5.00.

201-540-0445). Or ua« the handy order torm bound Into this magazine.
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Creative Animation

lI-E C30WD 3lOPPE={
Daw'c/ L Ross

What do a popcorn popper, diesel engine,
birthday cake, beer mug, and a corporate
logo have in common? Not much, you
say? No so. These items, and countless
others, can be computer-animated for
display on a colorTV screen or monitor in
a visually fascinating fashion.

But why would anyone want to animate
a popper or beer mug, I hear you cry. It's

an area of advertising for which the waters
are virtually uncharted. Because people
enjoy watching the creative process of
image development on the screen, computer
animation is an effective promotional tool.

Whether the display is placed in a trade
show exhibit, store window, building lobby,
or permanent product display, the results
are impressive. The creative motion on
the screen attracts a crowd in a way that a
static display or sign seldom does. If cleverly
done, animation communicates information
to viewers in an entertaining, colorful way.
In effect, it's a localized "TV spot" that
runs continuously and grabs the attention
of passers-by -at a fraction of the cost of
regular network or videotape alternatives.
We recognized the universal appeal of

the TV screen in early 1979 and began to
investigate the possibilities inherent in the
use of computer-controlled message dis-

plays. At that time, the closest application
of this nature was the continuous scrolling
of text commonly seen in hotel lobbies
and other public areas, announcing meeting
rooms, schedules, etc. Such displays are
primitive— they're visually boring and can
easily be ignored by viewers. Recognizing
the potential of and need for more visual
impact, we began developing graphic
displays to communicate key points, using

David L. Ross. President. Micro Video. P.O. Bo*
7.157. 204E. Washington St. Ann Arbor. Ml 4«I07.

text only where necessary. Today, our
presentations are 70-80% customized color
graphics.

We're building a library of animation
sub-sequences that can be "dropped into"
larger productions— speedboats, cham-
pagne glasses, iced cakes with burning
candles, flags. We're also developing
software vehicles that make program
customization, such as the inclusion of
corporate logos, a simpler process. A further
extension of this concept is the marriage
of the video game and advertising presen-
tations, in which the viewer actually par-
ticipates in the exhibit. This is becoming a
powerful "draw," particularly in trade shows.
Promotional messages related to the game
in play and/ or the exhibitor's products
and services can be entered from the
keyboard, allowing "instant customization,"
or embedded directly in the program. The
originality of this advertising concept, as
well as the portability, reliability, and cost
of small computers makes the Crowd
Stopper an attractive alternative to video-
tape players or other traditional display
devices.

The Popcorn Pumper-Custom Animations

Our popcorn popper animation is sum-
marized in eight frames taken from an
animated presentation developed for Wear-
Ever Aluminum. Inc., a subsidiary of Alcoa,
for trade show display use. Like most
animations, it relies heavily on the impact
of imaginative development on the screen:
it has to be seen in action to fully appreciate
the effects. The Popcorn Pumper is drawn
on the screen in two colors—yellow and
white (just like the real product)-on a
black background. The base and chamber
outline are built at a variable rate, with

60

The importance of imauc development is illustrated
in the popcorn popper animation sequence,
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accompanying musical tones. Then we add

the frenzied motion of popcorn actually

"popping" in the chamber, complete with

sound effects, and spill it out into the waiting

bowl. Viewers invariably chuckle over this

part of the presentation, and stay to watch

the image development a second, third, ...

time.

The popcorn popper was one of four

products animated in a single program for

use in Wear-Ever*s Housewares Show
exhibit. The presentation achieved its goal,

stopping traffic in the aisle and creating

interest in the Popcorn Pumper and other

products Wear-ever manufactures for the

home. It was so successful that the company

has reused it numerous time in other trade

shows.

Animations -Getting Started

To produce an effective animated display,

we follow the procedures generally used

in preparing speeches and written materials,

with minor adaptations:

•Understand your audience. Who will

primarily be viewing the presentation? Are

you trying to attract the attention of adults

or children? Men, women or both?

•Define your objectives. Do you want the

animated presentation to sell the product

or service and provide technical information

as well? Or do you wish to simply stop and

entertain the passing crowd? If so, for how
long? What interaction with viewers do

you want to effect? Will an "animated

billboard" meet your goals? Or, do you

want to use interactive advertising— cus-

tomized video games with interweaved

promotional messages— to invite partici-

pation in the exhibit and hold the viewers'

interest long enough to allow company

representatives to make personal con-

tact?

•"Storyboard" the entire presentation. Try

to achieve balance in the visual material,

keeping it directed toward the anticipated

audience and defined objectives.

•Develop the graphic images, transitions

between images, and other highlighting

effects, varying the animation techniques

for high visual impact.

•Review the production with the client,

and expect to make modifications and

improvements. Seldom, if ever, is the first

production the final version. Improvements

can always be made.
•When approval of the presentation is final,

make arrangements to watch the presen-

tation in actual use. Is it effective? How
well does it compete for people's attention

in the environment in which it's being used?

What portions are visually dull and need

to be improved? Is the presentation meeting

your defined objectives? Make note of

needed modifications for future use.

An interesting phenomenon in computer-

animated displays is that people's attention

is generally held over multiple viewings. If

you watch people in the vicinity of a

presentation, you'll see their eyes continually

drawn back to the screen—no matter how
many times they've seen it before. You
can use this as a barometer of the presenta-

tion's effectiveness.

Rules ofThumb for Successful Animation

We've evolved a set of guidelines that

we believe differentiate good animated

presentations from poor ones. While there

are exceptions, these "rules of thumb"

generally yield effective displays:

1) Never scroll text vertically on the screen.

The human eye does not easily read material

presented in this manner. More effective

methods include partial screen wipes,

erasing material by overwriting it in the

background color, etc. The speed at which

text is output to the screen and length of

time it remains there are also important

factors.

2) Keep in mind that the method used to

put the image on the screen is more
important than the end result. If the reverse

were true, then a photograph or videotape

of the actual product would be sufficient,

as well as more technically accurate.

Animation has the appeal of the quick

sketch cartoonist at an amusement area.

He holds his viewing crowds while he's

drawing the picture, but tends to lose a

large portion of this crowd and potential

customers upon completion of the sketch.

3) Always keep motion on the screen. Avoid

totally static screens by including at least

slight movement with color changes, flash-

ing, moving stick figures, etc. Motion

ensures that viewers' eyes will stay glued

to the screen— they want to see what will

happen next.

A)Avoidpainfully slow image development,

as it strains the viewer's interest in the

display. Faster graphics can be achieved

by using broader lines or simplifying internal

calculations that produce the image.

5) Use unusual sequences to draw images.

This provides an element of surprise in the

presentation and creates suspense. For

example, if you need to draw a rectangular

box, rather than using a single continuous

line, consider drawing pairs of parallel lines

going in different directions simultaneously.

Or, if you want to include the American

flag in your animation, don't draw it one

stripe at a time— that's far too obvious.

One approach you might use is to draw

all red stripes simultaneously in one direc-

tion, followed by all the white stripes in

the opposite direction, then add the blue

field and output stars in a seemingly random

fashion. The idea is to create suspense

and pique the viewers' interest in whatever

image you're producing.

6) Vary the speed of the presentation.

Depending on the image and effects desired.
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Crowd Stopper, continued.

vary the speed accordingly. Don't draw
everything as fast as possible— but allow
the viewer to savor the image development.
On the other hand, don't let a portion of
the presentation drag enough to evoke a
visual yawn.

7) Use colorforemphasis. Color-code key
concepts to improve viewercomprehension
of the material. But don't carry this too far
and use too many colors on a single screen
simply because the computer has the
capability of doing so. "Color overload" is

as poor as a dull black and white presenta-
tion.

8) Choose color combinations carefully.
Use colors that match the objects of
animation if possible. Vary the color
combinations throughout the presentation,
but make sure all combinations are aes-
thetically pleasing, taking into consideration
the audience, locations, and objectives.

9) Use sound effects, if available on the
computer, to highlight the animation. In
our beer mug animation, for example,
sounds accompanying the graphics simulate
the sounds of beer flowing into a mug,
varying with the rate of flow and the fullness
of the mug. Try to imitate sounds as
appropriate to the image, but don't use a
lot of non-related sounds, because in time

they become annoying rather than enter-
taining. Also, don't continuously use sound
for sound's sake in the presentation. Sounds
add another dimension to the presentation,
but too much sound will actually reduce,
rather than augment, the impact.

10) Use variety in message display, experi-
ment with three dimensional lettering,
oversized letters, word swimming, color
rolls, fades, and wipes. Words can be "shot
out of cannons," color-highlighted, or
"spoken" by animated characters or stick
figures. Be sure that the text is readable by
viewers, considering their distance from
the screen, the screen size, lettering size,
and duration held on the screen. You might
also program the capability, as we do, of
message input from the keyboard to allow
last minute changes in presentation mes-
sages. This adds futher flexibility.

1 1

)

Add humor to animations. If your
audience laughs, they11 watch longer. People
love to be entertained.

12) Pay special attention to transitions
between graphic images.Don't always clear
the screen before producing another image.
Allow one to evolve into another some of
the time.

13) Don 't rush. Good animations take time.
Experiment with different ways of producing
a single image and determine which is

most visually effective, as this invariably
leads to a better final result.

14) Don tprejudge or limityouranimation
possibilities. Life can be imposed even on
lackluster objects such as a frying pan or
toaster by the way they are drawn and the
addition of a flickering flame beneath the
pan or toasted bread "popping" out of the
toaster.

A cardinal rule of animations is that
they improve with experimentation and
experience, provided enough time is allowed
to do the work. Did I say "Work"? Yes,
there are hours of work in every animation,
but it's one of the most imaginative appli-
cations for home computers, and can give
more sheer pleasure and satisfaction than
other types of programming. It's enormously
gratifying to watch people become en-
thralled with and chortle with delight over
a particularly clever presentation.

So, consider the possibilities! Almost
anything can be animated. We use the
Interact computer. Microsoft Basic, and
machine language to produce most of our
animations. However, it's not so much the
computer or language that you use, but
the imagination that you put into pro-
gramming the display that makes the
difference. Give animation a try on your
own computer. We think you'll find it will
open up a whole new world of programming
enjoyment and creativity for you. O

micro lab presents

NEW FOR THE APPLE

BY BILL BASHAM

A NEW CHALLENGE
DOGFIGHT will capture your imagina-
tion. You are the pilot of a jet going into
combat. You may fly alone on this mis-
sion, or you may have another pilot
flying with you to defeat the enemy.
First you fly against one enemy jet. You
are in complete control: fly faster or
slower, turn left or right — but most
importantly, FIRE. If you are shot down,
and you act quickly, you can bail out.
You and your parachute float gently
downward, hoping an enemy plane
does not shoot you. If you survive, you
will quickly return to the fierce dog-
fight. The enemy can also bail out! ! You
must shoot him down before he has a
chance to return.

THE ENEMY RETURNS
Each time you defeat all enemy jets or
helicopters, you advance to the next

level where you fly against faster
and/or more enemy planes. There are
sixteen levels of difficulty to fight
through. Bill Basham, the talented au-
thor of this high resolution program,
has made it through only 8 levels be-
fore his planes were destroyed.

MANY WAYS TO PLAY
DOGFIGHT may be played in several
different ways. You, alone, may chal-
lenge the computer, or, two players
may fly against the computer— either
on the same team or on different teams.
With DOGFIGHT you can create your
own custom game with as many as
eight players crowding around your
Apple keyboard controlling their own
planes. You may select jets or helicop-
ters on any level— be a daredevil with 7
computer jets against you. You are in

charge with the custom mode.

FOR THE ACES
Micro Lab will award a special
achievement plaque to the first 10
pilots who reach 10.000 points in any of
the auto modes (one player, two
players same team, two players diffe-

rent teams). A special, individual, sec-
retly coded message will appear when
reaching that score. Report that code
to Micro Lab to claim the Ace title.

AVAILABLE NOW
The Dogfight is available on disk at
your Apple Dealer for $29.95.

•micro lab?
systems
that work

811 STONEGATE • HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035

312-433-7877
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THE
DATA
FACTORY

YOU CAN'T WORK HARDER,
SO WORK SMARTER

This program is important to

you. We at Micro Lab have

tested them all. "THE DATA
FACTORY" by William
Passauer, is the most powerful

data base system yet
developed. It will provide instant

accessibility to your records

and files which you can then,

rearrange in new combinations

to give you information in

seconds to make quick and ac-

curate decisions.

OUR GUARANTEE

THIS PROGRAM WILL WORK.
Micro Lab chooses to represent

a very select group of profes-

sional programmers that meet
our high standards for quality.

Countless hours have been
spent in our labs to insure these

claims to you, and we back them
with a contract to your dealer.

Your program can also be up-

dated if any new changes to im-

prove this program are made.

MOST ADVANCED SYSTEM

The latest breakthroughs in a
data base system have been in-

corporated into Bill Passauer's
program. The unique new
feature that sets it apart from all

others is its complete
modifiability. You may rear-

range your data, removing part

of it from the original disk, and
form a new data base without
reentering the data again. Add,
delete, replace, or rearrange and
compare fields or data at any
time. Do an incredible 20 level

search.

The program has no limitation to

the amount of fields you can
have within the limits of your
computer. Your field lengths

can have a maximum of 239
characters for each field and
you can enter ANY CHARACTER
as data (commas, quotation
marks, etc.).

EASILY LEARNED

Any one can use it. The program
prompts you as it runs. The easy
to follow manual leads you
through the set up of your data

base and all the features. "The
Data Factory" is organized in

nine program modules. Only the

module being used is loaded in-

to memory to manipulate data,

rather than the entire program.
This saves memory for

manipulating data rather than

for program storage. There are

so many other "common sense"
features that set it apart from all

others.

A UNIVERSAL SYSTEM

You may use "THE DATA FAC-
TORY" at home or at work. Set

up: Inventories, Mailing Lists (a

printer is needed for mailing

labels); Sales records; Accounts
payable or receivable; Budgets;

Library, recipe, or phone direc-

tories; Appointment calendar;

Notices of subscriptions,
license or warranty dates; Work-
ing or shopping lists, and many
other applications that you will

discover. All of the above can be
accomplished from this one
disk oriented program. No need
to have separate costly pro-

grams for each purpose. With all

the data on a disk, you can
manipulate the information
more easily and efficiently. Find
any record using the record

number, the data entered or any
variation of the data in your data
base. The from/to feature
selects records by dates or

amounts.

REQUIREMENTS

"The Data Factory" is presently

being offered in APPLESOFT
but will be available in other

forms of basic shortly. Check
with your dealer for other soft-

ware varieties currently being
handled. You will need 48k and
Applesoft in ROM. "The Data
Factory" is as powerful with one
disk drive as with two. You do
not lose any of its capabilities

using only one disk drive. A
printer is optional.

INSURANCE POLICY

Micro Lab is instituting a revolu-

tionary new policy for the public:

Micro Lab Disk Insurance.

You can feel secure. Two iden-

tical diskettes of the "The Data
Factory" program will be includ-

ed with the original purchaser's

package. If you make a mistake
and accidentally blow a disk,

there is no time or money lost.

AVAILABLE NOW
"The Data Factory" is being of-

fered nationally for the first

time. It has been marketed and
tested on a local level and has
been received with a most en-

thusiastic response from both
dealers and users.

"The Data Factory" should be at

your local Apple dealer now at a

price of $150.00. Stop in to see

our demo disk.

^^ systems
that work

811 STONEGATE • HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035 • 312-433-7877
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Artist/Computer Dialogue

Bernard Demio

In his creative approach the artist uses a

mini-computer in the following manner:
(see diagram).

First Stage :

Starting from a basic idea, the artist

does some preparatory conceptual work
in the form of drawings, rough sketches,

and various other attempts. He defines

the constraints of his creative work and
that which he wants to express or omit.

(For example the definition of the initial

generating forms).

Second Stage:

Setting up the formal computer language

for these forms, the colors and the controls

for the envisaged composition. Eventually

returning to certain elements defined during

the first stage.

Third Stage:

Reprinted from PAGE, the publication of the Computer Arts Society.

For membership information, write Kurt Laukner. Math Depl.. Eastern

Michiitan Univ.. Ypsilami. Ml 4SI47.

Artist/mini-computer dialogue. Given
a work program adapted or chosen by the
artist (program of forms or colors, in low
or high resolution), the computer will

establish the relation between the data of
the composition defined during the first

stage, and this work program.
The program will process the data and

suggest combinations to the artist.

As a function of his investigations, the
artist will be able to explore one path of
testing rather than another.

In exploring a path, the artist will have
new ideas which he may or may not
reintroduce as data. He will think of new
composition controls which will enable
him to quickly put into effect his ideas. He
will then be able to decide whether he will

keep the results of his testing path.

If he is not satisfied, he will pass on to
the exploration of another testing path.

At the end of the processing/dialogue,
he will thus have for his investigations one
or two possibilities corresponding to his

creative controls defined in the first stage:

or modified along the way.

Fourth Stage:

A synthesis by the artist of the different

possibilities issuing from the 3rd stage,

and the choice of one possibility or the
continuation of the investigation.

Bernard Dcmio. 12 Rue Rambuteau, 75003 Paris.

2nd stage

Working
urarrw
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SILOg ...
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Into the alnl-coabuter

Score of dialogue
-*1 Ttlst/alnl-cottDuter

Exploration of)
tenting paths I

new
Ideas

possibilities/
paths
abandoned

possibilities
kept

7TT
PI P2 P3

Ml stage

Synthesis, choice of the possibilities
and decision to continue or not the
Investigation concerning the basic Ides

ARTIST/PHOOHAHKt-h

ARTIST AND

HINI-COHPUTES
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Warehouse Sale

Perfect for

Schools
and Libraries

Build Your Library!
Our warehouse is bursting at the seams. We

Just don't have enough room for everything we
publish. So we've put together some cartons ot

every single thing we print plus some other

books and Cut the price nearly In half. The books

are brand new— not damaged or rejects. The

magazines range from July/August 1977 to July

1980. We don't have every issue, of course, but

there's over 3600 pages of good reading in the 25

issues of Creative Computing and another 800

pages in the 8 issues of ROM.

Huge 45%
Discount!

Here's the ideal way to start or build a basic

computing library. There are 16 books on

computer literacy, computer games, educational

applications, the impact of the computer on

society, sets of problems and much more. The

package has 33 timeless magazines. You'll get a

nifty board game, an LP record, nine posters,

and a set of binary dice. All together 63 separate

Items for only $120.00 postpaid!

If you lust want the 33 magazines alone,

they're available for $41.00 postpaid, still a

whopping 42%dlscount.

Orders must be prepaid by check or money

order. (Sorry we can't afford WATS charges or

bank card charges on a deal this good.)

Send order and payment to:

Creative Computing
Sensational September Sale

P.O. Box 789-M
Morrlstown, NJ 07960

Limited Time Offer

«iV

Here's what you get—

16 Books
The Best of Creative Computing, Volume 1

The Best of Creative Computing, Volume 2

The Best of Byte, Volume 1

Basic Computer Games
More Basic Computer Games
The Colossal Computer Cartoon Book
Games With the Pocket Calculator ^
Computer Coin Games Wi|^\
Be A Computer Literate w
The Home Computer Revolution

A Guided Tour of Computer Programming in Basic

Computers in Mathematics: A Sourcebook of Ideas

The Impact of Computers on Society and Ethics:

A Bibliography

Katie and the Computer
Problems for Computer Solution-Student Edition

Problems for Computer Solution-Teacher Edition

Miscellaneous Items
Computer Rage Game
Binary Dice (Set of three)

First Philadelphia Computer Music Festival

12" LP Record
Computer Myth Posters (Set of eight)

Mr. Spock Poster

Reprint : Sorting, Shuffling and File Structures

Reprint: Word Processing

33 Magazines
Creative Computing (25 issues from Vol. 3, No.4

to Vol. 6, No. 7)

ROM (8 Issues, numbers 1 to 8)

List

$8.95
8.95
11.95
7.50
7.95
4.95
3.95
3.95

3.95
2.00

6.15
15.95
17.95

6.95
4.95
9.95

$8.95
1.25
6.00

3.00

1.00

.50

.50

Expires Feb. 28. 1981
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Permutating Lines
Torsten Ridell

The images reproduced here are some examples based on
my idea of "permutating lines".

On a given surface, there are both horizontal and vertical
positions for lines. These lines are distributed either systematically
or aleatoncally, resulting in a series of two-dimensional images.

I next tried to combine some of these series to create a three
dimensional image.
Each of the serial progressions of lines was used as a section

through a cube where the distance between each line is equal
to the distance between each section. By rotating each cube
on its axes, I obtained a new set of drawings whose serial
progressions are in three dimensions, (opposite).
For the earlier series of drawings (two of which are shown

here) I used the machine for its capacity to make repetitive
movements, in order to achieve the desired precision. For the
later series, of which three are shown, the computer itself
played a determining role: it allowed me to "see" my ideas as
concrete visual forms, giving rise to some highly complex
images which I would have found difficult to realize by tradi-
tional methods, or of which I might never ever have conceived.

It is for this reason that I regard the computer not simply as a
useful tool, but as being complementary to my artistic
creativity. n

nrrj
Torsten Ridell, 754 Rue Chariot. 75003 Paris.
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Reprinted from PAGE, the publication of the Computer Arts Society
hor membership information, write Kurt Laukner. Math Dept.. Eastern
Michiitan Univ.. Ypsilanti. Ml 4K197.
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COLLEGE BOARDS
for TRS-80
PET, APPLE

The best way to sharpen your skills for the College Board Exams is to work on actual examinations.

Each of these program sets confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers.

Each program is based on past exams and presents material of the same level of difficulty and in the

same form as used in the College Board examination. Scoring is provided in accordance with the

formula used by College Boards.

SAT, PSAT, N.M.S.Q.T., set includes 7 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, and

Mathematics. Price$79.95

GRE set includes 10 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Mathematics, Logical

Diagrams, Analytical Reasoning. $139.95

Educator Edition - GRE, SAT, PSAT Includes all of the above programs plus detailed solutions and

explainations for each problem plus drill excercises. SAT set includes 14 programs. $149.95

Graduate Record Exam Set includes 20 programs. $199.95

SWORD OF ZEDEK
Fight to overthrow Ra, The Master of Evil. In this incredible adventure game, you

must confront a host of creatures, natural and supernatural. To liberate the King-

dom, alliances must be forged and treasures sought. Treachery, deceit and witch-

craft must be faced in your struggles as you encounter wolves, dwarves, elves,

dragons, bears, owls, ores, giant bats, trolls, etc. Each of the 12 treasures will en-

hance your power, by making invisible, invulnable, more eloquent, more skillful in

combat etc., etc., as you explore the realms of geography, both on the surface and

underground. Dungeons, temples, castles, mountains etc., are all a part of the fan-

tastic world of Ra. Each game is unique in this spectacular and complex world

of fantasy. $24.95

SUPER STAR BASEBALL

KRELLCAMEPAK
Incredible bargain,

15 unique and challenging games!!!

Primary Fight

Black Gold

ALL TIME
SUPERSTAR BASEBALL

Sample Lineup

SUPER STAR BASEBALL
Sample Lineup

Hostage
Prime Time
The Black Death
Star Clipper
Bulls & Bears
Banzai
Banzai II

Super Banzai

Wordsworth
Hard Scrabble
Bible Quode
Shakespear Quode
Bill of Rights Quode
TRS-80 only, $39.95

B Ruth

I Gehrig

I
DiMaggio

|. lackson

(, Si-lei

S Musial

T.Cobb

W Mays

C. Young P

T William*

I
Fox«

H.Greenberg

R. Hornsby

H.Wilson

B.Terry

M Mantle

H. Aaron

W. lohnson-P

D Parker

W.Stargell

W.Mays
P.Rose

O.Cepeda

C. Yazstremski

W. McCovey

R. lackson

C. Brett

R GuidryP

|. Rice

H. Aaron

L. Brock

R. Carew

H. Killebrev.

R alien

R Leflore

R /isk

B Madlock

T. Seaver-P

Performance is based on the interaction

of actual batting and pitching data.

Game can be played by one or two play-

ers with the computer acting as a second
player when desired. Players select

rosters and lineups and eicersire stra-

tegic choices including hit and run, base
stealing, pinch hitting, intentional walk,

. Highly realistic, there are two ver-

sions. All TIME SUPER STAR BASE-
BALL, and SUPER STAR BASEBALL
featuring players of the current decade.
Lac h inc ludes about SO players allowing

nearly infinite number of roster and
lineup possibilities.

$14.95

TIME TRAVELER
The best of the adventure games. Confronts player with complex decision situa-

tions and the demand for real time action. Using the Time Machine, players must

face a challenging series of enviornments that include; the Athens of Pericles,

Imperial Rome, Nebuchanezzar's Babylon, Ikhaton's Egypt, Jerusalem at the time of

the crucifixion, The Crusades, Machiavelli's Italy, the French Revolution, the

American Revolution, and the English Civil War. Deal with Hitler s Third Reich,

Vikings, etc. At the start of each game players may choose a level of difficulty . . .

the more difficult, the greater the time pressure. To suceed you must build

alliances and struggle with the ruling powers. Each game is unique. $24.95

•ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
TRS-80, APPLE II & PET

KRELL SOFTWARE
Send check or money order to

21 Milbrook Drive, Stony Brook, NY 1 1790 (516) 751-5139

Ml program* require IbIC : RS-BO programs require Level II BASIC •Apple programs require Applesoft BASIC

CIRCLE 219 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Appallogy &

An extremely awkward situation has

arisen.

The article "Smalltalk and the Personal

Computer," in our October issue

incorrectly identified. It was in fact

"Microelectronics and the Personal Com-
puter," by Alan Kay, from the September
1977 Scientific American.

We hereby apologize to both Alan Kay
and The Scientific American. The fact

that this piece appeared in our pages through

plagiarism was of course not known to us.

But to reprint a man's work under another

name in a issue largely devoted to praise

of the real author— now, this is original.

We have not ever heard of a more bizarre

and astounding plagiarism.

We found the article in an English publica-

tion. Computer Education, and asked the

putative author for permission to run it,

which he gave.

It turns out, though, that for no known
reason he had retyped the original and
submitted it to the English publication.

What possessed him to do it, let alone give

us permission, when he might have gotten

away with it, no one knows. (I called the

culprit and asked him, and he didn't know.)

He may lose his job for it.

We need not dwell on this unfortunate

individual and his curious acts. What re-

mains to be explained is how we failed to

recognize the piece.

I read it, of course, when it originally

come out; and like some other sophisticated

readers I have talked to, I found it woolly

and unhelpful. What was the structure of

Smalltalk, this marvelous language, I wanted

to know; but the examples in the article

were unfathomable, and all the talk about

children was off the point.

Ruminescence

Ted Nelson

Many people had by 1977 seen the Small-

talk language and its marvelous capabilities,

either as guests at Xerox Palo Alto Research

Center or in the movies their researchers

showed at conferences. Everyone was awed;
many were frustrated by the lack of infor-

mation on the language itself, or why it

was so special.

My frustration ran deeper than most
people's. I had been a guest of Xerox PARC
as early as 1972, and had considered Kay's
answers to my questions evasive and not

forthcoming. When I read the 1977 piece,

I dismissed it as "more of the same."

Part of the problem, it seemed to me,

was the Xerox Corporation itself. For some

reason they were not moving on this thing;

yet in the hands of the right marketing and

development team it could, as an article in

New West opined, revolutionize the com-
puter world. (The New West article caused

much consternation at Xerox PARC.) What-
ever was going on, it seemed to me, was
very peculiar.

In addition, certain conversations I had
with PARC people in 1978 gave me the

impression that Smalltalk might be sup-

pressed or lost among the corporate gears

of a paper-obsessed company. Thus nothing

could be said in the public presses, I was
told, that might jeopardize the eventual

release of this language.

It was Catch-22. One had a duty to inform

the public of these important developments,

and, indeed, to do whatever might be
possible to help bring them forth; yet all

this should be done on tiptoe, lest the

slumbering paper giant find out the paper
was threatened, and bury this wonderful

thing in an unmarked grave.

Besides these problems, I had a great

personal desire to understand it all, and
then explain to those readers who benefit

from my explanations what this was all

about.

A number of breaks occurred in 1979.

One was the appearance of a technical

paper on the internals of Smalltalk —a sign,

I had been told, that Smalltalk might even-

tually be released. And two fellows from
Texas published a paper on their own
version for the Z80. Moreover, I became
editor of this magazine, giving me time

and telephones to probe into these

matters.

So a special Smalltalk issue was projected.
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SOFTWARE FOR OSI
A JOURNAL FOR OSI USE RSI!

The Aardvark Journal is a bimonthly tutorial for OSI

users. It features programs customized for OSI and

has run articles like these:

1) Using String Variables.

2) Highspeed Basic On An OSI.

3) Hooking a Cheap Printer To An OSI.

4) An OSI Disk Primer.

5) A Word Processor For Disk Or Tape Machines.

6) Moving The Disk Directory Off Track 12.

Four back issues already available!

$9.00 per year (6 issues)

ADVENTURES
Adventures are interactive fantasies where you give the

computer plain English commands (i.e. take the sword,

look at the control panel.) as you explore alien cities,

space ships, ancient pyramids and sunken subs. Average

playing time is 30 to 40 hours in several sessions.

There is literally nothing else like them - except

being there yourself. We have six adventures available.

ESCAPE FROM MARS - Explore an ancient

Martian city while you prepare for your escape.

NUCLEAR SUBMARINE - Fast moving

excitement at the bottom of the sea.

PYRAMID - Our most advanced and most

challenging adventure. Takes place in our

own special ancient pyramid.

VAMPIRE CASTLE - A day in old Drac's

castle. But it's getting dark outside.

DEATH SHIP - It's a cruise ship - but it ain't

the Love Boat and survival is far from certain.

TREK ADVENTURE - Takes place on a

familiar starship. Almost as

good as being there.

$14.95 each

NEW SUPPORT ROMS FOR BASIC

IN ROM MACHINES

CIS - for the C1P only, this ROM add* full

screen edit functions (insert, delete, change

characters in a basic line). Software selectable

scroll windows, two instant screen clears (scroll

window only and full screen), software choice of

OSI or standard keyboard format. Bell support.

600 Baud cassette support, and a few other

features. It plugs in in place of the OSI ROM.
NOTE : this ROM also supports video conversions

for 24, 32. 48, or 64 characters per line. All that

and it sells for a mesly $39 95
C1E/C2E for C1/C2/C4/C8 Basic in ROM ma-

chines.

This ROM adds full screen editing, software

selectable scroll windows, keyboard correction

(software selectablel, and contains both an

extended machine code monitor and a fix for

the string handling bug in OSI Basicll It has

breakpoint utilities, machine code load and save,

block memorv move and hex dump utilities. A
must for the machine code programmer replaces

OSI support ROM. Specify systeml $59.95

STRING BUG FIX (replaces basic ROM chip

number 3)

All this chip does is to replace the third basic

ROM and correct the errors that were put into

the ROM mask. $19.95

DATA SHEETS

OS65D LISTING
Commented with source code, 83 pages. $24.95

THE (REAL) FIRST BOOK OF OSI

65 packed pages on how OSI basic works. Our

best selling data sheet. $15.95

OSI BASIC IN ROM
Ed Carlson's book of how to program in basic.

Now available from Aardvark . $8 .95

PC. BOARDS
for theCIP. and theyMEMORY BOARDS!!

contain parallel portsl

Aardvarks new memory board supports 8K

of 2114's and has provision for a PIA to give a

parallel ports! It sells as a bare board for $29.95.

When assembled, the board plugs into the expan-

sion connector on the 600 board. Available now!

REAL SOUND FOR THE C1P - and it's cheap!

This bare board uses the Tl sound chip to give

real arcade type sound. The board goes together

in a couple of hours with about $20.00 in parts.

Bare board, plans, and sample program - $15.95

ARCADE AND VIDEO GAMES

ALIEN INVADERS with machine code moves -

for fast action. This is our best invaders yet. The

disk version is so fast that we had to add select-

able speeds to make it playable.

Tape $10.95 - Disk $1295

TIME TREK (8K) - real time Startrek action.

See your torpedoes move across the screenl Real

graphics - no more scrolling displays. $9.95

STARFIGHTER - a real time space war where

you face cruisers, battleships and fighters using a

variety of weapons. Your screen contains work-

ing instrumentation and a real time display of the

alien ships. $6.95 in black and white - $7.95 in

color and sound.

SEAWOLFE - this one looks like it just stepped

out of the arcades. It features multiple torpedoes,

several target ships, floating mines and real time

time-to-go and score displays. — $6.95 in black

and white $7 95 in color and sound.

SCREEN EDITORS

These programs all allow the editing of basic

lines. All assume that you are using the standard

OSI video display and polled keyboard.

C1P CURSOR CONTROL - A program that uses

no RAM normally available to the system. (We

hid it in unused space on page 2). It provides

real backspace, insert, delete and replace func-

tions and an optional instant screen clear.

$11.95
C2/4 CURSOR. This one uses 366 BYTES of

RAM to provide a full screen editor. Edit and

change lines on any part of the screen. (Basic in

ROM systems only.)

FOR DISK SYSTEMS - (65D. polled key-

board and standard video only.)

SUPERDISK. Contains a basic text editor with

functions similar to the above programs and also

contains a renumberer, variable table maker,

search and new BEXEC programs. The BEXEC*
provides a directory, create, delete, and change

utilities on one track and is worth having by

itself . - $24 95 on 5" disk • $26 .95 on 8"

.

DISK UTILITIES

SUPER COPY - Single Disk Copier

This copy program makes multiple copies,

copies track zero, and copies all the tracks

that your memory can hold at one time —
up to 12 tracks at a pass. It's almost as fast

as dual disk copying. - $15.95
DISK CATALOGER
This utility reads the directory of your disks

and makes up an alphabetic list off all your

programs and what disks they are on. $14.95

MACHINE CODE RENUMBERER
(C2/4-MFonlyl
Renumbers all or part of a program at machine

code speeds. - $15.95

*£, %tij ,„._„ of art,,, „. have to offer. We now offer over 100 programs, data sheets. ROMS, and board.

'or' OS.t«.m
P
.. Our $1.o!>c.CZ.T* and contain, free program listing, and programming bin- to boo,.

Aardvark Technical Services • 1690 Bolton • Walled Lake, Ml 48088

(313)669-3110 or (313)624-6316
CIRCLE 102 ON REAPER SERVICE CARD
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Appallogy, continued...

first for October, then for August, then
October again.

The original idea was to do a special
issue on Smalltalk itself. But it had to be
done without the cooperation of Xerox
Public Relations; dealing with them before
had been a waste of time, and they, too,
appeared to be covering something up.
The objective of the special issue was to

get at the parts of the Smalltalk idea that
the Xerox people were not publishing-
especially the syntax (or lack of it), and
the ways that Smalltalk functions are defined
and redefined to give you the custom
language you actually want, even as your
idea of what you want is changing.
However, I did mention these plans to

the PARC people, and got the old story:
'Don't jeopardize what we're doing, we're
trying to get the language out." So the
piece was broadened to "actor" languages
in general, and I omitted the most important
statement that should have been made
although the astute reader may have seen
it twinkling at him between the lines:

Smalltalk is the most important computer
language anywhere, and wffl probably revo-
lutionize the computer world.

As it happened, our October issue come
out just after the meeting of SIGSMALL/
SIGPC in Palo Alto, where Adele Goldberg
of Xerox PARC announced that the Small-
talk language will in fact be put in the
public domain by Xerox with the publication
of a many-authored book on it, sometime
in mid-1981.
And so, in the ringing phrase of the

1940s, Now It Can Be Told.

Smalltalk is the most important computer
language anywhere, and will probably revo-
lutionize the computer world, and the rest
of the world as well.

In any case, when Dave Ahl showed me
the Alan Kay piece, as reprinted in
Computer Education over a different
author's name. I still didn't like it. It seemed
to me woolly and vague. But I tossed it on
my heap of technical papers on Smalltalk
and actor languages.

The October issue gradually took shape
around my piece and others, explaining
both the history and inner structure of
Smalltalk and the other actor languages. I

had learned a good deal, especially from
MLT people and papers. And I picked up
Computer Education again a couple of
times, and began to see something in the
piece; especially since I now knew what
actor languages were about and how Small-
talk functions are defined and redefined
Browsing, I thought. Hey, this is pretty
good.

So we asked for permission.
And as I did the preliminary layout on

the article I read it again and thought.

"Gee, this is really good, why haven't I

heard of this guy before?"
Any reader knows that a thing changes

between readings. If you read a book or
an article one year, and then again five
years later, it may say something entirely
different to you; your mind is differently
prepared, meanings and qualities and points
stand out that hadn't before, and perhaps
the earlier overall impression has changed
because of what you have seen in the
meantime.
So it was that I failed to recognize Kay's

article. It took several readings, and a
general understanding of the language's
unique inside-out, upside-down structure,
before the depth and wit of his words got
through to me. Proving once again that
Alan Kay is far ahead of us all.

So after much fuss and bother I finished
with the two-part actors piece and took a
trip to the Far East. And when I returned I

found out we had botched it, and offended
Dr. Kay, for we had indeed run his very
own original article.

The editor's nightmare had come true.
We had published a piece submitted fraudu-
lently by someone other than its author.
(The fact that it was not submitted to us,
but that we found it in the plagiarized
version and failed to recognize it, is just
more complication.)

Well, it all got sorted out, and I had
some very agreeable chats with Alan Kay
and Adele Goldberg and the publisher of
the Scientific American, and they were all
very nice, and the matter is done with. So
all's well that ends well. (Except for the
culprit, who pretty much asked for what
he got.)

Both Dr. Kay and the publishers of the

Scientific American have been very under-
standing of our position in this affair. Kay's
reputation certainly has not suffered, nor
has that of the Scientific American. For us
it's a different story.

In that glorious new volume. The Next
Whole Earth Catalog, which came out
about the same time as our October issue,
it says that Creative Computing sometimes
doesn't check its sources and publishes
plagiarized material.

How could they have known, given that
they went to press before we did?
And, realistically, how in the world can

a publication protect itself against plagiar-
ized submissions-especially if the editors
haven't seen the piece to begin with?

It's just a risk we take if there are to be
magazines.

* * *
"Those Xerox PARC people— they're

so stuck up," someone said to me at a
party recently.

That's not it, exactly.

They're on the other side of the looking
glass, and there's too much to explain, so
they speak in playful terms and Sufi
parables.

I hope that the October and November
issues, in their small way, may have reduced
the explanation gap, so that others can
better understand the Delphic sayings of
the PARC people.
There is no question that one of the two

or three most important places in the
computer world is Xerox PARC. We will

continue to follow their doings and influence
in these pages, I hope now with a little

more understanding on both sides.

There is much I disagree with in their
approach and views of what people need.
I think they were wrong, for instance, in

waiting so long, and perfecting and perfect-
ing, before putting Smalltalk out to the
public. While the team's glacially-slow
perfectionisn has produced a magnificent
product, I would argue that the world would
be a much better place now if we could
have had their discards five years ago. (An
Apple with the Rosetta language -repre-
senting approaches PARC
discarded—would more than meet my own
day-to-day programming needs, and do so
far better than Basic.)

It comes down to what you think of the
future. If we had decades to fool around,
well and good— but with both thermonu-
clear war and global famine on the horizon,
time lost is lost indeed. Time is short; we
are a lot closer to Armageddon; and the
better future through personal computing
is still almost as far away as it was when
the Altair came out. (The hardware turkeys
are still gobbling up circuit specs, and
people are still using idiotic words like

"microcomputer". But there is at least one
reliable keyboard machine with disk, and
there is at least Visi-Calc.)
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NEW!
DUEL-N-DROIDS

mmn

by Leo Christopherson

Your *droid has already learned NIM, so

now it's time to teach it how to wield a

laser sword! Leo Christopherson, author

of "Android NIM," "Dancing Demon" and

other animations, has developed a new

type of animation and high-quality sound

in this, his latest work.

Your 'droid starts out as a lowly clown.

You teach it how to use a laser sword by

controlling its movements in battle with

the computer's apprentice warrior. After

training it to be a "Grand Master," you

enter the tournament against the pro-

gram's skilled 'droids!

To win the tournament, your 'droid must

successfully compete against several op-

ponents of varying skill levels. The battles

are fast and furious, accompanied by

realistic sound effects, plus fanfares

when your 'droid wins—funeral dirges if

he loses! Great fun and entertainment for

all ages.

Available now for just $14.95 on tape,

$20.95 on disk.

^^ P Software Products, Inc.

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E .
Washington, DC 20003

Acorn
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INVADERS FROM
SPACE

by Cart Miller

A NEW ATTACK IS LAUNCHED!

A new and faster machine language ap-

proach to this classic (and addictive)

space game. As you play, the aliens drop

bombs, move from side to side, and try to

overrun your bases. Hold them off—and

score— by shooting them down. But, just

as you think you've got the invaders under

control, they speed up their action.

In INVADERS FROM SPACE, you choose

the game speed, enemy bomb frequency

and accuracy, number of shots on screen

and the number of your bases. These

choices keep the game fun for all ages

and skill levels.

Move your base and simultaneously fire

at the invaders—which you cannot do in

most similar games. Full sound effects

add even more excitement to the incredi-

ble speed and action of INVADERS FROM
SPACE.

Available for TRS-80* 16K Level II for only

$14.95 on tape or $20.95 on disk.

"TRS-80 is a trademark ol Tandy Corp

These and other popular Acorn programs

are available now at fine computer stores.

Ask for them.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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Appal logy, continued...

* * *
This is. I suppose, also the place to

respond to the September editorial in Byte.
For those who missed it, or were mystified
by it, it was an editorial a clef by Carl
Helmers, the Founding Editor, in which
several unnamed persons were accused of
unethical conduct under vague and myster-
ious circumstances. If you didn't already
know who or what it was about there was
no way you could actually find out.
However, it was all quite recognizable to a
few hundred people, and indeed quite
libelous.

The facts are these.

Scott Warren and Dennis Abbe, of
Houston, Texas, have for two years been
working on an actor-language interpreter
for the Z80 under CP/M. In structure this
most closely resembles Smalltalk, developed
at Xerox PARC and discussed in our
October and November issues.

In 1979 Warren and Abbe published a
paper, referring to their language as an
implementation of Smalltalk, and using
the trade name Rosetta. They received
one call from a member of the PARC
team, who expressed interest in their work.
Though their intentions were openly
commercial, at no time did anyone from
Xerox PARC (or elsewhere) correct or
criticize their use of the name "Smalltalk."
Now precedent in this matter is plain.

Languages are referred to genetically , and
anyone is free to create "a Basic" or "a
Fortran" with any features he likes. (I have
often said that you can sell any language
as long as you call it Basic, and one compiler,
"Basex," is widely mistaken for Basic even
though the resemblance is debatable.) As
the Rosetta effort resembled only one other
language, Smalltalk, and as there had been
no attempt to assert trademark on the
name "Smalltalk," or correct or censure
them for this usage, Warren and Abbe
assumed that the use of this name had
been in some sense "cleared." (And, indeed,
no one could deny that theirs was in some
important sense a dialect of Smalltalk.)
Okay, so I met these guys in March and

thought their work was terrific; even though,
obviously, it was far short of the Xerox
Smalltalk, it would run on the Z80 and
there was no guarantee we'd ever get
anything else; The Oberkorp might quash
it.

So, as mentioned in earlier issues of this
magazine. I made a couple of phone calls
and got Warren and Abbe a place to show
their wares at the National Computer
Conference as guests of Exidy . Inc., running
the language on a Sorcerer. I also helped
with a couple of brochures: one explaining
the general structure of the language, the
other describing now I hoped to use it in

conjunction with a long-term project of
mine.

The names of Xerox PARC, Alan Kay
et al., did not appear on the brochures,
any more than the name of John Backus
appears on Fortran brochures or the names
of Kemeny, Kurtz and Dartmouth appear
on advertisements for Basic. (However, in

an article in the NCC issue of Datamation
called "Introducing Rosetta Smalltalk,"
Warren and Abbe gave fulsome credit to
the language's originators. Nor did I, in
our symposium on actor languages, neglect
to credit the PARC group.)
So much for the events which some

people, at least the Founding Editor, seem
to consider the crime of the century. It is

alleged that in some way the Rosetta guys
(and I, singled out for special obloquy as
"the publicist" in the Byte thing) either
tried to withhold credit from the creators
of Smalltalk, hide its origin, or somehow
pretend we had invented it ourselves.

This is almost too silly to reply to. But
not quite.

The misunderstanding was a simple
matter of paradigm. If you consider Small-
talk a generic language-name, like Fortran
and Basic (and, since it has never been
seen with a trademark sign, one might
think that), then anyone can create a dialect
and use that name in the time-hownored
fashion. But if, as was made adundantly
clear by certain people's reactions at the
NCC, it is different from all other language-
names in applying to one implementation
only, then that could and should have been
made clearer earlier. Such clarification
could have been accomplished with much
less hard feeling at such an earlier time.

Apparently people are still going around
saying it was "obvious" that the term Small-
talk could only be applied to the Xerox
product. Well, obvious is as obvious does;
it does not hurt to state the obvious so that
it will be obvious to others too. Those who
insist that this misunderstanding could not
have arisen in good faith force a diabolical
and vicious construction upon these events,
and are then required to squirrel around
for a darker motive than commercialism
and enthusiasm; they will not find it.

It all seems to be over now. The Rosetta
people have agreed to change the name of
their product, but aren't sure there's a
market for what they've got.

The real, and indeed now the One and
Only, Smalltalk is to be released (mirabile
dictu!) sometime next year, so save your
money for whatever it will run on. The
software is free -and worth millions.

But in putting this matter away, I must
also respond to the personal slurs by the
Founding Editor on my own career. These
were very clear: to wit, he alleged that I

am simply an opportunistic and shallow
flack looking for the Main Chance to
become a parasite on someone else's serious
endeavors. He put it surprisingly well,
dismissing with unusual finesse my twenty
years' work as designer and theorist of
interactive computer systems. It is interest-
ing to watch your work just swept aside
like that, billowed away like a house on a
flood. I have never seen the life-work of
any living person dismissed in such a sweep-
ing manner by a fellow professional, and it

leaves me breathless. But I will fight back
the temptation to reply in kind. And I will

let pass the Founding Editor's statement
that I and the Rosetta guys deliberately
represented work by the people at Xerox
PARC as our own. The statement is both
libelous and asinine. Someone has indeed
recently palmed off Xerox PARC work as
his own— alas, in these very pages; but it

was not, as mentioned earlier, I or Warren
or Abbe.

In the spirit of general clarification,
reconciliation and anticipation, I suggest
we put all these matters to bed. We all

need to get ready for Smalltalk, the One
and Only. q
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A New Type of Game
Welcome to an astonishing new experience! ADVENTURE is one of

the most challenging and innovative games available for your personal

computer. This is not the average computer game in which you shoot at,

chase, or get chased by something, master the game within an hour, and

then lose Interest. In fact, It may take you more than an hour to score at

all, and will probably take days or weeks of playing to get a good score.

(There is a provision for saving a game in progress).

The original computer version of Adventure was written by Willie

Crowther and Don Woods In Fortran on a PDP-10 at MIT. In this version

the player starts near a small wellhouse. Upon entering the house, he

finds food, water, a set of keys and a lamp. Armed with only these items,

he must set out to explore the countryside in search of treasure and other

objects of play. He must also confront dwarfs, snakes, trolls, bears,

dragons, birds, and other creatures during his quest. The game accepts

one-or two-word commands such as GET LAMP* SOUTH* or KILL

DWARF. Of course, If you don't have the proper tool to carry out an

action, or If you do something foolish, you may find yourself in big

trouble.

In playing the game you wander thru various 'rooms' (locations),

manipulating the objects there to try to find 'treasures'. You may have to

defeat an exotic wild animal to get one treasure, or figure out how to get

another treasure out of a quicksand bog. You communicate thru two-word

commands such as 'go west', 'climb tree', 'throw axe', 'look around'.

dueniurEMISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - Good
Morning, Your mission Is to... and so it starts. Will you be able to

complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first automated

nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named, its nard, there is

no magic but plenty of suspense. Good luck

THE COUNT (by Scott Adams) - You wake up in a large brass bed in

a castle somewhere In Transylvania. Who are you, what are you

doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood?

You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might say it's LOVE AT

FIRST BITE

ADVENTURELAND (by Scott Adams) - You wander through an en-

chanted world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures. You'll en-

counter WILD ANIMALS, MAGICAL BEINGS, and many other

perils and puzzles. Can you rescue the BLUE OX from the quick-

sand? Or find your way out of the maze of pits? Happy Adven-

turing

VOODOO CASTLE (by Scott Adams) - Count Cristo has had a

fiendish curse put on him by his enemies. There he lies, with you

Z^^^^SZ"!™" h,m or ,8 he ,orever

seRsafcioisal software

For Apple, TRS-80, Sorcerer, PET, CP/M
ORIGINAL ADVENTURE (by Crowther, Woods, Manning and
Roichel) - Somewhere nearby is a coiiosai cave where others have

found fortunes in treasures and gold, but some who have entered

have never been seen again. You start at a small brick building

which is the wellhouse for a large spring. You must try to find your

way into the underground caverns where you'll meet a giant clam,

nasty little dwarves, and much more. This Adventure Is Bl-Llngual

—you may play in either English or French—a language learning

tool beyond comparison. Runs in 32K CP/M system (48K required

for SAVE GAME feature). Even includes SAM76 language in which
to run the game. The troll says "Good Luck."

PIRATE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - "Yo Ho Ho and a bottle of

rum..." You'll meet up with the pirate and his daffy bird along with

many strange sights as you attempt to go from your London flat to

Treasure Island. Can you recover LONG JOHN SILVER'S lost trea-

sures? Happy sailing matey

li

TRS-80 Level II (16K) Machine language

cassettes for only $14.95 each
CS-3007 Adventureland
CS-3O08 Pirate Adventure
CS-3009 Mission Impossible

CS-3010 Voodoo Castle

CS-301 1 The Count

TRS-80 Disk (32K) Menu-driven machine
language disks for only $39.95 each

CS-35 16 Adventureland, Pirate Adventure

and Mission Impossible

CS-3517 Voodoo Castle, The Count and

Ghost Town

Atari

CS-7003 Haunted House (16K Basic

cassette, only $11 .95)

CS-7502 Haunted House and 4 Outdoor
Games (32K disk. $24.95)

Apple II (32K) Machine language
cassettes for only $14.95 each
CS-401 1 Adventureland
CS-401 2 Pirate Adventure
CS-4013 Mission Impossible

CS-401 4 Voodoo Castle

CS-4005 Haunted House (In Basic, only

$11.95)

Apple II Disk (48K) Menu-driven machine
language disks for only $39.95 each
CS-451 3 Adventureland. Pirate Adventure
and Mission Impossible

CS-451 4 Voodoo Castle, The Count and
Ghost Town
CS-4504 Haunted House and 4 Outdoor
Games (only $24.95)

Pet (24K) Basic cassette

CS-1009 Adventureland and Pirate Ad-
venture, only $19.95

Sorcerer (16K) Machine language
cassettes for only $14.95 each
CS-5003 Adventureland
CS-5004 Pirate Adventure
CS-5005 Mission Impossible
CS-5006 Voodoo Castle

CS-5007 The Count

CP/M 8" Disk (48K) for only $24.95 each
CS-9003 Adventureland and Pirate Ad-
venture (requires MBasic)
CS-9004 Original Adventure, bi-lingual

with SAM76 language system.

Order directly from Creative Computing
Software Dept. AFGG, P.O. Box 789-M,

Morristown, NJ 07960. Send payment plus

$1 shipping and handling. For faster service

call in your bank card order to (800) 631 -81 1 2.

In NJ call (201 ) 540-0445.
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Of the recognized human senses, it may
easily be argued that the most important
are those of sight and hearing. The movie
industry was quick to realize the importance
of adding sound to their visual productions.

First there was simple background music,
and later, when it became technically

possible, sound was synchronized to the

action. Few people today would pay to see
a silent movie except under special

circumstances.

Yet when most of us think of computers,
we usually visualize someone sitting at a
video console, typing, and staring silently

into the screen. Hollywood generally adds
some "bleeps" and "bloops", supposedly
electronic, to the background. Real data

processing centers are usually quite noisy

with machinery running and several printers

banging away. These are all artificial sounds,

however, far removed from what all of us

experience in daily life.

Personal computing, of course, need not
follow the same path. If it is technically

feasible, why not add the dimension of
sound to the already accepted versatility

of a good color graphics system? Why not,

indeed! Manufacturers of small computers
are responding in varying degrees to this

challenge. It is now up to programmers to
use this new capability effectively.

One of the outstanding features of the

Atari 400/800 personal computers is the
built-in sound generation system. There is

no need to jury-rig an external amplifier
and speaker and then operate it with
"PEEK s" and "POKEs". Atari's sophisticat-

ed sound channels are manipulated through
special Basic commands, and the RF output
carries the sound information properly
formatted to be reproduced through the
speaker of a standard television receiver.

The television's sound system does not
have to be of especially high quality to

Richard M. Kruse. Xenlrix EnKineerinn. Box 82S3.

Wichita. KS 67220.

An Atari Library

of Sound

Richard M. Kruse

adequately handle the range of frequencies

produced (although it certainly doesn't

hurt). An added bonus of this system is

that sound and video are presented side-

by-side. Most people will probably find

this preferable to listening to a disembodied

sound source physically separated from
the visual presentation.

The Ataris give you not just a single

sound generator, but four identical

"channels" which may be used separately

or in any combination. Each channel has

individually controllable pitch and volume,

along with a third parameter which Atari

calls "tone." The Basic statement which
activates one of the sound channels has

the following form:

100 SOUND PI, P2.P3.P4
Parameters PI through P4 are integer

values. PI specifies which channel is to be
activated, identified as zero through three.

P2 may be any value from to 255, and
sets the relative pitch or frequency of the

sound. In the pure tone mode, the pitch

It is now up to

programmers to use this

new capability

effectively.

range is about two and one-half octaves,

and by using a look-up table of conversion
factors between musical notes and
pitch values, playing a melody on the Atari

becomes almost trivial. Playing four-part

harmony can be done with some additional

programming effort.

One of sixteen different volume levels

(including off) is selected by the value of
P4.

The tone parameter, P3, is a corker.
There are eight possible values, two of

which result in relatively pure musical tones.

The remaining six, however, are not really

"tones" at all, but special effects settings

which produce strange and wonderful
sounds that will be variously perceived as
trucks, helicopters, heavy machinery, and
warp drives. These effects, like the pure
tones, may be varied in pitch and volume.
And always, two or more sound channels
may be active simultaneously. As you can
see, the number of possible sounds and
effects is staggering. Normal sounds can
be imitated and new ones created, limited

only by the imagination of the programm-
er.

To stimulate those imaginations, and to

show the methods used to put these effects

to work, one dozen varied and useful sound
effects are presented here. Each effect is

programmed as a subroutine which will

run for a certain length of time and then
terminate. Each subroutine makes use of

one or more sound registers, and many of
them accept one or more input parameters
which modify the effect and/or its running
time. A brief explanation is presented for

each, so that you will be able to change
the effects as desired.

1. Percussive Sound Generator-! See list-

ing 1)

This is a "building block" subroutine
which imitates the sound of struck or
plucked musical instruments or, with
different parameters, explosions or gun-
shots.

The percussive effect is achieved by
executing a loop which initially sets a high
volume level, then repeatedly reduces that

level by a given percentage until it falls

below a present minimum. The volume
reduction factor is stored as the variable

ICR, and it is easy to see that changing the

value of ICR will change the rate of decay
of the sound. Since ICR is calculated from
the input parameter DUR, the decay rate

can be modified at will each time the

subroutine is called. The value 10 in
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Dnsoner
by David Mullich

Inspired by the highly ac

aimed television series,

your Apple puts you in a

nightmare 1 984 world whose
rulers seek to break you
down by an extensive array

of brainwashing techniques,

while you are armed only

with your intelligence and
sense of individuality. Can
you escape to freedom or

will you remain forever THE
PRISONER?

Available at computer stores in finer villages everywhere. CA res. add 6% tx. Add $1.00 for shipping.

EDUWARE SERVICES, INC e 22222 Sherman Way, #102 e Canoga Park, CA91303
PH. # (213) 346-6783
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statement 10020 is the tone parameter,
and results in a pure tone output, so that
this subroutine will imitate a chime or
bell. Statement 10010 adds a brief burst of
white noise at the start of the loop. (It is

turned off at step 10025.) This enhances
the initial "strike" effect and is heard in

the sounds of many musical instruments.

Statement 10040 turns the sound off
altogether prior to returning to the calling
program. While this percussive sound
routine will run by itself, it can also be
used in the generation of more complex
sounds, as will be demonstrated.

2. Doorbell! See listing 2)

...Now, who could that be?...

The familiar "Dinnng, donnng" of the
doorbell is created by two sequential calls

to a modified percussive routine. Two
different pitches and two moderately long
decays are used. What could be simpler?

3. Ringing Telephone! See listing 3)

...Mildred, would you get that?...

The telephone bell is actually just repeat-
ed invocations of the percussive sound,
using a high pitch and a short decay. Notice
that the two sound registers are set at
slightly different pitches. This creates the
strident nature of this effect. The final

percussive call uses a longer decay time,
resulting in a fairly natural "lingering" sound.
The apparently meaningless statement at
line 10045 simply wastessome time between
"rings." You will see this same type of
delay in some of the other routines.

4. Alarm Bell!Seeing listing 4)

...Attention all hands! Secure for
hyperwarp...

This is another application of the per-
cussive effect, and is almost identical to
the telephone bell. The main differences
are that this effect uses a lower pitch and a
slower repetition rate. One subde modifica-
tion to the percussion routine in both of
these effects is the use of a larger value in
testing for the end of the decay (notice the
variable LM). This is another way to modify
the decay time and may be preferable for
fast action.

5. Explosion! Seeing listing 5)

...Hah! Got the little # @ • % !...

The explosion effect is also based on
the percussive generator, using "white"
(actually "pink") noise instead of a musical
tone. For more volume we use three sound
registers simultaneously, and to heighten
the realism each is given a slightly different
pitch. Finally, we use three different rates
of decay, the slowest for the lowest pitch.
This gives the "rolling" effect of a really
"big bang." Entering this subroutine with
DUR set to zero will give a pretty fair
imitation of a gunshot, since it's basically
the same kind of sound.

6. Siren #l-(See listing 6)

...Is he after me?...

This routine produces the rising and
falling wail characteristic of electro-

mechanical fire and police sirens. The inner
loop in this subroutine (steps 10020 to
10035) generates either an increasing or
decreasing pitch of constant amplitude.
Each execution of the outer loop (steps
10015 to 10045) reverses the start, stop,
and increment values. The delay is used
again at step 10030 to waste a little time so
that each execution of the loop takes about
a second.

7. Siren #2-( See listing 7)

...Quickly, Henri! The Gendarmes...
This alternate siren effect, which I tend

to think of as "European," is becoming
more common in this country as well, as
police and fire departments switch to purely
electronic noisemakers. It is one of the
simplest effects to create, requiring only
alternating high and low pitches at constant
volume. The wait loop is used again, at

step 10025.

8. Ticking Clock! See listing 8)

...You have ten seconds to guess the
correct answer...

Ifyou have been
programming without
sound, you will be
amazed at the

improvement to be
gained by its use
in games and
audio-visual

presentations.

The ticking of a clock (or bomb, heaven
forbid) can be nicely simulated by repeated
short bursts of white noise. Tone value
eight, at a high pitch, serves this purpose.
To get a tick-tock effect, two alternating
values are used for the pitch parameter.
9. Klaxon-! See listing 9)

...RED ALERT! RED ALERT! Enemy
sighted at...

Here, sound registers zero and one
operate at slightly different pitches to
generate a loud and strident blast, with
sound register two filling in a buzzing effect.

To add to the realism, one sound register
is used at the beginning and end to build
up to and decay from the main tone.
10. Whistle and Bomb-lSee listing 10)

...Hit the deck!...

For this effect, the percussive explosion
of example five is preceded by a convincing
anticipatory whistle. Steps 10010 through
10030 create the whistle, which decreases
in pitch while increasing in volume.

11. Steam Whistle-! See listing 1 1

)

...All aboarrrrrd! Next Stop Pottsville...

A small amount of white noise from
sound register zero in step 10025 adds a
realistic hiss to this whistle variation. As in

the Klaxon effect, there is a brief build-up

preceding the main sound, and a decay at

the end.

12. Sawing Wood! See listing 12)
...And now for something completely

different...

This final effect, unrelated to the others,
is an example of picking a sound at random
and trying to imitate it on the Atari. For
sawing wood, you need a buzzing sound...

Subroutine 10065. You need to make it

rise and fall in pitch as the blade
moves...subroutine 10030. For better
realism, you need two different pitches as
the blade is pushed forward on the cutting
stroke and then returned... statements 10015
and 10020.

It is hoped that these relatively simple
examples will provide the motivation for
Atari owners to get the most out of one of
the built-in features of their computers.
Other possible effects might include animal
imitations, automobile sounds, factory
noises, and on and on. ..the list of possibilities

is truly unbounded.

If you have been programming without
sound, you will be amazed at the improve-
ment to be gained by its use in games and
audio-visual presentations. Once you grow
accustomed to this added dimension, it is

certain that you will no longer be satisfied

with a dull, mute computer.
The secret to success of the small personal

computer lies in your creativity and imagina-

tion. Put them to work with Atari sound
and see what develops. You can't go
wrong! M j-j

LISTING It PERCUSSIVE SOUND GENERATOR

REM PERCUSSIVE SCUND GEN
REM ENTER V/2 PARAMETERS
REM NTE-PITCH, e-255
REM DUR-LNGTH OF EFFECT, 0-10
SOUND 1,5,8,6
VOL-lSi ICR«0.79»DUR/50
SOUND 0, NT E, 10, VOL
SOUND 1,0,0,0
V0L>V0L*ICR
IF V0L>l THEN 10020
SOUND 0,0,0,0t RETURN

1

10002
10004
10006
10010
10015
10020
10025
10030
10035
10040

10000
10002
10010
10015
10020
10025
10030
10035
10040
10045

LISTING 2t DOORBELL 1
REM DOORBELL
REM NO ENTRY PARAMETERS
NTE"l05l DUfi-7.5: GOSUB 10025
NTE-1321 DUR-8.51 GOSUB 10e25
SOUND 0,0,0,0i RETURN
V0L"ISl ICR>0.79«BUR/50
SOUND 0,NTE, 10,VOL
VOL- VOL* I CR
IF V0L>1 THEN 10030
RETURN
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Now NRI takesyou inside the

world's most popular microcomputer

totrain you at home as the

new breed of computer specialist!

NRI teams up with Radio Shack

to teach you how to use,

program and service

microcomputers. . .make you

the complete technician.

It's no longer enough to be just a

programmer or a technician. With micro-

computers moving into the fabric of our

liv«s (over200,000 of the TRS-80™ alone

have been sold), interdisciplinary skills

are demanded And NRI can prepare

you with the first course of its kind,

covering the complete world of the

microcomputer.

Learn At Home
in Your Spare Time

With NRI training, the program-

mer gains practical knowledge of hard-

ware, enabling him to design simpler, more

effective programs. And with advanced

programming skills, the technician can

test and debug systems quickly and easily.

Only NRI gives you both kinds of

training with the convenience of home

study. No classroom pressures, no night

school, no gasoline wasted You team at

your convenience, at your own pace. Yet

you're always backed bv the NRI staff and

your instructor, answering questions, giving

you guidance, and helping you over the

tough spots.

Explore the TRS-80
Inside and Out

NRI training is hands-on training,

with practical experiments and demon-

strations as the very foundation of your

knowledge. You don't just program your

computer, you introduce and correct faults

.watch how circuits interact. . . interface

with other systems. .. gain a real insight

into its nature.

You also build test instruments and

the NRI Discovery Lab,

performing over 60

separate experiments

in the process. You

learn how your

Send for Free Catalog. .

.

No Salesman will Call

Get all the details on this exciting

course in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. It

shows all equipment, lesson outlines, and

facts on other electronics courses such as

Complete Communications with CB, TV and

Audio, Digital Electronics, and more. Send

today, no salesman will ever bother you.

Keep up with the latest technology as you

team on the world's most popular computer.

If coupon has been used, write to NRI

Schools, 3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington,

DC. 20016.

trouble-shooting

tools work, and gain

greater understand-

ing of the informa-

tion they give you.

Both microcomputer

UUI McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

f7f7'« 3<tt9 Wisconsin Avenue

•J'tn Washington, DC. 20016

IL-Ji|ta NO SALESMAN WILL CALL ^
PI I Mease check for one free catalog only

17S-011

and equipment come |

Computer Electronics Including

Microcomputers

D TV/Audto/Wdeo Systems Servicing

D Complete Communications Electronics

with CB • FCC licenses • Aircraft,

Mobile. Marine Electronics

D CB Specialists Course

Training Includes TRS-80 computer, transistorized

volt-ohm meter, dlftital frequency counter,

and the NRI Discovery Lab with hundreds of tests

and experiments.

(TRS-80 is » trademark of the Radio Shack division of land) Corp

)

as part of your train-

ing for you to use

and keep.

Digital Electronics • Electronic

Technology • Basic Electronics

D Small Engine Kepair

D Electrical Appliance Servicing

D Automotiw Mechanics

D Auto Air Conditioning

D Air Conditioning. Refrigeration. &
Healing including Solar Technology

(PieaK Print)

On/ Stale Zip

Accredited by the AcaedllinK Commission of the National Home Stud) Council
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Atari, continued.

ieee£
10004
10010
1 00 IS
10020
10025
10030
10035
10040
10045
10050
10055
10060
10065
10070
10075
10080

LISTING 3« TELEPHONE bELL

REM TELEPHONE BELL
REM ONE ENTRY PARAMETER
REM TMS«» RINGS
FOR XX- 1 TO 35
IR-0.3t LM-2i GOSUE 10055
NEXT XX
IR-0.91 LM-li GOSUb 10055
SOUND 0*0,0,01 SOUNL 1,0,0,0
TMS-TMS-

I

IF TMS<I THEN RETURN
FOR WT-I TO 300t NEXT WT
GOTO 10010
VL-15
SOUND 0,40, 10, VL
SOUNL 1,42, 10, VL
VL-VL*IR
IF VL>LM THEN 10060
RETURN

LISTING 4t ALARM bELL

10000 REM ALARM fcELL
10002 REM ONE ENTRY PARAMETLh
10004 REM DUR-APPROX SECONCS RUN
10010 FOR TMS-1 TO DUR»I2
10015 VL-151 IR-e.Si LM-3» GOSUb I

10020 NEXT TMS
10025 VL-101 IR-0.95S LM-lt GOSUb
10030 SOUND 0,0,0,0t SOUND 1,0,0,0
10035 RETURN
10040 SOUND 0,53, I0,VL> SOUND 1,60
10045 VL-VL*IK
10050 IF VL>LM THEN 10040 ^
10060 RETURN

LISTING 5i EXPLOSION -W^S
10000 REM EXPLOSION
10002 REM ONE ENTRY PARAMETER
10004 REM DUR-LNGTH OF EFFECT, 0-10
10010 NTE-201 GOSUb 10025
10015 SOUND l,0,0,0i SOUND 2,0,0,0
10020 RETURN
10025 SOUND 2,75,8,15
10030 ICR-0.79+DUR/100
10035 Vl-151 V2-15I V3»I5
I0e40 SOUND 0,NTE,8,V1
10045 SOUND l,NTE*20,8,V2
10050 SOUND 2,NTE»50,8,V3
10055 VI-VUICR
10060 V2-V2»(ICR*0.05)
10065 V3-V3»<ICR*0.08>
10070 If V3>l THEN 10040
10075 SOUND 0,0,0,0i RETURN

10000
10002
10004
10006
10010
10015
10020
10025
10030
10035
10040
10045

10000
10002
10004
10010
10015
10020
10025
10030
I003S

.y\ 10040

\\) 10045
yV\i0050
"\\ ' 10055
.*^ 10060
\.^*V 10065

10070
10075

10000
10002
10004
10010
10015
10020
10025
10030
10035
10040
10045
10050

LISTING 6t AMERICAN SIREN

REM SIREN 1

REM ONE ENTRY PARAMETER
REM DUR-APPROX SECONDS RUN :",' m

LO-501 HI-351 STP--I \Q
FOR TIM" I TO DUR
FOR NTE-LO TO HI STEP STP
SOUND 0,NTE, 10, 14
FOR WT-1 TO 20t NEXT WT
NEXT NTE
XX-LO« LC-HIi HI-XX: STP--STP
NEXT TIM
SOUND 0,0,0,0t RETURN

LISTING 6t TICKING CLOCK
REM TICKING CLOCK
REM TWO ENTRY PARAMETERS
REM SIZ-KfST) TO 10<SLV>
REM DUR-APPROX SECONDS AT SIZ
TIC-SIZ*5i TOC-SIZ*10
FOR TIM- I TO DUR
SOUND 0,TIC,8, 12t GOSUb 10035
SOUND 0,TOC,8, I2t GOSUb 10035
NEXT TIM I RETURN
SOUND 0,0,0,0
FOr. WT-1 TO SIZ«34l NEXT WT
RETURN

LISTING 9 I KLAXON
REM KLAXON
REM ONE ENTRY PARAMETER
REM DUR-APPROX SECONDS RUN
FOR TIM" I TO DUR
FOR NT-1 TO 10
SOUND 0, 100-NT, 10, 10
NEXT NT
SOUND 0,90, 10, 14
SOUND 1,95,10,12
SOUND 2,20,2,4
FOR WT-I TC 2001 NEXT WT
SOUND 1,0,0,01 SOUND 2,0,0,0
FOR NT-1 TO 5
SOUND 0,90«NT, 10,8
NEXT NT I SOUND 0,0,0,0
FOR WT-I TO 1001 NEXT WT
NEXT TIMl RETURN

LISTING 101 WHISTLE AND EOMb

10000
10002
10004
10010
10015
10020
10025
10030
10035
10040
10045
1005
10055
10P6Z
10065
10070
10075
10080
10085
10090

LISTING 7l EUROPEAN SIREN

10000 REM SIREN 2
10002 REM ONE ENTRY PARAMETER
10004 PEM DUR-APPROX SECONDS RUN
10010 LO-5 71 HI-451 NT-HI
10015 FOR TIM-0 TO DUh*2
10020 SOUND 0,NT,I0, 14
10025 FOR WT-I TO 1801 NEXT WT
10030 NT-LOl LO-HIt HI-NT
10035 NEXT TIM
10040 SOUND 0,0,0,0t RETURN

REM WHISTLE * BOMB
REM ONE ENTRY PARAMETER
REM DUR-LNGTH OF EFFECT
VI-41 FOR NT- 3 TO 75
SOUND 0,NT, 10, VI
SOUND 1,NT*3, I0,V1»0.7
FOR WT-I TO DUR*3t NEXT WT
VI-VI»l.03i NEXT NT
SOUND 2,35,8,12
Vl-ISl V2-I5I V3-I5
NT-BUR* 5 t 1CR-0.79*DUR/I00
SOUND 0,NT, 8, VI
SOUND 1,NT*20,8,V2
SOUND 2,NT*50,8,V3
VI-V1*ICR
V2«V2»<ICR*0.05>
V3-V3*(ICR*0.06>
IF V3>l THEN 10050
SOUND 0,0,0,0t SOUND 1,0,0,0
SOUND 2,0,0,0i RETURN

LISTING lit STEAM WHISTLE

REM STEAM WHISTLE
REM ONE ENTRY PARAMETER
REM REM DUR-APPROX SECONDS RUN
FOR VL-2 TO 14
SOUND 1,56, 10,VLt SOUND 2,66, 10,VL
NEXT VL
SOUND 1,55, 10, 14t SOUND 0,5,8,3
FOR WT-I TO DUR»400| NEXT WT
SOUND 0,0,0,0
FOR VL-14 TO 1 STEP -2
SOUND l,55,10,VLl SOUND 2,67, I0,VL
NEXT VL
FOR WT-1 TO 25 t NEXT WT
SOUND 1,0,0,01 SOUND 2,0,0,0
RETURN

LISTING 12 t SAWING WOOD

REM SAWING WOOD
REM ONE ENTRY PARAMETER
REM DUR-APPROX SECONDS RUN
FOR TMS-1 TO DUR
ST-61 VL-I2i GOSUE 10030
ST-81 VL-St GOSUE 10030
NEXT TMSt RETURN
FOR NT- ST* 5 TO ST STEP -1
GOSUE 100651 NEXT NT
FOR NT-ST TO ST* 5
GOSUB 100651 NEXT NT
SOUND 0,0,0,01 SOUND 1,0,0,0
FOR WT-1 TO 251 NEXT WT
RETURN
SOUND 0,NT,2,VL
SOUND 1,NT,8,VL*0.7
WT-<WT/5)»5l RETURN
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PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

VersaWriter

High-Resolution

Color Graphics for

Apple II or Apple II Plus

We have used the VersaWriter to draw a

picture ot itself. Text may be added in any size

or direction.

The VersaWriter graphics tablet

lets you create multicolor graphics

and drawings with your Apple com-
puter. It compares in quality to

graphic bit pads and digitizers cost-

ing three times more money.
VersaWriter is a digitizer and soft-

ware package which presents a new
approach to hi-res graphics. It con-

sists of a mylar plotting board with a

clear plastic overlay. Attached to

this board is the drawing arm, which

has a magnifying lens with a cros-

shairs at its end. You simply place

any graph, picture or drawing (up to

SW x 11") under the plastic overlay

and "trace" it with the drawing arm.

As you trace the drawing appears on

the video screen.

The superior software of the

VeraWriter enables you to do much
more than just trace. Immediate
commands include: color choice,

brush size (the width of the drawing

line), fill figure with color, draw a

straight line between two points, use

a different scale for drawing (.25 to

4), edit, erase, smothing factor

(rounds off the rough edges as you

draw), store picture on disk, and

more.
One exceptional feature of the

VersaWriter is the Shape Table

function. You can take any picture,

or portion of a picture, and store it as

a shape table. Then the table can be

recalled from memory and placed on

any part of the screen. You can

change the size of the image, rotate

it, add to it, etc. By incorporating a

series of images into a single shape

table, commonly used symbols can

be easily inserted into a variety of

different programs. VersaWriter soft-

ware includes an Electronic Drawing

program which is a shape table of

common schematic symbols-this

program will give you a good idea of

what the shape table can do, as well

as let you easily produce electronic

or logic diagrams.
Other programs included in the

software are: the Textwriter, with

which text can be added to graphics

(UPPER & lower case, choice of

color, text size, direction of text,

starting point of text). Area/Dis-

tance-this program allows you to

calculate distances (or perimeters) by

establishing a measuring unit (of

your choice) and tracing the shape or

map route with the drawing arm.

Areas of figures are calculated in the

same way-this includes irregular and

open figures. A very simple calibra-

tion program is also on this software

disk.

A second software disk contains

VersaWriter demonstration pro-

grams. For more advanced use of

high-res graphics, there is a skeleton

program which contains the guts of

the VersaWriter. The VersaWriter is a

sturdy peripheral device which plugs

into the game paddles I/O port-the

VersaWriter does not use up a card

slot in the Apple computer. Also, the

VersaWriter is not subject to the

grounding problems and strong mag-
netic field problems of other, more
expensive, hi-res graphic devices.

VersaWriter requires an Apple II with

Applesoft In ROM (or an Apple II

Plus), Disk, and a least 32K of

memory.

VersaWriter comes complete with

8V2" x 11" drawing surface, plastic

overlay and two disks of software.

Price $252.00 postpaid in continental

USA. VersaWriter has a 90-day
warranty on parts and labor.

Credit card customers include card

number and expiration date of your

Visa, Mastercard or American Ex-

press card. No C.O.D.'s. Bankcard

customers may order toll-free to:

800-631-8112
(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
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GRCH

1

2
3
4

5
A
7

8
9
10
11

14
IS
16
17
18
19

22
23
24
25

30
31
32
33

38
39

42
43
44

47
48
49

52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66

90
92
94
96
98

The Many Faces

of Elementary Computer Graphics
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

12 PRINT
13 PRINT

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

20 PRINT
21 PRINT

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

26 PRINT
27 PRINT
28 PRINT
29 PRINT

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

34 PRINT
35 PRINT
36 PRINT

PRINT
PRINT

40 PRINT
41 PRINT

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

45 PRINT
46 PRINT

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

50 PRINT
51 PRINT

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

68 PRINT
70 PRINT
72 PRINT
74 PRINT
76 PRINT
78 PRINT
80 PRINT
82 PRINT
84 PRINT
86 PRINT
88 PRINT

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

ARXGROU OUCHMARXGR"
CHOMARXGROUCHOM UCHOMARXGROUCHOHA

HARXGROUCHOMARXGROU NARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCH *

HARXGROUCHOMARXGROUC ARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOHARX
GROUCHONARXGROUCHOMARX OUCHOMARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOMA

'

HOMARXGROUCHOMARXGRO OMARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOMARXGROU "

GROUCHOMARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOHARX"
CHO XGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOHARXGRO*

ROUCHOMARXGROUCHOM
OLHARXGROUCHOMARX

'

RXGROUCHOMARXGROUC
XGROUCHOHARXGRO
UCHOHARXGRO
* ARXGROUCH
1 XGROUCHO
' OUCHOM

OHA

HOHAR
HOMARXGROUCH

' OHARXGROUCHMAARX
" XGROUCHOMARXGROUC
• HO
•RXG
•U
•A
RO"
•0

•ON*
•HA
OU

• AR
UCH

OUCHO
HARXG UC
GROUCHOHA

C HAR

ARXGROUCH
GROUCHOHARXG

UCHOHARXGROUCHOM
HARXGROUCHOMARXGROU
ROUCHOHARXGROUCHOMA

ARXGR UCHOHARXG
RO ARXGROU

HO GROUCHOHARX
X H C

RXGROUCHOMARXGROU

"

ROUCHOHARXGROUCHO

'

CHOMARXGROUCHOHAR *

XGROUCHOHARXGROUCH'
CHOHARXGROUCHOHARX

'

ARXGROUCHOHARXGROU

'

OUCHOHARXGROUCHOMA
HARXGROUCHOHARXGRO

'

OUCHOMARXGROUCHOM '

ARXGROUCHOHARXG'
UCHOHARXGROUCH ARXG*
ARXGROUCHOMAR HON'
UCHOHARXGRO OH *

*

Lynn Schwandt

ARX HOM RXGROUCHO XGROU

RX
U

HA
GR

XGROUCH
X
C
RX
CH
XG

R
UC
RXG

HOH

ROU
HO

RX
OU

ROUCHO
CHOHARX

GROUC

ROUCHOM

G
CHOMAR

OUC ARXGROUC
OMARXGROUCHOMARX

HO
X
C
RX

UCHOMARXG"
MARXGROUC

GR
OH
RO
HA

HOH'

CH*

•OU*

XGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCH

CHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARX

RXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUC

UCHOMARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHA

RXGROUCHOHA ROUCHOHARXGR

CHOH
R

GR
OH

RO

OUCHOH R

OU

ARXGROUCHOMA
HOMARXGR*

M RXGROUCH'
ROUCHOMARXG"
OHARXGRO H"

ARXGROUCHO
HOHARX
XGROUCH
CHOH X

H AR

XG"
H"
XG"

OM

MARXGR

C

RXGR

X RO

CHO

XG

XGROUC GR OH

OUCHOH CH
XGRO AR

H HOM
M RO
ROUCHOM
M

GR
CH

AR
RO

HO
ARX

GRO
H
X

CH
XG
H
X

RO
HA

OH •»

M"
OR*
H"

RX"
OU"
M*

GR"
CH"
R"

OU"
M"

RXGR"
RXGROU"

ROU"
HO"

RX"
OU"

OM"
0"

100 END

GROUCHOMARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOMARXGR"
HOMARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHO"
XGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXG"
CHOMARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCH"
RXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHOMARX"

LEN
02391 WORDS 10 RECORDS. 00518 RECORDS USED OF 00550 PERMITTED.

Lynn Schwandt. University ol Northern Iowa. Cedar
Falls. IA 506U.
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FOR L-l TO 6«

^^oruCHO^RxoROOCHOHARXOROUCHOHARXOROUCHO^XOROUCHOHARXGROOCHOriARXGROUCHO^RXBROUCH.

l«ci»73]-g«ci+R»73+rd There isanabi

GR02

1 DIH S»C71J,0«r.833,L«C733
2 S«»*
3 FOR L-l TO 64
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

READ B
READ E
IF E-0 THEN 14
L»CBfE3-S*CBfED
IF L«49 THEN 7
L«C7»133-'GROUCHO'
GOTO 7
PRINT L«C1.B-13

t^lUo',:^:';!^:^!, 10,16.27.40.46.65.0,1.5,18.25.42

i' :,.„, .... 18 . 24, 44, 46, 65, 0,18, 24, 44, 47, 65, 0,1, 1,4. 9, 15, 26, 32

32 42 48 64 o!^9:i5:i6,19,25.28,32,40,49.64.65.70.0.2.8,18,24"
,f 'I, 49. A3 , 63, 6 7, 68, 72, 0,2. 7, 9, 10, 14, 16, 18, 24, 26, 30, 32, 40, 42

63,70.72,0.1,22.29,37,40,43.46.51.54.69,72,0.1.20.27,36.39 44

47.69.71.0.1.23.28.35,38,45,48.68,71,0,1,26,28,35,37,38,42,68
70.0.1.35,37,40,43,67,70,0,1,35,43,66,69,0,1,36,38,65,68,0"»»"££" 1.34. 37,64,67.0.1. 33.36,64,66.0,1, 32.35,63.66,0

51,34.63.65.0.1.29.33.60.65.0.1.27.3 .55.62,0. .27.29.53.57 O

1, 27, 29. 52. 55. 0,1, 27, 30. 51, 54. 0,1, 28, 31.
50. 53, 0,1, 29, 31, 49.5...0

1,29,31,49,51,0,1,25,61,0,1,25,61.0,1,25.61.0,1,25,61.0,1,25,61,0

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
END

LEN
01975 UORDS - 08 RECORDS. 00518 RECORDS USED OF 00550 PERMITTED.

There is an abundance of programs that

will produce computer pictures on the

hard-copy terminal. Students at all levels

of ability and accomplishment find some

degree of fascination in obtaining copies

of these programs so that they can demon-

strate to less knowledgeable persons the

power of the computer. Students at the

Price Laboratory School are no different

and computer produced "art work" is

generated by nearly every student at one

time or another.

One of the advantages of computer art

is that computer novices often are drawn

to their first computer experiences this

way. Then, as the novelty wears off. they

often develop a desire to learn about pro-

gramming.

When students were informed that

computer art would have to use less disk-

space, they were faced with the option of

producing more efficient programs or losing

some of their favorite art programs. Lee

Potter, a high-school senior in one semester

programming course, accepted the chal-

lenge as a special project.

The programs demonstrate two

step solution generated by Lee. GRCH,
the first program, was the starting point.

A one-hour LP record of eight synthesizers may

change your views about computer music forever

Binary Beatles
by David Ahl

Computer music. Who needs it? It's mostly

boring beep, beep, beeps or wildly modern

stuff. It's certainly nothing you'd want to

listen to more than once. That's what I thought

about computer music and most of my friends

agreed.
In 1978 1 entered Yankee Doodle Dandy

into my Software Technology system just

to be different. Dick Moberg heard of it and

asked me to perform in the Philadelphia

Computer Music Festival. I agreed expecting

to be the only one with something out of

the ordinary. I was wrong.

Computer Accompanist

Nine individuals and groups performed

in the festival. There were the usual Bach

pieces but even they were different. Gooitzen

van der Wal performed the last movement

of the 2nd Bach Suite in a unique way. He

played the flute solo while using the computer

as accompaniment.
Then Dorothy Siegel did the same thing,

playing the clarinet solo part of Wanhal s

Sonata in b flat. The audience went wild.

Hal Chamberlin played Bach s Tocatta

and Fugue in d minor. But also with a differ-

ence He used a large computer before

hand to "compute'' the waveform of every

instrument playing every note. It took one

hour of computation time for each two min-

utes of playback time. The result could hardly

be distinguished from the organ in the

Hapsburg Cathedral.

Don Schertz had a home brewed synthe-

sizer truly mounted on a breadboard that

allowed him to control 25 parameters of

each note. It produced spectacular sounds

in his arrangement of Red Wing.

Singing Computer

In 1962. D.H. Van Lenten at Bell Labora-

tories produced the first talking computer.

Bell engineers taught it to recite the soliloquy

from Hamlet. Then they went one step further

and taught it to sing Daisy both alone and

accompanied by another computer. This

was also performed at the festival.

Yes. the Beatles were represented. Andrew

Molda played Hey Jude on his COSMAC
VIP system with a program called PIN-8

(Play it Now).

Superb Quality Recording

All these pieces and twelve others were

recorded with broadcast quality equipment.

Because of audience noise, eight were re-

recorded later in a studio. We then took

these tapes to Tru-Tone, a top recording

studio and cut a lacquer master. It was a

long session since the recording engineers

insisted upon analyzing the sound from every

source and setting up the equilization curves

accordingly It took over 1 2 hours to produce

a one-hour lacquer master.

Finished recordings were then pressed

on top-quality vinyl and inserted into liners

and record jackets. These were then shrink

wrapped in plastic for maximum protection.

We guaranteee that every LP record is free

from defects or we will replace it free of

charge
The extensive descriptions of each of the

eight synthesizers and the festival would

not all fit on the jacket so we've included an

extra sheet with each record. This entire

package is mailed in a protective corrugated

package to insure that it reaches you in

mint condition. The cost is a modest $6.00

postpaid in the U.S. and $7 00 foreign. Send

order with payment or Visa. MasterCard or

American Express number to Creative Com-

puting. Morris Plains. NJ 07950.

This LP record contains one hour of eight

computer music synthesizers that you II listen

to over and over again. Send in your order

today at no risk whatsoever.

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Faces, continued.

GRCH is just a series of PRINT statements
and consumes ten records of storage on
the HP-2000. Programs of this type to
produce ten different pictures would require
one hundred records of disk storage. The
problem was complicated by the desire to
use the letters "GROUCHOMARX-
GROUCHOMAR...- repeatedly to "sketch"
the picture.

A big disadvantage is that the usual
computer program for a picture consists
of a number of print statements. This type
of program requires little imagination,
almost no programming skill and consumes
a large amount of storage. Storage require-
ments are a particular problem when the
shared-time system disk space is already
utilized at 95% of capacity, and funds are
unavailable for additional disk space.

The first partial solution, GR02, involved
using a character string of the repeated
characters. G$="GROUCHOMARX-
GROUCHOMARX...-.A second character
string S$ was loaded with all blanks. A
third character string, L$, was built for
each line to be printed. This was done by
loading L$ with characters from GS and
then reading data to obtain the starting
and ending points of the blanks that were
required. The names G$, S$, LS were chosen
to represent GROUCH. SKIP and LINE
respectively.

To provide variety, a random starting
point was chosen in G$ before filling LS.
Then beginning and ending coordinates
for each blank space are read one pair at a
time from the data. If the ending coordinate
is zero, the final blanks are loaded into LS
and the line is printed. Otherwise another
pair of coordinates is read and the blanks
substituted in LS until the ending coordinate
is zero.

This first step was adecidedimprovement.
GR02 uses only eight records of storage
as opposed to ten for GRCH. Lee was
disappointed though. He had thought that
the savings would be greater. The desire
for a still more efficient storage approach
led to the program GR03 which uses

Buzzy Hal Gerhardt

CHOHARX RXGROUCHOH
RXGROUCHOHARXGR ARXGROUCHOHARXGRO

ROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHA R0UCHOMARXGR0UCHOMARX
CHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGR HOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOH

XGROUCHOMARXGR0UCH0MAR ROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOH
OHARXGRUUCHOHARXGROU HARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUC

ARXGROUCHOHARXGROU
RXGROUCHOHARXG
ARXGROUCHOM
OUCHOHARX
ROUCHOHA
XGROUC
cm

CHOHA
XGROUCHOHARX

CHOMARXGROUCHOMA
UCHOHARXGROUCHOHA

XGROUCHOHARXGROUCH0HARXGR0UCHOHAR
UCH RXGROUCHOMARXGROUCHCMARXGR

OHARXGROUCHOHARXGR

RX
GRO
M
N
H
UC
AR
MA
RXG

OHARX
RXGRO HO

CHOHARXGR
U OHA R

GRO ARX
G HO

R
OH

OH
OUCHOHA

R
U
HA
UC
OH

ARXGROUCH
XGROUCHOHARX

ARXGROUCHOHARXGR
HOHARXGROUCHOHARXGR
HOHARXGROUCHOHARXGR

ROUCH HARXGROUC
UC XGROUCH

RX HOHARXGROUC
R C U
H U R
H O ARX
RX GR
ARX AR

GRO AR
CHOHARX

XGROUCHOHARXGROUCH
GROUCHOHARXGROUCH
RXGROUCHOHARXGROU
OUCHOHARXGROUCHOH
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HARXGROUCHOHARXGRO
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HOHARXGROUCHOHARXG
OHARXGROUCHOHARXG
ROUCHOHARXGROUC
HOHARXGROUCHOH XGRO
ROUCHOHARXGRO RXG
OUCHOHARXGR HO GR
ROUCHOHAR OUCHO RX
GROUCHO XGROUCHOH

HARXGR OHARX OUCHOHARX
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OUCHOH
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OUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHA
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OUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHA
HOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARX
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OH
G

HARXGR U
OH R U

HOHARX CHOH
RX CH RO

HO OU
OH HO

HOH

HARXGROUCHOH
A GROUCHOH
X ROUCHOHA
UCHOHARXGRO
HOHARXGR C

OHARXGROUC
CHOHAR
OHARXGR
HARX

H R
R RO
R UC
ROU
HO

AR
C

GROUCHO

C RX
HARXGRO
C

XG
CH

HO
XG

HA
OUC

UCH
H
X
OU
UC

on
ARX
o
X

RO
C

AR
H

OH

UC
HO

GR

RO
U

AR

GROU
RXGROU

RXG
OU

CH
UC

GR
C o

HARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHA
UCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUC
GROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGR
HOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHOHARXGROUCHO

BUZZ..CLICK...NICE MEETING
YOU...LOVELY DAY ISN'T IT?
ARE YOU NEW IN THE AREA?
WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

MINE IS BUZZY...YOU WORK HERE?
YOU DON T TALK MUCH, DO YOU ?
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
DISK DRIVES $314

40 track. 102K Bytes. Includes power sup-

ply and TRS-80* compatible silver

enclosure. Ready to plug-in and run the

moment you receive it. Can be intermixed

with each other and Radio Shack drive on

same cable. 90 day warranty. One year on

power supply. Available for 220 Vac

(50 Hz) operation. External card edge

included.

SVfc* 40 Track (102K Bytes) for Model I $314
5% ". 80 Track (204K Bytes) for Model I $429

8" Drive for Model II (V* Meg Bytes) $795

5V4", 40 Track (102K Bytes) add-on drive $394

Dual 5 v4 " add-on drive system

16K MEMORY UPGRADE KITS 2for $65 $3
200 ns for TRS-80

-
. Apple II. (specify): Jumpers $2.50

PRINTERS

FOR TRS-80*
CCI 100

CCI-280
CCI800
For Zenith Z89

CCI- 189

Z-87 UUOUK au« ~. .-••- -,

DISKETTES - Box of I0(5v.")-with plastic library case

Maxell $30 BASF or Verbatim

8 " double density for Model II (box of 10)

CLEAR PLASTIC CASE - Holds 50 diskettes

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
PATCHPAK #4 by Percom Data

CP/M- for Model I. Zenith $145 • for Model II. Altos

$24
$36

$19

40track

$ 8.95

$169.00

$ 79.00
$135.00

ACS 8000-2

NEWDOS Plus

NEWDOS80

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
ALTOS 64K, DD, SS, 2-Drive, 1MB
APPLE 16K

TRS-80* Model II-64K

TRS-80* Modal III - 16K

TRS-80* Expansion Interface

ZENITH Z89, 48K all-in-one computer

ZENITH Z19
TELEVIDEO 920C
ATARI 400 $489

APF Game Only $ 95

MATTEL INTELLIVISION

MONITORS
LEEDEX 12 " B &W Video 100

13" Color
9-B&WVM4509
12" B&W DM5012
12 "Green Screen DM5112
13" Color DMC6013
9-B&WTVM-10

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LIVERMORE STAR MODEM 2-year guarantee

CAT MODEM Works same as Radio Shack Telephone Interface II

D-CAT HARD WIRED DIRECT MODEM

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
CCITELNET VERSION 5: A communication package which

enables microcomputer users to communicate both with large

mainframes and other microcomputers. Completely CP/M compati-^

ble. Multiple communication protocols supported. $149

INTELLIGENT TERMINAL SYSTEM ST-80 III: Enables a TRS-80* to

act as a dial-up terminal on any time sharing network.

ZENITH
SANYO
SANYO
SANYO
SANYO
APF

$3395
$969
$3499
$899
$249
$2440
$735
$748

ATARI 800 $747

Complete System $489
$229

$129
$379
$155
$210
$215
$375
$139

NEC Spinwriter

Letter Quality High Speed Printer

Includes TRS-80* interface software, quick

change print fonts. 55 cps. bidirectional,

high resolution plotting, graphing, propor-

_ tional spacing: R.O. $2395

R.O. with Tractor Feed $2575 KSR with Tractor Feed $2950

C.ITOH Starwriter, 25 CPS, daisy wheel printer $1895

C ITOH Starwriter II, 45 CPS. daisy wheel printer $2195

Letter quality printers. Use up to 15" paper. 1 year warranty on

parts. 3 months on labor. Proportional spacing and bidirectional

printing. Same as VISTA V300.

779 CENTRONICS TRACTOR FEED PRINTER

Same as Radio Shack line printer I

737 CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER

n x 9 proportional and 7x8 mono spacing.

Same as Radio Shack line printer IV

730 CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER

7x7 matrix Same as Radio Shack line printer II

P1 CENTRONICS PRINTER Same as Radio Shack quick printer

PAPER TIGER (IP445)

(IP440) Includes 2K buffer and graphics option

(IP460) Bidirectional, 160 cps, graphics and 2K buffer

TI-810 Faster than Radio Shack line printer III. Parallel and

serial w/TRS-80* interface software w/u + I case S paper tray

Compressed print, vertical form control

OKIDATA Microline 80 Friction and pin feed

Tractor Feed, friction, and pin feed

Microline 82 Bidirectional, friction and pin feed

Microline 83 Bidirectional. 120 cps, uses up to 15
" paper

EATON LRC 7000 + 64 columns, plain paper

ANADEX DP-9500/01 $1350 DP-8000

$969

$795

$595

$269
$699
$879
$1075

$1589
$1865
$545
$645
$745
$1050
$289
$795

ACCESSORIES
HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE: Cleans drive Read/Write head in 30

seconds. Specify 5-/4 "or 8". $20 ea/$45 for 3

FLOPPY SAVER: Protection for center holes of 5V4* floppy disks.

Installation tools and rings for 25 diskettes. $ 11-95

Re-orders of rings only $ 6.95

EXTERNAL DATA SEPARATOR: Eliminates data separation prob-

lems (crc). Improves reliability. This plug in unit comes fully

assembled and tested. * 2?
9=

Z-80 SOFTCARD: Your key to software expansion. The plug-in Z-BU

Softcard transforms your Apple into a Z-80 while keeping all the

benefits of the 6502. Comes with CP/M in two disk format. M BASIC

$145
S148
$189

and GBASIC. full documentation and utility programs

RF MODULATOR: Adapts video to TV

TRS-80 & OTHER MYSTERIES Blaonu
NEC SPINWRITER THIMBLE $1195 RIBBON

CCS CARDS: Parallel or serial printer interface cards

RS232: For Radio Shack Interface.

TRS232- Teletype current loop output from cassette port $

DISK-DRIVE EXTENDER CABLES: Fits all mini-disk drives.

SIX (6) PRONG ISOLATOR: ISO 2 »

AC FILTER/6 PRONG POWER STRIP

DISK DRIVE CABLES: 2 drive $29.00 4 drive $

DUST COVERS: TRS-80/Apple *

PLASTIC DISKETTE HOLDER: For ring binder, holds 20 $

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or company checks

require two to three weeks to clear.

$339

$ 35.00

$ 18.95

$ 6.00

$115.00
84.00

49.00

16.95

54.00

39.00

35.00

7.95

8.00

DEALER (NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL) INQUIRIES INVITED Send for FREE Catalogue

The CPU SHOP
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522

TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

5 Dexter Row. Dept CCOIM
Charlestown. Massachusetts 02129

Hours 10AM-6PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat.

JANUARY 1981

till 5)

Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax

TRS-80 is a Tandy Corporation Trademark

Digital Research

naster charge VISA
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Faces, continued...

"packed" data to store the information
about where the spaces should be.

Note that the data of line 16 in GR02
contains 1,19,27,35,46 and for data for
the first ouput line. GR02 uses these six
data items to generate and print the first
line. Observe the data line 37 in GR03
contains 192735., 460000 GR03 uses
these two data items to generate and print
the same first line of the picture. The
major difference being that GR03 contains
a section of program statements that
"unpack" the data items and generate the
appropriate blank spaces in the line to be
printed.

While GR03 requires only few records
of storage, there is probably a more efficient

The purpose was not to
develop the best
approach, but to
develop a better
program than the
previous one.

approach than the one illustrated in GR03.
The purpose was not to develop the best
approach, but to develop a better program
than the previous one and still have results
which are understandable by average high
school students. The reader is invited to
generate and share other approaches which
are more efficient but yet understand-
able. ^~—n

0R03

1 DIM S»C71],G«C83JrL»C73JfAC20J
2 S»»"
3 FOR L»l TO 65
4 R-INT(RND<0>*10>R»INT(RND<0)»10>

L^^^MU+R^R? "*™ ™"^
X-l
READ N
IF N-0 THEN 22
IF N<0 THEN 24
IF X»l THEN 13
AC13-1
0-10000
FOR U-l TO 3
X-X+l
ACXJ-INT<N/D>
IF ACXJ-0 THEN 27
N-N-INT(N/D)»D
D-D/100
NEXT U
GOTO 8
ACX+13-0
GOTO 27
X-0
N—

N

GOTO 13
FOR 1-1 TO X STEP 2
B-ACI3
E-ACI +U
IF E-0 THEN 35
L«CB.E3-S»CB,E]
IF L#49 THEN 34
L»C7»13J- , GR0UCH0'
NEXT I

PRINT L«C1,BD
NEXT L

DA^A 550000::i2224?5;0^

n^r*
"6568. .700000. ,83848. ,515762. ,636569. ,720000. ,83849. ,525961

SSta 505§52''5^?-'^?;' 525961 -' 626571 -' 720 <> :: 8374L

END

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
LEN
0O990 UORDS 04 RECORDS. 00518 RECORDS USED OF 00550 PERMITTED.
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MODEL II

26-4002

64K 1 Drive

$3440.00

26-4160 1 Drive EXP . $1035.00

26-4161 2 Drive EXP . . 1575.00

26-4162 3 Drive EXP .2115.00

26-4501 Gen. Ledger . . . 180.00

26-4502 Inventory 1 80.00

26-4503 Poyroll 360.00

26-4554 Acct. Rec 1 80.00

26-4701 Fortran 270.00

26-1 157A Daisy Wheel . 2495.00

26-1158 Deity Wheel II 1799.00

$ DISCOUNT $

TRS-80.®,.,

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS
26-1 1 55 Quick Printer II $187 00
26-1145 RS-232 Board 84.00
26- 1 1 40 "O" K Interface 249.00
261141 "16" K Interface 359.00
26-1142 32' K Interfoce 469.00
26-1 160 Mini Disk - Drive 419.00
26-1 161 Mini Disk - Additional 419.00
261 154 Lineprinter II 699.00
26-1 156 Lineprinter III 1799.00
26-1 159 Lineprinter IV 859 00
26-1166 Line Printer VI ..... .080.00
26 1563 Scripsit Disk 79.00

26-1566 Visicalc 83.00
26-1562 Profile 72.00

NOTE: Coll for availability of VIDEO TEX. Model III, Color,

and other new products.

MODEL III

26-1061 4K I $630.00
26-1062 16K III 888.00
26-1063 32K III

2-Drives, RS232 2225.00

COLOR

tiX&XXXXXfr*

ALL OTHER R.S. SOFTWARE
FURNITURE, STANDS. CABLES

AND ACCESSORIES AT
DISCOUNT FROM
CATALOG PRICE.

26-3001 4K $360.00
26-3002 16K 540.00
26-3010 Color Video 360.00
26-1206 Recorder 54.00
26-3008 Joystick! 22.50

CErrrnomcs
Fast 100 CPS Centronics

730 Printer $659.00

Text Quality Centronics

737 Printer $819.00

Novation Cat Modem. .$149.00
CCA Data Management
System 72.00
Adventure Games
Games 1-9 each 14.00

Pocket Computer

Acorn
Software
Products, Inc.

I
Model II Cobol Compiler

$360.00
Cobol Run Time Package

$36.00

ODD
naaao

Cl3 G3CDCD CD CD CDC223naano
26-3501 1.9K PC $225.00

26-3503 Cassette l/F 45.00
14-812 Recorder 72.00

GAMES:
Alien Invasion $9.00

Stock Market 9.00

Star Trek 9.00

Block 'Em 9.00

Ting-Tong 9.00

UTILITIES:

System Savers 14.00

EDUCATION:
Language Teacher 18.00

FREE: COMPUTER CATALOG
UPON REQUEST

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry

M.CRQ MANAGEMENT SVSTEMS, INC.
No Taxes on Out Of

State Shipments

Immediate Shipment

From Stock on Most Items

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
115CSECONDAVE. S.W.
CAIRO, GEORGIA31728

(912) 377-7120 Go. Phone No.

T«s 10 It r.gln.r.d trademark ot Ih. I.n.y Cera.

R.S. 90 Day Limited Warranty
F-48 Form Provided

Largest Inventory

In theS.E. U.S.A.
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Hexagons and Ellipses the Easy Way

Gordon Speer

Here is proof, twice over, that graphics programs can be

short, simple, and elegant Listing #1 produces ellipses withany

chosen major axis and any minor axis that has a value less than

seven. The second listing (both programs are by Gordon Speer)

produces a series of hexagons, each one larger than the last.

Using the same approach, readers might wish to try producing

other figures that can be printed in this manner. — DL

LISTING 1

10 DIN fl(2>

20 INPUT H(1) > rl(2>

30 LET A • 23 * (11(2) " 2)

40 LET I 3 • (H(1>)

30 FOR T « B TO -B STEP -1

60 LET X » INT (SQR UBS (A - <A * Y * 2) / B * 2 >>>

70 PRINT TAB (33 - X> "•" ; TAI (33 t X) "•"

80 NEXT T

90 ENt

* »
» * »

* * *

*

*
»

*

«

*

LISTING 2

10 REMARKABLE : HEXA60NS BT SPEER — BENZENE RINGS ALA KEKULE

SO FOR S > 1 TO 10

40 PRINT TAB (34 - S>"» •;

70 FOR N «1 TO S

80 PRINT "- '

i

10 NEXT N

100 PRINT •"
103 LET S

110 FOR N • 1 TO S

120 PRINT TAB (33 - 0) M/" ; TAB (37 + 8) "\ M

130 LET Q « Q 1

133 NEXT N

140 PRINT TAB (33 - 2 * S) "•"
; TAB (37 2 « S) "•"

145 LET > 2 * S - 1

150 FOR N - 1 TO S

160 PRINT TAB (33 - 0) "V ; TAB (37 Q) "/"

145 LET Q * Q - 1

170 NEXT N 1 »

1f0 PRINT TAB (34 - S) "*•; /

200 FOR M = 1 TO S /

210 PRINT "-
1

/

215 NEXT N /

220 PRINT "•"

230 PRINT
/ \ \

240 PRINT 1 \ \

2S0 NEXT S 1 \ \

9»? END 1 \ \

* »

* » *
* *

» *

* *

*

Gordon Speer. Sterlinu Hixh School. Sterlinx. IL

61081.
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CALL TOLL FREE/^HFPPnfiRAM STORE 80oV^38

-4^=^

WARRIOR

From Automated Simulations

A sequel to the famous "Temple of Apshai

HELLFIRE WARRIOR is expanded to include

more command options, more PJ"
ions

-
m
°^

e

magical items and "»re special effe='•'""£
ition to an innkeeper. HELLFIRE WARR>OR

has an armorer, apothecary and magic shop.

WARNING: not for beginning Dunjonquest

olavers' If you are new to these fascinating

3£T.:. star/ out with "Temple of Apshal".

"Morloc's Tower" or "Datestones of Ryn .

Tape Disk
$21.95 529.95

521.95 529.95
511.95 519.95

511.95 519.95

HELLFIRE WARRIOR
TEMPLE OF APSHAI
MORLOC'S TOWER
DATESTONES OF RYN

By Bill Hague from Big Five

"The rage of the arcade," is now available for

TRi 80! Exciting sound effect, add to the

Ictfon a, the invader, swoop down to destroy

tour base. Even while you have your hands

full battling the aliens, you have;£ «•««* "£
for the Flagship! Super graphics, super

action, super fun!

Level I or II. tape. .
.$11.95

DUEL
«N»

DROIDS

Protected Tape.
Protected Disk.

.511.95
.S20.9S

Level II 16K

unless otherwise
noted

WARGAMES
From Computer Simulation,

For the serious war gamer, these three World

War II strategic simulation, offer incredible

historical accuracy. Take command of the

U.S. and Allied armies, try various ap

proaches to specific WWII battles. Would you

have faired better than the actual result or

Each war game displays a combat map. with

notation of the topography, towns, enemy pos

itions and type. You move your units, manage

your supplies, and carry on the fighting day-

by day. For real challenge, choose from

these three games. Available on tape.

BATTLE OF THE BULGE: St. Vith. . . . 511. 95

BATTLE OF THE BULGE: Bastogne. . . 519. 95

D DAY: The Invasion of France 519.95

Unbelievable Re.ltiro* 3-D Graphics!

FLIGHT SIMULATION

Bv Leo Christopherson from Acorn

Your 'droid has already learned NIM. so now

it's time to teach it how to wield a laser sword!

Leo Christopherson. author of "Android

NIM " "Dancing Demon" and other animations,

has developed a new type of animation and

high quality sound in his latest work.

Your 'droid starts out as a lowly clown. You

teach it how to use a laser sword by cont

rolling its movement,. After training it to be a

"Grand Master." you enter the tournament a

gainst the program's skilled 'droid! Entertain

ment for all ages.

From Sub Logic

The wait i, over! If 3 D graphics seem impos

sible on the low resolution TRS 80. you hav

en't seen thi, brilliant program. During

FLICHT SIMULATION, you instantly select

instrument flight, radar, or a breathtaking

pilot', eye view. But be sure to strap your

self in you're liable to get dizzy!

Once you put in some air time learning to fly

your TRS 80. head for enemy territory and

try to bomb the fuel depot and airstrip while

fighting off five enemy warplanes. Cood

Luck!

Level I or II Tape. . .525.00

INVADERS^
spACE

By Carl Miller from Acorn

A new and faster machine language approach

to this classic (and addictive! space game. As

you play, the aliens are dropping bombs,

moving from side to side, and trying to over

run your bases. You try to by shooting at

them and your score grows larger with each

hit But, just a, you think you've got the

invaders under control, they speed up their

action.

INVADERS FROM SPACE offers variable game

speed, enemy bomb frequency and accuracy,

number of shots on screen and number of

your base,. Move your base and simultan

eously fire at the invaders which you can

not do in most other similar game,. Full sound

effects, incredible speed and action!

Protected Tape... $11. 95

Protected Disk. . .$20. 95

ELECTRONIC ..»-—.
BASKETBALL HANDICAPPER

By Sothen. Laurence t Gavenda from Acorn

Basketball i, the first of the Electronic Hand,

.apper Series from Acorn. It will introduce

you to the benefits of predicting the winners

of this season's basketball games. This two

tape package give, you power rating, to get

you started, then you keep the the data tape

informed of game ,core, as they are played.

The program will calculate a pro|ectedI™™/
and poirTt spread, bawd on available data

Last season Handicapper was able to predict

85% of the winner,, with 61% point spread

accuracy. Requires only 16K.

On Tape... $99. 00

C^Z80ZAP^
From Org Tex
New machine language disk access /mod

ification program. With Z80ZAP. you will be

"..Read. Display and Modify disk sectors

Remove Passwords from any disk file

'

"zero Out any disk sector . . .Recover killed

or lost disk files ...Compare disk sectors,

byte by byte ...Find any designated byte in

a disk sector . . .Apply patches, fixe,, etc.

Z80ZAP automatically calculate, the Hash

Index Code for any file and tell, you exactly

how to use it when recovering killed files.

The flashing cursor acts as a pointer to the

byte on which you are working plus its ASCII

equivalent, making direct disk editing con

siderably easier. Designed to outperform

SUPERZAP in speed and capabilities. Z80ZAP

is a "must" for disk drive owners.

On Disk $29.95

BOSS
By V. Hester from Soft Sector

This utility is the perfect tool for creating

and debugging Basic programs. It allows

single stepping through the Basic program,

setting up to five breakpoint, within the pro

gram and tracing of program logic using only

a small portion of the display screen. With

BOSS, you can review selected variables

during program execution and return to the

program with the display restored. Allow,

storing programs in high memory for later re

trieval. Fo7 Level II. TRSDOS. NEWDOS*.

NEWDOS/80. VTOS.

On Tape... $29. 95

DISASSEMBLER
By Roy Soltoff from Misosy, I Acorn

A two pass disassembler for TRS 80 that con-

verts machine code to Z 80 assembly language

listings. DISASSEMBLER produces symbolic

labels with output to video, printer or tape.

Radio Shack's Editor /Assembler will read and

load the tapes for easy modification and re

assembly. Extend the capabilities of

Editor /Assembler with this utility. On tape for

two different memory locations.

511.95

VisitOurNew Store: W. Bell Mom- 6600 Security Blvd Boltimore, MP

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 424-2738
For information

Call (202) 337-4691a
!: Send check or MO. for total purchase THE PROGRAM STORE ^^

price plus $1.00 postage & handling. O.C. residents, add 4200 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Dept. R7 Box TOOV

5% tax. Charge card customers: include all embossed Washington, D.C. 20016
information on card. CIRCLE ITS ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Grapefruit Delight*

"and other surprises

Joe Jacobson

The programs shown below, written for a
Tektronix 4051

. demonstrate an interesting
approach to graphics. Each program pro-
duces a specific type of figure, but the
results can vary widely depending on the
input. As you can see, this method produces
pleasing and surprising results.

Joe Jacobson. 1602 Upland Ave.. Jenkintown. PA
19046.

lee REN RING SINE

1*82 PRINt" "ENTER™"
1H1TIAL AMPL1TUt>E

»
USE B--38 OR B-

183 INPUT B
185 SET DEGREES
186 WINDOW -188,188,-188,188
}?2^P0RT 8,138,8,188
118 PAGE
117 FOR h=B TO 38 STEP 1.5
119 NOUE 68,8
J 12 f°R Tm0 T0 368 STEP 5
138 R=68*A*SIN<4*T>
135 X=R*C0S<T>
136 Y=R*SIN<T>
148 DRAW X.Y
158 NEXT T
168 IF A«>38 THEN 178
165 NEXT A
178 END

1.5"
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3* REM THREE-LEAF CLOKER
100 PAGE

WINDOW -500.500,-500.500
U1EWP0RT 15.115.0.100
PACE
PRINT "ENTER L"
INPUT L

FOP B=100 TO 500 STEP 10

FOP A=0 TO 360 STEP 5

GOSUB ISO
IF A>0 THEN 150
MODE X.Y
GO TO 160
DRAW X.Y
NEXT A
NEXT B
P=6*ABS<SIN'L*AV<
(•RtCOS(A)
f«R*SIM<A)
RETURN
END

10?
110
111
112
113
114
111
120
13<
140
m:
146
14;
150
160
170
ISO
190
200
210
220

30 REM GRAPEFRUIT DELIGHT
O0 DIM RU3">
100 PAGE

SET DEGREES
WINDOW -501.501.-501,501
UIEWPORT 15,115.0.100
PAGE
L =6_.

FOR A=0 TO 360 STEP 5

GOSUB ISO
IF A THEN 150
MOKE X.Y
GO TO 160
DRAW X.Y
NEXT A
GO TO 219 . .

.

p = Bt>- 1*0. 1*ABS<SIN<L*A) O
X=RtCOS*'A>

109
110
111
112
113
120
130
140
145
146
147
ISO
160
175
ISO
190
200
210
219
220
230
240
250

4S0
490
50O
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
5S0
590
600
610

GOSUB 50O
GO TO 600
FOR M=l TO 3 STEP 1

H=Ml + «M-r'*120
X=B*COS> A'
V=B*SIN>'A'
MOKE X.Y
X=P1> J>*COS<A>
Y-R1(J)*SIN<A)
DRAW X,Y
NEXT M
RETURN nt _ _.
WINDOW 0.180,-2.01,3.01
UIEWPORT 61,69,46,54

360 STEP 5
, l*ABS<SINU,

260
270
280
250
3O0
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
330
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470

Y=RtSIN« A'
RETURN
MOKE B'3,0
FOP A=0 TO
R-B'3t<l*8
X«R*COS<A>
Y = PtSIN'A"<
DRAW X,Y
NEXT A
CM.1*B*15
MOKE CO ^ T>. r _
POF fc=0 TO 360 STEP 5

X=C*COS' A >

y«C*SIN<A)
DRAW X,Y
KipyT }
Rl<n-B/3«l*e.l*flBS<SIM<l.
R1(2->«=B'3*<1*0.1*ABS<SINO.
Rl«3>-B-3

*A)>>

5*60 >>"'

5*30>>>

Al-0
J=3
GOSUB
Al=60
J»l
GOSUB
Al=30
J»=2
GOSUB
Al=90
J = 2

500

500

500

620 D=-2
630 GOSUB 690
640 D=0
650 GOSUB 690
660 D«2
670 GOSUB 690
680 GO TO 740
690 MOUE O.D mmm „
695 FOR X=0 TO 180 STEP 2

700 V«SIM<X>*0
710 DRAW X.Y
720 NEXT X
730 RETURN
740 END

GRAPEFRUIT DELIGHT

JANUARY 1981
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Grapefruit, continue

iee
R
p2cE

LUTE0 SCftLL0PS

189 SET DEGREES

ill
gptfftBfcinto'"

115 PACE

JIS 19& !" 180 T0 «•• step ie

S3 3WW° *• STEP 5

14? CO TO 168
130 DRAW X,Y
160 NEXT A
178 NEXT 8
173 GO TO 211

IIS 5:g&;?A?
5t*BS(SIN(L* ft >>>

288 Y»R*SIN(A>
218 RETURN

213 T«N*(188'L>
2 4 X-R*COS(T>
213 Y-R»S1N<T>
216 NOUE X,Y
217 X"R*C0S<T*188>
218 Y«R*SIN(T*188)
219 DRAM X,Y
228 NEXT H
221 END
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TRRFFIC

In Air Traffic Controller

you assume responsibility j

for the
safe - — ~~~~-

flow of ^^^?i

air traffic within a 15x25 ^^•1
|

mile area up to 5,000 feet

in altitude. During your

shift as a controller in 1^^
charge of this airspace, 26 ^^
aircraft become active and under

your control. Jets and prop planes

have to be guided to and from the

two airports, navigational beacons

and ten entry/exit fixes. The aircraft

enter the controller's airspace at

various altitudes and headings

whether or not you are ready.

Air Traffic Controller retains the

basic realism of air traffic control.

This program requires the same

steady nerves under pressure and the

same instant, almost instinctive.

CtHTROLLER
d under

T mos , ODVIOUS measure of tween the aircraft as they wh.z past

p planes J*°™°*
a
°
game la the clock each other. In cases of excessive

from the
J' ttin

'
Y
a t the beginning. In a 99 delay, fuel supply considerations will

beacons ^^ g ame y0 u wm have time to go become invested w,th a part,cular

3 aircraft
f|X a sandwiCh between the appear- sense of urgency,

ipace at
ance of tw0 succeSsive aircraft, while Successful guidance of all aircraft

eadings m tne 16 m j nute game you may not
to tnelr destination is a heady

have time to swallow before all of the accomplishment. This never fails to

tains the aircraft have appeared thrill ATC enthusiasts at each suc-

control. No two games, even at tne same cessive level of play.

ie same clock setting, are ever alike. As Your local retail store should carry

e and the controller, you must cope with the
Creatlve Computing Software. If your

stinctive, unique requirements of each aircraft.
tavonte retailer does not carry thesame instant almost instinctive, unique requirements or e«ui «•<,•«...
tavorite retailer does not carry tne

analyses of complex emergencies The game will end if you commit a
software you need, have him call in

which are demanded of a profession- "boundry error,'' that is, if an aircraft
yQur order to (800) 631-8112. Or you

al air traffic controller. But "ATC" fails to leave your area at the proper
can Qf6e{ direct | y ,rom Creative

adds the excitement and well-defined altitude and exit fix causing an
c uting . write to Creative Com-

Soals of a game. This is just a unpleasant surprise for the controller software, P.O. Box 789-M,

simulation, and all passengers left in next door. The game also ends if you Momstown NJ 7960. Air Traffic

..._ .._.-- i-.. „ r^^^i^^ari nlauor . tail tO leave a ^__» r~|i-, ,c nnuu availahle for the

al air traffic controller. But "ATC"

adds the excitement and well-defined

goals of a game. This is just a

simulation, and all passengers left in

air traffic limbo by a panicked player

will live to fly another day.

Your goal is to get all of the aircraft

to their assigned destination before

the shift is completed. At your

disposal are a radar display of the

aircraft positions in the control area;

coded information concerning air-

craft heading, destination and fuel

supply ; navaids enabling you to hold

aircraft or assign them automatic

approaches; and commands to alter

the altitude and heading of the

aircraft. Working against you are

altitude and heading requirements,

fuel restrictions and, of course, the

inimitable clock.

> ends it you Momstown NJ 7960. Air Traffic
ail to leave a

Contron er IS now available for the
comfortable 16K TRS .80 (3006), for the 16K Apple

margin of
„ gnd App|e „ p|us (4008) tne 8K

safety
Sorcerer (5008) and for tne 4K Sol-20

[^ (8001). All are on cassette for $9.95.

Include $1.00 for postage and han-

dling. For faster service, call in your

bank card order toll free on our order

^hotline, (800)631-8112.
*- Prices are subject to change

without notice

creative
compafclRtf
software

sensational software



Spiro-Graph

Brian Sietz

Introduction

When I was younger, I remember making
pretty designs with my spirograph toy.
To make a design, I would take two wheels
with gears around the outside and tack
one into a piece of paper. The other wheel
would either rotate outside or inside of
the first wheel. The pen would be in a
hole on the rotating wheel, and would
leave a trail behind it as the wheel turned.

This program is designed around the
same principle. There are four pieces of
data which this program needs to run
These are R, S, T and Sign. R is the
radius of the stationary circle, S is the
radius of the moving circle, and T is the
distance from the center of circle S to
where the pen is placed. Sign will be
either-1, meaning circle S is inside circle.
R, or 1, meaning that circle S is outside
circle R.

Theory

The theory is fairly simple. If you look
at Fig. 1 where Sign = 1, you will see a
vector L. The length of L is the distance
between the center of circles, R and S. L
is rotated about the origin, while another
Vector T rotates around the end of L.
Since the two don't rotate at the same
rate, an interesting pattern is created. This
can easily be seen in Fig. 2.

In order to save time during execution
I created an array S2 and C2 consisting of
sines and cosines. This way, to take a sine
or cosine of a number, you only need to
execute a memory reference, rather than
having the computer do the calculations

Brian Sietz. 506 Birch Dr.. Cherry Hill. NJ 08003.

Pen

S*n I Sign=-1

Operation

This program was written on a Hewlett
Packard HP9845 desktop computer. It was
simplified greatly in order to run on most
micros. There are some odd statements
that might have to be changed to run on
your computer. Line 370 is to enter
GRAPHICS mode, line 380 clears the
Graphic memory and line 390 draws a

92

border on the screen. Line 440 assigns
minimum and maximum for the X-Y
coordinates and line 480 determines what
portion of the maximum is to be displayed.
Most other statements are standard Basic
statements with standard variables. This
program is made to run on a high resolution
screen or a plotter. However, it is possible
to modify it to run on lower resolution
graphic computers.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



io
28
30
48
58
60
70.

80
98

llu
128
138
140
150
168
178
180
190
200
218
228
238
248
258
268
278
288
298

388
310
320
330
340
358
368
378
388
390
«M
418
428
438
448
458
468
478
488
498
508
510

UU^Uk
DIM
REM INITIALIZE 82 AND i? ****

PCM S2 APPA, 18 RH RWMW OF SINES

REM C2 ARRAY IS *l< «!»«' Of COSINES

T»8U
D»2«FI T

R>8
08«T S

Q1=T 4

Q2-T 2
Q3«3'T 4

FOR X»8 TO CO
S2<X.>»S!n

C2<01-X)»S.
S2'01
u-::

FOR Y«l TO 2

C2' U*01 ' J -S2' U>

S2>U»02'»"
»03>>S2<U>

S2'U*01 >»C2»U'
C2<U»02>»-C2<U '

S2lU*Q3>=-C2'U>
U=01-X
NEXT V
fl.A*D
lit: t

III P
" SELECT R.S.T.SIGN";

REM?" IS THe'rADUS OF STATIONARY CIRCLE

REM S IS THE RADIUS OF THE MOVING CIRCLE

REM T2 IS THE DISTANCE FROM THE CENTER OF CIRCLE

REM IF SIM THEN CIRCLE 8 ROTATES OUTSIDE CIRCLE

REM IF Sl-1 THEN CIRCLE 8 ROTATES INSIDE CIRCLE

CPAf'HICS
GCLEAR
FPfil'E

L"P-
REM L IS

Dl«-
T1«2*PI
SCRLE -288.288.-208.288

Hilt' X1
T
1S

#

IftS LAPGEP THAN TOTAL RADIUS OF DESIGN

REM XI It USED TO AUTOMATICALLY SCALE THE DESIGN TO THE PAPER

SHOW -XI, XI, -XI, 1

PENUP
XM
P»PI

R=153 S=98 T=37 Sign=l

TO THE PEN

THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTERS OF CIRCLES R AND S

528 REM PLOTTING PO'JTINE ..„,.,,
530 PLOT L»C -T2.SIN<P>

548 P-P*D1
550 IF -S1»P>T1 IHEN P-P*S1-T1

560 X«X«1
570 IF X<M THEN 530
588 XM
598 IF P' -S1»PI THEN *>S0

688 PLOT L»C2<X>*T2«C08<P
610 END

R=5 S=115 T=100 Sign=-1

620
630
648
658
668
678
688
698
788
718

PRINT PAGE
PPINT "THIS IS A SPIRO-ORRFH PROCMWI

-To cr.at. a d.a.gn, "« hold » p.n d.»t«nc. T fro.

-.h. c.nt.r of * c.rcl. w.th r.d.u. S, »nd spin it around

•a etrcl. xltK rad.u. R. By i.Uc.n, i good ratio for

R and S vou can g.t iom int.r.ating d»»ign». Th* SIGN

."iU bi .Uh.r .V -I. 1 -ana .Man thtClrcU -«th rm, u.«

S rotat.a on th. in.id. of th. c.rcl. w.th radiua R, and

•-I Mini that th. circl. with rad.u* S »pin» on th.

"outaid. of th. circl. with radiua R."

PRINT
f F II.

1

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRIHT

728 RETURN

R=117 S=43T=41Sign=l

R=55 S=35T=30Sign=l

JANUARY 1981
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High-Resolution Graphics For The Sorcerer

Dale M. Gass

For those of you Sorcerer users who
need higher resolution than 64x30 for
plotting and find when they use higher
resolution plotting routines (such as Vic
Tolomei's HIRES plot) they run out of
graphic characters, here is a compromise.
I have written a routine which allows the
Sorcerer to plot on a grid 128x60 (similar
to the TRS-80) without running out of
graphic characters to plot with. Many TRS-
80 programs which use plotting (such as
in the TRS-80 column TRS-80 Strings can
be converted to run on the Sorcerer.
The routine presented in this article is

fairly short and resides in the memory
locations 0000H-0076H and will fit on any
Sorcerer.

Enter the program listed using the
standard method described in "A Guided
Tour of Personal Computing" which is

supplied with every Sorcerer bought.
The plotting routine also requires that

five of the programmable graphic charac-
ters be defined. The values for the graphic
characters are listed below. Enter them in
the standard method also.

FE0O: FF FF FF FF F8 F0 F0 FO
FE03: FF FF FF FF OF CF 0F 0F
FE10: F8 F8 FO FO FF FF FF FF
FE18! OF 0F OF OF FF FF FF FF
FF20! FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF^

Now comes the actual use of the routine.
To start poke the values of zero into both
locations 260 and 261 with the statement-
10 POKE 260.0: POKE 261,0

1 CONVERSION OF TRS-80 GRAPHICS PROGRftM TO SORCERER!
+

For original program ••• 'TRS-88 STRINGS', Creative
Computing, September 1979, Pas* 136.

<NOTE: TRS-8© GRAPHICS SIMULATION PLOTTING ROUTINE MUSTBE IN MEMORY <0000-0076 > WHEN USING THIS PROGRftl. *>

GOTO 100
1 POKE 100, lrGOTO 3
2 POKE 180,0
3 POKE 98,R0U:P0KE 99, COL
4 Z9»USR<Z9>: RETURN
108 CLEF* 100:PRINT CHR*<12>*
103 POKE 260,8:POKE 261.0
106 DEF FNR<29>=INTkRNt)<n*Z9+l>
110 X«FNR<20>
129 V=FNR<10>
138 COL=X:ROUI-V:GOSUB 1

148 COL«X+l:R0W=V+liGOSUB 2
158 C0L=41-X:R0W»V:G0SUB 1

168 COL«40-X:ROU»V+l:GOSUB 2
178 COL=XfROW«21-V:GOSUB 1
138 COL=X+1:ROW=20-V:GOSUB 2
198 C0L»41-X«R0U-21-V:G0SUB 1

208 COL=40-XSROW-26-V:GOSUB 21
GOTO 110

Dale Gass. R.R. 31, Brookfield. Nova Scotia. Canada
BON ICO.

This sets the address of the call routine to
the plotting routine at location O0O0H.

Next poke the Y co-ordinate value into
location 98 and the X co-ordinate value
into 99 of the point you wish to plot with
the statement:

20 POKE 98, Y:POKE 99.X
You now have two options: plot a white

point at the co-ordinate specified in the
last step, or erase a white point at the co-
ordinate specified.

To plot a white point use the statement:
30 POKE 100,1

94

To erase a white point use the statement:
30 POKE 100,0

You can now plot (or erase) the point
specified with the statement 'Z9=USRZ9)'
or any equivalent call.

Caution: This routine does NOT check
for illegal co-ordinates. If you are careless
you could cause the routine to poke into
vital areas of memory and cause a system
crash.

The following is a listing of the plotting
routine and a sample program which uses
it.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



TsiliULHTION OF TRS-80 GRflPHICSONSORCERER;

0000:
0001

:

00821
00031
0004

:

l7H:1f>.:

000?:
000BI
0000 :

000E:
0010:
001 II

0013:
0014:
00161
O018:
00191
001B:
nun :

0010:
001F:
00201
0021:
0023:
00241
00251
00261
O029:
O02H:
002BI
002C:
0030:
00531
0034:
00361
00371
00391
003m
003C:
003EI
003F =

0042:
0043:
0045:
00461
00471
0049:
004ft:
004B:
004C:
0040:
0051:
©052:
00541
00951
005?:
O05R:

F5
CS
D5
E5
DO E5

08 F6

009DI
0O5E:
009F :

00601
0061:

HF
EO 4B 62 00
C8 39
8F
CB 38
8F
16 01
B?
28 05
CB 22
30
20 FB
67
69
3E 06
29
30
20 FC
48
47
09
01
09
47
4E
DO 21 65 00
DO 7E 00
B7
28 08
B9
28 06
04
DO 23
18 F2
47
3ft 64 00
B7
23 04
78
B2
18 t3
7H
2F
M
47
DO
04
00 23
05
20 FB
OD 7E 00
77
DO El
El
Dl
CI
Fl
C9

1 64 00

STRRT:PUSH flF

PUSH BC
PUSH OE
PUSH HL
PUSH IX
XOR ft

LO BC- <C0ORDS>
SRL C
HOC ft. ft

SRL B
HOC R-0
LO D,01
OR ft

JR Z,P1
P2I SLfi

DEC ft

JR N2.P2
LO H,fi

LD L.C
LD ft- 06

P3: 000 HL-HL
DEC ft

JR NZ-P3
LO CB
LD B,ft

HDO HL,BC
LD BC-F080
HDD HL-BC
LD B-H
LD CCHL)
LO IX,THBLE

P4: LO ft, <lXt^0>
OR ft

JR Z,S1
CP C
JR Z,S2
INC B
INC IX
JR P4

SI I LD B,R
LD ft,<MODE>
OR ft

JR Z.S3
LD R<B
OR O
JR S4

S3: LD fi.D
CPL
HND B

S4: LD B.fi
LD IX,TftBLE-l
INC B

S5: INC IX
DEC B
JR NZ.S5
LO fi.<IX*08>
LO <HL>,R
POP IX
POP HL
POP OE
POP BC
POP HF
RET

BV Dal» G«*« <19S0>

THIS IS ft THBLE REFERRED TO BV THE PROGRftM ftND MUST BE

IN THE PROPER MEMORV LOCHTION WHEN RUNNING.

0065: 20 fil fl0 H9 96 ft? ft6 C0 95 H5 H8 CI ftft C2 C3 C4 00
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COMPUTER STATION proudly offers a high

binary video digitizer for the Apple II call

DITHERTIZER II. Tha paripharal board uses a

caaera »1th external aync to load the hl-re

of tha Apple with any i>age tha easier

capture. The DITHERTIZER II is a ''"• 8 r

DMA type digitizer requiring only 1/BOtn

eecond to cepture a binary usage. So

supplied .tth the board enables building di

egos end cepturing i-ege intensity con

Intensity end contrast ere user controllebl

the gesie paddles. Metri. size for d.t

chengeble .1 th one keystroke. Requires

caaara alth externel eync; recoisisended

DITHERTIZER il.«300; B/» SANYO VIDEO CAMERA

PACKAGE OF DITHERTIZER II AND CAMERA, «650.

-speed
ed the
video

a page
cen

abbar ,

of a

rteare
thered
tours .

e vie
her i ng
vi deo
ode I

,

,1410

GRAPHICS DUMPS: -

Co.puter Stetion offers the highest degree of

huoan engineering on the .arket for hard copy

graphics froei the hl-res pegea of tha *PP^
following siechlne lenguage
available for BASIC:
I0S440G/44SG •

IDS460G *

ANAOEX 9501
NEC SPINWRITER 5510
NEC SPINWRITER 5520

duejp routines are

(44 .95
44.95
44 .95
44.95
44 .95

•« Alao avellable for uae eith Pescal. S44.95

APPLEWRITER GRAPHICS:
Hard copy of cherecter sets found in DOS Tool Kit

for use .ith Apple.riter or print steteaents in

your o" progr... Require. DOS 3.3. DOS Tool Kit,

one of grephic printer, beloe:

Sil.ntype
It 11

IDS440G/445G 34.98

G.t
,L

n.rd cop, of th. FORMULAS u'..d"n VISICALC

.od.ls. Prints grid location. contents «'•'" "
or lebels), end globel poreaeters. Handy utility

for all VISICALC uaare.
COMPUTER STATION

12 CROSSROADS PLAZA
GRANITE CITY, IL. 62040

(61 B I 452-1860
registered tredeeierk of Apple

Apple II

Coapu t e r
,

VISICALC
Sof teere

is
Inc.

Inc .

DITHERTIZER

registered tredeaerk of Personel

a registered trademark of
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The Model-Ill Is a completely self-contained
desk-top unit. Like the Model-I it is fully ex-
pandable. There's plenty of room inside for
more memory, communications Interace
and 2 double-density disk drives. And best of
all many of the programs now available for
the Model-I will run on the Model-Ill. HARD-
SIDE's low price includes shipping charges
and our extended 180-day warranty. Model-Ill
W/16K RAM $929.00

Model-ll,64KRAM

Model-Ill. 16K RAM
Model-Ill. 32K Dual Disk

Pocket Computer w/lnterface
TRS-80 Color Computer Expanded
COMM-80 Interface

CHATTER BOX Interlace

DISK-80 Interface

Expansion Interlace. 16K RAM . .

.

Expansion Interlace, 32K RAM
RS-232-C Board

TRS-232 Printer Interlace

16K Memory Kit. TRS-Keypad .

16K Memory Kit, TRS-Exp. Int. .

.

Upper/lower Mod Kit

LIST PRICE OUR PRICE

$3899.00 $3799.00
$999.00 $929 00

$2495.00 $2299 00
$298.95 $269 00
$599.00 $519.00
$179.95 $159.95
$279 95 $259 95
$349.95 $329 95
$418.00 $33900
$537.00 $399 00
$99 00 $89 00

$59.95
$119.00 $59 00
$119.00 $59.00
$59.00 $2495

TRS-80 goes color! This is a complete, all-
around personal computer. Instant-load Pro-
gram Paks cover a wide range. The Color
Computer offers vivid color graphics for ex-
citing visual displays. The Color Computer
attaches easily to any color TV. It programs
easily in Color BASIC or the more powerful
Extended Color BASIC. More expansions,
even disk storage, will be available soon.
HARDSIDE's low price includes shipping
charges and our extended 180-day warranty
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER w/4K RAM $359 00

Video Reverse Kit

CPU Speed-up Kit

Percom Electric Crayon, w/cable

.

TRS-80 Dust Cover (3pc set)

TRS-80 Computer Case
TRS-80 Monitor Case
Percom, TFD-100. 40-track

Percom, Dual TFD-100 Drives

Percom. TFD-40, 40-track

Percom, TFD-200, 77-track

Hardside, 40-track Disk Drive . .

.

Percom Doubter

Percom Data Separator

2-Drive Cable

4-Drive Cable

LIST PRICE OUR PRICE

$23.95

$34.95

$279.95
$9.95 $7.95

$109.00 $99.95

$84.00 $84.00

$429 95 $399.00
$849.00 $799.00

$399.95 $379.00

$675.00 $629.00

$399.00 $359.00

$129.95

$29.95

$29.95 $29.00
$39.95 $39.00

\=-

<- TE«
f
?^.

S: frl(
r
es and specifications are subject to change. HARDSIDE accepts VISA & MASTFRPARn

Sr2h!JS.^
6C
h
5 3nd

,

M^fy ?rders; Personal checks ac<*P«*d (takes 3 wwks to clea* HARDSIDE pays
u vTSS hi- k

088 (W,,hin
L
h" 48 s,a,es

>
on a" PREPAID orders OVER $100. On all orders under $100 a

!
2« p5i

a
K
dl
H?

Cha
I°

e muSt "* added COD order8 accepted (orders ove.%250 require 25«£'deposit) thm isa $5.00 handling charge. UPS, Blue Label, and Air Freight available at extra cost
"%aepo8,,) ,here ,8

TOLL FREE ORDERS:
1-800-258-1790

8 South St., Mllford. NH 03055
(In NH call 673-5144)
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We hove it oil

underone roof

!

to get in touch with all that counts in the micro industry.

SOFTWARE
• Microsoft

• Apparat
• Racet
• Hayden
• Muse
• Creative Computing

• Personal Software

• Scott Adams
• Acorn Software

• Synergistics

• Strategic Simulations

• Lance Micklus

• Softape
• Quality Software

• Web Associates

• Small System Software

• Image
• On-Line Systems
• Ritam
• Avalon Hill

• Big Five

• Micro Lab
• Programmers Guild

• Quality Software Distributors

Send $1.00 for our catalog, and receive a

$2.00 credit toward your next purchase.

T5€JHPW>SID€
6 South St., Mllford. NH 03055 (603) 673-5144

HARDWARE
• Radio Shack
• Commodore Pet

• Atari

• Percom
• Centronics

• NEC
• Sun
• Okidata
• Source/Telecomputing

• Computer Case Co.

• MicroMint
• Eaton LRC
• Cover Craft

• BSR
• BASF
• Corvus
• Archbold Electronics

• ESP
• Novation

BOOKS
• Hayden
• Wiley
• Scelbi

• Compusoft
• Dilithium

• Sams
• Radio Shack
• SoftSide
• Addison Wesley
• Computer Science Press

• Rainbow Associates

• Plus much more!

CIRCLE 183 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Low-Resolution
Graphics for the
Sorcerer

After watching the evolution of personal
computers over the past six years. I recently
decided to "grab forsome of the gusto" by
purchasing an Exidy Sorcerer. At $1295
for the standard machine, the Sorcerer is
a little more expensive than comparable
systems from Apple, Commodore or Radio
Shack. I was willing to spend the extra
money because I felt the Sorcerer offered
greater value per investment dollar.
The Sorcerer has a Z-80 cpu and the

standard unit comes with 16K of memory.
Memory is internally expandable to 48K.
The keyboard has a professional feel and
consists of 63 keys plus a 16-key numeric
pad Other standard features include an
RS-232 serial interface which can be used
to control two cassette recorders, a parallel
interface compatible with Centronics
printers, a video interface, and an expansion
bus. The 1200 baud cassette interface is
one of the most reliable I have seen; in
five months of use I have had only two
programs fail to load on the first attempt.
Two features that I believe give the

Sorcerer an advantage over the competition
are its use of plug-in ROM software packs
and itsgraphics capabilities. The computer
comes with 8K Microsoft Basic in ROM
packaged in a device resembling an 8-
track stereo tape. This device is plugged
into the right side of the keyboard unit. If
programming in Basic is not your cup of
tea. you can purchase a cartridge containing
assembler or one containing a word pro-
cessor.

Having acquainted you with some of
the Sorcerer's features, I can now proceed
to the main topic of this article- the graphics
capabilities of the computer. The video
screen consists of 30 lines of 64 characters.
Each character is represented as an 8X8
matrix of dots, yielding an effective resolu-
tion of 5 1 2 (64X8) horizontal by 240 (30X8)
vertical points. The representation of each
character is contained in 8 successive
memory locations. Thus 2,048 memory
locations are used to represent all 256
ASCII codes. The user can define up to
128 of his own characters by altering the
contents of the memory locations assigned
to ASCII codes 1 28-255.

MO mIm™""'
2M1 Cavendish Une

'
St. Louis.

Photo I. Sorcerer hi resolution graphics.
I'll illustrate how to define characters

by means of an example. Let's say that you
wanted to display an upside down letter
A on the screen. Figure 1 contains the

dot matrix representation of this character.

»*• «•»!«•

Figure I. Dol matrix representation of upsidedown "A .

The following Basic statements assign this
character to ASCII code 192 (arbitrary
choice). Once the above statements are
executed

, the character could be displayed
on the screen by the command PRINT
CHRSU92) or by POKEing 192 into the
desired video RAM location.

Bob Stuckmeyer

The process of defining and combining
characters to create graphics is tedious,
and ill-suited for applications like arithmetic
function plotting or displaying the path of
a photon torpedo. For these applications,
a much simpler approach would be to
specify a point's x and y coordinates along
with a command to turn on the point.
Similar commands would be required to
turn off a point and to test a point to see if
it is on or off. Level II Basic on Radio
Shack's TRS-80 provides SET, RESET,
and POINT commands which accomplish
these functions.

The subroutines contained in I isting 1

will simulate these commands at the expense
of resolution. Under the approach adopted,
the ability to manipulate any of the 52 1X240
points would have required definition of
enough graphic characters to account for
all combinations of points on or off within
a character. Since each character contains
64 dots, there are twopossible representa-

10 REM MEMORY ADDRESSES -512 TO -505 CONTAIN THE
20 REM REPRESENTATION OF ASCII CODE 192
30 FOR I»-512 TO -505
40 READ XiPOKE I.X
50 NEXT I
60 DATA 3<». 34, 62, 34, 34, 20. 8,0

High-resolution graphics are accomplish-
ed by using this technique to define multiple
graphic characters. A character might only
represent a piece of a figure, and hence
must be combined with other characters
on the screen to display a complete figure.
The figure in Photo 1 was constructed in
this manner and required the definition of
71 unique characters.

98

tions (clearly exceeding the Sorcerer's
capabilities). If each character is instead
viewed as containing four points which
can be on or off, only two graphics char-
acters are necessary to account for all
combinations of points (see figure 2). This
approach yields a resolution of 128 hori-
zontal by 60 vertical points slightly greater
than that provided on the TRS-80.
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The story behind the two best selling

computer games books in the world.

Computer
Games

by David H.Ahl

Everybody likes games. Children like tic

tac toe. Gamblers like blackjack. Trekkies

like Star Trek. Almost everyone has a favor-

ite game or two.

It Started In 1971

Ten years ago when I was at Digital

Equipment Corp. (DEC), we wanted a pain-

less way to show reluctant educators that

computers weren t scary or difficult to use.

Games and simulations seemed like a good

method.

So I put out a call to all our customers to

send us their best computer games. The
response was overwhelming. I got 21 ver-

sions of blackjack. 15 of nim and 12 of

battleship.

From this enormous outpouring I se-

lected the 90 best games and added 1 1 that

I had written myself for a total of 101. I

edited these into a book called 101 Basic

Computer Games which was published by

DEC. It still is.

When I left DEC in 1974 I asked for the

rights to print the book independently.

They agreed as long as the name was
changed.

Contents of Basic Computer Games (right)

and More Basic ComputerGames (below).

Artillery-3

Baccarat
Bible Quiz

Big 6
Binary
Blackbox
Bobstones
Bocce
Boga II

Bumbrun
Bridge-It

Camel
Chase
Chuck-A-Luck
Close Encounters
Column
Concentration
Condot
Convoy
Corral

Countdown
Cup
Dealer's Choice
Deepspace
Defuse
Dodgem
Doors
Drag
Dr Z
Eliza

Father
Flip

Four In A Row
Geowar
Grand Prix

Guess-It
ICBM
Inkblot

Joust
Jumping Balls

Keno
LGame

Life Expectancy
Lissajous

Magic Square
Man-Eating Rabbit

Maneuvers
Mastermind
Masterbagels
Matpuzzle
Maze,
Millionaire

Minotaur
Motorcycle Jump
Nomad
Not One
Obstacle
Octrix
Pasart

Pasart2
Pinball

Rabbit Chase
Roadrace
Rotate
Safe
Scales
Schmoo
Seabattle
Seawar
Shoot
Smash
Strike 9
Tennis
Ttckertape
TV Rot
Twonky
Two-to-Ten
UFO
Under & Over
Van Gam
Warfish

Word Search Puzzle

Wumpus 1

Wumpus 2

Introduction

The Basic Language
Conversion to Other

Basics
Acey Ducey
Amazing
Animal
Awari
Bagels
Banner
Basketball

Batnum
Battle

Blackjack
Bombardment
Bombs Away
Bounce
Bowling
Boxing
Bug
Bullfight

Bullseye
Bunny
Buzzword
Calendar
Change
Checkers
Chemist
Chief

Chomp
Civil War
Combat
Craps
Cube
Depth Charge
Diamond
Dice
Digits

Even Wins
Flip Flop
Football

Fur Trader
Golf
Gomoko
Guess
Gunner
Hammurabi
Hangman
Hello
Hexapawn

Hi-Lo
High l-Q

Hockey
Horserace
Hurkle
Kinema
King
Letter

Life

Life For Two
Literature Quiz
Love
Lunar LEM Rocket
Master Mind
Math Dice
Mugwump
Name
Nicomachus
Nim
Number
One Check
Orbit
Pizza

Poetry
Poker
Queen
Reverse
Rock. Scissors. Paper
Roulette
Russian Roulette

Salvo
Sine Wave
Slalom
Slots

Splat

Stars

Stock Market
Super Star Trek
Synonym
Target
3-D Plot

3-D Tic-Tac-Toe

Tic Tac toe

Tower
Train

Trap
23 Matches
War
Weekday
Word

Converted to Microsoft Basic

The games in the original book were in

many different dialects of Basic. So Steve

North and I converted all the games to

standard Microsoft Basic, expanded the

descriptions and published the book under

the new name Basic Computer Games.
Over the next three years, people sent in

improved versions of many of the games
along with scores of new ones. So in 1979,

we totally revised and corrected Basic

Computer Games and published a com-
pletely new companion volume of 84 ad-

ditional games called More Basic Com-
puter Games. This edition is available in

both Microsoft Basic and TRS-80 Basic for

owners of the TRS-80 computer.

Today Basic Computer Games is in its

fifth printing and More Basic Computer
Games is in its second. Combined sales are

over one half million copies making them
the best selling pair of books in recrea-

tional computing by a wide margin. There

are many imitators, but all offer a fraction of

the number of games and cost far more.

The games in these books include classic

board games like checkers. They include

challenging simulation games like Camel
(get across the desert on your camel) and

Super Star Trek. There are number games
like Guess My Number, Stars and Battle of

Numbers. You II find gambling games like

blackjack, keno, and poker. All told there

are 185 different games in these two

books.
Whether you re just getting started with

computers or a proficient programmer,

you II find something of interest. You II find

15-line games and 400-line games and
everything in between.
The value offered by these books is out-

standing. Every other publisher has raised

the price of their books yet these sell for

the same price as they did in 1974.

Moneyback Guarantee

Examine one or both of these books and
key some games into your computer. If

you're not completely satisfied we'll refund

the full purchase price plus your return

postage.
Basic Computer Games costs only $7.50

and More Bask: Computer Games just

$7.95 for either the Microsoft or TRS-80
edition ( please specify your choice on your

order). Both books together are $ 1 5. Send
payment plus $2.00 shipping and handling

to Creative Computing Press, Morris

Plains. NJ 07950. Visa. MasterCard and
American Express orders should include

card number and expiration date. Charge
card orders may also be called in toll-free to

800-631-81 12 (in NJ 201-540-0445).

Order today to turn your computer into

the best game player on the block.

creative
computing

Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)



Who is it for?
Everyone

INTRODUCING
tSLOBAL™ DATABASE

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM©
The Only System Your Microcomputer

Will Ever Need
Extremely comprehensive, versatile user-oriented management
system for database creation and list maintenance. Runs under
CP M* and CBASIC2** on a microcomputer system in only 40K
RAM.
Completely user defined file structure with sequential, random and linked file

maintenance, user defined number of fields, data transfer between records.
high speed search algorithms, built in ISAM. !as' sort merge utility; record
selectable output can be formatted and pnnled on various forms (labels,
envelopes, etc I, links to CP M commands or programs with automatic
return to Glohdl

Supplied on standard 8" IBM disk (TRS-80 Model II). complete with
BASIC subroutine library in source code, with comprehensive
manual.

** haih'nxirk of Shipping and <fc f^ f\ *\
handle 9.-$(1(1
Included V#W

MANUAL ONLY . . $30

DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME

OttjlftJi HtMOH h Soft

IGLOBAL
JPARAMETERS

1505 Ocean Ave.. Brooklyn, NY 11230 212/252 5002
CIRCLE 141 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CHR»(196) CHR»(199)

CHR*(20t) CHR*<202) CHR$(20J>

CHR$<20?)

Figure 2. Graphics characters used by Listing 1 to
represent all combinations of four points on or off.

This approach yields
a resolution of

128 horizontal by
60 vertical points.

Listing I

10 REM xx SORCERER LOW-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS DEMO xx
BY

BOB STUCKMEYER
2347 CAVENDISH LN
ST. LOUIS. MO 63129

MX

XX
XX

IS REM mx
20 REM xx
25 REM mx
30 REM xx
40 REM
50 REM »x THIS PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES USE OF LOW Mir

55 REM xx RESOLUTION GRAPHICS SUBROUTINES BY xx
60 REM xx MOWING A POINT IN RANDOM DIRECTIONS. xx
65 REM xx AS THE POINT IS MOWED TO EACh NEW LO- xx
70 REM xx CATION THE LOCATION IS TURNED ON IF xx
75 REM xx IT IS CURRENTLY OFF AND TURNED OFF xx
B0 REM xx OTHERWISE. ,M
85 REM
100 PRINT CHRt(12);CHR*(23)!:G0SU6 7000
110 R-RND<-l>:x-INT<RN0<l)xl28>
120 Y-INT(RNC(1)X60) :GOSUE 8000
130 R*INT(RND(l)x8)+l
HO ON R GOSUB 300. 320. 340. 360. 380. 400.420, 410
150 IF XM27 THEN X>0
160 IF X<0 THEN X*127
170 IF Y>59 THEN Y»0
180 IF Y<0 THEN Y=59
190 GOSUB 8800
200 IF P=l THEN GOS-UB 8400:GOTO 220
210 GOSUB 8000
220 GOTO 130
300 y=»y+i:return
320 x=x+1.'y = y+1 .'return
340 x=x+i:return
360 x=x+i:y=y-i:return
3ao y=y-i:return
400 X =X-l:Y«=Y-l!R£rURN
420 x=x-i:return
440 X-X-liY-Y-U :R£TUftN

IVil IV! " SUE:R0UTINE THAT DEFINES CRAPHIC3 CHARACTERS xx
7010 REM xx USED TO SET AND RESET POINTS ON THE SCREEN xx

=-512 TO -385IREAD Z.'POKE I.Z.'NEXT I
7030 DATA 0.0.0.0,0.0.0.0
7040 DATA 240.210/240,240.0,0.0.0
7050 DATA 15.15.15.15,0,0,0.0
7060 DATA 0.0.0.0,240,240,240,240
7070 DATA 0,0,0,0,15,15,15,15
7080 DATA 755, 255,255,255, , , ,

7090 DATA 15,15,15,15,15,15.15.15
7100 DATA 0. 0,0,0. /T,5, 255. 255, »«

:REM CHR$(192)
••REM CHRS(193>
I REM CHRs (194)
.'REM CHRt(195)
:REM CHR*(196)
:REM CHRs (197)
:REM CHK*(198)
:REM CHR*(199>

l\il ^ "'M«-M0.21.,«0,2.0,2«, Z .| IreM CHrJ^OO)
:rem chr«(2oi)
:kCM CHR*(202>
IREM CHR*(203)
:REM CHR*(204)

7120 DATA 240, 240, -40, 240, 15, 15, 15, 15
7130 DATA 15.1^,15,15,240,240,240,240
7140 DATA 255,255,255,255,15,15,15.15
7150 DATA 15, 15, 15, is, 255, 255, 255, 2M
Vljl dat2

2 «°' 2 :°.' ;"">' 2 '
, °' 2^.255, 255, 255 iffiil' CHRMZOsJ

71B0 Sata f"'2"'?=='"5»2«.2«.2«.2« I REM CHR,(206>

7X90 ^k^
5 ' 255 '-'«'2".255,2S5.255.255 IREM CHR*(207)

80 REM xx SUBROUTINE THAT SETS (TURNS ON) THE GRAPHICS xx
8010 REM xx BLOCK GIVEN BY THE POINT (X.Y). X IS THE xx
8020 REM xx BLOCK'S HORIZONTAL POSITION (0 THRU 127). Y xx
8030 REM xx IS THE BLOCK'S VERTICAL POSITION (0 THRU 59).xx
8040 REM xx THE POINT (0,0) IS THE LOWER LEFT HAND COR- xx
805 REM xx NER OF THE SCREEN. xx
8060 REM
8070 REM xx 1) RANGE CHECK xx
8080 if (x<0 or x>127 or y<0 or y>59> then 8280
8090 x=int(x>:y-=int(y>
8100 REM xx 2) DETERMINE MEMORY ADDRESS OF CHARACTER xx

CONTAINING THE POINT (X.Y), AND MATCH xx
CHARACTER AT ADDRESS WITH PREVIOUSLY xx
DEFINED GRAPHICS CHARACTERS xx

8110 REM xx
8120 REM xx
8130 REM xx
8150 GOSUB 9000
8160 REM xx 3)
B180 J--384
8190 IF INT(Y/2)=Y/2 THEN J=-380
8200 IF INT(X/2)=X/2 ThEN 8240
8210 IF (PEEK(J)-IS OR PEEK(J>-255> THEN 8280

TURN ON GRAPHICS BLOCK (IF IT IS OFF) xx

100 CREATIVE COMPUTING



8220
8230
82*0
8250
B260
8270
8260
8*00
8*10
B*20
8*30
B**0
8*50
8*60
8*70
8*00
8*90
8510
8560
857
8580
8590
8600
B610
8620
8630
86*0
B650
8660
8670

FOR I-J TO J+3:P0KE I,PEEK<I)-15:NEXT I

GOTO 8260

REM w *> STORE UPDATED CHARACTER ««

C05UB 9*00

rIm".- SUBROUTINE THAT RESETS CTUJNB OFF) THE GRAPHICS «
REM xx BLOCK CIVEN BY THE POINT <X,Y>.

l" CxVoR SOS oTyVoR Y>59, THEN 8670

Sr2S
M
Ii

X>
i>'

1
OETERMMe MEMORY ADDRESS OF CHARACTER «•

CONTA1NINC THE POINT CX.V). AND MATCH «
CHARACTER AT ADDRESS WITH PREVIOUSLY »«

DEFINED GRAPHICS CHARACTERS

TURN OFF CRAPHICS BLOCK <IF IT IS ON> ««

REM xx
REM xx
REM xx
GOSUE; 9CO0
REM m« 3)

J—3B*
IF INT(Y/2)-Y/2 THEN J=-3B0

IF INT<X/2)=X/2 THEN B630
IF (PEEK(J)-O OR PEEK<J)-2*0> THEN 8670

FOR I-J TO J+3IP0KE I. PEEK( I ) -IStNEXT I

GOTO 8650
IF PEEKCJK16 THEN 8670
FOR I«J TO J+3:P0KE I,PEEK(I)-2*0:NEXT I

REM xx *> STORE UPDATED CHARACTER xx

GOSUE: 9*00
RETURN

BB00 REM « ««™™f ^^l^xS,T" K"fF
is S *: SssS?Ss wsw-r
nn^lO F'=0

llll Tu<0 OR X^7
EO^0

:

OR Y>59> THEN 899=

BB70 X-INT<X)^Y-INT<Y>
RY AD0RESS OF CHARACTER xx

)B80 „ «. 2> «TER«« MEH3RY ADD ^^ ^ ^^ ^
CHARACTER AT ADDRESS WITH PREVIOUSLY «»

OEFINED GRAPHICS CHARACTERS **

XX
XX
IX

SEE IF GRAPHICS BLOCK IS ON xx

xx
XX
XX
II
XX

8990 REM xx

B90 REM xx

B910 REM xx

8930 GOSUE 9000
89*0 REM ** 3)
8950 J—3B*
8960 IF INT(Y/2)=Y/2 THtN J—380

Ull IF ^!^.KW3U™ THEN P-UCOTO 8995

B9B5 GOTO B995
8990 IF PEEK(J)>15 THEN P-l

onln rcI
U
,« SUEROUTINF THAT COMPUTES MEMORY ADDRESS OF

s : S&xSMWgJWga2'

9030 REI xx DEFINED GRAPHICS CHARACTERS. ONCE THt

III' rfh xx CHARACTER IS MATCHED IVS CRAPHIC REPRE-

SS^ REM
"

SENTATION IS COPIED TO THE MEMORY LOCA-

Intl ocj !, TIONS WHICH DEFINE THE REPRESENTATION OF

In!* rIm «. CHR« < -08) . IF NO MATCH IS FOUND THE CHAR- ™
9°07°0 REM

" ACTEfil ASSUMED TO MATCH CHR.<192, <ALL »
9073 REM xx POINTS OFF).

9077 AD-INT(X/2)-6*»<INT<Y/2>>-2112
9080 FOR I=-38* 10 -377:P0KE I.OtNEXT I

0090 FOR 1=192 TO 207

9100 IF CHR*<PEEK(AO))OCHR«(I) THEN 91*0

l\i\ F0R
5
K=-38*"T0

2
-377:P0KE K.PEEKC J) t J-J^INEXT K

9130 COTO 9150
91*0 NEXT I

9*oS rIm
U
x. SUBROUTINE WHICH STORES THE UNDATED CHARACTER »

IV-l rIm «» UPON ENTRY THE UPDATED CHARACTER'S CRAPHIC

o«™ crM
" REPRESENTATION IS CONTAINED IN THE MEMORY

llln *IE .« LOCATIONS WHICH DEFINE THE RCrRESENTATION OF

ZV'O pIh
" cm* 12081. THIS REPRESENTATION IS COMPARED

till REM »« WITH THE REPRESENTATIONS OF CHR*<192) THSU

o«vn REM « CHR«'207). WHEN A MATCH IS FOUND THE UPDATED xx

l/an -J ,x CHARACTER IS STORED EY POKINC THE ASCII VALUE xx

T*90 REM
"

OF TH' MATCHINGCHARACTER INTO THE MEMORY AD- »
9500 REM xx DRESS OF THE POINT (X.Y).

9510 FOR I=-512 TO -392 STEP B

9530 IF
R
PEEK(I°JK>PEEK(-38**J) THEN 9570

95*0 NEXT J
9550 POKE AD.<I+512>/B-H92
9560 GOTO 9580
957 NEXT I

9SO0 RETURN

xx
XX
XX
XX
XX

finally!!!

A DIRECTORY OF
EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

by educators for educators

SCHOOL
MICROWARE

Over 500 programs/packages for

TRS-80, PET, APPLE
all grades, most subjects

Software listed by subject

and hardware system

FIRST EDITION SEPT. 1980

Price $20.00 per year

includes full directory plus 3 updates

write

Dresden Associates

P.O. Box 246 Dresden, Maine 04342

Although the program in Listing 1 is fairly

well documented, several points may require

further clarification:

1) The colon (:) serves as a command
delimiter.

2) PRINT CHR$(12); CHR$(23); will

clear the screen and uppress the cursor.

3) RND (N) will start a different sequence

of random numbers if N is negative, and

will produce numbers between and 1 if N
is a positive interger.

4) Character representations of ASCII

codes 192 thru -208 resideat addresses -5 1

2

thru -377.

5) Because the author's academic back-

ground was in mathematics, the four comers

of the screen were assigned the coordinates

depicted in Figure 3(pay attention. Radio

Shack!).

(0.59) r- -1(127.59)

(O.O)

Figure 3. Screen coordinates.

Since these routines were written in Basic

they run rather slowly. An obvious enhance-

ment would be a machine-language imple-

mentation, accessible from Basic.

JANUARY 1981
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The Sorcerer Meets
the Paper Tiger

Bob Stuckmeyer
8*3 characters t>or inch.& * -"3 char «a>cr -t,«s*r

10 characters per inch.

"*« ws"ts»r JL ri €.? I—

n

«»n I"i4s»n c-«g»cl

10 th^«eter S m,^ inchp enhanced.
12 characters per inch.
12 chwacUrs »-*..- incJi, mhaiicwd.
16.5 characters per inch.

16.5 c-liarseters, >-«- inc-hf MrfiMicwcK Figure I. Paper Tiger character s

While I was able to select a personal
computer only after several months of
deliberation, choosing a printer to use with
it was on the other hand, quite straight-
forward. The main features I required in a
printer were: upper/lower case; an interface
compatible with my Sorcerer's parallel port;
and most importantly, the ability to repro-
duce any graphics displayed on the
Sorcerer's video screen. Only one printer,
the "Paper Tiger" from Integral Data
Sytstems, met all of these requirements
while still remaining in an affordable price
range.

With a list price of $995 and a variety of
features, the Paper Tiger is one of the best
values in the dot matrix printer market.
Standard features include serial RS-232-C
and parallel Centronics-compatible inter-
faces, adjustable pin-feed tractors which
support paper widths from 1 .75 to 9.5 inches,
four character density (see Figure 1 ), and
built-in diagnostics. For an additional $99
a 2K buffer and graphics plotting mode
can be added. The graphics option allows
the printer to be used for printing illustra-
tions, graphics, and charts; hence it met
my main requirement of printing Sorcerer

Figure 2. Primer Operation in Graphics Mode.

graphics.

The Paper Tiger enters graphics mode
upon receipt of an ETX character (hex
03). In this mode the printer uses a raster-
scan technique to print columns of vertical
dots during each pass of the print head.
Up to seven dots can be printed in any
column (see Figure 2). Because bit 6 of
tions of a received data character deter-
mine which positions are printed in each
column (see Figure 2). Because bit 6 of
each pass is overwritten by bit of the
next pass, bit 6 of each character should
be set to zero -resulting in only 6 dots

..ASCII
character

b
7

b
6

b
5

*<* S b
2 N b

Print Head

Figure 3. Printing Sorcerer Characters in Graphics Mode.

w°^^u^n,eyer
'
2347 C»vendish Lane. St. Louis.MO 63129.

Printed

Printed
on Pass 4
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being printed on a pass.

Prior to discussing software for interfacing

the Sorcerer with the Paper Tiger, a few

of the Sorcerer's characteristics need

explanation. The video screen consists of

thirty lines of sixty-four characters.

Characters are displayed as an 8X8 matrix

of dots. Each ASCII characters represen-

tation is defined in eight bytes of memory.

Graphic characters can be created by

altering the representations of ASCII codes

1 28-255. Pictures are generated by defining

and combining multiple graphic

churHctcrs.

As one might expect, a problem arises

when trying to print 8x8 graphic characters

on a printer that prints six vertical dots per

pass. Figure 3 illustrates this situation, in

which 4 passes of the print head are required

to print 3 screen lines. Another interface

consideration is that the Paper Tiger prints

a maximum of 498 horizontal dots per

line_ thus only allowing 62 of the Sorcerer's

64 characters to be printed per line.

Listing 1 is a Z-80 assembly language

program that allows the Paper Tiger to

function as the Sorcerer's "screen printer".

The program is a subroutine which, when

invoked, will duplicate on the printer any

text or graphics that appears on the video.

Figure 4 was created by calling this

subroutine from Creative Computing's

Lunar Lander game.

Finally, for those Sorcerer owners who

may attempt to use this program, several

points should be kept in mind:

1) The folks at Exidy did not equip their

computer with a sure-fire method of pro-

tecting machine language subroutines from

bing clobbered by the Basic interpreter

(the Sorcerer has no feature comparable

to the TRS-80's MEMORY SIZE?)

2) The Sorcerer software manual suggests

putting machine language subroutines in

Basic freespace. Unfortunately freespace

is dynamic; its location varies depending

on the total amount of RAM, the program

size and the amount of string space cleared

by the program.

3) The program in Listing 1 resides in Basic

freespace on a 16K machine. Consequently,

it will probably have to be relocated to run

on a Sorcerer with a different size

memory.

4) I am willing to provide anyone having a

Sorcerer Development Pac a cassette

containing the source assembler language

program (for a nominal charge). D

References

1. Paper Tiger IDS-440 Impact Printer Owners

Manual, Integral Data Systems Inc.. 14 Tech Circle.

Natick, MA 01760.

2. Sorcerer Software Manual. Exidy Incorporated,

390 Java Drive, Sunnyvale. CA 94086.
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STATUS
ALTITUDE
VELOCITV
ACCELER
THRUST
FUEL
TIME

6918
64

. 3

3

1386
20

18880-

8889 -

6808 -

4888 -

2088 -

Figure 4. Print of Creative Computing's Lunar Lander display.

EXIDY Z-80 ASSEMBLER

ADDR OBJECT ST

0001

0002
0003
0004

0005 I

0006

Listing I

EXIDY SORCERER SCREEN PRINTER INTERFACE

FOR THE IDS-440 PAPER TIGER

BY BOB STUCKMEYER

2347 CAVENDISH LANE

ST LOUIS. HO 43129

0004 I
03/25/80

0007 III I HMIIIIHM
0008 I

XK»3
XW0C
>000B
.0011

>0013
>0002
>001E

>F080
>F800

3856 FS
3857 C5
3858 E5

385? D5

385A FDE5
385C DDE5

385E 2180F0

3841 3E11
3843 CD7D3A

3844 3E1E
3848 CD7D3A
384B 3E03

384D CD7D3A

3870 060A
3872 CD9938
3875 1400
3877 1EC0
3879 19

387A 10F4

387C 3E03

0009 (

0010 i

0011 ETX

0012 FF

0013 VT

0014 DC1

0015 DC3
0014 STX
0017 RS
0018 i

0019 (

0020 i

0021 SCREEN
0022 CHRDEF

0023 i

0024
0025

0024 i

0027 !

0028 i

0029 SPRINT
0030
0031

0032
0033
0034

0035
0034 I

0037 i

0038 I

0039
0040

0041
0042
0043
0044

0045 (

0044 I

0047 »

0048
0049 HL00P
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054 I

0055 I

0054 I

0057

ASCII EQUATES

EQU
EOU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

03H
0CH
0BH
11H

13H
02H
1EH

iCRAPHICS H0DE CONTROL CHAR

(FORM FEED
(VERTICAL TAB

(SELECT PRINTER

(DESELECT PRINTER
(NORMAL H0DE CONTROL CHAR

(SELECT 12 CHAR PER INCH

RAH POINTERS

EQU
EQU

0F080H
0F800H (ASCII CHAR REPRESENTATIONS

PSECT ABS

0RC 3854H

GENERAL INITIALIZATION

(UE DESTROY THESEPUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
LD

AF

BC
HL

DE

IY

IX

HL. SCREEN

PRINTER INITIALIZATION

LD
CALL

LD
CALL
LD

CALL

A.DC1
CEN0UT

A.RS
CENOUT
A.ETX
CENOUT

(SELECT PRINTER

(SELECT 12 CPI

(ENTER GRAPHICS MODE

MAIN PR0GRAH

LD
CALL

LD
LD
ADD
DJNZ

D.10D
PLINE
D.0D
E.192D
HL.DE
HL00P-«

(PRINT NEXT 3 LINES

(POINT TO NEXT 3 LINES

3B7E CD7D3A 0058

3881 3E02 0059

3883 CD7D3A 0040

3884 3E0C 0041

103

PR0GRAH UINDUP

LD A.ETX

CALL CENOUT

LD A.STX

CALL CENOUT

LD A.FF (ISSUE FORH FEED

(RETURN TO NORMAL MODE



A Public Service of This Magazine
fj

A The Advertising Council

BillCosby
says:

"When you
learn CPR,
you're

ready to

save lives-
anywhere.'

Paper Tiger, continued.

3886
3880

3890
3892
3894

3895
3896
3897

3898

CD7D3A
3E13
CD7D3A

DDE1
FDE1
01

El

CI
Fl

C9

9>

American
Red Cross

3899
389A

389B
389D
389F

38A2
38A4
38A6
38A9
38AA
38AC

38AE
38B1
3883

3865

3888
38BA

38BC

38BE
38C0

38C3
38CS
38C7

38CA
38CC
38CE
3801
3803
3805
3808
3809

C5
E5

D0E1

063E
C0DA38

0023

10F9
CD383A
E5
D0E1
063E
C00E39
0023
10F9
C0383A
0023
0023
DDES

063E
CD6F3V

0023
10F9
CD383A
DDE1

063E
CDD039
0023
10F9
CD383A

CI

C9

380A
3808

38DC

38DF
38E2
38E4

38E7
38EA
38EB
38ED
38EF
38F0

38F4
38F6
38F8

38FB
38F0
38FF

3901

3902
3903
3904
3906
3908
3908
390C
390D

E5

CS

C0153A

2100F8
1600
0D5E00
C0083A
19

1E00
0608

7E
F021943A
CB7F
2803
CD433A

CB07
FD23
10F3

23

1C

7B
FE06
20E5
CD203A
CI

El

C9

390E
390F
3910
3913
3916

E5
CS
CD153A
2100F8
1600

0062
0063
0064

0065

0066
0067

0068

0069
0070

0071

0072 >

0073 I

0074 I

0075 (

0076 I

0077 i

0078 i

0079 {

0080 1

0081 PLINE
0082

0083
0084
0085 PL0OP1
0086

0087
0088
0089
0090
0091

0092 PL0OP2
0093
0094

0095
0096
0097

0098
0099
0100 PLOOP

3

0101

0102
0103
0104
0105
0106 PLOOP4
0107
0108
0109

0110
0111
0112 i

0113 i

0114 I

0115 )

0116 T6
0117

0118
0119
0120
0121

0122
0123
0124
0125 T6LP1
0126
0127

0128 T6LP2
0129
0130
0131 T6CNT
0132
0133

0134
0135
0136
0137
0138
0139
0140
0141
0142

0143 I

0144 i

0145 ;

0146 (

0147 B2T4
0148

0149
0150
0151

•DESELECT PRINTER

CALL CENOUT
LD A.DC3
CALL CENOUT
POP IX
POP IY
POP DE
POP HL
POP BC
POP AF

RET

SUBROUTINE THAT PRINTS 3 SCREEN LINES.
BECAUSE THE SORCERER'S CHARACTERS ARE 8X8
AND THE PAPER TIGER ONLY PRINTS 6 VERTICAL
DOTS PER PASS. 4 PASSES ARE REQUIRED TO
PRINT 3 LINES. PASS 1 PRINTS THE TOP 6 DOTS
OF THE FIRST LINE. PASS 2 PRINTS THE LAST 2
DOTS OF THE FIRST LINE AND THE TOP 4 DOTS OF
THE SECOND LINE AND SO ON.

(WE DESTROY

(POINT IX TO CURRENT LINE
(LOOP FOR 62 CHARS PER LINE
SPRINT TOP 6 DOTS

PUSH BC
PUSH HL

POP IX
LD B.620
CALL T6

INC IX
DJMZ PL0OP1-I
CALL NEWLN (START NEW LINE
PUSH HL
POP IX (POINT IX BACK
LD B.62D
CALL B2T4
INC IX
DJNZ PL00P2-*
CALL NEWLN
INC IX
INC IX

PUSH IX
LD B.62D
CALL B4T2
INC IX
DJNZ PL0QP3-
CALL NEWLN
POP IX
LD Bf62D
CALL B6
INC IX
DJNZ PL0OP4-
CALL NEMLN
POP BC
RET

i START NEW LINE
(SKIP LAST TWO CHARS ON SCREEN

(SAVE ADDR OF CURRENT LINE

(RESTORE

SUBROUTINE WHICH PRINTS TOP 6 DOTS OF
A CHARACTER

PUSH
PUSH

CALL
LD
LD
LD
CALL
ADO
LD
LD

LD
LD
BIT
JR

CALL

RLC
INC

DJNZ

INC

INC
LD
CP
JR
CALL
POP
POP
RET

HL (WE DESTROY
BC

INITCHR (ZERO WORK CHARS
HL.CHRDEF
D>OD
Et(IXFOD) (LOAD CHAR IN E

(MULTIPLY BY 8
(POINT TO CHAR'S REPRESENTATION
(LOOP FOR 6 VERT DOTS
(LOOP FOR 8 HORZ DOTS

MPY8

HL.DE
Etta
B.8D

Af(HL)
IY>UKCHR

7.A
Z.T6CNT-*
SETBIT

A

IY

T6LP2-I

HL
E
A>E

6D

NZ.T6LP1-*
CHROUT (OUTPUT WORK CHARS
BC
HL

SUBROUTINE WHICH PRINTS BOTTOM 2 DOTS OF A
CHAR AND TOP 4 DOTS OF CHAR ON NEXT LINE.

PUSH
PUSH
CALL

LD
LD

HL

BC

INITCHR
HLfCHRDEF
DtOD

(WE DESTROY

104 CREATIVE COMPUTING



3918
391B
391E
391F

3921
3922

3923
3925
3927
3928
392C
392E
3930
3933
3935

3937
3939
393A

393B
393C
393E

39*0
3943
3945
3948
394B

394C
394E
3950
3951

3955
3957
3959
395C
395E
3960
3962
3963
3964

3965
3967
3969
396C
396D
396E

DDSEOO
CD083A
7B

C606
5F
19

1E00
0608
7E

FD21943A
CB7F
2803
C0433A
CB07
FD23
10F3

23
1C

7B

FE02
20ES
2100F8
1600
DD5E40
CD083A
19

1E02
0608
7E
FD21943A
CB7F
2803
CD433A
CB07
FD23
10F3

23
1C

7B

FE06
20E5
CD203A
CI

El
C9

396F
3970
3971

3974
3977
3979
397C
397F
3980
3982
3983
3984
3986
3988
3989
398D
39BF

3991

3994
3996
3998
399A
399B
399C
399D
399F

E5
CS

CD153A
2100F8
1600

DD5EO0
CD083A
7B
C604
5F
19

1EO0

0608
7E
FD21943A
CB7F
2803
CD433A
CB07
FB23
10F3
23
1C

7B
FE04
20E5

0152
0153
0154

0155
0156
0157

0158
0159 B2LP1
0160

0161

0162 B2LP2
0163
0164
0165 B2CNT
0166

0167

0168
0169

0170
0171
0172

0173
0174
0175

0176
0177

0178
0179 T4LP1

0180
0181

0182 T4LP2

0183
0184
0185 T4CNT

0186
0187

0188
0189
0190

0191
0192
0193
0194
0195
0196
0197 )

0198 i

0199 I

0200 i

0201 B4T2
0202

0203

0204
0205
0206
0207
0208
0209
0210
0211
0212
0213 B4LP1
0214
0215
0216 B4LP2
0217
0218
0219 B4CNT
0220
0221

0222
0223

0224
0225
0226

(POINT TO CHAR'S REPRESENTATION

(LOOP FOR 2 VERT DOTS

(LOOP FOR 8 HORZ DOTS

LD E.UXtOD)
CALL MPY8

LD AiE

ADD At6D

LD EiA

ADD HLfDE

LD E'OD

LD B»8D

LD A.(HL)

LD IYfUKCHR

BIT 7tA

JR ZtB2CNT-«

CALL SETBIT

RLC A

INC IT

DJNZ B2LP2-*

INC HL

INC E

LD AiE

CP 2B

JR NZiB2LPl-»

LD HL.CHRDEF

LD D»OD

LD E.UX+64D)

CALL HPT8

ADD HLfDE

LD Ef2D

LD Bi8D

LD A.(HL)

LD IY>WKCHR

BIT 7fA

JR Z.T4CNT-*

CALL SETBIT

RLC A

INC IT

DJNZ T4LP2-*

INC HL

INC E

LD A.E

CP 6B

JR NZiT4LPl-«
CALL CHROUT (OUTPUT WORK CHARS

POP BC (RESTORE

POP HL

RET

(LOAD CHAR ON NEXT LINE

(LOOP FOR 4 VERT DOTS

(LOOP FOR 8 HORZ DOTS

SUBROUTINE UHICH PRINTS BOTTOH 4 DOTS OF

A CHAR AND TOP 2 DOTS OF CHAR ON NEXT LINE

PUSH
PUSH

CALL

LD
LD
LD
CALL
LD
ADD
LD
ADD
LD
LD
LD
LD
BIT
JR
CALL
RLC
INC

DJNZ
INC
INC

LD
CP
JR

HL
BC

INITCHR

HL.CHRDEF
D.OD
ErUXrOD)
HPY8
A.E

Af4D
E.A
HL.DE
E.OD
B.8D
A.(HL)
IYtUKCHR
7.

A

ZtB4CNT-»
SETBIT

A

IY

B4LP2-*
HL
E

A.E

4(
NZ.B4LP1-4

(HE DESTROY

(POINT TO CHAR'S REPRESENTATION

(LOOP FOR 4 VERT DOTS

(LOOP FOR 8 HORZ DOTS

REVOLUTIONARY »

PROGRAMS
FROM

CONTINENTAL
SOFTWARE

tor your Apple Computer

^ THOROUGHLY TESTED
^ WELL DOCUMENTED

,- WRITTEN BY
PROFESSIONALS
^ USER ORIENTED

AVAILABLE NOW!

L.A. LAND MONOPOLY
lat.M

Th« object of L.A. Land Monopoly is to

become the nchest player in the game in

tv.ms ol lotal asset*- cash, property, and

buildings— and to drive all your opponents

into bankruptcy Hi Res Graft

H YPEA.SPACE WARS
$29.93
4MCTRIK

The Terraunton is being attacked by a

deadly Klepton invasion force As com
mander of the United Starship Excalrbur. it

is your mission to destroy this invasion

'

force Hi Res Graphics'

3-0 SPACI tATUI
A high resolution three dimensional ^

Jg space game where the player searches for ^
an alien ship using the on board scanners

THE MAfctftOOM
$29.93

* Up to 650 names per disk # Ability

to sort on any of 12 items and/or special jL.

sorts on a portion of total entries * 1

Labels 1 . 2. or 3 across * Sorts names in

16 seconds

THE HOME MONEY MINDER
$34.95

* Transactions for month by each type of

expense, check, credit card & cash

* Transactions for month by check,

redit card and cash sorted by budget

category * Bank reconcile

* Budget for year * Comparison of

total expenses for month and year to date

sorted by budget category

GENERAL LEDGER
Complete Program $175

Manual Only $15

^ We challenge the competition with the first

revolutionary general ledger program for

the Apple that your accountant will like as

much as you will

* Complete step by-step instructions

. * Automatic double entry * Complete

audit trails * Menu Driven * Easiest to

use by far * Hi Res charting of all ac
' counts * Maintains Complete Year's

history of all transactions # Excellent

error-ch.

See All

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
at your Local Dealer or Order

from

CONTINENTAL
SOFTWARE

30448 Via Victoria

Rancho Palos Verdes,

CA 90274
Phone (213) 371 5612

*
i TL Apple is a registered trademark

. 1\ IN. mi the Apple Corporation
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nued...
THELEAST

Paper Tiger, conti

FKPFAIQII/P DDfWD n amo 39A1 2100F8 0227 LB HL.CHRDEF
LArtnlolVL rnuunHmS 39A4 1600 0228 L0 DtOD

vnnram pi & 39A6 0D5E40 0229 LD Ei(IX464D) iLOAD CHAR ON NEXT LINEfuu bHiy bur. 39A9 CD083A 0230 CALL HPY8
39AC 19 0231 ADD HL.DE

t'P lo 77 high-quality program;
for TRS-80, only $10 95

39A0 1E04
39AF 0608

0232

0233 T2LP1
L0

LD
Ei4D (LOOP FOR 2 VERT DOTS
B.8D ,L00P FOR 8 H0RZ DOTS
Af(HL)
ITtWKCHRNewBasic—expands disk basic

39B1 7E 0234
39B2 FD21943A 0235

LD
LD

Now configure your Basic to do any or
all of the following:

39B6 CB7F 0236 T2LP2 BIT 7.A
39B8 2803 0237 JR Z.T2CNT-4

• Convert decimal to hei.andvlce versa, provide
character representation tor each, or the hei-dec

39BA C0433A 0238 CALL SETBIT
number of any character • Blinking cursor 39BD CB07 0239 T2CNT RLC A
• Repeat key. Audible key entry (each key makes 39BF F023 0240 INC IT•""".I* directory command Irom Basic a Disk
load and disk run command rile a Graphic
Junctions, including drawing blocks, lines, tilling

39C1 10F3
39C3 23

0241

0242
MB
INC

T2LP2-*
HL

)f oi^-s * Low*r<'"' driver . RS232 driver 39C4 1C 0243 INC E(LPRINT LLIST) .Call function, hex order 39CS 7B 0244 LD AiEnumber will eiecute subroutine . Spooler and
despooler • Print toggle. LPRINTS your video

39C6 FE06 0245 CP 6D
display . Find (locate a Basic command or string)

39C8 20E5 0246 JR NZ.T2LP1-*
Modular Software Associates $24 95 ($21 45 CA) 39CA CD203A 0247 CALL CHR0UT iOUTPUT WORK CHARS

Level II Tapes 39CD CI 0248 POP BC (RESTORE
39CE El 0249 POP HLTiny' Pascal runs on any 1 6K Level II system In- 39CF C? 0250 RETcludes the programming structuring capabilities

of full Pascal, but not data structuring 02S1 i

0252 1 SUBR0UTI
Able to compile Z-IO machine code, programs run 0253 1
about SX faster than Level II Baslr—graphics run
eight times faster' Requires use of T- Hug (or Taw
7) and ETASM "^

39D0 ES
39B1 CS

0254 B6

0255
PUSH
PUSH

HL >WE DESTROY
BC

39D2 C0153A 0256 CALL INITCHRTape 3, People's Pascal $19.95 39D5 2100F8 0257 LD HL.CHRDEF
Tape 1. 34 buis . edu . game progs $10 95

39D8 1600 0258 LD D.0D
Tape 2, 77 programs from Osborne book Some 39DA DD5E40 0259 LD EiUXt64D)
Common Basic Programs $|o 95 39DD CD083A 0260 CALL HPY8Tape 5, 24 buls

,
edu

, gam* progs $10 95
Tape 7. 31 buls

. edu , game progs $10 95
Tape 1. 40. Inc 4X tape speedup $10 95

39E0 7B
39E1 C602

0261

0262
LD
ADD

All
A.2D

39E3 5F 0263 LD E.A

PASPATCH 39E4 19 0264 ADD HL.DE .POINT TO CHAR'S REPRESENTATION
PasPatch, Tape 6P, makes Tandy tiny
Pascal a powerful disk system!

39ES 1E00 0265 LD E.OD (LOOP FOR 6 VERT DOTS
39E7 0608
39E9 7E
39EA FD21943A

0266 B6t.Pl LD B.8D .LOOP FOR 8 H0RZ DOTS
Also works with CIE Tape 6 (no longer available)
and Supersoft tiny

0267
0268

L0
L0

Ai(HL)
IY.WKCHR

Modular Software Assoc $15 95 39EE CB7F 0269 B6LP2 BIT 7.A

SuperPIMS—People's Database
39F0 2803
39F2 C0433A

0270
0271

JR
CALL

Z.B6CNT-*
SETBIT M

PIMS has been greatly speeded up and simplified. 39F5 CB07 0272 B6CNT RLC Awith machine-language sorts, key delKwrii »-.

optional automatic lowercase (no keying, no
39F7 FD23 0273 INC IT

hardware mod) on labels or reports 1'p to 20 39F9 10F3 0274 DJNZ B6LP2-$
fields, limited by 240-character maximum per 39FB 23 0275 INC HLrecord Easy to revise, add records, split or 39FC 1C 0276 INC

LD
E

A.E
merge files, sum or average any fields
Customized tortape. tape 4 disk. Zoom, TC$ Poor

39FD 7» 0277
Man's Floppy. B17, Stringy Floppy-all on one 39FE FE06 0278 CP 6D
tape! As mailing labels program, easily manages
20,000 list CIE does! Advanced labels module to
come, $24 95. making system most powerful

3A00 20E5
3A02 C0203A

0279
0280

JR
CALL

NZ.B6LP1-*
CHROUT iOUTPUT WORK CHARS

mailer available! 3A05 CI 0281 POP BC

J"*"™ (
.

C,E > *«*»» <*!•»$ CA) 3A06 El 0282 POP HLbook (SCELBI) $1 1 95 ($12.«7 CA) 3A07 C9 0283 RET

Tiny Payroll 0284 i

We've taken it from Computer Programming for 0285 1 SUBROUTIt
the Complete Idiot, thus a whole book of 0286 i

documentation' For all above systems.
Ct< $10 95 (CA $11 CI)
Book, documents Tiny Payroll $5 95

3A08 CB23
3A0A CB12

0287 HPY8
0288

SLA
RL

E

D

Games for color TRS-80
3A0C CB23
3A0E CB12

0289
0290

SLA
RL

E

D
Modular Software Assoc tape contains 3A10 CB23 0291 SLA E
. PONG $0 . ENTRAP • DEMOLISN (like 3A12 CB12 0292 RL

RET
DBreakout) . TRAFFIC (Grand Prli auto race)

. BETA TREK space game . SHUTTLE (rocket
3A14 C9 0293

ship gam.) $19 95 ($20 55 CA) 0294 i

Word Processing Newsletter
0295 i

0296 i

SUBROUTINE WHICH ZEROS WORK CHARS

Want to reallv USE your computer Then word 3A15 21943A 0297 INITCHR L HL.WKCHRprocessing Is for you Let your computer show you
how much easier writing can be.

Learn about the new 510 cps 'non-daisy* that at
3A18 0608 0298 LD B.8D

10X daisy speed gives correspondence quality, at 3A1A 3600 0299 INITLP LD (HL).OHless than twice the cost Too slow? The really fast
guys are coming How about 30 1I«H typeset-
quallty documents per minute? Maybe you could

3A1C 23
3A1D 10FB

0300
0301

INC
DJNZ

HL
INITLP-$

use the same 'printer' as a copier 3A1F C9 0302 RET
How about an ineipenalv. ($169) magnetic card 0303 ireader writer that would let you Input mall

addresses, letter paragraphs, even small
0304 ( SUBROUTINE WHICH WRITES WORK CHARS TO

programs? 0305 i PRINTER
Read about all this and more In Low Coat Word 0306 ;

Processing, the only newsletter about word 3A20 FD21943A 0307 CHROUI LD IY.WKCHRprocessing using your personal computer Just
$15 for 12 Issues.

3A24 0608 0308 LD B.8D

All orders charge card, check or mo
Calif residents add C pet tai Dealer Inq Invited

3A26 FD7E00
3A29 CD7D3A

0309 CHRLP
0310

LD
CALL

A.(IYtOD)
CENOUT

Overseas, add $1 per tap. postage I 3A2C FE03 0311
0312

CP ETX

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANCE 1
sue dlVVO JR NZ,CHRCNT-$

Box 159 3A30 CD7D3A 0313 CALL CENOUT

San Luis Hey CA 92068 A 3A33 F023 0314 CHRCNT INC IY

c IRCLE 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD 106 CREATIVE COMPUTING



3A35
3A37

3A38
3A3A

3A3D
3A3F
3A42

10£F

C9

3E03
CD7D3A

3E0B
CD7D3A
C?

3A43

3A44
3A4S
3A47

3A49
3A4D
3A4F
3AS1
3AS3
3AS7
3A59
3A5B
3A5D
3A61

3A63
3A6b

3A67
3MB
3A6D

3A6F

3A71
3A75
3A77
3A7B
3A7C

F5
7B

FEOO
2006

FDCB00C6
1B2C
FE01
2006
FDCBOOCE
1822
FE02
2006
FDCB00D6
1818
FE03
2006
FBCBOODE
180E
FE04

2006
F0CB0OE6
1804
FDCBOOEE

Fl
C9

3A7D F5
3A7E F5

3A7F DBFF

3A81 CB7F

3A83 20FA

3A8S Fl

3A86 F680
3A88 D3FF

3A8A EA7F

3A8C D3FF

3A8E F6B0
3A90 D3FF

3A92 Fl
3A93 C»

3A94 00

3A95 00

3A96 00

3A97 00

3A98 00

3A99 00

3A9A 00
3A9B 00

EWORS-OOOO

0315
0316

0317 i

0318 •

0319 i

0320 S

0321 NEWLN
0322

0323
0324
0325

0326 i

0327 !

0328 I

0329 I

0330 i

0331 SETBIT

0332

0333
0334

0335
0336
0337 CHECK

1

0338
0339
0340
0341 CHECK2

0342
0343

0344
0345 CHECK3
0346

0347
0348
0349 CHECK4

0350
0351
0352

0353 SET5
0354 SETRTN
0355
0356 i

0357 ;

0358 *

0359 ;

0360 CENOUT
0361

0362 CENBSY

0363
0364

0365
0366
0367

0368
0369
0370
0371
0372
0373
0374 i

0375 »

0376 »

0377 WKCHR

0378
0379
0380

0381
0382

0383
0384

DJHZ CHRLP-»

RET

SUBROUTINE WHICH POSITIONS PRINT HEAD TO

START OF NEM LINE

LD A.ETX

CALL CENOUT

LD A.VT

CALL CENOUT

RET

SUBROUTINE WHICH SETS A BIT ( SELECTED BY

VALUE IN REG E ) IN WORK AREA POINTED TO

BY IY

PUSH AF >WE DESTROY

LD AiE

CP OD

JR NZ.CHECK1-*

SET OiCIY+OD)

JR SETRTN-*

CP 1>

JR NZ.CHECK2-*

SET liimOD)
JR SETRTN-*

CP 2D

JR NZ.CHECK3-»

SET 2f<mOD>
JR SETRTN-*

CP 3D

JR NZiCHECK4-«

SET 3i(IYt0D)

JR SETRTN-*

CP »
JR NZiSETS-*

SET 4t(IY+0D>

JR SETRTN-*

SET 5i<IY+0D>

POP AF IRESTORE

RET

SUBROUTINE THAT OUTPUTS CHAR IN REC A

& THE BOOK
ACCESSING THE TRS*0* ROM

B2CNT

B2T4

B4LP2
BtCNT
CENBSY

CHECK2
CHRCHT
CHROUT

ETX

KITLP
NEWLN

PL0OP2

RS

SETBIT

STX

T2LP2
T4LP2

T6LP1

WKCHR

3933
390E
398D
39F5
3A7F

3A59

3A33
3A20
0003
3A1A
3A38

38AE
001E
3A43
0002
39B6
3955

38ED
3A94

B2LP1
I4CNT

B4T2
B6LP1
CENOUT

CHECK3
CHRBEF
DC1

FF

HLOOP
PLINE
PL0OP3
SCREEN
SETRTN

T2CNT
T4CNT
T6

TALP2

TO PRINTER

PUSH
PUSH
IN

BIT
JR

POP

OR
OUT

AND
OUT
OR
OUT
POP
RET

AF
AF

Ai(OFFH)

7.

A

NZ. CENBSY-*

AF

80H
(OFFH).A

7FH

(OFFH)fA
80H
(OFFH)iA
AF

WORK AREAS

DEFB
DEFB
DEFB

DEFB

DEFB
DEFB

DEFB
DEFB

OOH

OOH
OOH
OOH

OOH
OOH

OOH
OOH

3925
3994
396F
39E7
3A7D
3A63
F800
0011

OOOC
3872
3899

38C0
F080
3A7B

39BD
395C
38DA
38F4

B2LP2
B4LP1

B6
B6LP2
CHECK

1

CHECK4
CHRLP
DC3
INITCH
HPY8
PL00P1

PL00P4
SETS
SPRINT

T2LP1
T4LP1
T6CNT

VT

392C
3986
39D0
39EE
3A4F
3A6D
3A26
0013
3A1S
3A08
389F

38CE
3A77
3856
39AF
394E
38FB
OOOB
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If you ever do
Assembly
language
programming,
or you just want
to know more
about your
TRS-80 ROM,
"THEB00K"
is for you.

Volume I will give you access to over fifty ma-

chine language subroutines in the Radio Shack

Level II BASIC. It includes information on the nu-

meric data formats and a commented listing of the

ROM routines.

"THE B00K, Volume I", encompasses all arith-

metic functions and mathematical operations.

There are separate routines for integers, single

precision, and double precision numbers and the

data format for each of these number types is

explained. The routines that perform ASCII to bin-

ary and binary to ASCII conversion are identified

and explained to provide you a means of data I/O.

A fully commented listing provides the details on

the step-by-step execution of these ROM rou-

tines. Although a complete disassembly is not

provided in order to avoid copyright infringement,

you can obtain a complete disassembly using the

disassembler program listed in "THE B00K."

Volume I also includes a complete, detailed mem-

ory map of the entire machine and a symbol table

noting over 500 addresses.

"THE B00K" will save you hour upon hour of

assembler program development time. Don't start

programming without it.

Order your copy of "THE B00K", today!

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Insiders Software Consultants, Inc

P.O. Box 2441 , Dept. S 1

Springfield, VA 221 52

n Please send me Volume I of THE B00K
at $14.95 plus $1.50 for postage.

•TRS-80 i««

Tandy Corp

tradwrark <X

ADDRESS

CITY. STATE
a ZIP CODE

Check payable to Insiders Software Consultants. Inc.

Q MASTER CHARGE MC Bank Code

VISA Exp. Date: Card Number:

Signature

CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Is that me on TV? It sort of resembles
me, but the image is just black and white
with no grays. I walk a few feet further and
there I am again, this time with grays, but
the motion is jerky. Kind of like seeing
every 10th frame of a movie.

At the Midwest Computer Show, a goodly
crowd was frequently found around the
Computer Station booth. People were
watching those crazy images of themselves.
They certainly weren't the familiar closed-
circuit images produced by a camera and
monitor. Something else had been added—
an Apple computer. Elbowing closer to
the booth, and making way for those who,
with screen dumps grasped in their hands,
were leaving, I got my first look at the
Dithertizer II. I was impressed.
Taking input through a black and white

Sanyo VC 1610X camera, the Dithertizer
could put a picture on the Apple hi-res
screen in less than a second. The person
demonstrating the system explained that
most of the existing low-cost digitizers take
almost five seconds to produce a picture.
The Dithertizer requires only l/60th of a

ITHED1NG

EIGHTS

Ken Rectors

second to grab a binary picture. (The Micro
Works system requires almost 5 seconds
to grab an image.) The Dithertizer is fast
by virtue of the fact that it uses a DMA
(direct memory access) type of binary video
digitizing versus a frame grabber. These
binary frames are combined into dithered
matrices of 2X2, 4X4, or 8X8. A 2X2 matrix
requires 4 frames, a 4X4 requires 16, and
an 8X8 requires 64. Increasing the size of
the matrix allows for higher contrast and,
therefore, more shades of gray. In other
words, an 8X8 matrix provides 64 levels of
gray from white to black. The actual picture
takes from 1 /l 5 of a second for the smallest
matrix to 1 and 1/15 seconds for the largest
matrix. Since the image could be redrawn
at this rate, a slightly-less-than-real-time
motion could be seen on the screen. The
term "dithering" refers to the process of
producing the appearance of gray scales
by means of overlaying.

From what I could see, the user is given
many ways to interact with the system.
Intensity and contrast are controlled with
the paddles. With one press of a key, the

Dithertizer can switch to producing straight

black and white images with no gray scales.

Using the paddles, a variety of interesting
contour pictures can be produced. A con-
tour image is produced by subtracting one
frame from another so that you end up
with just the outline of the image, ie., you
just pick up the contour edging. This re-
quires two frames and takes l/30th of a
second to produce. Using contours, images
can be produced faster than those with
gray scales; you nearly have animation.
Using these techniques alone or together
allows the user to experiment with various
artistic interpretations, or whatever else
suits his fancy. Another key freezes the
image. From here, it can be saved to disk.
The image can also be sent to any printer
capable ofdumping the hi-res screen. This
requires another program which is included
with the package.

So, what can you do with the Dithertizer?
You can make pictures of your friends, or
of anything else a video camera can spy
out. With a printer, the pictures could be
turned into posters. And, since the scene
can be saved from disk and recalled, it can
be decorated later with text or shapes from
a table. With the right software, many
interesting things can be done to the image.
With pictures on file, you can spice up
your software with great graphics. Accord-
ing to Lynn Sullivan, president of the
Computer Station, manufacturers of the
Dithertizer, many "real world" applications
are possible. For example, gray levels can
be extracted from aerial photographs. One
professor is using it for work in geology.
Another is using it to study sexual response
and behavior in rats. It is useful for this

because it is a much more sensitive move-
ment detector than a regular video cam-
era.

The Dithertizer II board, with software,
sells for $300. The Sanyo VC 1610X camera
is $410. If you buy both, the price drops to
$650. This $650 package also includes
software to produce a hard-copy image on
either the Paper Tiger 440 or 460 printers.
An Apple Silent Writer printer can also be
used by storing the hi-res page and then
dumping it out. All the software commands
are one letter, for example, C for contour,
D for dither and P for print. The package
is available from Peripherals Plus, 39 East
Hanover Ave., Morris Plains, New Jersey
07950. For further information, call (201)
267-4558.

Lynn Sullivan, president of the Computer Station. as seen by the Dithertizer II.
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For other articles on digitizing, see "Per-
iphicon 51 1 Optical Image Digitizer," Crea-
tive Computing, vol. 5, number 10. This
review presents background information
and suggests several interesting applications
for computers with cameras. "Image Pro-
cessing with COMPIC'sComputer Portrait
System," from vol. 5, number 8, presents a
detailed look at the joys and woes of a
computer-oriented business, as well as a
complete description of the materials re-
quired for computer portraits.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Suddenly,RCAmakes talking to

yourcomputer a lot cheaper.
New interactive data terminal
with color graphics-only $369.

RCA's new VP-3301 is a professional quality, ASCII

encoded, interactive data terminal, suitable for a wide

variety of industrial, educational, business and individual

applications requiring interactive communication

between computer and user. Connects directly to your

computer or to a standard modem for over the phone

access to time sharing networks and data bases. And it's

compatible with networks such as those provided by

CompuServe Information Services and Source Tele-

computing Corp. Microprocessor intelligence and LSI

video control integrated circuits bring performance,

features and flexibility at a low price. Power supply

included.

Unique color locking circuitry creates sharp, jitter

free, true color graphics and rainbow free characters.

Displays the entire field of characters in any of 8

colors against any of 8 background colors (7 gray scales

with monochrome monitors). Or to add special

emphasis, you can display individual letters, words or

lines in different colors or in reverse video.

The VP-3301 offers you a choice of two software-

selectable display formats: Either 40 characters by 24

lines. Or 20 characters by 12 lines.

The terminal's resident character set consists of 52

upper and lower case alphabetics, 1 numerals, 32

punctuation /math symbols, and 31 control characters

"Suggested user price.

You can also define a total of 128 ofyour own characters.

Including: Greek letters and other foreign alphabets,

graphic symbols, large graphics building blocks.playing

card suits, unique character fonts, and "little green men."

The keyboard section features flexible-membrane
key switches with contact life rated at greater than five

million operations. A finger positioning overlay and

positive keypress action give good operator "feel".

An on-board sound generator and speaker provides

aural feedback for key presses and may also be

activated with escape sequences to provide an audio

output.

The sealed keyboard surface is spill proof and dust

proof. This combined with high noise immunity CMOS
circuitry makes the VP-3301 ideal for hostile

environments.

Output is industry standard asynchronous RS232C
or 20 mA current loop with six switch selectable baud

rates and 8 selectable data formats.

The terminal can be connected directly to a 525 line

color or monochrome monitor. Or to a standard TV set

using an Rf modulator.

For more information, contact RCA Microcomputer

Marketing, New Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17604.

Or call our toll-free number 800-233-0094.

CIRCLE 2450N READER SERVICE CARD



pie-Sketch

When I first bought my Apple II com-
puter a few months ago, I was very excit-
ed about using the high resolution graph-
ics that would surely dazzle my friends. I

had visions of swooping spacecraft
catapulting across the screen, of finely
detailed game displays; but most of all, I

relished the possibility of drawing freely,

in color, on the high resolution screen.
What possibilities, I thought: a 45000
point display (give or take a few), with six

available colors. Surely there would be
an easy way to make it do my bidding! So
I spent a few evenings working with my
shiny new Apple, a color T.V. set, and
the friendly Apple manuals, and quickly
learned that things might not be very
easy after all.

Apple's high resolution graphics mode
consists of two areas or "pages" of
memory in which to store the informa-
tion that makes up a high resolution pic-

ture. The primary page picture buffer (or
page 1) begins at memory location 8192
and extends up to location 16383, while
the secondary page immediately follows,
from locations 16384 to 24575. Six colors
(black, white, green, violet, orange and
blue) are available, although some limita-
tions exist that I will talk more about
later. Page one is mixture of graphics and
text with four text lines residing beneath
the graphics screen, although they can be
removed by a simple POKE command.
Page two is strictly graphics, with no text
window easily available to the user. Basic

statements can turn points on or off in

color and can draw lines between a
specified series of points. For those
gamers in the crowd (like myself), binary
shape tables can be created to draw,
rotate, and expand a user defined shape
anywhere on the screen. Sounds great,
doesn't it? But let's backtrack for a
moment.
To put it frankly, a single point plotted

on the screen does not a picture make! A
lot of careful thought and planning has to
come before you can produce eye-
catching drawings using this one-at-a-
time method. Since many, many points
must be used to produce a colorful draw-
ing of, say, your friendly neighborhood
computer, it becomes impractical (and
very slow) to use a series of HPLOT state-
ments to draw it from within a program.
Who'd want to figure out where all those
points should go, anyway? The method
used to create shape tables is very
tedious and difficult; a single mistake can
put you right back where you started
from.

As a result, many would-be graphics
artists have become frustrated with high-

David Miller. 79 Hawley Ave.. Port Chester NY
10573.
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resolution graphics and shy away from
using them in their programs. The more
affluent, of course, buy expensive
graphics tablets costing hundreds of
dollars, and produce visual effects to
make the rest of us turn green with envy.
I soon decided to even up the score a
little bit; perhaps through a little software
magic, it would become possible to dupli-
cate some of the features of the graphics
tablets.

The method used
to create shape tables

is very tedious
and difficult;

a single mistake
can putyou right

back where you
started from.

The result is my program, written in

Applesoft to make life a little more enjoy-
able for the artistic Apple owner. With it

you can create vivid computer art,

without spending hundreds of dollars on
an expensive graphics tablet, by using the
Apple paddles for the drawing input. All
six colors are available for either the
actual drawing or for a change of back-
ground color; three pen sizes will

produce thick strokes or fine detail. If

you'd like to throw in some straight lines
between any points on the screen, fine;
and it's simple to selectively erase parts
of a drawing, or the whole screen,
instantly. None of this is going to do you
much good if you can't preserve the
results of your painstaking labor, so it is

possible to save drawings on a disk and
load them back into memory another
time for viewing or modification. What
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happens if you get stuck and can't

remember how to erase the screen, or
change color? Type control-H for help!
and a page listing all the commands
appears in place of the graphics screen;
after perusing for a while, hit a key and
the graphics screen is instantly restored,
with any drawings intact.

When the program is run, a title page
appears, followed by the command page
after a key is pressed. As I said, you can
pop right back here when in trouble by
typing control-H. It's very helpful for
beginners, but as you grow more experi-
enced you won't be needing it anymore.
Press another key and the real fun starts.

The text screen is now replaced by the
black high resolution graphics screen,
with a flashing white dot hiding
somewhere about. If you doubt my word,
turn the paddle knobs and it will magic-
ally dance across the screen. This is the
point mode, as the first text line informs
you, and pen position is indicated by that

little blinking dot; it's color is white on a
black screen and black on the others to
improve visibility. To pop back into it

when drawing, press P and the point will

reappear. You can use it to carefully
erase or chip away at parts of a drawing,
or to jump quickly from place to place
without drawing.

Ready to start a picture? Hit the W key
and the dot stops flashing; by manipulat-
ing the paddle, you can produce a fine

line of small white dots. Quickly move
the pen to separate the dots, or draw
slowly and carefully for a smooth white
line. You can instantly change colors by
pressing the first letter of the color
desired (control-B for blue to
differentiate it from B for black). It's just

as easy to change pen size; press S and
numerically choose small, medium, or
large by pressing 1, 2 or 3. The point
mode resumes, so press a color to begin
drawing again in the new size. The pen
will now be a small box instead of a single

point, and a thicker line will result as you
draw. Varying pen size within a drawing

CREATIVE COMPUTING



ALF/Apple Music

Synthesizer
., JJAW. , nn~ Ml Kl Tit •
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The ALF Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) is an easy to

use peripheral which allows you to program music into

an Apple II computer using standard musical notation.

The ALF kit includes the synthesizer board (plugs into any

peripheral slot), exceptional quality software, and an

extensive user manual.

Sophisticated Music Entry Program

Sheet music is easily entered using the Apple game

paddles The high-resolution ENTRY program features the

familiar music staff with a "menu" of musical items listed

beneath it (note lengths, rests, edit commands, acciden-

tals etc.). One game paddle moves a cursor up and down

the 'music staff and is used to select the note pitch; the

second paddle chooses from the menu items (note length,

etc.) With the ALF hi-res ENTRY program, you won t have

to use cryptic codes to select note parameters.

As you program sheet music with ENTRY, measure bars

are inserted automatically (and note values are tied over

the bar where necessary). Key signatures are also

automatic—you don't have to keep writing In every sharp

° f

Three monophonic, individual parts can be programmed

with each ALF Music Synthesizer. Two boards are

required for stereo. A total of three synthesizers can be

used simultaneously for a maximum of nine voices. By

controling the envelope (or shape) of each voice, many

different instrumental sounds can be simulated.

Eight-octave Range

The ALF Music Synthesizer has a pitch range of eight

octaves—a wider range than a grand piano. The ALF can

also play semitones—"blues notes" or the pitches in

between the keyboard notes of a piano. (The pitch range is

from 27 5 to 55,000 Hertz, well beyond the limits of human

hearing.) Tuning accurancy is virtually perfect within

two cents of pitch value.

Every parameter of the ENTRY program can be changed

again and again during a musical piece. For example, you

can make changes in key, time signature, volume, and

timbre (envelope). Parts can be edited at any time, also.

Notes can be added or deleted, note length can be

changed, as well as pitch, volume, etc.

You can save songs on either cassette or disk, and play

them back using either ENTRY or PLAY. The playback

speed is adjusted with one of the game paddles, and can

be varied during the playback, if you wish to change the

overall tempo.

Colorful Playback Display

The ALF Music Synthesizer features a 16-color low-res

graphic display during song playback. Each musical part

is represented on a stylized piano "keyboard"— the

intensity of the note determines the color, and the pitch is

shown in relation to "middle C".

The ALF Music Synthesizer requires the use of an

external audio amplifier. Stereo programming is possible

with the use of two or three synthesizer boards.

The ALF software includes the ENTRY and PLAY

programs, sample songs, an introduction to "envelope

shaping", and demonstrations of advanced uses of the

synthesizer.

With the ALF software, entry of music is easy,

fast and accurate.

Nina Voices for only $198

The new ALF "AM-II" music synthesizer offers an

unbeatable value for the Apple owner who Is a music

hobbyist. With nine voices on a single music board for

$198.00, the AM-II is the most economical device for

creating music with the Apple.

The AM-II uses the same excellent ENTRY and PLAY
programs as the more sophisticated ALF Music Synthe-

sizer (AMS); the same hi-res graphic display from which

notes are selected with the Apple game paddles (not typed

with cryptic codes). All of the conveniences of the ENTRY
program apply—easy editing, playback with low-res

display, ability to save songs on cassette or disk, etc.

The AM-II has stereo output (3 voices in left, 3 voices in

the middle, 3 voices in the right).

How can the AM-II offer so much for only $198.00? The

two basic differences between the AM-II and the ALF
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) are pitch accuracy and

dynamic range. The AM-II has an accurate pitch range of

about six octaves. Pitch values above the treble staff

become increasingly inaccurate. Also, the AM-II has a

dynamic range of 28db, with 16 different volume levels,

(the AMS has a dynamic range of 78db).

The AM-II is manufactured with the same high quality

standards as other products from the ALF Corporation.

No sacrifice has been made in reliability; the new AM-II is

simply a great bargain.

Professional musicians will still want to use the original

Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) for its extended range and

volume controls (the AMS has a range of 8 octaves). But

for the Apple owner who is interested in music as a hobby,

the AM-II is the best music peripheral value available

today.

Requires : 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus, cassette or Disk

II, and an external audio amplifier (all necessary patch

cords are included). „..„«,««
AM-II ALF /Apple Synthesizer $198.00

AMS ALF/Apple Synthesizer 268.00

To order, send payment plus $3.00 shipping and

handling to Peripherals Plus. 119 Maple Ave., Morristown,

NJ 07960. Credit card customers should include card

number and expiration date of Visa, MasterCard or

American Express. Credit card customers may also order

t0" ,ree

800-631-8112
(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

Perioherok Plus
119 Maple Ave., Morristown, NJ 07960
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Apple Sketch, continued...
will produce more pleasing results, so use
all three to spice up your work. The
largest size, by the way, will quickly color
in large areas of a picture, such as the
sky.

But suppose you'd rather draw black
on a white background, or blue on an
orange background? No problem! Press
X and then the number of the new back-
ground color you want; the screen will be
instantly filled with that color, and you'll
be returned to the point mode. In the
process, everything on the screen is

erased, so if you hit X by mistake,
"return" will get you back to the point
mode, safe and sound!

I'm sure that the first few attempts at a
drawing will result in a meaningless
clutter on the screen; it takes a lot of
practice to draw easily with the paddles.
By typing control-W, you can erase the
whole screen instantly and start over
again for (hopefully!) better results. Or
you can selectively erase parts of a draw-
ing, either by using the point or with the
special erase mode. Press E and a large,
blinking square will appear in place of
the pen; move it carefully around to
erase more quickly than with the point.
The eraser is easier to locate than the
point, being larger and more visible, so it

could also be called a kind of extended
point mode.

The line drawing mode can be used to
quickly draw straight, even lines between
any two points on the screen; a line is

drawn in the last pen color used, and its

thickness corresponds to the current pen
size. After L is pressed, the flashing point
reappears on the screen, and its changing
X-Y coordinates are continuously dis-

played in the text window. To set the first

end point, hit a key; the point will be
plotted, followed by a brief pause so that
the pen can be moved away. Then the
flashing dot reappears, and the second
endpoint can be set in the same way. The
program asks if there are any corrections,
and if the endpoints are exactly where
you want them, depress N to draw the
line and return to the point mode. Press-
ing Y gives the option of changing either
or both of the endpoints; hit I to change
point #1, 2 to change point #2, or B to
change both. Hitting "return" when in the
line drawing mode returns you to the
point mode.
Okay, so now you have a great picture

done that you want to show your family
and friends; how can it be saved? Type
control-S and enter the name you'd like
it to be stored under; this name should
begin with a letter, not a number or con-
trol character, although these can be
used after the first letter. Hit "return",
and the contents of the entire high resolu-
tion screen will be saved in a binary file

on the disk. Be careful, because an un-
locked file with the same name will be
erased and written over! If you change

your mind about saving, hit "return" to
reenter the point mode. The same
process holds true for the load command
(control-L), but instead of saving, a high
resolution picture will be loaded into
memory from the specified disk file,

gradually filling the graphics screen and
erasing anything previously displayed.
One important note here: if you load a
picture with a colored background, make
sure you change the screen to the correct
color first. Otherwise, the point mode
will start erasing the background, as it

might previously have been set for a
black screen.

The final command is control-E, and it

allows for a graceful, dignified exit from
the program, after giving you one last

chance to reconsider. More violent types
will, I'm sure, use control-C or even
(ugh!) reset; make your choice accord-
ingly. And now, for the program itself:

Line 5 resets LOMEM: to 16384, above
the primary page of high resolution
graphics. While I was entering the pro-
gram, I painfully discovered that as it

You can instantly
change colors
by pressing the
first letter of the
color desired.

grew, it extended upward above location
8192 and into the primary high resolution
page, causing the random lines to appear
on the graphics screen. The last few lines

of the program also acquired bad habits,
playing hide and seek with me when
more was added to the program. All very
unpleasant, but the first line magically
cures the problem. Incidentally, LOMEM:
is reset to its normal value (just above
2000 with firmware Applesoft), by NEW,
DEL, and by adding or changing a program
line.

Lines 10-50 print the title page, wait for
a key to be pressed, clear the keyboard
strobe, and go to subroutine 1000, which
prints out the command page.

Line 90 traps for an error that might
occur during the program run; without it,

the program would bomb out, and you
would probably lose your picture. It

sends program flow to subroutine 4000,
where the error is appropriately
processed.

Line 100 is initialization; it sets point
and screen color, pen size, drawing
modes, and D$ as Control-D for DOS
commands. It clears the text screen and
initializes the high resolution display;
then line 105 pops the cursor down to the
21st line directly below the graphics
screen and goes to subroutine 650, which
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handles the point mode and pen size

display.

Lines 100-200 handle the drawing, de-
pending on the present program mode
and pen size. If a key is pressed, line 110
goes to subroutine 300, which handles
commands. Lines 120 and 130 read the
two paddles for the X and Y pen position.
If the point mode is true, line 140 plots at
the present position, erases, resets the
color and returns to line 110. Lines 150
and 160 draw a medium and large box in

the present color, depending on pen size,

if the erase mode is off. If the eraser is on,
lines 170 and 180 set its color, depending
on the present screen color, and 190
draws and erases it. If none of the above
are true, line 200 plots the point and
returns to line 1 10.

The following are program subroutines
that are used when commands are input
from the keyboard:

Lines 300-385 process commands, call-

ing other subroutines in the process and
finally returning to the main drawing
section. Line 300 gets the character
pressed from the keyboard and clears the
keyboard strobe. The remaining lines

change colors or modes, or call other
subroutines if necessary, depending on
the command that has been entered. If

the key pressed is not a command, line

385 returns to the main drawing section.
Lines 500-530 save a picture on disk;

line 520 alerts DOS with previously
initialized D$ and BSAVEs the entire
memory contents of high resolution page
1 under the file name input in line 510.
AS2000 specifies the starting hexa-
decimal address (8192 decimal) and
L$2000 specifies the length of the area of
memory to be stored. Lines 600-630 are
used in the same way to load a picture
from disk into memory starting at hex
location 2000, the beginning of the pri-

mary page.

Lines 650-660 set the color of the point
for the point mode, depending on the
present screen color. Line 660 clears the
text window, sets and prints the point
mode, goes to subroutine 3000 where the
pen size is displayed, and returns.

Lines 700-730 are reached by control-
E, and provide a dignified exit from the
program. As I said before, killjoys may
use "reset" or control-C if they wish.

Lines 800-840 print out the numbers for
the different colors and get a character
response. "Return" or CHR$ (13) pops
you back into the drawing routine after
resetting the point mode; an incorrect
response causes line 815 to get another
character. Otherwise, line 830 sets the
new screen color, plots a point, and calls
the special machine language routine
62454 to clear the screen in the last color
HPLOTed. Finally, line 840 goes to
subroutine 650, which handles the point
mode restoration and pen size display.

Lines 900-940 use the same method to
get a new pen size; a valid response resets

CREATIVE COMPUTING



THREE CLASSICS
FORANYAPPLE ITORU plus

9

THE VOICE
If you own an Apple and have a child learning

to read, you should have this program. Your

child selects a seguence of words from the

standard vocabulary and Demo Man happily

repeats them. Your child instantly hears the

sense or nonsense of the sentence. Easily record

your own words and make your Apple say

anything you like without adding hardware.

Allows you to include speech in any Basic

program using Print commands. Caution: You

will enjoy this program as much as your kids.

(48K) $39.95.

BEST OF MUSE™
Five of our most popular games on one disk.

Escape and The Maze Game alone are worth

the price. Perform catchy tunes with the Music

Box. Side Shows' six mini-games each give you

hours of fun. Includes Tank War. an exciting

two player shoot out. A superb value to round

out your recreational software library. Original

publication combined value of $64.75

(32K) $39.95

THREE MILE ISLAND (SPECIAL EDITION)
Rewritten in quick response machine

language, author Richard Orban has

enhanced the simulation which has already

been cited as a classic by reviewers. You are

put in complete control of a pressurized

nuclear reactor. New features. Auto/Demo

and Fast Modes, allow you to control the pace

of this exciting full color game. Read all you

want about the nuke controversy, but try this

simulation if you really want to experience

managing a nuclear facility. (48K) $39.95

from the leader in quality software

MUSE SOFTWARE'
Call or write for information and

the name of your nearest MUSE dealer

Apple II is otrodemacvot Apple
Computer Corp

330 N. CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
,(301)659-7212
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Apple Sketch, continued.

PRINT "8©

JLIST

5 LOMEM. 16384
18 HOME VTflB 18: HTflB 7. PRINT "*** RPPLE-SKETCH ***"

: PRINT
28 HTflB 13 PRINT "BV DftVID MILLER"
38 VTHB 19: HTflB 11 PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO BEGIN"
48 IF PEEK < - 16384) < 127 THEN 48
58 POKE - 16368.8: GOSUB 1888
98 ONERR GOTO 4888
188 HOME

: HGR OLDCLR « 3: HCOLOR- 3:SCRNCLR - 8PNT 1 ER - 8SML 1:
MED - 8 LRG - 8:0* = CHR* <4)

185 VTHB 21 GOSUB 658
118 IF PEEK ( - 16384) > 127 THEN GOSUB 388
128 X POL CD * 1. 21 2: IF X > 277 THEN X » 277
138 V - POL <8) 2 IF V > 157 THEN V 157
148 IF PNT THEN HPLOT X, V HCOLOR" SCNRCLR HPLOT X, V : HCOLOR- OLDCLR GOTO

158

168

178
188
198

288
299
388
385

318

315

328

325

338

335

348

345

358
355
368

365
378
375

388
385
588
518

515
528
538

688
618

£15
628
638

1 TO

1 TO

118
IF MED AND ER - 8 THEN HPLOT X, V: HPLOT X - 1, V - 1 TO X 1, V
X 1.V 1 TO X - 1, V 1 TO X - 1,» - 1: GOTO 118
IF LRG AND ER « 8 THEN HPLOT X,V: HPLOT X - 1, V - 1 TO X 1, V
X 1/ V 1 TO X - 1, V 1 TO X - 1, V - 1: HPLOT X-2, V-2T0X + 2
-V-2T0X + 2, V + 2T0X-2.V + 2T0X-2, V-2: GOTO 118
IF ER AND SCNRCLR - 8 THEN OLDCLR - 3
IF ER AND SCRNCLR < > 8 THEN OLDCLR - 8
IF ER THEN HCOLOR" OLDCLR HPLOT X, V: HPLOT X-l, V-1T0X*1. V-

1 TO X - 1, V - 1: HCOLOR- SCRNCLR1 TO X 1, V 1 TO X - 1. V
X-V: HPLOT X - 1. V - 1 TO X 1. V-1TOX
X - 1,V - 1 GOTO 118
HPLOT X, V GOTO 118
REM *** COMMAND SUBROUTINE
GET fl* POKE - 16368.8

CHR* <23) THEN HCOLOR" SCRNCLR: HPLOT 8,8: CALL 62454: HCOLOR-
RETURN

HOME VTHB 21 PRINT "COLOR-HHITE" :OLDCLR 3: HCOLOR-
GOSUB 3888 RETURN

HOME VTflB 21 PRINT "COLOR-BLUE" : OLDCLR - 6
8 GOSUB 3988 RETURN

HOME : VTflB 21: PRINT "COLOR-GREEN" : OLDCLR 1: HCOLOR-
GOSUB 3888 RETURN
HOME VTflB 21: PRINT "ERftSE MODE" PNT - 6 ER = 1: RETURN

IF A* -

OLDCLR
IF fl* -

3: PNT -

IF fl* =

HCOLOR

"U" THEN
e ER - 8:

CHR* <2) THEN
6 PNT = 8ER

HPLOT
1, V 1 TO X - 1, V 1 TO

IF fl* - "G" THEN
1 PNT - 8 ER - 8
IF fl* = »E" THEN

"V" THEN
8 ER « 8
"0" THEN
8 ER • 8:

"B" THEN
8 ER « 8.
CHR* (12) THEN
"S" THEN HOME
"P" THEN HOME
CHR* (8) THEN

HOME VTHB 21 PRINT "COLOR-VIOLET" OLDCLR = 2: HCOLOR-
GOSUB 3086 RETURN
HOME VTHB 21 PRINT "COLOR-ORflNGE" OLDCLR = 5: HCOLOR-
G0SU6 3008 RETURN
HOME VTflB 21 PRINT
GOSUB 3888 RETURN

•COLOR-BLACK" OLDCLR - 8: HCOLOR-

HOME VTflB 21 GOSUB 686 RETURN
VTAB 21: GOSUB 988 RETURN
VTflB 21 GOSUB 658: RETURN

GOSUB 1888 GOSUB 658 RETURN

IF fl*

2 PNT
IF A*
5PNT
IF A*
8 PNT
IF A*
IF fl*

IF fl*

IF fl*

"IF ft*

IF fl*

IF fl* i

IF A* i

RETURN
REM *** SAVE PICTURE
PRINT "REflDV TO SAVE PICTURE ",

: INVERSE PRINT "RETURN".
PRINT " TO EXIT" INPUT "PICTURE NAME ? "; PICTURE*

IF PICTURE* « "" THEN GOSUB 658 RETURN
PRINT D«; "BSAVE "; PICTURE*. ". A*28ee. L*2886"
PRINT PICTURE*. " SAVED ": FOR I - 1 TO 3888. NEXT I: GOSUB 658

REM *** LORD PICTURE
PRINT "REflDV TO LOflD PICTURE ". INVERSE : PRINT "RETURN",
PRINT " TO EXIT" INPUT "PICTURE NAME ? ".PICTURE*

IF PICTURE* - "" THEN GOSUB 658: RETURN
PRINT D*, "BLOAD ". PICTURE*. ", A*2888"
PRINT PICTURE*." LOADED " FOR I - 1 TO 3688: NEXT I: GOSUB 656

CHRn:i9TTHETr HOME' VTHB 21: UOSUB 588- "RETURN
"L" THEN GOSUB 2888 RETURN
"X" THEN GOSUB 300

CHR* (5) THEN GOSUB 786

NORMAL

RETURN

NORMAL

RETURN

PRINT "POINT MODE": GOSUB 388

649 REM *** SET POINT MODE COLOR
658 IF SCNRCLR - 8 THEN OLDCLR = 3: GOTO 668
655 OLDCLR 8
668 HCOLOR- OLDCLR PNT - 1 HOME VTAB 21

0: RETURN
REM *«* CTRL-E EXIT PROGRAM?
HOME VTflB 21 PRINT "REflLLV EXIT THE PROGRAM <V/N>
GET A*
IF fl* • "V" THEN TEXT : HOME : GOTO 4186
IF A* - "N" THEN GOSUB 656: RETURN
GOTO 785
REM *** CHflNGE BACKGROUND COLOR
HOME VTAB 21: PRINT "BLACK-8 GREEN-1 VIOLET-2
"ORANGE-5 BLUE-6 ,

"; INVERSE : PRINT "RETURN"
TO EXIT-
PRINT "NEW BACKGROUND COLOR • ".

GET 2*: IF 2* « CHR* (13) THEN 848
IF ASC *Z*> < 48 OR ftSC (2*) > 54 OR 2* - "4" THEN 815

838 SCRNCLR = VAL (Z*) : HCOLOR- SCRNCLR: HPLOT 8,8: CALL 62454
LDCLR

669
788
785
718
728
736
799

818
815
828

HHITE-3": PRINT
NORMAL : PRINT "

HCOLOR-

pen size and goes to subroutine 650,

which handles point mode and pen size

display. An incorrect response causes

line 905 to get another character.

Lines 1000-1210 display the command
page. Line 1000 puts the screen back into

the text mode and clears it; after the

commands are printed, line 1200 waits
for a key to be pressed. Then 1210 clears

the keyboard strobe and uses POKE-
16304,0 to restore the high resolution

graphics screen without clearing it to

black (which is what another HGR
command would do).

Lines 2000-2470 handle the line draw-
ing, displaying the X and Y coordinates
for each point and HPLOTing the lines.

Lines 2060 and 2070 read the paddles for

point #1, and 2190 and 2200 read them
for point #2.

Lines 3000-3030 check for the current
pen size and display it beneath the lower
right of the graphics screen.

Finally, lines 4000-4070 handle any
DOS errors that might occur when load-

ing or saving picutres. Line 4010 sets A to

the Apple error code for the trapped

It takes a lot

ofpractice to draw
easily with the paddles.

error, which is stored in decimal location

222; it also sets B equal to the line that

the error occurred on. Then it clears the
text screen and tabs down to the top of
the text window, ready to print a message
based on the error. The lines after

handle:

1

.

Attempts to load a picture not on disk
(DOS "file not found" error).

2. Attempts to save on a write protected
disk, such as the DOS master or one with
a write protect tab covered.
3. An I/O error, usually encountered
when the disk drive door is left open.
4. Attemts to save on a filled disk, or with
too little space left to hold the picture.

5. Attempts to save under a file name on
disk that is locked.

6. The use of an illegal file name, usually

beginning with a number or a control
character.
7. Attempts to load a Basic or text file as
a picture (believe me, that just won't
work!)

8. Control-C: returns the text mode and
ends.

As far as I can see, those are the only
errors that would normally occur when
running the program; all other input is

handled by GET and thrown out if

inappropriate. If all else fails, line 4060
tells you what error occurred and where
before stopping the program. Before
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Radio /hack

COMPUTES
PROGRAMS
€j^ ^^ Graphic Games
*/**\ „ ^*> Space-Action-Invaders

Programmer's Tool Kit

Write your own programs easierrr
Many, many more!

Lessons • Music • Games
. . .coming soon

Call or Write:

COMPUTERWARE
Dept. C • Box 668
Encinitas, CA 92024
(714)436-3512

CIRCLE 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTWARE
for

TRS-80 MODEL I & II

* General Ledger, C.P.A.

• Balance-Forward Accounts Receivable

Open- 1 tern Accounts Receivable

Contractor Job Costing

Accounts Payable
Payroll-Union-Piece-Farm-Restaurant

Cash Flow Statements
$240.00 each

Quality business software written especially for

the Radio Shack computers.

These are not Osborne programs.

Submit blank diskette for sample report printouts.

P.O. Box 735
Yakima, WA 98907

(509) 575-0320

computer i

products, inc.

11542-1 KNOTT ST.

GARDEN GROVE,
CA 92641

(800)854-6411
(714)891-2663

SHUOART
SA801R
BARE-DRIVE

CALL FOR PRICE
AND DELIVERY

RS-232 CONNECTORS
1-9 10-24 2599

DB25P «2 »0 $275 $2.40

DB25S $3.60 *3.70 $3.60

ADD-ON jjjau 200NS
MEMORY 4116'S 250NS

(16K x 1 DYNAMIC RAM)
APPLE TRS-80, HEATH, EXIDY, ETC.

8 for $34.00
OR

16/ $65.00 32/ $125.00

VIDEO MONITORS

SANYO 9" $175.°°

B&W
SANY0 12" $240.°°

B&W
LEEDEX12" $129.00
B&W

MICROBYTE
S 100 PRODUCTS

• Z B0/I O BOARD
• FLOPPY DISC
CONTROLLERS
SINOLE/DBL DENSITY

• 64K DYNAMIC RAM BD
• MULTIPORT I/O BD
• 32K STATIC RAM BD
• 9& 19 SLOT MOTHER BD

ALL BOARDS A & T

CALL FOR PRICE A
OELIVERY

ATARI MODEL #800

•NEW 16K VERSION
•8K BASIC ROM
•INVITATION TO PROGRAMMING
•TV SWITCH BOX/PWR SUPPLY

•BASIC MANUAL & LANGUAGE

CALL FOR PRICK

WE ARE NOW A
DISTRIBUTOR OF

S.D. SYSTEMS
EXPANDORAM I

EXPANDORAM II

VERSAFLOPPY
SBC100/SBC200

VDB 8024 VIDEO BOAR0
PROM 100 PROGRAMMER

CALL FOR PRICE & DELIVERY

QUME DATATRAK 8
DOUBLE SIDED BARE ORIVES

•OOUBLEStOEO/SGL OR OBL DENSITY

•154 TRACKS. 12 MBYTES/DISK

•3MS ACCESS TIME TRACK TO TRACK

CALL FOR PRICE * D1LIVKRY

14 PIN
UPIN
II PIN

20 PIN

24 PIN

2* PIN

40 PIN

.10

.12

.IS

23

M
.30

.42

ANADEX PRINTERS
MODEL #8000

MODEL #8000 (APPLE^ll fqR
MODEL #DP9500 pR|CE AND
MODEL #DP9501 DELIVERY
FEATURES ON #8000

•80 COLUMNS, 112 CPS

•BIDIRECTIONAL

•SPROCKET FEED

•9x7 CHARACTER FONT

2114L—2(200NS)
1-16 ..

17-49 . .

50-99 ..

100 Up

$4 25

$4.00

$3.75

$3.50

2708'S
(450NS)

$6.25 ea

8/S48.00

5257-3L
4Kx1 STATIC
RAM CHIP

$5.25

2716's
5 VOLT-450NS

$11.00..

CAPS
.1 @
12 VOLTS
CERAMIC
11c ...

OR
100/$10.°°

LOPRO SOLOERTAIL SOCKETS
100-Up

M
.11

.11

21

24

2«

VERBATIM
DISKETTES
MD 52501

5VI" SOFT-SECTOR

(BOX OF 10) $29.95

Z-80A
(NEC 780C-1)

CPU CHIP

$10.°° ...

ORDERING INFO

Name, Address, Phone
Ship by UPS ot M«ll

Shipping Charges. Add »2 up lo (5) lbs

TERMS

We Accept C»»h, Check. Money Order.

Vise A Master Charge

COD s on Approval (U S Funds Only)
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Apple Sketch, continued...

St "f:-

1/.'' 1

848
899
9M

985
910
920
930
940

999
1000

1010

1020
1030
1840
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
113B

1140

1150

1160

1170

1180
1190
1200
1210
2000
2010
2020
2030

2040
2050

2060
2070
2075

GOSUB 650 RETURN
REM *** CHANGE PEN SIZE
PRINT "READY TO CHRNGE PEN SIZE"
<3) ?";

GET A*
IF ft* « "1" THEN SML = 1 MED
IF A* = "2- THEN SML » MED
IF ft* - "3" THEN SML - 0MED
GOTO 905
REM *** COMMAND PftGE
TEXT HOME HTftB 6

PRINT "SMALL<1> - MEDIUMC2) - LARGE

8 LRG > 0:

1 LRG 0:

LRG » 1:

GOSUB 650
GOSUB 650
GOSUB 650

RETURN
RETURN
RETURN

PRINT "*»* LIST OF COMMANDS ***" PRINT PRINT

INVERSE
BLUE-
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INVERSE

RT OVER"
INVERSE

N DISK-

INVERSE

PRINT "CTRL" NORMAL PRINT " 8 - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO

TftB< 6>. "H - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO WHITE"
TflBC 6); "B - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO BLACK"
TftBC 6), "0 - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO ORANGE"
TAB< 6); "G - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO GREEN"
TftBC 6). "V - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO VIOLET"

TAB< &>
TAB< 6>
TAB( 6)
TAB( 6)
TAB< 6)

"P - CHANGES TO POINT MODE"
"E - CHANGES TO ERASE MODE"
"L - CHANGES TO LINE DRAWING MODE"
"X - CHANGES BACKGROUND COLOR"
•S - CHANGES PEN DRAWING SIZE"

PRINT "CTRL" NORMAL PRINT WIPE SCREEN CLEAR, STA

PRINT "CTRL",
: NORMAL : PRINT " S - SAVE CURRENT PICTURE

PRINT "CTRL-

PRINT "CTRL"

NORMAL PRINT " L - LOAD PICTURE FROM DISK

NORMAL PRINT " H - DISPLAY THIS PAGE OF C

2C1913

2100
2105
2110
2120
2130
2140

INVERSE
OMMANDS"
INVERSE PRINT "CTRL"; : NORMAL PRINT " E - EXIT THE PROGRAM"
PRINT : PRINT TAB< 6>i "HIT ANV KEV WHEN READY
IF PEEK < - 16384) < - 127 THEN 1200
POKE - 16368,0 POKE - 16304,0 RETURN
REM *»* DRAW LINE

LINE* » "

CH • 0X1 - 0X2 > 8 VI « 0V2 - 0QX - QY «
HOME : VTAB 21 PRINT "LINE DRAWING MODE ", INVERSE PRINT
"RETURN", NORMAL : PRINT " TO EXIT"
VTAB 22: PRINT "POINT il : X» V« <HIT KEV TO SET"
IF PEEK < - 16384) > 127 THEN GET A*. POKE - 16368,0. VTAB 22: HTAB

25: PRINT LINE* OX » X1QY * VI GOSUB 2438: GOTO 2150
XI PDL (1) • 1 21 2 IF XI > 277 THEN XI - 277
VI PDL <0> + 2: IF VI > 157 THEN VI » 157
VTAB 22: HTAB 13 PRINT INT <X1)>

IF XI < 18 THEN PRINT "

IF XI > 18 AND XI < 188 THEN PRINT " "

IF XI > « 100 THEN PRINT " -

VTAB 22 HTAB 20 PRINT INT <V1>,
IF VI < 10 THEN PRINT "

IF VI > > 18 AND VI < 108 THEN PRINT " "

IF VI > - 100 THEN PRINT -

HCOLOR= OLDCLR: HPLOT XI, VI : HCOLOR- SCRNCLR HPLOT XI, VI GOTO 2050

2150 IF CH • 1 THEN 2290
2160 IF A* » CHR* <13) THEN 2300
2170 VTAB 23: PRINT "POINT #2: X«
2180 IF PEEK < - 16384) > 127 THEN

25: PRINT LINE* QX • X2:QV - V2:
2190 X2 » PDL (1) * 1 21 2 IF X2
2200 V2 « PDL (0) +2: IF V2 > 157 THEN V2 »

2285 VTAB 23 HTAB 13 PRINT INT <X2),
18 THEN PRINT "

« 10 AND X2 < 108 THEN PRINT
« 100 THEN PRINT " "

: HTAB 20 PRINT INT <V2);
10 THEN PRINT

V- <HIT KEV TO SET-
GET A*: POKE - 16368,0
GOSUB 2430 GOTO 2280

> 277 THEN X2 277

VTAB 23 HTAB

157

2218 IF X2 <
2220 IF X2 >

2230 IF X2 >
2235 VTAB 23
2240 IF V2 <

116

running the program, I suggest taking a
CATALOG of the disk to see what
pictures are available, and which are
locked (it would be a good idea to lock an
important picture to prevent accidental

erasure). Since you won't be able to save
onto a locked file name, you'd have to

save under another name to preserve
your present version without losing the

program.
Once a picture has been saved on disk,

it can be recalled from a Basic program
and displayed using the same technique
as in subroutine 600. The program should
initialize the string D$ as control-D or
CHR$(4), then set the primary page of
high resolution graphics and load the pic-

ture into memory using DOS commands.
There are a few limitations to what you

can do with this program. One problem
arises in that the Apple paddles are not
very sturdy and tend to become worn
with usage. Theoretically, they should
produce a steady stream of values from
to 255. When new, yes. After a few weeks
of Space Invaders and assorted other

If all else fails,

line 4060 tells you
what error occurred.

paddle games, no. Presently, my PDLfO)
only goes up to about 180, and PDL(l) to
225. As a result, I use PDUO) for the Y
input, which only has to go to about 160.

Unfortunately, the screen is 280 units

wide, so my PDLO) values have to be
multiplied to make the pen cover the
entire screen, and in the process, some
values are lost. With multiplication, I've

discovered that about two out of every
ten X values just cannot be produced,
and it becomes impossible to draw a per-
fectly smooth line in the X direction. Is

there a solution to the problem?
Yes, even if only a partial one, and I

suggest it for those who type in this pro-
gram. The first step is to find out just how
your particular paddles will go. Change
lines 2060 and 2070 to X1=PDL(1) and
Y1=PDL(0). Then enter the line

drawing mode and move your paddles
clockwise from zero to the highest possi-
ble values. Say your paddles are func-
tioning perfectly, and PDMD stops at

255. You can use the paddle values
without multiplying if you leave a small
margin on either side of the page. For a
perfect paddle, subtract 255 from 280
and divide by 2, leaving a margin of 12.5

on each side. Let's call it 12, and change
line 2060 to read:

2060 X1=PDL(1 )+12:ir XI > 277

THEN XI =277

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Find Your Way Around
The New Apple" DOS
With The Dakin5"
Programming Aids 3.3'

Ddkin5 Corporalion. a Colorado soft-

ware house, is making available to the

public 12 utility programs on one 1*>

sector diskette, utilizing the new
Apple DOS 3.3. which provide
more storage.

All of the Dakin5 Programming
Aids 3.3 programs are also compat-
ible with the Corvus Disk Drive

system.

Features
• Remove REM statements, unref-

erenced (dead) code, and torn-

press code to increase program
speed and save memory anil disk

space.

• Copy any file or program from

one diskette to another. Only the

name is needed.
• Print or display a line cross refer-

ence and variable name cross

reference
• Print or display all or selected

records from a text file.

• Display any sector of a given file

or program, and then update any

data within that ICCtor, or specify

the sector you wish to update.

MM h as directory sectors and sec-

tors occupied by DOS.

Appfe is J IliilHlud Irddrmjik ol ^icik'

Computer Inc. The Controller is .1 retiislifnl

trademark ot DakinS Corporation.

• Create, print and modify your

own text and Exet files

• Perform 20-digit arithmetic.

• Copy a diskette without DOS;
initialize without DOS: verify

source diskette, verify copied
data is the same as the otiginal.

• Use a powerful data entry routine

that handles both string and nu-

meric data.

Plus Many More Utility Programs

for Sophistic ated Programmers
Many ol these utility programs have

been developed and tested for in-

house use vs hile producing TheCon-
troller'* business package for Apple

Computer Inc

.

I .ic h programming aids package
includes a program diskette and very

complete documentation, all attrac-

tively packaged in a padded, blue

print vinyl 3-hole notebook with sil-

ver lettering. An identifying tab sepa-

rates each program for convenient

reference.

See your Apple dealer or contact

DakinS Corporation. P.O. Box 21187.

Denver. Colo. 80221. Telephone: 800-

525-0463. VISA or MC welcome.

DakinS

TERMINALS FROM TRANSNET
PURCHASE PLAN • 12-24 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP PLAN • 36 MONTH LEASE PLAN

PUKMK M«WMH
Ditcainioa unci moi am »"ot

LA36 DECwntei II $1.6*5 UK $ 90 $ 61

LA34DECwm»rlV 1.695 105 58 40

UU4 0ECwr1ttr IV Forms Ctrl. 1.295 124 66 46

UtttOOECwriterlllKSR 2495 239 140 90

LA120DECwrlMrlllRO 2.295 220 122 63

VTIOOCRTOECicooe 1.695 162 102 69

VT132 CRT DECjeope 2.295 220 122 63

TI745 Portable Terminal 1 .595 153 65 58

TI765 Bubble Memory Terminal 2.595 249 138

TIT63 Portable KSR. 120 CPS 1.745 167 93 63

TI785 Portable KSR. 120 CPS... 2.395 230 128 86

TT787 Portable KSR. 120 CPS 2.645 273 152 102

TI810RO Printer 1.895 162 102 69

TI820 KSR Printer 2.1*5 211 117 60

730 Oetk Top Printer 715 69 39 26

737 WPDetli Top Printer 895 66 48 32

704 RS232-C Printer 1.795 172 96 65

6081 High Speed Band Printer . 5.495 527 293 198

0TM 1 CRT Terminal 1.795 172 96 65

DTB0 1L 15 Screen CRT 2.295 220 122 83

DTM5APLCRT 2.095 200 112 75

DTS0 51 AP1 15 CUT 2.595 249 138 94

A0M3A CRT Terminal 675 64 47 32

ADM31 CRT Terminal 1.450 139 76 53

ADM42 CRT Terminal 2.1*6 211 1" 79

1420 CRT Terminal 945 91 51 34

1500 CRT Terminal 1.095 105 56 40

1552 CRT Terminal 1.2*5 125 70 48

_ letter Quality KSR. 55 CPS 3.395 326 181 123

Letter Quality R0. 55 CPS 2.895 278 154 104

2621A CRT Terminal 1.4*5 144 80 54

2621P CRT Terminal 2.650 255 142 98

DEC

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

CENTRONICS

DATAMEDIA

LEAR SIEGLER

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS • 10% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTH*

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
acoustic couplers • modems • ihermal p»pe« . niooons iuteruce modules • hoppy us* units
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OTHER POPULAR TERMINALS. COMPUTER PERIPHERALS ANO COMPUTERS AVAILABLE.

! RA .\'Si\ET corporation

1945 ROUTE 22 • UNION. N J 07083 • (201) 688-7800

rw> '0-985-5485
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INTERNATIONAL TELEX .

695-000
ANSWER BACK: •BETA"
ATTENTION'CRUS"
IN CALIFORNIA. BACKORDER
OR TECHNICAL INFORMATION

(714) 698-8088

"Computers 'r us"
A CONSUMER COMPUTERS SUBSIDIARY

UNBEATABLE MAIL ORDER DISCOUNTS

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE:

1-800-854-6654

APPLE COMPUTER
ADD-ONS

(apple computer
Authorized Dealer

usDISK II DRIVE ONLY
GRAPHICS TABLET
SILENTYPE PRINTER w inc cart 515

SSM AIO SERIALPARALLEl I O kil 156

SYMTEC LIGHT PEN card '1*

SVA 8 INCH DISK CONTROLLER cart 346

VIDEX VIOEOTERM «. graphics ROM 33*

DC HAVES MICROMODEM II

CORVUS 10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK 4356

ALF MUSIC SYNTHISIZER 236

SPEECHLINK 2000 It4 word vocabl »«
SUPR MOD RF TV MODULATOR
SUP R TERMINAL 160 col card! 33

MICROSOFT 2 60 SOFTCAHD «. CP M
MICROWORKS OS6» DIOISECTOR ™
PARALLEL PRINTER lot card '*

COMMUNICATIONS CARD wlcono 166

HI SPEED SERIAL lot card 'J6
PASCAL LANGUAGE SYTEM *»
CENTRONICS PRINTER Int card '86

APPIFSOFT II FIRMWARE card '46

INTEGER BASIC FIR»".WARO card "6

APPLE CLOCK CALENDAR oart 22S

SUPf"TALKER SD2O0 SPEECH SYNTH 246

ROMPIUS I Iw'kybcd tiltail '66

ROMWRITcR sy.iam 156

INTROL X 10 BSR SYSTEM 246

MUSIC SYSTEM 116 voica. tlaraol 466

AD • DA CONVERTER 16 CHANNELS 318

EXPANSION CHASSIS 16 alolal 666

APPLE II PLUS
•) Ak»l>LI II ITANDAID
10K FOR ONLY

$925
48K M049
DISK II W/DOf 3.3
AM* CONTKOLLBU CAID

$529 ™*

SOFTWARE
FORTRAN lor language .y.tam 166

DOS 33 «6

THE CONTROLLER Gan Bui 616

THE CASHIER Ratail Mgml ft Inv 166

APPLEWRITER Word Proca.ioi €»
APPLEPOST Mailing Liar .y.lam 46

APPLEPLOT Graph b> Ploi .y.lam 60

VISI CALC by Paraonal Softwara '20

CCA DATA MANAGEMENT Data Ba.a 85

APPLEBUG ASSEMBLER DISASSEMBLER 76

APPLE DOS TOOLKIT 6»

VIDEOMONITORS
LEEOEX VIDEO 100 136

SANYO 8 B4W 166

SANYO 15 UW 246
PANACOLOAR 10 COLOR 328
ZENITH/HEATH 13 COLOR 388
NEC 12' HIRES COLOR ..876
NEC 12 ' lO RES COLOR ...388
NEC 12 GREEN PHOSPHER

ANADEX DP 8000 776

ANADEX OP6600 1360

CENTRONICS 737 826

PAPER TIGER IDS 440 »|i 886
TRENOCOM 200 616

EPSON TX 60 w graph,c. 728

EPSON MX 80 132 col 620

NEC SPINWRITER

WE ALSO CAIIIIV —at
THESE FINE PRODUCTS McaMTW

and lor FREE 188' Catalog PMC' -HO •B* ATARI

^
ORDERING INFORMATION Phon.

charga ol s ' - Mail ortais may aac*

O.da.s in.itad uling VISA MASTERCARD. AMERICAN EXPRESS or bank ajM l-.n.lai. VISA 4 MC cradil card aary.ca charga ol 2'. AE crpdit card .aryica

,d chart."cart numb., nnclud. a.pi-.l.oh d.t.l ca.hiar » ch«k. nwin orda. or paraooal chack (alio. 10 butmci da,, to claa. I
Plaa.. iricluda a t.laphon.

. . . _ _ -. -Ad • J- a *._ ._ 1IC ^„ll..< Ch.nn.nn han/ilinn a fly*, nilirinrd in IIS Mlftt 1*. CalifOf fil*
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Apple Sketch, continued...
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2258
2260
2279

2280
2290
2295
2300

IF V2 >
IF V2 >

HCOLOR-

IF A* -

VTAB 21
GET fl*

IF ft* =

-J?7
t.v.:uc«ti.

""lulu ii fllfii.,, j"

- 10 ftND V2 < 108 THEN PRINT " "

» 100 THEN PRINT " "

OLDCLR HPLOT X2, V2 HCOLOR- SCRNCLR HPLOT X2,V2: GOTO 2188
CHR* <13> THEN 2200
HTftB 1 PRINT "ftNV CORRECTIONS ? m

i

HPLOT XI, VI TO X2. V2 GOTO 2450
1 TO 1: HPLOT XI I, VI I TO

CHR* <13> THEN HCOLOR* SCRNCLR; HPLOT XI. VI : HPLOT X2, V2 HCOLOR
• OLDCLR GOTO 2460
2318 IF ft* * "V" THEN 2360
2320 IF ft* « "N" ftND SML THEN
2330 IF ft* - "N" ftND MED THEN FOR I

X2 + I,V2 + I NEXT I: GOTO 2450
2340 IF ft* - "N" ftND LRG THEN FOR I « - 2 TO 2 HPLOT XI I, VI I TO

X2 I, V2 I : NEXT I GOTO 2450
2359 GOTO 2295
2360 VTftB 21: HTftB 1 PRINT LINE*,

2. OR BOTH ?",

2378 GET ft*

2380 IF ft* - CHR* (13) THEN 2300
2390 IF ft* - "1" THEN CH - 1: GOSUB 2470:

VTftB 21 HTftB 1: PRINT "POINT 1,

2400

2410

2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470

IF ft*

IF ft*

2040
IF A*

2170
IF ft*

OLDCLR

HPLOT XI, VI HCOLOR' OLDCLR: GOTO

- '2" THENCW - 2 GOSUB Z470 MPLOT XZ,V2: HCOLOR- OLDCLR GOTO

"8" THEN CH

GOTO 2040
GOTO 2370
IF ft* = CHR* <13) THEN RETURN
HCOLOR= OLDCLR: HPLOT OX, QV FOR I

- 0: GOSUB 2470. HPLOT XI, VI: HPLOT X2,V2: HCOLOR-

1 TO 500 NEXT I RETURN
"DONE FOR I = 1 TO 1000 NEXT I

VTftB 21 HTftB 1 PRINT "LINE D

2999
MM
3010

3820
303O
4080

4025

4030

4835

4048

4845

4050
4855
4C160

4870
4180

RETURN

HOME : VTftB 21 PRINT
GOSUB 658 RETURN
VTftB 21 HTftB 1: PRINT LINE*,

RftWING MODE" HCOLOR- SCRNCLR:
REM *** PEN SIZE DISPLftV
VTftB 21 HTftB 25 PRINT "PEN SIZE-">
IF SML THEN PRINT "SMftLL "

: RETURN
IF MED THEN PRINT "MEDIUM"; RETURN
IF LRG THEN PRINT "LftRGE ": RETURN
REM *»* ERROR TRAPPING

4010 ft - PEEK <222> B - PEEK (218) PEEK C219> * 256 HOME
4820 IF ft - 6 THEN PRINT "VOU DON'T HftVE THftT PICTURE ON DISK

4870
IF ft » 4 THEN PRINT "VOUR DISK IS WRITE PROTECTED !

OTHER OR REMOVE WRITE PROTECT TAB "
: GOTO 4070

IF ft - 8 THEN PRINT "I/O ERROR IS VOUR DISK DRIVE OPEN
IF NOT, TRV ftGftIN OR USE ANOTHER DISK. "

: GOTO 4070
IF ft « 9 THEN PRINT "TOO MftNV FILES ON DISK, DELETE SOME

R USE ANOTHER DISK ": GOTO 4070
IF ft - 18 THEN PRINT "THftT DISK FILE IS LOCKED. .

"OR USE ANOTHER NAME FOR VOUR PICTURE " GOTO 4078
IF fl - 11 THEN PRINT "ILLEGAL FILE NAME " PRINT
fl LETTER ": GOTO 4070
IF H - 13 THEN PRINT "THAT FILE IS NOT fl PICTURE.
IF fl - 255 THEN TEXT : HOME GOTO 4100
PRINT "PROGRAM TERMINATED DUE TO ERROR ";A: PRINT
4100
FOR I - 1 TO 3000 NEXT I GOSUB 650 : GOTO 110
TEXT END

.ll'l'llll

li!i,:i[!

VTAB 21
" GOTO

PRINT "USE AN

PRINT

PRINT "0

UNLOCK IT": PRINT

"PLEASE BEGIN WITH

GOTO 4O70

LINE § ",8 GOTO

L ft*
iiiiiiiII

1»'!
.i Ml."Hi"i"i!..;;:i

,::;•:!aer
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Now you can get all of the X values
between 12 and 267, and can draw a
perfectly smooth line. You won't be able

to go outside of those two margins, but
they are really very small and I believe

the sacrifice is worth it. Likewise, change
lines 120 and 2190 to read:

120 X=PDL(1)*12:IP X>277 THEH X=277

2190 X2=PDL(1)*12:IP X2>277
THEN X2=277

I've altered my version in the same way;
as my paddle goes to 225, 1 add 27 to the
PDL(1) values and lose a somewhat
larger margin. It's all up to your personal
preference; remember, these are very
inexpensive input devices and it's going
to take a little experimentation to get
them working just right.

I'd also like to warn you that certain
colors will not draw cleanly on colored
backgrounds, due to the way the high
resolution display works. Drawing black
on an orange background, for example,
produces ragged green fringes, which
may also appear when erasing orange on

The fringe effects
may be just what

you want to produce
a dazzling, modernistic

picture.

another background. These color fringes

appear mainly when using the colored
backgrounds. They don't seem to be a
problem when drawing on black or white.

Consequently, I'd advise drawing on
either black or white; if you'd like large
areas of another color, switch to the large

pen and color them in. Of course, the
fringe effects may be just what you want
to produce a dazzling, modernistic
picture.

Don't forget, graphics tablets cost
money for a good reason: they are very
fast, accurate, and sophisticated. A
simple Basic program, such as mine, is

hard put to match their performance
using very inexpensive paddles as input
devices. It can, however, provide a crea-
tive challenge and hours of plain old fun
if the user has just a little patience and
self control (please try not to offend or
abuse your poor machine in any way). I

can't promise miracles, but believe me,
you can draw good pictures if you use
some imagination and creativity. I know,
because I've done some myself that I like

very much! Inevitably, some people just

won't be able to get the knack of drawing
with the paddles, no matter how hard
they try. Ah well, they can always go
back to playing Space Invaders....

CREATIVE COMPUTING



COMPUTER
FORMS KIT

with continuous business forms
for small computer systems

Each kit contains samples, programming

guides, flyers, prices and order forms for

checks, invoices, statements, envelopes,

stock paper and labels to fit almost every

computer system.

• Available in quantities of 500, 1,000, 2,000

4,000, 6,000

• Low Prices (500 checks only $32.50)

• FAST SERVICE — It is our policy to ship

within 6 working days following our

receipt of your order.

• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE — If for any

reason you are not completely satisfied,

your money will be promptly refunded.

Fast Service by mall or. . .PHONE TOLL FREE

f + 800-225-9550
Mass. residents 1 + 800-922-8560

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time Monday — Friday

| Please Ship FREE Kit To:

I Name

CODE 460

Company

Street

City. State and Zip

Ptione

I ComiComputer make & model

ComjfMter Forms-1

78 HollisSlreel.Groton.Mass. 0I45O
•^291 A dmi*on of N*» England Buwntu Safvica. Inc
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Bridge the GAP In your
Business Accounting.

GENERAL ACCOUNTING PACKAGE. This is a proven double en-

try accounting system with user definable accounts. The account

numbers are made up of 7 4-digit fields allowing 7 levels of account

classifications. With the use of the Operator Report Selector

Generator (ORSG), you can generate any type of report you desire,

or use report programs in GAP-GL, GAP-AP, and GAP-AR.

GAP-GL Includes all basic GAP functions, plus entry of General

Ledger transactions, prints General Journal, General

Ledaer summary and detail. Balance Sheet, Profit and

Losf Price$124.95

GAP-AR Requires GAP-GL to run, allows adding A/R invoices,

printing Sales )ournal, detail A/R report, Acct. Aging,

add/update Cash Receipts with register, Cash Receipts

Journal, and A/R Billing Price $99.95

GAP-AP Requires GAP-GL to run, allows adding of A/P invoices,

printing Purchase Journal, detail A/P report, Aging of Ac-

counts, Check Writing, Check Printing, Cash

Disbursements Journal Price $99.95

SAVE NOW by purchasing all three packages for only $299.95.

Simply mention this ad when calling in your order, or send the ad

with your mail order.

Your BA/VISA or MasterCard is welcomed.

Call today to receive complete package specifications.

SyUtfn hrquirmumn arc 4** CWM. CP/M n a rcjwrcrcd Ifadnnant ol Digital R«*a«:h

L
s

PROFESSIONAL DATA SYSTEMS
318 E. 18th Street

Bakersfield, CA 93305
Telephone (805) 323-0891

Mk
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Drawing a complex shape in Lo-Res
graphics requires a large number of
PLOT, HLIN, and VLIN statements. Get-
ting such a shape to move on the screen
can be a slow process. While each square
is drawn quickly, time is lost since the
process involves interpreting the Basic
command, jumping to the monitor,
returning the Basic, and so on. In such
cases, a Lo-Res shape table subroutine
could be useful. The following article de-
scribes such a program, designed for use
with Integer Basic.

I attempted to follow, to a degree, the
format of Hi-Res shape tables, while
eliminating some of the more difficult

aspects of such tables.

What is a Shape Table?

A shape table is just a series of instuc-
tions which are represented as numbers.
In this case, the numbers contain two
types of information: 1) Whether or not
to plot a square at the present location;

2) Where to move next. With this infor-

mation, any shape can be defined, as long
as it fits within the limits of the screen.
There are eight possible directions to
move in the Lo-Res routine (see figure 1.)

Combined with the plotting options, this

gives 16 different commands. Since the
Apple's monitor uses hexadecimal data,
and since there are two hex digits in a
byte, each byte can contain two table
entries. To further simplify plotting, the
table is constructed without an index.
This restricts the entire table to 256
bytes, which isn't much of a limitation.

Making a Table

Each table must begin with a $00 (the
"$" signifies that the number is in hex.)
The end of each shape within the table is

also marked with a $00. As in Hi-Res, you
can't move up twice without plotting.
But, since diagonal moves are allowed,

you can get there by going diagonally left

and up, then diagonally right and up.

Starting at the top, the values of the

moves go clockwise from to 7 (figure 1.)

If the point is to be plotted, 8 is added to
the value. Once all the values for a shape
have been calculated, they are put in

pairs. The routine reads each byte from
right to left, so the first command of each
pair should be the lower digit of the byte.
For example, if the first command has a
value of "8" and the second a value of
"F", the table entry would be "F8". (For
those who aren't familiar with hex, the
values "10" through "15" are represented
as "A" through "F".) Figure 2 illustrates

the process of assembling a shape table.

With this information,
any shape can
be defined,

as long as it fits

within the limits

of the screen.

Using the Program

Since the routine takes values from the
variable table, certain variables have to
be defined first. This is done with:

10 X0=Y0=SHAPE
Any variables can be used, as long as

they are the same length as the ones
shown above. Whenever you want to
draw a shape from the table, define X0
for the X coordinate, Y0 for the Y coor-
dinate, and SHAPE for the desired shape.
The draw is done with CALL 4353. After
this, X0 and Y0 will have whatever values
the last move assigned to them. To draw

the shape elsewhere, X0 and Y0 must be
redefined.

The table begins at location $1000, and
can go up to $1011- . The routine lies di-

rectly above this point. That leaves 2K
for the Basic variable table. Some refine-

ments could be added to the program,
such as error checks to make sure the
squares are plotted within screen limits.

If desired, a scale function could be
added.

FiKure 1.

Plotting Vectors

Direction Mo Plot Plot

t 0000
* 0001
-» 0010

0011
* 0100
/ 0101* 0110

0111

Binary Hex Binary Hex

1000 8
1 1001 9
2 1010 a
3 1011 B
k 1100 C
5 1101 D
6 1110 E
7 1111 P

Putting it all Together

The routine can be appended to an
Integer Basic program in a number of
ways. It can be loaded separately, it can
be loaded with the program if the
pointers are first reset, or it can be
POKEd from Basic as explained in "The
Apple Cart" column (Creative Comput-
ing, March 1980.) The table can also be
POKEd from basic, or loaded in together
with the routine.

If you are unfamiliar with machine lan-
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(JWPEE — JACK
the graphics & games people

THE DESIGNER

HIRES

GRAPHICS

At last! You can

VIDEOTAPE
apple color graphic/

$24.95

DISK&
MANUAL

uiiiiiiiummmw

THE DESIGNER is a user oriented APPLESOFT

program that does the HPLOTing for you. Sometimes

referred to as the 'poor man's graphics tablet', it

places lines and complex circular functions on the

APPLE HIRES screen with the use of game controls

and single key-strokes. 2 page animations, disk save

and recall, and simple cursor-driven executions are

among the features of this crash proof program.

REQUIRES 48K APPLE/APPLESOFT ROM/DISK

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT FROM

APPLE — JACK, BOX 51, CHERRY VALLEY, MA 01611

Dealers Call (617)755-7667

CIRCLE 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE AOWAK APPLE PROC. MOD.

Modifies nonstandard Apple color sync

signals to fall within NTSC videotape

recorder tolerances Record, edit,

duplicate without loss of color

Add colorful graphics and illustrated

titles to your videotapes. Easy to install

in slot #7 of Apple computer

ADWAR APPLE PROC MOD

COLORw DOES
NOT
RECORD

STABLE II

NTSCH
COLOR IIMI i
IMAGE

$250.

ADMUl* 100 Fifth Ave., New York lOOll

NIDEOu (818)691-0976 "Telex 480801

CIRCLE 103 ON READER SERVICE CARD

3-Dlmensional
Sculpture

For Apple II* & Apple II Plus*

Now you can produce true stereoscopic

graphics—a nearly infinite variety of 3-D pat-

terns of great symmetry, complexity and beau-

ty Using the six basic geometric forms and six

line segments provided, you define your

"sculptures" by size, rotation, depth and

superposition. Display them on the screen or

print them with any printer equipped to dump
graphics screen 2 (The images in this ad are

examples). Your creations may be viewed in

full stereo using an ordinary mirror or an easy-

to-build stereoscope (not included).

3-D GRAPHICS! !20IHqARO 0-8

TRUE STEREOSCOPIC IMAGES—SEE FOR YOURSELF

Place a mirror on center line, perpendicular to the page and lacing the right-hand

image Look at the left image with your left eye and the mirror with your right eye. Move

your head or the mirror to line up the images.

• 24 Operational Modes • Normal- or Mirror-

Stereoscopic Viewing • 360" Rotation about two

body Axes • Unlimited Superposition • Simul-

taneous Split-Screen or Separate Full-Screen

Display • Variable Depth Perception • Variable

Image Size • THOROUGH DOCUMENTATION
• DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

STEREO
GENERATOR
Requires 48K RAM or ROM
Applesoft.* Single Disk Drive

$2495
TO ORDER: Send $24.95 + 1.50 postage & handling (MD residents add 5% tax) to:

R-ALPHA SOFTWARE • Dept 01C • 1703 Greentree Court Crofton, MD 21119
'Trademarks ot Apple Computer Inc

CIRCLE 173 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Lo-Res, continued...

guage, there is an easy way to enter the
routine into memory. Just go into the
monitor, type "1100:" followed by the
bytes shown in the hex dump (Figure 4.)

Only the first memory location has to be
entered. After that, whenever you hit

RETURN, type another colon before
beginning the next row of bytes. Once
the whole routine is entered, you can
check it against the disassembled listing

(Figure 3) by typing "1100L". This will

show the first twenty instructions. After
this, type "L (RETURN)" for each addi-

tional twenty lines.

The listing shown by the Apple will

contain the commands that are in the

second column of Figure 3. The third

column will be represented on the screen
as numbers instead of the labels shown.

1 - 1011 = B
2 1011 = B
3 = 1001 = 9
L 0001 = 1
5 1111 » F
6 1111 m p
7 - 1111 = F

Firnire 2. Sample Table Entry
Note: For last square plotted, direction of move
after plot is arbitrary. Also, if there are an odd
number of nybbles. the last one is completed with a

in the hi position.

7 %
6 \

1 Jj
% 2 *

J
>

3

* LORES SHAPE TABLE SUBROUTINE
* ENTERED PROM BASIC WITH CALL k3$3
X0 EQU $805
Y0 EQU $80C

816
1000
P800
1100

Figure 3

SHAPE EQU
DATA EQU
PLOT EQU

ORG

RTN RTS
START LDY

LDX
LOOP LDA

INX
CMP
BNE
DEY
BNE

DRAW LDA
CMP
BEQ
PHA
mi)
CMP
BCC
PHA
LDA
LDY
JSR
PIA

NEXT JSR
PIA
LSR
LSR
LSR
LSR
CMP
BCC
PHA
LDA
LDY
JSR
PIA

NEXT1 JSR
INX
JMP

*

SHAPE
no
DATA,X

#$0
LOOP

LOOP
DATA.X
#$0
RTN

COORD

#$8
NEXT1

YO
XO
PLOT

COORD

DRAW

GET SHAPE NUMBER
INITIALIZE COUNTER TO
GET BYTE PROM SHAPE TABLE

END OP A SHAPE?
NO. KEEP LOOKING
YES. DESIRED SHAPE IS POUND WHEN
Y EQUALS
GET BYTE TO BE PLOTTED
SHAPE DONE?
YES. GO BACK TO BASIC
NO. SAVE BYTE
GET LOW NYBBLE
PLOT?
NO. SKIP PLOTTING ROUTINE
YES. SAVE LOW NYBBLE
SET Y COORDINATE
GET X COORDINATE
MONITOR PLOT ROUTINE
RESTORE LO NYBBLE
FIND NEW COORDINATES FOR X AND Y
GET ORIGINAL BYTE
SHIFT HI NYBBLE LO

;SAME AS ABOVE

J POINT TO NEXT BYTE
;D0 IT ALL AGAIN

These can be checked by using the

symbol table at the top of Figure 3.

Practical Considerations

If a program uses very simple shapes,

this routine isn't necessary. But, when
you want to quickly draw and move a

complicated shape, such as a person or a
large spaceship, you'll find that the Lo-

Res Shape Table routine allows much
quicker animation than is possible in

Basic. It also requires fewer program
statements. Finally, as a bonus, it simpli-

fies the creation of shapes. You don't

have to worry about coordinates. All you
need to know is which direction you want
to move and whether you want a square
at that location.

When you want to

quickly draw and move
a complicated shape,
such as a person

or a large spaceship,
you'll find that

the Lo-Res Shape Table
routine allows much
quicker animation
than is possible

in Basic.

* THE FOLLOWING SECTION HANDLES THE MOVE SET BY THE NYBBLE

—CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE—

How it Works

This section can be skipped by anyone
who prefers to avoid the company of bit

hackers and other fanatics.

First, Y is loaded with the number of

the shape. The routine steps through the

table, decrementing Y whenever a $00 is

found. When Y=0, the desired shape has

been located. Each byte of the table is

put in the A register, and a check is made
to see if the shape is done. If not, the byte
is pushed onto the stack. An AND #F
gets the lo nybble. If the hi bit of the

nybble is set to 1, the square will be
plotted. The A register is pushed onto the

stack again since the monitor PLOT
routine destroys this register. The X and
Y coordinates are taken from the vari-

able table and placed in the Y and A
registers. After the monitor PLOT, the

nybble is pulled from the stack. An AND
#57 reduces it to the three-bit move
value. The move is accomplished by
incrementing or decrementing X0 and.
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COLOR
SOFTWARE

Colorful Programs for Apple II, Atari, and Tl 99/4

DRY WELL: Strategy game of oil exploration. Discover the
pattern of oil deposits and maximize profits.$15. Apple II

24K. ROM Applesoft, Atari 16K; Tl 99/4

ROADRACE: High-res. display shows view from race car. 1

or 2 players race around 2.25 mi. course. $15. Apple II; Atari

16K;

3-D STARTREK: Discover new planets, fight Klingons in 3-

dimensional galaxy. High-res. color. $15. Apple II 32K; Atari

24K; Tl 99/4

NUCLEAR REACTOR: Dynamic model of nuclear power
plant in operation. Control reactor and power demands on
the plant. $15 Apple II; Atari 16K;TI99/4

BLACKJACK. Popular card game in high-res. color. 1 to 3
players. Computer deals and keeps score. Atari 16K; Tl

99/4 $15.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL: Strategy game based on
1979 season. Manage your favorite teams. $25. Apple II

with 48K RAM. ROM Applesoft, and one disk.

All programs except Baseball furnished on cassette.

Apple programs available on disk for $2 per order.

COLOR SOFTWARE

5410 W. 20th St., Indianapolis, IN 46224
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Reliable Business
Bookkeeping
Software
ORDER ENTRY
APPLE II,

MICROSOFT CP/M» , PET,

MICROPOLIS: $350/ea.

GL, A/P, A/R,
INVENTORY,
PAYROLL
TRS*80 MOD I: $100/ea.

CBASIC-CP/M* : $200/ea.

ATARI, PET, APPLE II,

TRS»80 MOD II.

MICROPOLIS,
SUPERBRAIN.
VECTOR, SORCERER,
DYNABYTE, CROMEMCO,
MICROSOFT CP/M" :

$140/ea.

They all work together!

Buy simple, effective

programs designed

specifically for your

machine. Call us once
for same week delivery

on a product you can
use the day you
receive it, and two
years from now when
your company is twice

as big.

Order today by UPS.
COD We'll pay
postage and handling

on Am. Ex., Visa,

Mastercharge, or pre-

paid orders.

Yn/r-pTT'iVr 1 V
=

467 HAMILTON AVE. PALO ALTO. CA. 94101

CP/M Is a trademark of Digital Research
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WHAT DO YOU GET

WHEN Y00 CROSS

APPLES WITH JOYSTICKS?

JOYPLES!
The Dual Joystick system with the most appro-
priate shape for the APPLE II* computer.

Joyples come ready to plug in to your APPLE II

Game I/O Port.

Each Joyple is a delicious red, hard plastic
apple, with its own pushbutton and multi-

direction joystick.

Get all the versatility & fun of a dual joystick

system for only

Joyples let you create exciting action games for

1 or 2 players. Here are a few that we offer:

Charge The Net, Tennis — Joyples let you
move your paddles in all directions $12.95

Tank Assault — You control the speed &
direction to attack your enemy $12.95

Set.s) (2 Joypies/Set)

1

of
!

Please send.
Joyples Joysticks @ $49.95 set.

D CHARGE THE NET, TENNIS $12.95

D TANK ASSAULT $12.95

BOTH GAMES $23.95

Specify Disk [ J or Tape I.

Add 5% for postage/handling (15% foreign)

Mass. res. add 5% tax.

Send check or money order to:

NILONEL MFG.
5 Stevens Rd.

Worcester, MA. 01603

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
'Apple II is a Trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc.
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Lo-Res, continued...

COORD AND #$7
CMP #$0
BEQ UP
CMP #n
BEQ DIAGl
CMP #$2
BEQ RIGHT
CMP #$3
BEQ DIAG2
CMP #$li
BEQ DOWN
CMP m$
BEQ D3AG3
CMP #$6
BEQ LEFT

DIAGlj. DEC XO
DEC YO
RTS

UP DEC
RTS

YO

DIAG1 INC XO
DEC YO
RTS

RIGHT INC
RTS

XO

DIAG2 INC XO
INC YO
RTS

DOWN INC
RTS

YO

DIAG3 DEC XO
INC YO
RT3

LEFT DEC
RT3

XO

{REDUCE TO 3 BIT VALUE
;FTND DIRECTION VALUE

;IP IT REACHES HERE, A=7

Fitiure 3

YO as necessary. Next, the stack is pulled

again, getting the original byte. Four
LSR's put the hi nybble into the lo posi-

tion. Then the PLOT (if the hi bit of the

nybble is set) and move are done. X is

incremented to point to the next byte,

and the routine loops back to draw.

I
; 00- fir If. fifi rti fifi

1 l.fl;-; - 10 77 C8 fifi fifi Ffi fifi 88
I ) 1 ,-1. F5 RD Mil |0 C9 fifi Ffi F8
•

, 18 47 29 0F C9 fir. 90 fifi 4fi
; | -pc,-. on 8C V: or pp fifi ?fi •*fi

1 1. 77 - F8 88 20 48 11 fifi 4P 40
1 ) 3fi-- 40 40 C9 08 fifi fit: 4fi fin

1138 0C 08 PC m 08 20 fifi Ffi
1 )4fi- 88 20 48 11 r- M 1 1

1148- 77 fi? C8 fifi Ffi IF 7,7 7 i

1 150- Ffi IF C9 fi? Ffi 22 77 03
;. 1 58 - rfi 22 CS fi4 Ffi 25 Cfi 05
] | f.fi- F0 ?r> 77 fifi F« 28 CF fi^

1188- os rr fif fifi fifi CF fiC 77
1

1

7&T 60 FF 05 fifi CE 0C fifi fifi

1178- FF fi5 fif-i fifi FF tr, fifi FF
1 i f10- 0C 00 fifi FF fir fifi fifi CF
[188- 85 0;-' FF 0C 88 fifi CF fi^
i 1 98- 08 fifi

>.

FiKure 4

If LOMEM isn't set to $800, the values

of XO, YO, and SHAPE in the symbol
definitions will have to be adjusted. To
relocate the program, just change the

value of DATA and the value of JMP
DRAW.

That's all there is to it, unless, as

mentioned before, you want to add error

checks (including one to make sure that

SHAPE isn't given a value for which there

is no table entry). Happy plotting.

Graphic Games
Cassette CS-5001 $1195 6 Programs Requires 8K

Pie Lob. Splatter your opponent with pie
filling by choosing the correct angle and
strength of your throw over a computer-
generated hill

Dodgem. Choose the dimensions of the
grid, then apply your best strategy to get
all your pieces off the board before your
opponent does

Bounce. An intriguing graphics demon-
stration which traces the path of a ball as it

bounces around the screen.

LEM. Use information provided by the
computer to execute a perfect landing on
the surface of the moon.

Nuclear Reaction. Wipe out your oppon-
ent s pieces by causing explosive chain
reactions

Checkers. Pit your skill against the com-
puter version of this all time favorite

To order use handy order form in the back of the magazine.
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Strategy Games
Cassette CS-4003 $11 95 4 Programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Blockade. Build a wall to trap your opponent. UFO. Use lasers, warheads or guns to des-

but don't hit anything. troy an enemy spacecraft

UMICH Il»" (*»S OfMO'tO IN IHf IV'

? OAkl AMO '!

3 I OOOCf'S

Skunk. A 2-player strategy game played Genius. A fast-moving trivia quiz with scores

with dice, skill and luck. of questions.

Brain Games
Cassette CS-4004 $11.95 7 programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Dodgem. Be the first to move all your pieces Nuclear Reaction. A game of skill, fast

across the board in this intriguing strategy decisions and quick reversals of position.

game.

Parrot. A Simon-type game with letters and
tones. Dueling digits is a version with num-
bers.

Midpoints and Lines. Two colorful graphics

demonstrations. Tones lets you make music
and sound effects.

Strategy and Brain Games are also available on one 32K Apple disk (CS-4502) for

$24 95 Add $2 00 shipping per order Send to Creative Computing Software. P.O Box
789-M. Morristown. NJ 07960 Or call 800-631-81 12.

Buy By Mail

and Save!
COMPUTERS
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INTERTEC SuperBank, 32K $2495
64K Ram, List $3345 $2695
64K Quad, List $3995 $3395
NORTH STAR Horizon I

32K DD List $2695 $1989
Horizon I QD List $2995 $2245
Horizon 2 32K DD.List $3095 $2289
lntersystemDP-1 List $1749 . .$1495

1
CROMENCO Z-2, List $9995 $7945
System 64K, List $3990 $3179
System 3 64K , List $7395 5689
ATARI 800, List $1080 $799
APPLE II, 16K $969

DISK SYSTEMS
THINKER TOYS' Discus 2D ..$939
Dual Discus 2D $1559
Discus 2 + 2, List $1549 $1259
M26 Hard Disk, List $4995 . . .$3949

PRINTERS & TERMINALS
PAPER TIGERS IDS-440 $679
With graphic option $749
CENTRONICS 730-1 .List $795 $595
737. List $995 $789
704-9 180 cps $1495
703-9 180 cps $1569

T I 8104-iSt $1895 $1489

NEC SPINWRITER5530 $2395
NEC SPINWRITER 551 5 $2395
DIABLO 630 List $2711 $2399
INTERTEC
Intertube lll,List $895 729
Emulator $729
Televldeo 912C $679
920C $799
Hazeltine1420 $789
1500 $845
Soroc 120. List $995 $689
Soroc140 $994

Moil itwm in Mot* In iimmdule dlli—l Factart seeMd cartas,

•'lull lactam watiaMy NTS ituw* add appropriate sate tai

Prices do not include shoai* VISA and Hester Chair add J*

COD outers njqun n% deposit Prices subnet » chenee "tuou!

notice

Computers

Wholesale
P.O. Box 144 Camillus, NY 13031B (315)472-2582 QQ
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If this hasn't happened to you yet,

beware—
You're sitting in front of your Apple II

Plus, the graphics master and number-
cruncher extraordimire. Behind you a group
of friends impatiently await the unveiling

of your latest Meisterwerk : The graphical
solution of Schroedinger's wave equation.
The quantum universe begins to unfurl

across the screen of your monitor; you,
however, secretly listen for the inevitable

murmurs of astonished approval. And when
the last hi-res dot winks on the screen, you
turn to the audience for the expected-but-
highly-deserved applause. But instead of

the roar of the crowd, you are confronted
with a roomful of knitted brows. Time
holds its breath while your confidence ebbs
away. Suddenly a question rips apart the
icy silence. No, not a question, but a searing,

air-ionizing laser blast aimed to demolish
the foundations of your programming
expertise:

"Well,«<re/v it labels the axes, doesn't it?"

A red haze diffuses across your eyes;
through the blur you see your friends filing

silently out of the room. Your barely audible
mutterings (But Applesoft doesn't include
a hi-res character set...) tip-toe across the
room to fall on ears that will not hear. You
have just been control-C'd into the Twilight
Zone.

Maybe the preceding anecdote is a little

exaggerated, but it does emphasize an
important point: a graphics display should
convey all of the information a user needs
to understand what the display means.
That generally means graphics and text.

Without a generous sprinkling of
alphanumerics, most graphs and charts
and games are, in three words, boring,
dull, and boring. But even more to the
point, "naked" graphics are uninformative.
A quick glance at the two histograms in

Figure 1 will show you precisely what I

Paul Hitchcock. 2.109 Blake St., S308. Berkeley
CA 94704.

Hi-Res Text

For The
ft

Apple

mean. Although the subject of "swimsuit
sales" may not move you to the edge of
your chair, at least you know what the
graph is trying to say.

So how do you obtain a hi-res character
set foryour Apple?One inexpensive answer
is found in the Apple's ability to draw user-

defined, high-resolution "shapes." Listing

1 defines a table of such shapes which will

give you the entire alphabet, ten digits, as
well as several special characters (See
Figure 2). By using the Applesoft DRAW.
XDRAW, SCALE, and ROT commmands
in conjunction with this table, you will be
able to print text quickly and easily on the

hi-res screen.

I said the shape table was inexpensive,

but it's not completely free: it will cost you
641 bytes of RAM. But I think you'll agree
the price is reasonable when you see how

1999 ! 286

I
MMM- 3B 86 ?* 86 •u 88 7C 88
1998" ;--fc MM KM MM K2 MM 86 86
1919- 'Sd MM *» 88 8t 86 U4 88
1918- HF 86 (Jt MM HM MM 05 MM
1829- 88 MM CI MM 06 MM 08 MM
1828- F4 MM FF MM FM MM MS t'l

1638- 11 M| IK Ml 28 Ml 32 81
1838- 74 Ml 36 Ml 3F Ml 46 Ml
1849- 51 Ml 5? Ml 99 Ml 62 8|
1946- FF Ml 7h Ml K4 Ml SM 81
1959- 98 Ml 144 61 Bl Ml HQ Ml
1958- C2 Ml FF Ml 07 Ml E3 Ml
1869- PI Ml cr 81 87 82 15 82
1968- dd 82 20 82 37 82 4 5. 82
1879- 4F 82 5C M2 HM 62 ^ MP
1878- Ml MM Ml MM Ml MM 61 66
1989- Ml MM d-? 25 r€ !B 2C ^F
lMKK- MH 3E 7fc 66 4M 7E 2C MM
1 «*- Ml MM Ml MM >4 20 HF 1>
1000

'

?F 20 M7 MM 24 3F F0 32
19P9- H IF 89 MM Ml MM 74 OF
1WMK- 20 36 24 20 87 MM Ml MM
tem- 98 28 20 M7 Ml. 12 37 ^5
IMOh- MM 25 25 9E 33 37 ^7 84
19C9- MM 25 dS IF iF 7h 29
19C8- FS 83 2£ 20 29 24 M4 MM
1809- 24 37 MM <K 3E 20 iW 86
1««- 29 29 7F 7F 4t 32 <F 36
1969- 20 20 87 MM 20 ?« JF it

1968- 86 32 20 20 24 M4 88 20
18F8- 24 06 C3 36 20 20 7F JF
16P8- MM 7F 24 20 20 Ofc 20 75
1199- 38 JF 7F M4 MM 19 35 it

1198- ?F Z7 df K 9F 24 2C 20
1 llO- Ml, 29 25 IF 7F 5F 71 77
ll 18- 37 70 MM 20 24 3F ?F 3€
1128- no 20 7F 3F 3F 24 20 86
1128- 20 2i 7F 7F 36 F0 31 36
1138- M MM Ml MM 91 MM 2C en
1138- w It 39 35 20 M7 MM 20

Paul Hitchcock
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Fiiiure 1

1149-
1148-
1158-
1158-
1169-
1168-
1179-
1178-
1188-
1188-
1198-
1198-
1109-
1108-
11B9-
1168-
11C8-
11C8-

1109-
1108-
11E9-
11E8-
UF9-
1168-
1299-
t.'MH-

1219-
1218-
1229-
1228-
1238-
1238-
1249-
1248-
1259-
1258-
1289-
1268-
1278-
1278-
! -MM-

97 30
3C 6F
99 91
DB 26

24 2Ci

32 3F
99 29
20 2E
24 2C
45 38
99 20
20 20
34 2E
99 24
87 99
27 99
66 51

31 3F
3C 36
37 87
0E 33
89 99
20 25
3C X
24 3F
00 27
08 26
3P 99
DF 24
99 3C
24 IE
24 94
36 75
35 25
36 25
33 35
35 94
2E 35
3F 95
99

3F 2F 98
20 2E 37
98 91 99
24 E0 23
2E 2E 3E
35 35 3F
3F 24 24

96 99 00
00 24 20
3F 37 26
35 3E 3P
96 99 20
DO 36 66
2F 30 36
99 24 36
2C 25 0E
21 27 27

38 ?P 98
37 3F 95
20 36 E8
25 20 26
3F 27 24
3F 99 89
2C 20 35
27 24 24
12 3F 3P
20 87 99
00 36 26
27 24 24
24 0E 16
49 26 24
36 3E 20
36 3E 3F

C3 36 36
3F 99 52

;<f ;a

36 66
MM 2£
30 24
24 3F
24 99
3F 38

25 24
24 24
OF 12
20 20
97 36
08 33
99 99
2E 25
24 24
95 99
35 37
MM 20
36 94
31 37

24 34
49 26
36 25
37 36
3* 36
36 39
36 26
36 2E
MM 2E
20 35
20 20
99 24
26 MM
36 36
24 IE
2C 94
16 08
25 25
37 2C
24 IE
99 25
37 20

99 3C
24 24
24 24

36 26
20 2C
99 99
20 ec
26 66
35 3F
24 3C
3F 46
99 99
20 20
08 33
99 36
33 36
3E 08
2C 35
08 33
25 3F

20 87

Listing 1
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Outdoor Games
Cassette CS-4010 $14.95 4 Programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

IPECTLY IN FRONT Of YOL

Forest Fire. Use chemical retardants and Treasure Island I. Your map shows buried
backfires to control raging forest fires.

_ _ ^

!.
l

.S\U.
,
Xo,i<Vi"$V!.

eMV,-

Fishing Trip. Try to catch flounder and
salmon while avoiding logs, sharks, bad
weather and running out of fuel.

treasure but unfortunately you don't know
where you are. Try to find the treasure
while moving about and observing your
surroundings. You have a 3-day supply of
food and water. You may find useful objects
(compass, weapons, a horse) but watch out
for hazards (robot guards, pirates, caves,
crocodiles, mountain lions and more).

Treasure Island II. Same game except you
have to use a metal detector to find the
treasure.

Outdoor Games is available with Haunted
House on disk for $19.95. To order use
handy order form in the back of the
magazine.
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JOIN THE GALAXY'S
TOP GAME PLAYERS I

WORK OUT AT
BR0DERBUND I

STRATEGIC EXERCISES
The Galactic Trilogy

These first three games in the Galactic Saga
put you In the commander's seat with complete
graphics giving you all the Information you
need.

1

.

Galactic Empire __
The Problem — unite the Galaxy of 20 worlds

under a single flag, starting from a single world

neither large nor powerful. The Challenge —
Time and distance are real; If you dont get

troops and material to the right place at the

proper time they will do you no good. The
solution — Scouting, planning, a head tor

logistics and picking your targets are the

ingredients for your success!

2. Galactic Trader
Believed of your command in peacetime, you

are forced to become a trader to survive. Use
your bartering ability and knowledge of the

galaxy to outwit the sharpest business
creatures in the galaxy, to levels of difficulty

so you never outgrow the game!

3. Galactic Revolution
Pit your skill at manipulation against the Em-
peror as you compete for the allegiance of the

various power groups whose help you need to

wage the Galactic Revolution! For 1 to 3

players.

TRS-80, L2, 16K cassette $14 95 per game
APPLE II Plus. 48K, disk with complete hl-res

graphics and sound $24.95 per game

FAST ACTION FROM JAPAN
HYPER HEAD ON — You'll need to be quick to

maneuver your car around the course without

letting the computer's carts) smash you head
on. The fastest action available tor the APPLE.
If your Head On doesn't say "Hyper" you're

driving a horse and buggy. Four skill levels.

Uses keyboard or joystick. Integer or Applesoft

32K disk, $24.95.

GALAXY WARS — Full color graphics and
machine language sound effects and action

make this an eerie challenge for you pilots an-

xious to maneuver your rocket through enemy
fire and space fish to destroy enemy saucers.

Each game is deadlier with surprises at

advanced levels of play. Integer or Applesoft
32K disk, $24.95.

••••••••••••••••••••••a*
How to order: Ask your dealer or send check or

money order for the exact retail price to:

etl fcl

m
Brtfderbund Software

Box 3266. Cugene. Oregon 97403

Call (503) 343-9024 to order. NO CHARGE
FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING!
Visa and Mastercard accepted.

We've got morel Send for our free catalog!

e> CompuBridge-
Contract Bridge Series

^p For Apple II «fp

(No special hardware needed)

Elementary 32K Cassette $19.95
Complete 32K Cassette $29.95
Complete 48K Diskette $39.95

Each course includes a series ol pro-

grammed lessons plus the unique
OUIZMAKER which deals random
hands, then checks your answers and
quizzes you or supplies the correct

answer. The complete course in-

cludes popular conventions such aa

Stayman and Jacoby.

NEW— DEFENDER'S PLAY
32K Cassette $29.95
48K Diskette $39.95

Instruction in opening leads against

notrump and suit contracts. QUIZ-
MAKER deals limitless random hands
and points out the correct lead.

Available from your Apple Dealer or
CompuBridge Division, Barclay
Bridge, Port Chester, N.Y. 10573.

Please send

lor__ 32K _ 48K
Check enclosed or charge to

VISA MC Card No.

Name

Address

N.Y. Residents add Sales Tax
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s^opTrxasmcsi
PACKER: Automatically edits all or part ol your Basic
program to mm editing, run faster, or save memory. Has 5
sections: UNPACK—unpacks multiple statement lines Into

single statements maintaining program logic, inserts spaces
and renumbers lines for easier editing. SHORT—shortens
your program by editing out all REM statements, unneces-
sary words and spaces PACK—executes UNPACK a SHORT
then packs lines into multiple statement lines: maintains
program logic. RENUM—renumbers program lines including

sll branches. You specify Increment. MOVE—moves any line

or block of Unas to any new location in the program and
renumbers lines. Written in machine language. Supplied on
tape In 3 versions lor 1«K. 32K, & 4BK
For TRS-arrLevel II or Disk Basic JW 95

FAST SORT ROUTINES: tor um with Radio Shack's
Accounts Receivable, Inventory Control t. A Disk Mailing List

Systems for Model I Level II Sorts in SECONDS! you'll be
amazed at the time they can save. Supplied on data diskette

with complete instructions

FAST SORT for Accounts Receivable S19.95
FAST SORT for Inventory Control I $19 95
FAST SORT tor Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette or

tape for one drive system) $14 96
ALL THREE ROUTINES *44 .95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR: Copy your system format
tapes Includes verity routine.

For any TRS-aoTevel II tu 95

CASSETTE LABEL MAKER: A mini word processor to print

casMtte labels on a line printer. Includes manual and 50
peei-and-stlck labels on tractor feed paper
For TRS-SOTevel II & printer $15.98

4116 RAM CHIPS—Teetedl! Guaranteed for t year to the

original purchaser 16K for S49 95

MANY MORE Items available Call or write lor catalog. VISA
S MASTERCHARGE accepted Dealer Inquiries Invited

Kansas residents add 3% mIm tax.

Foreign orders In US currency only.

On line catalog on Wichita FORUM DO 361-602-2113

Or call our 24 hour phone: 361-683-4811 or write:

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N HARDING

WICHITA. KS 67206

TRS-atns a liademarti of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corp.
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Hi-Res, continued...

much sparkle a bit of text will lend to your
graphics displays.

beeps the cursor will reappear, indicating

the table has been saved.

For your own mental well-being, it would

be a good idea to make three or four

1
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Figure 2

Entering the Shape Table

To load the shape table, power up your
Apple and enter the monitor by typing

"CALL-151 (return)". Enter each line of

the table as shown in Listing 1, except
replace the "-" after each line number
with a colon. After entering the table, you
must store its length and its starting

address in locations S0-S1 and SE8-SE9,
respectively. You can accomplish these

latter two operations with the following

monitor commands:

0:80 02 (return), and
E8.-00 10 (return).

When you have finished the above, go
back to Applesoft with CTRL C (return).

Type in and RUN the short test program
given in Listing 2. If your television or
monitor display looks substantially like

Figure 2, you're ready to save the table on
tape. If it doesn't, go back and fix things

up. Unless you're the type who remembers
phone numbers and zip codes in hex, it's

all too easy to make a mistake.

Listing 2

HQA • '«= 3

-M:cH_fc= •

wi"|T= MW * = ]

i 75 ^ rep "i

e« FOS I = 7 TO 257 STEP
70 Jf N 3 Then !20

ORQu N «T I.J
S*0 N = N -t- 1

108 NEXT 1

U0 NEXT J
120 ENO

Saving the Table on Tape

To save the table on tape, re-enter the

monitor (CALL-151) and type

0.1W 1000.128OW

Put a clean tape in your recorder, start

recording, and press (return). After two

copies of the shape table. I'm sure you
know what I mean: you make several copies

of something on tape, and each copy loads

perfectly. Just make a single copy, though,

and it will invariably fail to load. While
Mr. Murphy might chuckle with smug
satisfaction, this kind of thing turns me
into a hapless psychotic.

In the future, you enter the shape table

into your computer just as you would enter

a cassette program, with one exception:
instead of typing "LOAD", you type
"SHLOAD". You can load the shape table

even if you already have a program in

memory, so SHLOAD can actually be
activated as a program statement. However,
those of you with Apples having only 16K
RAM must take a special precaution before

loading your tables. When you enter the

table via the SHLOAD command, the Apple
places the table immediately below the

memory address specified by the current

HIMEM setting. But when the Apple is

first turned on,HIMEM is set to the highest

avaialable memory address- 16384, if you
have a 16K machine. When you enter the

hi-res graphics mode with the command
HGR, all of the addresses from 8192 to

16384 (the hi-res picture bufer) are cleared,

i.e., set to zero. So you must set HIMEM
to 8192 (or lower) before you load your
table, to avoid automatically erasing it.

Text Writing in Hi-Res

The shapes in the table are numbered,
and to draw a particular shape on the

screen, you refer to its number in a DRAW
statement. For example, the letter "A" has

the number 34, and you draw this letter at

the screen coordinates X, Y with the

command "DRAW 34 AT X, Y". Now the

fifty-nine shapes in the table have been
arranged so that the table number of a

given shape is related to the ASCII number
of the character the shape represents

through the following formula:

N(character)=ASC("character")-31,

where N is the table number of the character

enclosed in parentheses. With this function,

you can forget about table numbers and

can draw a character just by referring to

the character itself. Again using the letter

"A" as an example, the command "DRAW
ASC("A")-31 AT 30, 50" will cause the

letter "A" to be drawn at the screen

coordinates 30, 50.

By using the above formula in conjunction

with Applesoft's built-in string functions,

you can easily write text strings in hi-res;

Listing 3 defines a subroutine I have used

in several programs for just this purpose.

Before you call the subroutine though,

you have to initialize four variables:

XN.YN— the coordinates of the first letter

of the string

N$— the string to be printed

ZN— the horizontal/vertical printing flag.

When the

flag is down (ZN= 0), printing proceeds

horizontally;

when it is up (ZN= 0), the string will be

printed in

the vertical (downward) direction.

Listing 4 provides a short example of how
to use the text printing subroutine and

Figure 3 shows the screen output of the

program in Listing 4.

/ said the shape table

was inexpensive,
but it's not

completely free:

it will costyou
641 bytes ofRAM.

Advice and Limitations

You've probably noticed that I failed to

include a number of special characters in

the shape table (!/V*/S/&/V:/;/?/@). Your
programs won't bomb if you include any
of these characters in a text string— the
illegal character will just be interpreted as
a space character. The decision to omit
these characters was completely arbitrary;

if you want to add some (or all) of them to

your table, you'll find the instructions for

-»<-..* | -. )£
POE - 163*12 •

323 2N 9: h"Em h «l -0'irui ^ihTtnG
NJ = •UPPLfc bl^fc

?O0 xn = !mS:Vn = e
3S*i 60SUB 20000
<b0 COR XN = h TO 273 STEP 7
370 VN = 79 - 40 * Mm 2h # 6

IH m J. h)PM iltt/TI. .tf.

Gosue ^0000
*M NEXT VN
• '" MPLO T J •• • >9,e ro >?*, 191 to
1*1

ENO

Listing 4
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doing so in the Applesoft II Reference

Manual. Should you need only a limited

number of the shape table characters for a

particular application, the manual will also

show you how to "cannibalize" the table

to get the characters you want.

The shape table character set does suffer

from one minor functional limitation: you

may only print white (HCOLOR= 3) text

on a black (HCOLOR= 0) background, or

vice versa. Because of the way the Apple

displays colored lines in hi-res, an attempt

to write text using any other color combina-

tion will result in missing line segments in

all of the printed characters. In short,

whatever you write will be unintelligible,

although it might look pretty stylish.

As far as letter and line spacing is

concerned, I've found the following rule-

of-thumb to be useful: the distance between

,., re» m-ftes ppintink si.iennijTiMe*

2888* SCmi_E= It ROT"
28*10 POR CN 1

N * *

28328 G>* = MID» <M»»CH '

20039 IP 2M Th€N ^0060
20048 O&un ftSC ...*•- M "' N +

CN - 1 >»VN

20858 60T0 28078
2^068 OROH «SC <9»> - 31 QT vn,VN + 7

• <CN - 1
'

20088 ZN e
28898 ettTijftw

Listing 3

rtPPLE SINE

floppy

E5
f

[i 51 I? i-:l>ft

:N™EENl r
USl

5A* eft? fc

L2fl

2 1
*

.?L

flirt
ftp* 1*1

pFk^F?
ktt

N
E

N? l,pP|.»f>pi
:
?N

E
N? r

EEE Sfl
fc

itN*
en i* ;fifc

f
• Pi |u

' EE

«pL
EaP?N^ELp-

l! r <-*n I!
ESAk

f:- •!. :t:,.

Epi '
•

Figure .1

two characters or two lines of characters

should be seven times the value of the

SCALE; that is, if you print the first

character of a text string at the coordinates

X,Y, and you have previously specified

that SCALE= S, the next character of the

string will have the coordinates X+7*S,Y.

By the way, if you follow this rule with

SCALE= 1, you have room for twenty-

three lines of hi-res text with forty characters

per line.

The subroutine in Listing 3 represents

only an elementary example of what you

will be able to do with the character set.

By experimenting with different letter and

line spacings, you should be able to output

hi-res text in nearly any conceivable format.

Your graphs and your games will begin to

communicate much more effectively —and
isn't that what graphics is all about?

I hope you find this simple character set

to be as useful as I've found it to be.

So— as far as hi-res text is concerned— write

soon, and write often!

ESI
Video Games 1 $15 Three

games. Head-On is like the popular

arcade game. Tank Battle is a tank

game lor two to four. Trap! is an

enhanced blockade style game.

Video Games 2 $15 Three

Games. Gremlin Hunt is an arcade-style

game for one to three. Gunfight is a

duel of mobile artillary. Indy is a race

game for one or two.

Dungeon Chase $10 A real-time

video game where you explore a twenty

level dungeon.

Adventure: Morooned In Space $12 An
adventure that runs in 8K! Save your

ship and yourself from destruction.

Board Games 1 $15 Two
games. Mini-Gomoku is a machine

language version of five-stones

gomoku. Cubic is a 3-D TTT game. Both

with graphics.

Super! Biorhythms $15 A sophis-

ticated biorhythm program with many
unique features.

For all BASIC-in-ROM systems

Send for free catalog listing many

more programs.

L
ORION SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
147 Main Street Ossining, NY 10562 I

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD «
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Super Invasion

and Space War
Disk CS-4508 $29.95

Requires 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Super Invasion

This original invasion game features superb

high resolution graphics, nail biting tension

and hilarious antics by the moon creatures.

Fifty-five aliens whiz across the screen,

quickening their descent, challenging you

to come out from behind your blockades

and pick them off with your lasers. A self-

running attract mode makes it easy to

learn and demonstrate the game. Game
paddles are required.

Space War

Take command in Space War. Select from

five game modes, including reverse gravity,

and the battle begins Challenge your op-

ponent with missle fire, force him to collide

with the sun or to explode upon re-entry

from hyperspace Be wary He may circle

out of sight and re-appear on the opposite

side of the galaxy. (This is the classic MIT

game redisgned especially for the Apple )

creative Gompafcireg
To order use handy order form in the back of the magazine.
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Lit'l Red Bug

Bish Bobhop

Lit 7 Red Bug is a game of skill in which
you must drive your Volkswagen along a
road without going off the pavement.
The faster you go, the more points you
get. ..unless you leave the road. Off the
road, you begin to lose points. The faster
you go, the more points you lose!

If you don't have a color display, you
might want to change the last part of line

10 to read: CAR= 15 instead of: CAR=1.

This will change the color of the "bug" to
white so that it will show up better on a
black and white set.

The program is written in Apple-II
integer Basic with just a touch of
machine language for class.

Bish Bobhop. Apple Computer. 10260 Brandley
Dr.. Cupertino. CA >>.S0I4.

Note: Besides the Basic portion of
Lit 1 Red bug, there are three portions
of machine code which have to be
entered; two programs and one data
table. The easiest way to enter this

code is through direct hex entry in the
monitor. For the table, just type 1000:
followed by the data. If RETURN is

used, begin the next line with another
colon. Once this table is entered, the
two short programs can be entered in

two ways. Either the assembler can be
used, or more simply, the hex code in

the second column can be entered. For
each program, enter the starting address,

followed by a colon, then start typing
the groups of numbers in the second
column. Again, when you hit return,
type another colon. After entering all

the code, check the results by typing
the first address followed by an L. This
should cause the screen to display exactly
what is shown in the listing. To save the
data on cassette, use 1000.1163W. To
save it on disk, use BSAVE TITLE,
AS 1000, LSI 64.
Second note: The author, Bish

Bobhop, is the lesser-known brother of
a certain mythical figure who works
deep in the halls of the Elppa Computer
Company.

H1MH- 00 88 00 .1.1 KM
1808" 28 08 28 08 28 08 26 08
1010- 50 00 50 00 50 00 50 06
1018- 14L4 **"* GlfMwo <w iok 00 mm m 00 00
; 826- 04 04 05 05 06 06 07 07
1028- 04 04 05 85 06 86 07 07
1030- 04 04 05 05 06 06 07 07
1836- 00 00 00 00 00 08 0r: MM

|0O£- L0X •*13
1860- B0 00 10 LOM mi..n.
1083- 02 sto 162
i ees- 60 20 10 LOO •1020.X
1088- 85 03 rro *03
108M- CH OEX
1088- 00 00 10 LOO 11000,

X

10BE- 85 00 STO S80
10C0- 80 20 10 LOO S1020.X
10C3- 85 01 STO •01
lecs- MM 27 LOV »*27
iec?- 61 00 LOO <»00>.V
iec9- 9] 02 STM <*02>»V
10C8- 88 OEV
Mll 1

- 1" F9 BPL S10C7
iece- 80 FF FF STO *FFFF
1001- E0 00 CPX •*00
1003- 00 0B BNE S1060
10U5- KM RT*.
1006- 00 BRI

03 mm «00
10K0- 85 02 STO «02
1MF2- 88 f>L0
10F3- 48 F>HM
10F4- 02 C€C •02
18F6- 00 FO BNE • 10F2
10F8- 80 >, C0 STO *C030
10F6- C6 01 DEC *01
10FO- 00 EF 8NE *10EE
10FF- 60 RTS
1100- MH 90 LOO •*90
1102- 85 00 STO •00
1104- M9 40 LOO «t4H
1106- 85 01 STO »01
1188- 20 EE 10 JSR *106E
1106- 09 74 LOO •»74
1100- 85 00 STM *00
118F- 09 57 LOO ««57
l'll- 85 01 STO »01
1113- 20 EE 10 JSR *10EE
Ulfc.- MH SO LOO »*50
1118- 85 00 STO *00
1110- MH 61 LOM «*K1
1 llC- 85 01 STO •61
11 lfc- 20 EE 10 JSR V16EE
1121- 09 40 LOO «*40
utj- M5 M sro f00
1125- OS mi LOO «*00
1127- 85 01 STB •01
1129- 20 EE 16 JSR *10tfc
112C- MS SO LOO »*5D
112E- 85 00 STM *00
1130- UH 81 LOO •»61
1132- 85 01 STO •61
1134- £0 EE IH JSR *10EE
1 137- 09 40 LOO «*40
1139- 85 00 STM *00
1136- 09 00 LOO »*00
1 1 «_i- «5 01 *m
113F- 28 EE 16 S10EE
1142- M'H 40 LOM »*40
1144- 85 00 STO •00
1146- 05 00 LOO in0
1140- 85 01 STO S01
1140- 20 EE 10 JSR S10EE
1 140- 09 40 LOO •*40
114F- 85 00 8T0 t.i.i

1151- 09 00 LOO «*00
1153- H5 01 MM »01
1155- 20 EE 10 JSR • 10EE
1158- 09 40 LOO »«40
1150- as M STO S80
115C- M5 00 LOO 1MB
115E- 85 01 STO •01
1180- 41 EE 10 JMP *10€E
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IB R0P0=b:FlEL0=12:eo$H=4:CMR=i
&) 0LPWN=«MMH+1?4
48 GOSUfcl 2WJM
SQ iiii=M:riM€=425:V»TlM6^12+3

KB L>M8lOLWJfpW2PtUWP
iee coLOR=eHCK: ulin v-i.v at x
ISM UMLL IJUHN

100 ^= K66K <-16i36>:2= ItE* <-l6338>
2«e POS=POS+ POL <«>-12b: ir- P08< & THEN PtiS-B:

IHfcN Pus=<iyHH
|
t PQS>2999

ML1N 8*38 «T m

HLIN «.K*4 MT 1: .IN L.L+4

T«e 22: PRINT TOT;

"< VOU

220 TIM€=TlM6-I:V=TIMe/'12+3
238 X-P0S/-75:eHCK= SCRN<X.V>
258 COLOR-CHRi HLIN V-l.V HT X
388 COLOR-FIELD! HLIN 8.33 NT I:

318 C0L0R=8USH: PLOT RNO <4M>.1
<2m CQLorMwnOi hlin l.l+4 wr u

Ml 01 HLIN K.K+d PI e
= PEE* , -16336JIZ" PEEK • -II

488 IF NOT RNO <5> THEN UL= RNO < 3 >-l

418 IF NOT RNO <5> THEN 0R» RNO < 3 >-l

428 IF L=l THEN OL»t: IF L=33 THEN 0L=-
438 If- K=l THEN 0R»1: IF R=33 THEN OR—
458 L=L+OL:K=K+(X
•»tM SPEEO=< 255- POL < 1 > V5
498 FOR K=8 TO SPEED! NEXT K

">88 T0T«T0T«38-SPEE0
528 IF EttCK=FIELD THEN 188B
r>4M 2» PEEK <-lb336>!2« PEEK < -16336 >

998 iiimm 22i tmm S: PRINT tihE'k;- ";:

" -j: roe 37: PRINT JM-SPEEU
bW IF TIME>8 Im-.N 108
788 TEXT : CHLL -936: UTHB b
^\^^ TH8 12: PRINT " 6HHE OUER "

728 UTHB 12: PRINT " VOUR SCORE OF "sTOTs" IS "

;

^38 IF T0T>18888 THEN 758
74M PRINT "TERRIBLE'": PRINr : IF T0K5888 THEN PRINT

SHOULO 66 BSHHH60 OF YOURSELF '
>"

. IF inr>l«W0 HNO T0T<=15888 THEN PRINT "PRETTV 6P0'"

768 IF T0T>15888 PNO T0T<=19888 THEN PRINT "H60UT PUERhGE. "

^78 IF T0T>19888 HNO TOT<=22808 THEN PRINT "UERV GOOD'"

788 IF T0T>22888 THEN PRINT "EXCELLENT i

"

798 IF T0T>24888 THEN CHLL 4352
888 FOR K-l TO 1888: NEXT K

818 UTH8 28: PRINT "PUSH EITHER POODLE BUTTON TO PLOV 060IN"

828 IF PEEK < -16286 X 128 OND PEEK < -16287 X 126 THEN 828
898 908UB 8690
988 60T0 68
1000 FOR K-l TO 28:2- PEEK (-16336): NEXT K
1818 T0T=T0T-5«<58-SPEE0):TIHE»TIHE-l
1828 IF T0T<8 THEN TOT-8
1850 60T0 558
2088 TEXT : COLL —936
,;01M UT08 10: T06 18: PRINT "*** LIT'L REO 8U6 *+*"

2826 PRINT : T06 13: PR1NI "BV"
2830 PRINT : T06 15: PRINT "BISH 608H0P"
2040 FOR K-l TO 1588: NEXT K
•145 60SU8 3008

2858 6R : POKE -16296.8
2860 UT08 22: PRINT " TIME:",: T08 15: PRINT "SCORE:"*:

roe 38: PRINT "SPEEO:

« POKE sw.Hri: UTAB !l PRINT " »* LIT'L R60 8U8 "-\
-, : PC* v 98 .

.'IBM 1-ijr k=m hi a
2116 COLOR-FIELD: HLIN 8.39 HI it

i\M L0LLIR=6LfSH: IF K MOO Z THEN PLOT RNO 140>.K

2138 COLOR-ROOD: HLIN 16-K/8.24+K^» Ml K

Z14U NEXT K
2288 RETURN
•iMMM LMLL -33b! 1M6 1W: PRINr "** L1T-L REO 806 ***"

3816 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "THE OBJECT OF THIS 60ME IS TO
ORl"t VOUR"
PRINT "LITTLE REO U0LKSH06EN OOHN THE ROOO OS"

PRINT "FOST MS VOU CON HITHOUT 60IN6 OFF THE"
PRINT "P0U6MENT. GONE POODLE IS VOUR STEER-"

"IN6 HHEEL. ONO POODLE 1 IS VOUR OCCELER-"
HOUE NICE R10E'"

3898 FOR K=l TO 1808: NEXT K

<i00 uroe "•. print "push either gone poodle button to begin-
3110 IF PEE* (-16286X128 ONO PEEK < -16287X128 THEN 3118
3128 IF PEEK <-lt>286»127 OR PEEK < -16287 »127 THEN 3128
3288 COLL -936: RETURN

3838 PRINT
3848 PRINT
3858 PRINT PRINI
3068 PRINT "OTOR.
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S DISK SOFTWARE
DHOME FINANCE PAK I: Entire Series $49.95 AT
D CHECK REGISTER AND IUOGET: Thi, eemprehewwoe CHECKING ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT SYS

TEM mi only Imps complete retorts, it also t«m yn Use enatysrs end ceniiol toots you need to attwety

iMMft y»' KcwHtt The lystem p.o».ees routines lei IUOGETING INCOME AND EXPENSE. AUTO
MATIC CHECK SEARCH. n4 BANK STATEMENT RECONCILING CRT or printer reports are produced

far ACTUAL EXPENSE vs IUOGET. CHECK SEARCH DISPLAY. RECONCILIATION REPORT «M
CHECK REGISTER DISPLAY by month Chuck patty is prompted by aw* defined mane* el stMHtwi

pfM»« •** rtip— t c*4ts, stw*4n»f 4*1* Miry *** n iiici»| ink tl*i«t> m4 ratriml (mm. Su fitMi «f

im* »rt ttwra fw Ndi ctwck mmwh, cswcti ML *#*. pmptm, rK«<tnt m4 TAX DEDUCTIBLE RE
MINDER CHECK SEARCH imUmms »I«w sMrctw«f m Mry it tfcwt 4Mb ImMv RmUmw*m ttm wanri

t t*r CHECK SORT by **»• «« ctMch • DATA EDITING mi Rmmi lo<mm Ui t* IBB clwcfcsM*.

HM«ff* S3B-M

SAVINGS: Accovnt maMfntnit sys**" for mp ta 28 mpmuu Sotmmi kcmiIi OrpMucs. Mat **4

tiatcY* aaaaerts. aatMrawals Md tattrast aaraai far Mca accawat. Camalata i went4% sImmni vu CRT a*

nMtr SU 94

Q CREDIT CARD: Gat caaltal al yaar crawt tm4% «nth this pr*fiafa Otfamm. staras and drsplays

MJicaaan. aaymaats ansl sarytca cnaran tai up ta 20 separate earth. Use tar tr»4n card, or sank loam

CRT or prMtet report. . SU 94

UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE: $49.95® CD
A eser prae/ammaHe camaat'"! system (tinctured waa«d a SB raw 41 fltmm taMt. Usat Befam raw

and casaaM aawat trt aajaatwaa faratiat aasajwe camputini MactiM Taaw ehmtat. can ae Mattiphed.

dnidld. eaMractad a> adaM la aay a*w estaiaajt. Utai caa daha* repaaatd taecltam caawaaa la a raw ar

taeaaia areatly SHnplitymf taMe selap Huadieds al aaiajae caaapalHM nmcIimms caa aa dafsaad. ward, stared

awl recalled, wit* m witstattl iM dau. far letei mo Eicalleat lar saws larecasls, eawweenai aVswn aaarysn.

kaafets. Hwawtary hsts, ascaaw Mwaaaais. praawtttoa ptaaaiaa. praaKt coat eatanatetM swart tar aay

pwwaiaa. aaasytts ar lepoliaa praMem Usat caa aa sawadl wrtH a taMe. Uawar career lawwoadi elaw yaa

ta eaarc ta any esesssaat, cfcaaae its raw* aad wasedietary sae twr eftaci aa alaar taMe Mates. Eatwe taMe

can ba printed by machine papas Inset deftmrd 3 4 cataremsl an a 4i eoSoma prmw*.

D COLOR CALENDAR: $29.95®
HI RES cater praaajKt eVtplav ol your personal calendar Automatic multiple entry af repetitive events Re

vstw at a ejaaca important dates, apwawnssants. anniversaries, birthdays, action dates, etc aver a 1 year per

teal. GraphK calendar mortis dates Printer and screen display a untimely report by month of yoar fuel (eat

deocrriMnf each nay's action item or event Ideal lor anyone with a busy casendei

D BUSINESS SOFTWARE: Entire Series $159.95 ®Cf)
MICROACCOUNTANT The ideal eccewatine. system tor the small busmen Baaed an deeuc I acceonls

and double entry bunhkeepm« this eHujutnt piooiam retards anal praamcas reports an ectounl balances,

prnriel ledhoi »uinnh. rewenua and eapenses Screen at 40 column pimtei reports Handles ap ta IBM
leiMuel entries par areata ap tn 380 accounts Include* a digit pimwi m F mancu)! Accountma $49 14

Q UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINE This prooraai it aewoned ta SIMPLIFY end SAVE TIME lar the

•erioas bvtinetsman who mast petieditellv Analyre. Pten and Estanate The prowom was created using, aui

Universal Computing Machine and it is pfoprammed ta piavnie the lollewing punnM« **4 torecastmi toots

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS PROFORMA BALANCE SHEET SOURCE ANO USE OF FUNDS
PROFORMA PROFIT ft LOSS SALES FORECASTER JOB COST ESTIMATOR

Price, including a copy of the Universal Computing Machine $09 94

BUSINESS CHECK REGISTER AND BUOGET. Oar Chock Reorstet and Budget praoramscipanded to

include ap ta 48 budge table items end up to 460 checks per month Includes bank statement iccencding,

and automatic check search <UK I $49 94

D ELECTRONICS SERIES: Entire Series $259.95 ®(D
LOGIC SIMULATOR SAVE TIME ANO MONEY Snuvatte your «**(•< low* circuits before you build

thorn CMOS TTl. oi wheievei. if it's dnytaJ logic this piooram can handle it Ihe pioarom is aa usier

active menu driven full Hedged lapw sunulaiai capabte af sn«ulatm| the bit tune by nil tune lesponw of a

tea* network to mar specified input patterns It ar* hoodie ap to 1880 pates, including NANDS. NORS. IN

vetwrs FLIP FLOPS, SHIFT REGISTERS. COUNTERS aad user defined MACROS Up to40 usei defined

random or hmary rnpol patterns SMOwUtion results displayed aa CRT ar pnniet Accepts netwoib des

crwbons horn keyboard or Irom LOGIC OESIGNER lor smHiUtmn $148 94

QlOCIC DESIGNER InMiactwe HI RES Giaphics prayrom lor desmnmi diwtal leprc systems A menu

driven wren at keyboard commands allows you la draw directly on the etreen up to 14 different oalr types

uscladrnp 18 pate shape pa"ems supplied with the piopram end 4 reserved for usei spociticaiion Standard

potterat wppliad are NAND. NOR. INVERTER. EX OR. T FLOP, JK FLOP DFLOP, RSFLOP. 4 Bn

COUNTER and N BIT SHIFT REGISTER User interconnects pates mst as yeuwouM normally draw using

hue eraphici commands Network descriptions toi LOGIC SIMULATOR peneiated simultaneously with the

CRT dsaptem berne drawn $14894

MANUAL AND DEMO DISK Instinction manual and demo desk touttrilma capabilities af both pio

rams $28.tS

D MATHEMATICS SERIES: Entire Series $49.95 A
QSIAIISTICAl ANALYSIS I tlm m.n« limn »r«».m p.rlaim> SIHPI 1 1 INI AH HI GHI SSION .culy

tit *tl*im,**\ Ih. mm. flMMlid itevulion tni plan Ihr l-.^-mc, d^i'>bui>an of hi tuupU. w)U Mi
•imln. Dai. ID mil «• loatmn uKlnM IMK »"> I

inn

n NUMERICAL ANALYSIS HI RIS 2 OimMMMiul plot ol i«v loocttoit AolomotK iul*o«. At youi «plK>».

Ih. pioyxt •>» .lot Ik. tuocMo plot a. INIICHAL plot Ih. OCRIVAIIVi oi.ithin. Ih. ROOIS

InKllh. MAXIMA ...MINIMAwJ hit IhilNlEGRAL VALUE SI9H
|-| MAIRIX A o.n.t.1 puipot. nwM htivon piowwn lot on.im.nm. tor INVERSE tni DEIERMINANT ol
LJ

xv O..H.. »t»ll«th.SOLUTiaNt..o»«tolSIMULIANLOUSLINIAHiauAIIONS Da. I/O lot

«•« in Shititv » .on ml II1KI oi H .w> I12HI >'1'»

O 1 SURIACE PL 01 IE H I .plot. Ih. ELEGANCE lo. BEAUTV ol MAIHtMATICS hy ..r.t.i.o HI RES

PLOTS ol 3«Mno«*i»o»l utrtocn how mi 3 owiohlc «*mIhvji Onfc uo« mi imoII iouiio.* lot plan M«»o

ttw.0 to mt Mitlot. p.iwn.tcit HmWmi lot. o( Itomhaf.nt ptoltiMj SI19o

D ACTION ADVENTURE GAMES: Entire Series $29.95 A
RED BARON Can you oulfly the REO BARON 1 This fast action pome sunulales a machine pun 00G

FIGHT between your WORLD WAR I BIPLANE and the barons Voa can LOOP. OWE , BANK or CLIMB

in any one ol 8 directmm and so can the BARON m HI RE S graphics SUBS

BATTLE OF MIDWAY Yea me m command ol the US S HORNETS OIVE BOMBER squadron Yoar

tarpett are the Aircraft earners. Ahaaj. Sorya and Kopi Yaa most fly your way thinuph 2ER0S and AA

FIRE 10 make youi OIVE BOMB. un la HI RESpraplucs SI4 94

DSUS ATTACK Its A pi. I 1943 The enemy convoy is headed toi the CORAL SEA Yoar sab. the

MORAY, has just siyhted the CARRIERS and BATTLESHIPS Easy pickings But watch out loi Use OE

STROYERS they're fast and deadly In HI RES (raphes $14 84

QFREE CATALOG AHproframs we supemed oa dish and ion on Apple II w/Disk »j Applesntt ROM Card &
TRS SO level II and legjwre 32K RAM unhm otherwise noted Deiaded mstiuctmns included Oiders ship

pod within 4 days. Card usei. include card nwenher Add SI 48 pastap* and haadhaf with each aider

California residents add S'AX saws tea F oretpn ordeis add $4.80 postage and handling

Make checks payable to:

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 2084 142 Carlow, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
For phone orders - 408-738-4387
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The Digital Couch program turns

your computer into a psychiatrist. It draws
a picture not unlike an inkblot and gives

three choices as to what the picture looks
like. The program keeps score and rates the

player when the "tests" are over.

The program draws a picture by
POKEing a graphics block symbol at the

center of the screen. One of four directions

is selected at random and another block is

added after checking that the new block
will not cross a previous one, or go off of
the screen. When it becomes trapped and
cannot place a new block, the picture is

finished.

The pictures match the
titles more often than you
might think.

Lines 400-412 are the choices for the
picture titles, and arc selected at random.
The list can be expanded to your heart's

(and patience's) desire. If the player picks
the correct answer (also chosen at random)
then one is added to their score, and a new
picture is drawn. If the player's choice is

wrong, then a randomly selected sub-
routine (lines 500-900) asks some nosy
questions and makes a few disparaging
remarks. These can also be expanded.

When the "tests" are over the player is

"graded" on how well he or she has
performed, and a diagnosis is reached.

I use the program at parties, and the
results are very entertaining. The drawing
progression is fascinating to watch, and the
drawings sometimes become quite com-
plex. The pictures match the titles more
often than you might think.

The Digital Couch was written on an
Ohio Scientific Challenger II. Q

Divid Tunbo. 747 N. Ncblctt. Sicphcnville. TX 76401.

SThe Sfigital *&ouch

David Tunbo

RUN
»«• THE DIGITAL COUCH ««*«*

Do sou want instructions (l)'wes <2>=no? 1

THE DOCTOR HILL SEE V0U NOW.
HELLO. I'M GOING TO PRESENT A SERIES OF PICTURES

FOR YOU TO LOOK AT. HHEN I ASK YOU. INDICATE WHICH OF
THE THREE CHOICES IT LOOKS LIKE TO YOU.

BASED ON YOUR ANSWERS, I HILL EVALUATE YOUR MIND.
ANSWER THE 0UESTI0NS AS HONESTLY AS POSSIBLE OR I HILL
CALL YOUR MOMMY ON YOU.

How aanv tests do wou want? 1

Hit 'return' for test * 1 ?

IT IT IS MEANINGFUL.

IS THIS At
< 1 > RODNEY
< 2 ) CREEPY CANAL
( 3 ) PEANUT BUTTER JET PLANE
? 3
NO. IT'S A RODNEY
YOUR ANSWER IS NOT CORRECT BUT IT IS MEANINGFUL.

LET'S SEE NOH.
YOUR SCORE IS X

I WOULD SAY...
YOU REALLY ARE A MESS

H

OK
LIST

OK
LIST

5 DIM H$<12>.F*<3).L»<6>:S=0
6 z-o:w-o
8 GOSUB 400
9 FOR T-l TO 30 SPRINT: NEXT T
10 PRINTTAB<15>"»*»** THE DIGITAL COUCH«
20 PRINT:PRINT:inPUT'Do you want instructions (l)=wes <2)-no'}B
30 IF B=l THEN 1000
40 IF B-2 THEN 50
45 COT020
50 PRINTtPRINTtlNPUT'How im tests do wou wenfJC
52 IF COO THEN 50

fo F0R
C
D-1

T
T0

N
C
PRINT 'MAKE IT "SY °N YOURSEL,r-NOT SO MANY.'SGOTO 50

65 PRINT'Hit 'return' for test •'SDitlNPUT L
70 A-54302
bo for i»i to 3o:print:next I
90 N"0
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100
110
120
130
140
ISO
160
170
180
190
ZOO
210
230
240
245
250
255
257
259
262
265
270
275
280
285
287
290

300
302

POKE A
N=N+1
X-INT<4«RND<X>+1>
IF N>10 THEN 240
ON X GOTO 150.160
I=64:G0T0 190
i-i:goto 190
I—64. GOTO 190
I—ltGOTO 190
A=A+T
IF PEEK<A>«161 THEN A-A-I1GOTO 110
IF A>55030 OR A<53696 THEN A-A-ItGOTO 110
COTO 90
PRINT "IS THIS »!"
P«INT<3»RND(1>*1>
FOR Q-l TO 3
R»INT(12«RND(1)+1>
IF Q»l THEN H-R
IF Q»2 THEN E»R
IF M-E THEN 255
IF Q»3 THEN F"R:IF F-E OR F«M THEN 255
PRINT'C.Q,")'. " "SH«<R>
F«(Q)-H«<R>
NEXT Q
INPUT T
IF T <1 OR T>3 THEN 285
IF T=P THEN PRINT 'VERY GOOD I THAT'S RIGHT I

295 PRINT'NO. IT'S A " ,F»<P> :GOSUB 500
299 NEXT D

sc-int((s/c>«ioo):print:print:print # let'S see nom
print'your score is • ssc, "x -

: print: print" i mould
say...*:for t-i to soosnex

1S»S+1:G0T0 299

T T

305
310
320
330
340
350
390
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407

SC<-20 THEN PRINT 'YOU
SC>20 AND SCO40 THEN
SO40 AND SC<«60
SO60 AND SC<-80
SC 80 AND SC099
SC>99 THEN PRINT

THEN
THEN
THEN

REALLY ARE A MESS! !

'

PRINT L»(l>:GOTO 390
PRINT L«<2):C0T0 390
PRINT L«<3>:G0TO 390
PRINT L«(4):C0T0 390

:goto 390

L«<5) JL«(6>:C0T0 390

415
416
417
418
500
505
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
600
610
620
630
640
650
700
710
800
810
900
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090

YOU ARE GIFTED WITH ESP!'
RICHT THEN YOU HAVE A VERY
IN A MANAGEMENT POSITION!*

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
END
H«(l)«"RODNEY"
H«(2>«"SICK STAIR CASE"
H»<3>«"CAT FLYING UPSIDE DOWN"
H*(4)«'BIR0 IN A HALTER TOP*
H«(5)-'PEANUT BUTTER JET PLANE"
H»(6)-*DRUNK HITH A FLAT TIRE"
H»<7>-"HILTED FIRE PLUG"
H«<8>-" PLATE OF REFRIED BEANS"

408 H«(9>-'FR0G HITH NUDE"
409 H«(10)-*CREEPY CANAL"
410 H*<11)-"NAZI ANT HILL"
411 H»(12)«"MARTAIN PAGODA"
412 L»(1)-"THAT YOUR BRAIN IS A HALF BUBBLE OFF CENTER!"

413 L»<2)-"THAT YOU ARE PERFECTLY HELL ADJUSTED AND NORMAL!

414 L»(3)«"THAT YOU SHOULD BE KEPT AWAY FROM SHARP OBJECTS !

'

L»(4)«"THAT TO GET THIS MANY RICHT
L«(5>-"THAT IF YOU GOT ALL OF THEM
L»<6)-"TMISTED MIND AND SHOULD BE
RETURN
V-INT<4»RND<1>*1>
IF W-M OR V=Z THEN 500
ON V COTO 520>600?700>800
print"hmmmmmm*:for t=i to soo:next t

input "you newer had a puppy hhen you here a child > did you'.h*

if h»="y" or w»""yes" then print'uh oh!!"
if h»-"n" or h»="no" then print'i thought so. things like that show.

W-l
GOTO 900
PRINT'AH, HA!! THAT IS A VERY REVEALING CHOICE!!!"
INPUT'IS YOUR FAVORITE DISH SPINICH AND LIVER HITH BLUE BERRIES" JH*

IF W*»"Y" OR W»-"YES' THEN PRINT "YOU HAVE A PROBLEM THAT I CANNOT HEL

IF W*»"N" OR N«="NO" THEN PRINT'WHEH. THAT'S VERY COOD FOR YOU
!

"

Z«2
GOTO 900
PRINT "YOUR ANSHER IS NOT CORRECT BUT IT IS MEANINGFULL .

*

COTO 900
PRINT "YOU 'RE CLOSE. BUT NOT RIGHT. YOU SHOULD HAVE COME TO ME SOONER.

GOTO 90
RETURN
FOR T-l TO 30 : PRINT "NEXT T

PRINT'THE DOCTOR HILL SEE YOU NOW." "FOR T»l TO 300INEXT T

for t-i to 3o:print:next T

PRINT" HELLO. I'M GOING TO PRESENT A SERIES OF PICTURES"
PRINT'FOR YOU TO LOOK AT. HHEN I ASK YOU. INDICATE HHICH OF"
PRINT'THE THREE CHOICES IT LOOKS LIKE TO YOU."
PRINT" BASED ON YOUR ANSWERS. I HILL EVALUATE YOUR MIND."
PRINT "ANSWER THE QUESTIONS AS HONESTLY AS POSSIBLE OR I HILL"
PRINT "CALL YOUR MOMMY ON YOU .

GOTO 50

OK

Announcing the most important utility

ever introduced for the TRS-80* Model I

and Model II

TM

ENHBAS
ENHBAS is an Enhanced Basic extension

module, which loads at the top of BASIC, add-

ing many commands and background tasks-

DOver 30 new commands added to your
BASIC:

•SORT- Multi keying, multi tagging array

sort. Sorts thousands of items in mere
seconds, all with one command!

•JNAME-Use line labels along with line

numbers in branching statements, as in

assembly language, using the ENHBAS
commands GTO and CSUB (special

GOTO and GOSUB)
How many times have you wanted to use

variables to reference line numbers? Now
you can! GTO and CSUB allow variable

expressions as operands, such as in

GTO X*40.

•WHILE / WEND- New. structured pro
gramming loop construct Makes for more
logical program flow (less GOTO's).

•EXEC / EVAI. Two new, extremely pow
erful functions' EVAL evaluates an alge

braic expression in string form With EVAL
you can manipulate complex functions in

string form, and then evaluate them EXEC
executes a string expression as if it were
a BASIC program line! With EXEC, your
computer can actually write its own pro
grams and execute them!

•CALL-Pass control to machine language

subroutines at anv address, passing para

meters both ways

•CLM / PAGE-Set up automatic page

roll over and other line printer functions

from BASIC
•AN these and many more!

Din addition to the above commands. Model I

ENHBAS contains uector graphics and
drawing commands Model II ENHBAS has

many functions suited to business program
ming—ISAM file handling commands. RS 232

access, and many more; along with several

Model I BASIC commands left out ol Model II

(PEEK, POKE. OUT. etc )

DENHBAS includes many background util

ities (Model I version):

•Veer-definable cursor
•Keycikfc
•Two lone beep on error
•Automatic lower cate
•Automatic debounce
•Short -entry commands
(Shift -letter print* c<

•Heal Control k«y*
•One letter commanc
•Formatted LtSTmoM

ENHBAS is available for:

16K Model I Level II Tape
32K Model I Disk
32K Model III lauaj 1 1 ,'!/«> .

32K Model D (on TRSDOS dak)

.

S39.9S
$39.9S
$39.95
W4.95

•TRSJO, I req trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Co

Other tottware

CSG PILOT Disk based, high level

32K Model I Disk $59.95
Z-EMULATOR Executes assem lang. lines.

16K Model l-Level II Tape $29.95
32K Model I Disk $29.95

ENHCOMP Integer subset BASIC compiler

Full graphics Requires RS Editor/Assembler
32K Model I Disk $24.95

ABBREV Level I abbrev in Level fl/Disk

16K Model I Level II Tape $24.95
32K Model I Disk $24.95

Dealer andOEM inquiries invited.

The Comsoft Group
6008 N.Keystone Ave., Dept C

Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 257 3227
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CQMPJTRQNICS
•••EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80 ...

TRS-no Is a trademark of thr Radio shark Division of Tandy Corporation

* AW Orders processed within 24-Hours
•k 30-Day Money Back Guarantee on all Software (less a $3 penalty for handling)
• 10-Day Money Back Guarantee on Disk Drives and Printers PLUS 120-Days Free Service

• LEARNING LEVEL II By David Lien
The Original Author Ol The Level Manual
A Step By Step approach to Learning Level II

especially geared to new TRS-80" Owners
S1S.9S

• TRS-90" DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES
Over 100 pages of indespensible information for
disk owners. Learn to recover information from
bad disks, how to make Basic programs unlistable!
and 12 more chapters of never published tips and
information Written by H.C Pennington
(For all Disk Owners) $22.50

»

NEW SBSO BUSINESS SYSTEM FOR MODEL I

OR MOOEL II - IN STOCK
- General Ledger
- Accounts Receivable
- Accounts Payable
- Payroll

- Inventory Control with Invoicing
' Each module can be operated individually or as a
coordinated SYSTEM. Turn-Key error catching
operation for beginners

1 Complete manual and documentation
accompany each program

i Minimum System requirements 2-Disk Drives
for Model I 1-Disk Drive for Model II

1 Each module can be formatted to span data
on up to 4-Disk Drives
Free 30-Day telephone consultation
Call for complete specifications
Model I Version $125.00 Per Module

$495.00 Per System
Model II Version $225.00 Per Module

$995.00 Per System

7

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
- DMS replace index cards or any data requiring
long lists of information

• TBS In-Memory Information System
(For Cassette Systems) $39.95
TBS Disk Data Manager (Requires 1 or more disk
drives) Set up fast random access, files in
minutes Stores up to 320K of information on 4
Drives Up to 10 fields and 255 characters per
record Supports upper and lower case RS-232 or
TRS-232 .Features complete editing $49 so
Personal Software CCA Data Management
System Completely user oriented, menu drive
130 page Step By Step Manual Capable ol
inventory control, sorting data, reporting data in
nearly any form (for reports and mailing labels)
Sorts data by up to 10 fields for zip code, balance
due. geographic location or whatever Prints
reports with subtotals and totals automatically
calculated Fast random access $75.00

nWi^WiiM'mH, ^h^imim'i

»%^^%%%»%%»»»»»%»%« %%»%«%%%% »»»»»»»%%

FROM RACET COMPUTES
• REMODEL-PROLOAD - Renumbers program

lines, combines programs. The only renumber
program that will renumber the middle of a
program Specify 16K. 32K or 48K Works with
Cassette or Disk $34.95

• OSF - Use in your Basic Programs for Instant
Sorting (will sort 1000 items in 9 seconds). Other
commands include Compress and Uncompress
Data Duplicate Memory. Display Screen Controls
and Fast Graphic Controls $24.95
(For Cassette or Disk, specify 16K. 32K or 48K)

• DOSORT - All G.S F commands plus special
Multiple Disk Sorting Routines $34 95
(Specify 32K or 48K)

• INFINITE BASIC - Adds 70 commands to your
TRS-80" including Instant Sort. Matrix
Commands. String Commands. Left and Right
Justification. String Centering. Simultaneous
Equations. Upper and Lower Case Reverse and
more (For Cassette or Disk) $49 95

• INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite Basic)
Eliminate Round-off error. 127-Digit Calculation
Accuracy. Insert New Elements in Sorted Arrays.
Automatic Page Headings. Footings and
Pagination. Multiple Precision Arithmetic and
more (For Cassette or Disk) $29.95

• COPSVS - Copy Machine Language Programs
(For Cassette Only) $n 95

• DSM (Disk Sort Merge) $75 00

FROM SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE
RSM-2 Machine Language Monitor $28.95
RSM-20 Disk Version of RSM-2 $29.95
OCV-1 Converts Machine Language Programs
from tape to disk $9.95
AIR RAIO - The ultimate TRS-80" game converts
your TRS-80" into a real time shooting gallery

$14.95
BARRICADE - A fast pong style game $14.95
CPM - (For Disk Only) $150.00
TRS-232 INTERFACE - Interface with Software
driver RS-232 printers to your TRS-80" $49.95
TRS-232 FORMATTER - Additional (optional)
Software for TRS-232 owners Adds many printer
commands to your TRS-80" $14.95
(With purchase of TRS-232) $9.95
PENMOD - Use the Electric Pencil with RSs lower
case modification $19.95

FROM GALACTIC SOFTWARE
MAIL PAC - For Model I Disk Systems
only $M.9s
Quick-sorting full user control over mailing list

from Galactic Software
STOCK MARKET PAC $99.95

— ' ' " * *
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50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

HOURS: 9-5

Monday thru Saturday

48-Page Catalog $2 FREE With Any Order
Order By Phone Or Mail

Add $1 Per Order For Shipping Within UPS Areas
Add $3 For C.O.D.

Add $3 For All Foreign And Non-UPS Shipments
Add $3 For UPS Blue Label

^."^^^.^^I.^^I.HMI IM

FROM APPARAT NEW DOS • $99.95

35. 40 and 77 Track Versions available.

• NEW DOS/80 (With variable record length files.

chaimngs and many other features $149.95

FROM THE BOTTOM SHELF
• CHECKBOOK II (For Cassette or Disk) $39.95
• SYSTEM DOCTOR (A complete diagnosis of your
TRS-80" Checks memory, video, cassette, disk

ROM. and all other pans of your system)
For Cassette or Disk $28.50

• CHECKBOOK REGISTER ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM (Requires 2 disk drives) $75.00

• LIBRARY 100 - 100 established business, game
and educational programs plus FREE Tiny Pilot

all for $49.50
BASIC TOOL KIT - Lists all variables. GOTO s
and GOSUB's in your program $19.10

• SOUNDWARE - Adds sound to your TRS-80"
Just plus it in $29.95
Sample programs included

• TING TONG - Can be used with Soundware for a
Sound version of pong $9.95

VIC - The Carta Visual Instructional
Computer Program $19.95

The Level II 16K Cassette is designed lo teach
beginners the Basics of Machine Language and
Assembly Language Programming See every
Machine Language Instruction Display on your
video VIC includes Step By Step 55 page manual

VISTA V80 DISK DRIVE -

110K ol Storage $395.00
Add $29 95 for Cable (Free with purchase of
2-Disk Drives) 10 day money back guarantee

8B\24 ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

FROM HOWE SOFTWARE
MON-3 - Machine Language Programming for
beginners MON-3 is a complete System Monitor
with Users Manual $39.95

• MON-4 - Disk Version of MON-3 $49.95

FROM MICROSOFT
LEVEL III BASIC $49.95
Now Cassette owners can add Disk Commands
to their TRS-80" without owning a Disk Drive

• MICROSOFT DISK ADVENTURE $29.95
• TRSOOS BASIC COMPILER $195.00
Run Basic Programs up to 1 5 times faster

• NEC BUSINESS QUALITY PRINTERS
(For MOD-I or MOD-II) $2,995.00

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL
Cassette
Disk

MOD-II Version

$99 95
$150 00
$325.00

• HORSE SELECTOR II By Dr Hal Davis
The TRS-80" version updated for the TRS-80"
and originally reviewed in Systems and

.Methods $5o 00

laa a EVERVtflttlC a • a

'

FOR MOD-n OWNERS
NEW MOD-II NEWSLETTER
MOD-II Catalog Free w/subscription $12/year
MAIL PAC $199.95
MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER

$395.00
MICROSOFT BASIC $325.00
GSF SORT ROUTINE $50.00
CP/M $170.00
PEACHTREE BUSINESS

SOFTWARE
WORD STAR
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!GQB!BX!BQ">ttcsi EVERYTHING
SO N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977
« APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF THE APPLE CORP

FROM COMPUMAX BUSINESS SYSTEMS

The COMPUMAX business applications programs are written with the novice

computer user in mind They are eesy to use, yet powerful in their capabilities Further.

COMPUMAX supplies the BASIC source code. Thus the programs are eaay to modify.

MICROLEDQER
This General Ledger system performs the essential functions ol dual entry bookkeeping

and matches revenues and expenses
MICROLEDQER includes the following programs :

LEDGER! - builds and maintains the CHART OF ACCOUNTS file This file contains

both current and accumulated totals lor each "ccounr

LEDGER 2 - builds and updates the JOURNAL TRANSACTION hie

LEDGER 3 - lists both the the JOURNAL lile and the CHART OF ACCOUNTS^
LEDGER 4 - computes the TRIAL BALANCE and executes POSTING ol lournal trans-

actions into the CHART OF ACCOUNTS An AUDIT TRIAL of all transaction is output

LEDGER 5 - produces the PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
LEDGER 6 - produces the BALANCE SHEET Assets, liabilities and owners ^wtiesare

shown by account and by totals *1«0.00

MICROPAY
An Accounts Payable system. MICROPAY includes the lollowing program 4 functions

PAY 1 - initializes both Transaction and Master dies, then begins the Accounts Payable

process by inputting and adding records in the Transaction file

PAY 2 - allows lor changes and deletions ol Transaction and Master rscords

PAY 3 - reports outstanding Accounts Payables in four categories; under 30 days. 3i-«0

davs 61-90 days, and over 90 days
PAY 4 - reports all outstanding Accounts Payables lor a single customer or for all custo-

mers, and computes Cash Requirements
PAY 5 - reports all outstanding Accounts Payables for a single date or for a range ot

dates and computes the Cash Requirements

PAY 6 - lists both the Transactions and Master files

PAY 7 - prints checks and accumulates and journalizes Accounts Payables This pro-

gram simultaneously creates entries lor the MICROLEDGER file $140.00

MICROREC
An Accounts Receivable system. MICROREC includes the lollowing programs and

U
REC 1 - initializes Accounts Receivable files, adds A/R record and prints invoices

REC 2 - accepts receipt ol customer payments and changes or deletions of A/R Trans-

action or Master lile records »«j_
REC 3 - reports outstanding Accounts Receivables in four categories, under 30 days.

31-00 days. 61-90days. and over 90 days
REC 4 - reports all outstanding Accounts Receivables lor a single customer, or lor all

customers and computes Cash Proiections
kl_«_ ... ,.^.,.„r

REC 5 - produces reports lor all outstanding Accounts Receivables for a single date or

for a range ol dates and computes Cash proiections

REC 6 - lists Transaction and Master lues and accumulates and tournahzes_Accounts

Receivables, creating JOURNAL entries which communicate with the MICROLEDGER
JOURNAL file

aieo.nn

MICROINV

This Inventory Control system presents a general method ol Inventory Control and pro-

duces several important reports Its program includes

INV 1 - initializes Transaction and Master files and adds and updates Transaction and

°NV 2 - handles inventory issued or received, creating inventory records This P'og/am

also accumulates and /ournalizes transactions, producing JOURNAL entries wnicn

communicate with the MICROLEDGER lile

INV 3 - lists both Transaction and Master liles

INV 4 - produces the STOCK STATUS REPORT, showing the standard inventory stock

data and stock valuation, and the ABC ANALYSIS breaking down the inventory into

9
7nv 5 - gives a JoS COST REPORT/MATERIALS, showing allocation ol materials used

year-to-date by each |Ob or work code (This is complemented by the Job Cost Report/

Personnel in the MICROPERS program ) «.«,««
INV 6 - computes and provides the E.O.O. (Economic Order Quantities) .... $140.00

MICROPERS
This is a Payroll/Personnel program whose lunctions Include:

PERS 1 - initializes the Master lile and allows lor entry and updates ol Master records

PERS 2 - initializes the Payroll lile and allows lor entry and updates ol payroll records

PERS 3 - lists an Employee Master Record or the entire Employee Master file; lists a

single Payroll Record or the entire Payroll lile _.-_.-_ „ . _.w<~uc:/-vc
PERS 4* - computes Payroll and prints the PAYROLL REGISTER Prints PAYCHECKS

and creates JOURNAL entries to be led into the MICROLEDGER JOURNAL lile

PERS 5 -produces the jOBCOSTREPORT/PERSONNEL.computesthequarterly941
bank deposit, and the Annual W-2 run fiao.oo

All COMPUMAX programs available in machine readable format (diskette lorm) for the

following machines
TRS-80- Model I

APPLE II

PET

Micropolis 1053/11
Microsoft under CP/M
CBASIC under CP/M
Cromemco

FROM ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL (By Scott Adams)

1 1 ADVENTURELAND - You wander through an enchanted world trying to recover

the 13 lost treasures You'll encounter wild animals, magical beings, and many
other perils and puzzles Can you rescue the Blue Ox Irom the quicksand? Or find

your way out ol the maze ol pits? Happy Adventuring

t 2 PIRATE'S ADVENTURE - "Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum" You'll meet up with the

pirate and his daffy bird along with many strange sights aa you attempt to go from

your London flat to Treasure Island Can you recover Long John Silvers lost

treaaures? Happy Sailing, matey

3 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE - Good morning, your mission is to. and so

it starts Will you be able to complete your mission in lime? Or is the world's lirst

automated nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named. It's hard, there is no

magic, but plenty ol suspense. Good luck

4 VOODOO CASTLE - Count Cnsto has had a fiendish curse put on him by his

enemies There he lies, with you his only hope. Will you be able to rescue him or is

he forever doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man

• AH orders processed

within 24-Hour*

* 30-Day money back guarantee

on all Software (leu a $3
penalty for handling)

'jppit
//,

S. THE COUNT - You wake up in a large brass bed in a castle somewhere in Tran-

sylvani Who are you. what are you doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver

a bottle ol blood? You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might aay it's Love at First

Byte

6 STRANGE ODYSSEY - Marooned at the edge of the galaxy, you've stumbled on

the ruins ol an ancient alien civilization complete with fabulous treasures and

unearthly technologies. Can you collect the treasures and return or will you end

up marooned forever?

7 MYSTERY FUN HOUSE -Can you lind your way completely through the strangest

Fun House in existence, or will you always be kicked out when the park cloaca? .

6 PYRAMID OF DOOM - An Egyptian Treasure Hunt leads you into the dark re-

cesses ol a recently uncovered Pyramid Will you recover all the treasures or more

likely will you join its denizens lor that long eternal sleep?

9 GHOST TOWN - Explore a deserted western mining town in search of 13 treasures

From rattlesnakes to runaway horses, this Adventure's got them alii Just remem-

ber. Pardner. they dont call them Ghost Towns for nothin' (Also includes new
bonus scoring system!) $14.tS Per Adventure

* Nolo: Apple requires 24K and has no lower case

t Recommended lor the novice adventurer, with many built-in Hi PS 1

FROM PERSONAL SOFTWARE INC.

VISICALC .$150.00

Take virtually any problem you would explore using calculator, pen, and paper,

working in rows and columns Apply VisiCalc and you'll see why every reviewer ol this

product has said the same thing VisiCalc is the most uselul. most important program yet

developed lor personal computing _,-.«
With VisiCalc. you work with an electronic worksheet ol up to 63 columns »nd 254

rows At the luncture ol any column and row you can type in words and numbers VisiCalc

automatically performs all arithmetic lunctions. net present value, and transcendental

functions - instantly! ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^__

CCA DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM $7«.«S

DMS Features:
File Creaton and Maintenance: . . . . -

• Fields may be alphanumeric, numeric, integer. Iloating point, or fixed decimal wiin

• Fields may be COMPUTED FIELDS DMS will compute any held within a record,

using constants or other fields in the ssme record Functions include add. subtract,

multiply, divide, and raise exponential powers __.-.. .. . «_**
• Records are easily located, using the SCAN feature SCAN for records with a field

over, below, or between a range ol values
• Records are easily added and updated DMS "prompts'' you with questions

• Multi-diskette capabilities lor larger files - up to 85.000 characters per file!

• Sort the records into almost any order, using up to 10 fields aa "keys" So you can

sort lor customer numbers; within zip code, lor instance.

• Delete records, "compact" files, and backup files on data diskettes easily.

Report Features:
• Print reports with records in any order
• Select fields to be printed
• Print mailing labels . . ._ .

• Numeric totals and subtotals can be specified when a value in an unrelated held in

the same record changes For example, sort, subtotal, and print according to depart-

ment, or month, or customer number, or model number

QUAlWkH
TeeoPROF.T g1% WINS

PLACES
SHOWS

32%
AVERAGE PROFIT
AT ALL TRACKS-1979

THE HORSE SELECTOR II (FLATS) (By Dr Hal Davis) $»0.00

New simplified version of the original Horse Selector The lire! Horse Selection System

to actually calculate the estimated odds ot each horse

HIGHER PROFITS (OVER 100%) POSSIBLE THROUGH SELECTIVE BETTING ON:
• Rates each horse in 10 seconds.
• Easy to follow rules.

• Can be used with any Apple II Computer
• 100% money back guarantee (returned for any reason)

• Uses 4 factors (speed rating, track variant, distance of the present race, distance of

• Using the above factors, the Horse Selector calculates the estimated odds BET on

horses whose actual payoff (from the Tote Board or Morning Lines) is higher than

payoff baaed on estimated odds
• Using the above factors, the Horse Selector calculates the estimated odds BET on

any selected horse with an estimated payoff (based on Tote Board or Morning Lines)

higher than calculated payoff (based on Horse Selector II).

. Source listing lor the TRS-80-, TI-59. HP-67. HP-41. Apple and BASIC Computers
• No computer or calculator necessary (although a calculator would be helpful for

the simple division used to calculate estimated odds)

FREE DutcMng Tabteo allows betting on 2 or more horses with a guaranteed profit.

HOUR
24 ORDER*^ LINE

(914) 425-1535
ADD $2 00 FOR SHIPPING UPS AREAS
AOO S3 00 FOR CO OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADO 14 00 OUTSIDE USA. CANADA 4 MEXICO

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIOE OF N.V. STATE)

(800) 431-2818
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Drawing Pictures

Using Printer Plotting

Raymond J. Kalush Jr.

and Alice G. Kalush

K.iy and Alice Kalush. 3209 Rco Rd.. Laming, Ml
4K9IO.
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IN WITH THE NEW . .

.

Is your TRS-80 singing Auld Lang Syne? Does it

remember the good old days when each new

Power-Clp sequence brought new software to

massage its RAM? Is it lacking the Spirit of the

Season? Start the Mew Year off on the right keys! No,

not E-D-l-T . . . C-L-O-A-D.

No standing in the end-of-the-year return lines. These

original, ready-to-load programs fit your TRS-80
perfectly. Your computer will receive one 30 minute

cassette each month by First Class Mail containing

ready-to-CLOAD programs that will even keep ol'

Father Time from aging.

Make your New Years resolution early this

holiday season and surprise your TRS-80 with a

subscription to CLOAD MAGAZINE.
The Fine Print:

Overseas rates slightly higher— please write for them.

Back issues available—ask lor our list.'

TRS-80 is a tradeiTiark of Tandy Corporation.

California residents add 6% to single copies

and anthologies.

Programs are for Level II I6K and

occasionally for 48K disks.

'24 Level I back issues also available.

PRICES
I year subscription $42.00

6 month subscription $23.00

bingle copies $4.50

Anthology-volume I $10.00

Anthology-volume 2 $ 1 5.00

Mastercharge/Visa Welcome Also Cash & Gold. Copyright CLOAD MAGAZINE 1980

MAGAZINE INC.
P.O. Box 1267

Goleta, CA 93017

(805) 964-2761

CIRCLE 113 ON READER SERVICE CARD

INFLATION IS EVERYBODY'S
HEADACHE!

Find relief in this

free booklet.Write:
"Dollars and Sense?

Pueblo, Colorado,

81009.

We can all beat
inflation ifwe
just use our

dollars and sense. *5S§.-kCfr

The ATARI* Tutorial

COMPUTER
Calligraphy?

Well, not reallyl Bui with the FONTEOIT program in IRIDIS 1 you on design

your own character eats for the ATARI For example, you can create a Ruaalan

alphabet, or APL characters, or (van special-purpoae graphics symbols These

special Ionia can be saved on disk or tape for later use by your own Basic

programs FONTEOIT ra a friendly, easy-to-use program; juet grab a loystick and

stan designing With our KNOTWORK program, you can design patterns of Celtic

interlace, (a technique uaed by 7th century Irish monks to illuminate manuscripts)

After you have produced a pretty pattern on the screen of your ATARI, you can

save it on disk or tape

Beat of all. IRIDIS *2 comae with a 41-page users Guide, which gives clear

instructions on how to uae the programs The auide also providea detailed, line-by-

line descriptions ot how the programs work MIDI* programs are written to be

studied as well as uaed ) Hacker's Dehghi presents uaeful explanations of many of

the important PEEK and POKE locations in your ATARI.

The IRIOIS ei tutorial tor the ATARI it available now from your local ATARI

dealer You get the Users Guide and a cassette (or diak) with FONTEDIT.

KNOTWORK. and a routine to allow your program to load a custom font

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI, Inc.

To The Code Works. Box SS0 Goleta. CA 93017

Please send me IRIOIS eg lor my ATARI immediately

D J1S95 Cassette (needs I6K) O *IS9S Disk (needs 24K|

Address

City State Zip

D VISA Card Number

n MasterCharge Expires

Phone: (805) 967-0905

A puotc service message of The Advertising Countf and The US Departments

otAgnciAure. Commerce. Labor end Feasury Presented by 1KB megtnne.

Programs lor your ATARI
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Printer graphics bring to mind wall murals and posters.

Most printer pictures require standing back several yards to

be fully appreciated. This type of picture usually has a 2:1

distortion of height versus width (i.e. one letter down is about
two letters across in distance).

Printer plotting offers an improvement over the standard

techniques because pictures can be printed with any horizontal

to vertical ratio. One data file can produce many different

interpretations of the same picture. The scale can be lh of the

original size or larger. It is also possible to make tall and thin

or short and fat pictures.

Since this method provides greater control of where each
character is printed, other factors should not louse this up.

The main problem is to keep the paper from shifting during
printing. The best way to prevent shifting is to only move the

paper in one direction and to use a tractor feed. The paper
tends to 'slop' when it is moved both up and down. Without
the tractor feed the paper tends to 'walk' even unidirectionally.

Using friction-feed bidirectionally was disastrous for us.

This technique requires a printer with a 'graphics' mode. It

must be possible to adjust the horizontal and vertical increments
between characters using software. For example, our Diablo
1620 can be set to any increment of 1/120 inch across or 1/48
inch down. The following control functions are used to set
the horizontal and vertical motion for our machine.

ESC RS m CHR$(27)+CHRS(30)+CHRS(M) Define Vertical Motion
ESC US n CHR$(27)+CHR$(31)*CHRS(N) Defin* Horizontal Motion

The resulting distance between characters is (m-1) • 1/120
inch vertically and (n-1) • 1/48 inch horizontally. Refer to
your own printer manual tor its control functions.

How Pictures Are Made

The pictures are made by first choosing an original, making
a digitization of it and then entering the data into the computer.
The first step is to find or make a good line drawing. Next, put
a piece of graph paper over it and fill in the squares over the
picture lines. When the picture on the graph paper is a good
representation of the original then it is ready to enter using a
text editor.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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SOFTWARE

\S out our new items.
FANTASTIC PRICE PROTECTION POLICY
The Discount Software Group will match any advertised price
on any item that we carry.

Also within 30 days after making a purchase at Discount,
if you should find a lower advertised price on what you bought,
just show us that ad. We'll refund the difference.
It's that simple.
Take advantage of some of the lowest everyday prices anywhere.
Enjoy the security of a price protection plan
that guarantees the utmost saving possible.
both before and after you buy.
When combined with the availability of full professional support
and automatic update service you have the Ultimate Software Plan.

No one else can offer such total peace of mind.
It's an uncomplicated, convenient, logical way to acquire software.

DISK
WITH

MANUAL

OSBORNE «

General Ledger*
Acct Rec/Acct Pay*
Payroll w/Cost*
Buy 2 get 1 tree
All 3 4 CBASIC-2

/'MANUALONLY

$ S9/S20
$ 59/(20
( 59/»20
(118/(57
(199/(71

CP/M users' specify disk systems and formats Most formats available

TIM. DBMS t*

Fantastic/Easy to

use Special $299

(149/(25
*169/*25

(169/(25

DIGITAL RESEARCH
CP/M' 2 2 Northstar

• CP/M" 2 2 Micropohs
s CP/M' 2 2 Durango

F-85
CP/M" 2 2 Cromemco (189/(25
CP/M" (other versions) Call

• PL/1-80 »459/*35
Mac ( 85/>15
Sid S 65/S15
Z-Sid * 95/* 15
Tex * 70/* 15
DeSpool S 45/$ 10

MICROSOFT
Basic-80 (294/130
Basic Compiler $334 $30
Fortran-80 $384 $30
Cobol-80 *574/*30
Macro-80 $144/*20
Edit-80 * 84/$20
MuSimp/MuMath $224/*25
MuLisp-79 *174/(20

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
HOBS *250/»40
MDBS (750/(40
Other Call

SOFTWARE
MicroTax't
Federal individual
Federal corporate
State individual

TCSt
s General Ledger
• Acct Receivable
«- Acct Payable $ 79/(25
s Payroll * 79/*25
* All 4 (269/(99

SUPERSOFT
Forth (8080 or Z80)
Diagnostic I

Other disk software

SOFTWARE WORKS
Adapt
Ratlor

COMPUTER PATHWAYS
Pearl (level 1)t $ 99/S25
Pearl (level 2)« (299/(25
Pearl (level 3)* $549/$25

COMPLETE BUSINESS
SYSTEMS)

*" Creator *269/*25
»» Reportor »169/*20
* Both »399/*45

MICROPRO
WordStar (324/(40

.'Mail/Merge (114/(25
WordStar/Mail-Merge (434/(65
DataStar (279/(35
Word-Master (119/(25
SuperSort I (199/(25
SuperSort II (169/(25
SuperSort III (119/(25

PEACHTREE"?,*.
General Ledger (449/(40
Acct Receivable (449/(40
Acct Payable (449/(40
Payroll (449/(40
Inventory (449/(40
Property Mgt (899/(40
C PA Client Write-up (899/(40
Mailing Address (349/(40

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
General Ledger* (747/(40
Acct Receivable* (747/(40
Acct Payable* (747/(40
Payroll* (747/(40
Inventory Control* (447/(40
Analyst* (197/(20
Lettenght* (167/(20
NAD* ( 87/(20
QSORT ( 87/(20

GRAHAM DORIAN"

.-» Tiny C Compiler (229/(75
CBASIC-2 ( 89/(15

* OS-1 (229/(45
Pascal/Z (369/(30
Pascal/UCSD (299/(30
Pascal/MT+ (224/(30
Pascal/M (149/(20
Nevada Cobol ( 89/(25
FMS-80 (649/(45
dBASE II DBMS (629/(35
Condor DBMS (599/(30
Vulcan DBMS (469/(30
T I M DBMS? (329/(35
CBS (369/(45
Whatsit' (149/(25
Vsortl (159/(25

^ MicroStat (224/(15
Stnng/80 ( 84/(20

• Vedit ( 99/(15
Postmaster (149/(20

• WordSearch (179/(25
^ SpellGuard (269/(25

Spell Binder (349/(45
Magic Wand (299/(45
Electric Pencil II less 15%
CPAids less 12%

Ell
MICROSOFT
Softcard (CP/M)
Other

PERSONAL SOFTWARE

(292
Call

(749/(50
(249/(25
(249/(25

( 79/(25
( 79/(25

(129/(25
( 49/(20
less 10%

( 69/ na
( 86/ na

General Ledger*
Acct Receivable*
Acct Payable*
Job Costing*
Payroll*
Inventory*
Cash Register*
Apartment Mgt*

(693/(40
(693/(40
(693/(40
(693/(40
(493/(40
(493/(40
(493/(40
(493/(40

MICRO-AP
Selector III-C2*
Selector IV*

* S-Basic

(269/(20
(469/(35
(269/(25

WHITESMITHS
"C" Compiler*
Pascal (incl C")*

(600/(30
(750/(45

EIOOS SYSTEMS
Kiss
K-Basic

(299/(25
(529/(50

ORGANIC SOFTWARE
TextWriter III (111/(21

*• DateBook (269/(25

SoHo Group
• MatchMaker
• Worksheet

( 84/(10
(124/(20

OTHER GOODIES
Tiny C ( 89/(50

(224/(40
(224/(40
(224/(40

(127
less 10%

(279
less 15%

Visicalc* (122
CCA Data Mgr ( 84
Desktop/Plan ( 84

PEACHTREE'Ht
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Payroll (224/(40
Inventory (224/(40

MUSE
Super-Text II

Other disk software

STC (Software Tech.)
s Prof Time & Billing

Other

OTHER GOODIES
>s Data Factory ( 84

Whatsit? (129
*" Creator (229
«-" LedgerPlus

(GL A/R & A/P) (549

(159/(35
less 15%

(299
(239
(369
(749
(449
(449

CP/M 2 2 (P4T)
Electric Pencil II

NORTHSTAR
• NorthWord
s Mail Manager
s Info Manager
•^ General Ledger
•^ Acct Receivable
s Acct Payable

nmiumn rtlATHT f * Mlga TtMow*• - Sex >*> Bonn* tvnn om*( t - H«iu«n nwcraMlt BASIC * - Suvotwd *> woimt» cod* I

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1-800-854-2003 oxt 823 • Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext 823

Overseas— add (10 plus additional postage • Add (2 50 postage and handling per each item • California

residents add 6% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks. CO D ok • Prices subject to change without notice

All items subject to availability •

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
1610 Argyle Ave . Bldg 102 • Los Angeles. CA 90028 • (213) 666-7677

T.M.

PROGRAMS

Micro-
computer
Educational
Programs

Interpretive Education, providing
leadership in educational programs
for basic living skills, introduces the
new micro-computer educational
(MCE) programs The MCE programs
are being thoroughly developed and
tested with the cooperation ot

educators and computer program-
ming experts. The new high tech-

nology product line is being generated
to offer basic living skills on floppy
disc and tape. They are designed
tor application on Apple II*. TRS-80 * *

and other micro-computers.

Please call collect today (or more
information on how MCE programs
can aid your teaching efforts with

special needs audiences.

» i>' AM ,.- 'rrx^v |.„

'hot T«ndvCO'POf«|,(v>

For free information and catalog,

write or call collect: (616) 345-8681

INTERPRETIVE
EDUCATION

i/, i

2306 Winters Or Kalarrwoo. Ml 49002
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The data is entered a line at a time by putting the blank

squares and filled squares into the text file as blanks and
periods.

The next step is to print the picture using the printer

plotting program. The actual height and width parameters

will be dependent on your printer. For the Diablo 1620, a

small picture can be printed by using 2,4 for height, width and

a period for the character. For a larger picture use 3,6 for

height, width and an asterisk for the character. Note that the

width should be about twice the height for the same horizontal

and vertical distance between characters. You can experiment

to see what happens with other values.

Some Other Considerations

These pictures have a tendency to take up lots of disk

space in their raw form. A method to shrink the size of the

data files can be used in conjunction with a modified printing

program to save space. One method is to store each line as a

list of numbers. This list is formed by taking the number of

blanks, the number of dots, the number of blanks, number of

dots, ... ending with the number of dots. This method will

reduce a 16K file to 3K.
Another method for reducing your data file is to represent

it as one decimal digit for each eight binary digits (blanks=0,

dots= 1 ). This is less convenient because it is more complicated

to produce and then to convert to printable form. This method
reduces the file size to about one seventh of the original size.

For example, suppose this was a line of your data file.

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890

ooooi i ioooi i i ioi i ioioioi iooi iooiiiii ioio

In the first reduced form the data line would look like:

4,33.4,3, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,2,2,2,2,6, 1 , 1

.

In the first reduced form the data line would look like:

4,3,4.1,3,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,6,1,1.

In the second reduced form, the data line would look like:

14,61,213,153,250.

In addition to the Diablo 1620 printer, we use a North Star

Horizon 2 with double density drives and a Hewlett Packard
2621A terminal. The program was written using the Microsoft

Basic 80 Compiler with CP/M. An earlier version of the

program was written in CBasic2.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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~RACETSORTS ^BACET UTUJtTs" ACElToTn" "rTcET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES RACET compotes
j,

I
I HARD DISK MULTIPLEXOR

FORTHETRS-80" Mod II

NOW YOU CAN HAVE THAT LARGE COMMON DATA BASE!!

• Allows up to 4 Mod Ms lo connect to a single controller — up to 4 hard disk

drives per controller Users may access the same tile simultaneously (tirst-come

first-served)

• Uses Cameo controller and standard 10-megabyte cartridge (hard) disk drives

along with RACET Hard/Sott Disk System (HSD) software

• Access times 3 lo 8 times taster than floppy Mixed floppy/hard disk operation

supported
• Compatible with your existing TRSDOS programs — you need only change

filenames' All BASIC statements are identical

• A single tile may be as large as one disk Alternate mode allows 24-million

byte record range Directory expandable to handle thousands ot files

• Includes special utilities — XCOPY lor backup and copies, XPURGE tor multiple

deletions. DCS directory catalog system, and Hard Disk Superzap FORMAT

utility includes options for specifying sectors/gran, platters/drive, logical

disk size. etc.

HARD DISK DRIVE* CONTROLLER $5995 RACET HSD Software $400

Call lor multiuser pricing Dealers call tor OEM pricing

BASIC LINK FACILITY BLINK $25 Mod I. $50 Mod II

Link from one BASIC program to another saving all variables! The new program

can be smaller or larger than the original program in memory The chained program

may either replace the original program, or can be merged by statement number

The statement number where the chained program execution is to begin may be

specified 1 (Modi Mm 32K 1 -disk)

INFINITE BASIC ( Mod I Tape or Disk) $49.95

Extends Level II BASIC with complete MATRIX functions and 50 more string

tunctions Includes RACET machine language sorts' Sort 1000 elements in 9

seconds" Select only tunctions you want to optimize memory usage

INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95

Complete printer pagination controls — auto headers, looters, page numbers

Packed decimal arithmetic — 127 digit accuracy + . -. ", I. Binary search

of sorted and unsorted arrays Hash codes

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY (Mod II 64K) $50.00

SEEK and FIND tunctions tor Variables. Line Numbers. Slrings. Keywords All'

options available tor line numbers and variables Load from BASIC — Call with

CTRL' R. Output to screen or printer'

OSM $75 .00 Mod I. $150 00 Mod II

Disk Sort/Merge tor RANDOM tiles All machine language stand-alone package for

sorting speed Establish sort specification in simple BASIC command File Execute

from DOS Only operator action to sort is to change diskettes when requested!

Handles multiple diskette tiles' Super fast sort limes — improved disk I/O times

make this the fastest Disk Son/Merge available on Mod lor Mod II

(Mod I Mm 32K 2-drive system Mod II 64K 1 drive)

UTILITY PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $150.00

Important enhancements to the Mod II The tile recovery capabilities alone will pay

for the package in even one application' Fully documented in 124 page manual'

XHIT. XGAT. XCOPY and SUPERZAP are used to reconstruct or recover date from

bad diskettes' XCOPY provides multifile copies. Wild-card' mask select, absolute

sector mode and other features SUPERZAP allows examine/change any sector on

diskette include track-0. and absolute disk backup/copy with I/O recovery DCS
builds consolidated directories from multiple diskettes into a single display or

listing sorted by disk name or tile name plus more Change Disk 10 with DISKID

XCREATE preallocates files and sets LOF to end to speed disk accesses DEBUGII

adds single step, trace, subroutine calling, program looping, dynamic disassembly

and more"

DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $125.00

Includes RACET machine language SUPERZAP. Apparat Disassembler, and Model

II interlace to the Microsoft Editor Assembler Plus software package including

uploading services and patches tor Disk I/O Purchase price includes complete

copy ot Editor Assembler + and documentation tor Mod I Assemble directly into

memory MACRO facility, save all or portions ot source to disk, dynamic debug
facility (ZBUG). extended editor commands

C0MPR0C(Modl — Disk only) $19.95

Command Processor Auto your disk to pertorm any sequence ol instructions that

you can give from the keyboard DIR. FREE, pause, wait tor user input, BASIC. No

ot FILES and MEM SIZE. RUN program, respond to input statements. BREAK,

return to DOS. etc Includes lowercase driver, debounce screenprint!

CHECK VIS* M/C COO PURCHASE OKDER

TELEPHONE OROf RS KCCEPTEO (71«l (375016

MRS DO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK

Of TANDY CORPORATION
^ RACET computes -3
702 Palmdale. Orange. CA 92665

a RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACETcomputes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS -JACET UTILmti. HAlcn-ompules ^
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How to Solve It—

With the Computer

$\
Donald T. Piele

Part Four— Probability

"To sum up, we can ascertain thai, approximately, thefre-

quency of an event is to the number of all observations as

the probability of the event is to the probability of the

certainty, i.e.. to I. Ifind this correspondence betweenfacts
and logic, between possibility and realization, wonderful,
indeed'" Blaise Pascal (1654)

The development of the theory of probability is a compara-
tively young branch of mathematics which historians believe

began with a series of letters between Pascal and Fermat in

1654. Motivated by his interest in the gambling problems sug-

gested to him by his friend, the Chevalier de Mere, Pascal

formulated many of the fundamental principles of this new
science — which we now take for granted. Even the most basic

idea of using a number between and I to represent the prob-
ability of an event had not been formulated before. It was
Pascal who suggested ".

. . the most natural procedure is always
to assign the number I tothecompletecertaintyand to measure
the degree of certainty of a random event with the fraction

giving the event's share of the complete certainty." 1

Pascal's letters were published for the first time in the small
paperback, letters On Probability.* in 1972. At the time they
were written, more than 300 years earlier, it was not completely
clear whether the study of the randomness was indeed a branch
of mathematics. "If by mathematics one understands its tradi-

tional capital stock only, geometry, arithmetic, and algebra,
there is naturally in this narrow definition no room forany new
branch."I agree in this respect with Descartes, however, accord-
ing to whom every study having for its aim the investigation

of measure and order belongs to mathematics irrespective of
the object whose measure and order it investigates.

Computers In Mathematics

Today, the network of fields linked to mathematics by
this definition are huge. In fact, it is hard to exclude any area
of human endeavor that does not ultimately encounter prob-
lems of measure and order. In a similar way, computers were
originally designed to solve a very narrow class of computa-
tional problems in ballistics. Today, less than 35 years later,

it is difficult to exclude any area of human endeavor that does
not benefit by the rapid computation of measure and order
pro\ided by computers.

At the same time that computers have become indispens -

ble tools for solving problems of measure and order, they have
expanded the ways we traditionally solve problems and they
have provided a completely new environment for developing
the art of problem solving.

DonaM I'icle. Univenity of Wisconsin-Parkside. Kenosha. Wl 53141

Programming Activities

This months' activities will be taken from the world of

probability. For the beginning student, I will introduce prob-

lems that use the random number generator a function that

plays an indispensable role in many computer simulations. The
use of relative frequency as a measure of the probability of an
event will be explored in problems for the intermediate student.

Finally, the average value for the number of tries necessary to

write a bug-free program will be explored by the advanced
students.

Lesson #4 (Beginning Students)

In the last lesson (#3), I posed the problem of writing a

program for the Apple II that would fill the screen with a single

color. The intent of this problem was to introduce the FOR-
NEXT statement. Now the problem will be to carry out a simi-

lar procedure in a completely random fashion.

The commonly used random number function used in

Basic is denoted by RND(I). On the Apple II with Applesoft
Basic, RDN(I) returns a random number between and I every

time it is encountered in the program. A simple program
illustrates how this works.

10 PRINT RND< 1

>

20 GOTO 10
30 END

RUN
. 533454.78
.876347891
.293018028

Unfortunately, the program must be stopped ( Break/
CRTLC) to read the numbers because they appear on the
screen so fast. For better control of the output, I use the fol-

lowing program which generates 10 random numbers; the

numbers multiplied by 10; and then the integer part of the
numbers multiplied by 10. The following program illustrates

how to use the random number generator to pick single digits

at random.

10 REM RANDOM NUMBER
20 REM APPLESOFT BASIC
30 FOR I«l TO 10
40 X=RND<1>
50 PRINT X. 10»X. INT(10*X>
60 NEXT I

70 END

RUN
. 34753094 3.4753094 3
.89234103 8.9234103 8
. 25345630 2.5345630 2
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Worth A
Fortune

Past issues of Creative Computing. What
are they worth today? It varies. To a collec-

tor, Vol. 1, No. 1 is worth $7 or $8. To a
scrap dealer, less than two cents.

But we're not selling old back issues.

We re all out.

On the other hand, you know that much
of the content of Creative Computing is

timeless. The Depth Charge program in

Vol. 1 , No. 1 is just as challenging today as

the day it was written. Walter Koetke's

series of five articles on using computers in

the classrom are as valid today as the day
they first ppeared in print. And scores of

people have written about obtaining re-

prints of Don Pieles classic problem-
solving series.

Our Mistake

In our early growth years when we had
5.000 and then 10,000 subscribers we
couldn't imagine we would ever need more
than 1 000 extra copies for back issue sales.

That's about what we printed extra. How-
ever, by the time we were going into Vol-

ume 3, we found our stocks of Volume 1

issues virtually depleted.

Our Solution

So we selected the best material from
Volume 1 , edited it, put it together in book
form and sold it for $8.95. about the same
as the six individual issues. Nine months
later, we did the same with Volume 2. Then
a year and a half later we did it again with
Volume 3.

Most other magazines in a high tech-

nology field like small computers find their

contents are quickly out of date. However,
because we've concentrated on applica-

tions and software, our content retains its

value for a much longer time. Our sub-
scribers know this and retain theircopies of

Creative Computing long after they've dis-

posed of the more hardware-oriented
magazines.
Now you can obtain the best material

from the first three years of Creative Com-
puting in book form and the next three
years (minus four issues) in the original

magazine form.

Our Offer

We have a unique special offer, so pay
close attention to this paragraph. (Compu-
ter types ought to be able to understand
this). If you order any one item below, you
pay the full price. If you order any two
items, take a 5% discount from the total; any
three, take a 10% discount; any four, take a
15% discount, any five, take a 20% dis-

count, and on all six take a whopping 25%
discount from the total price.

Best of Creative Computing-Vol 1 $8.95
Best of Creative Computing-Vol 2 8.95
Best of Creative Computing-Vol 3 8.95
Volume 4 (Four issues) 6.00
Volume 5 (Ten issues) 1 5.00
Volume 6 (Twelve issues) 18.00

Less discount (5% for two items, 10% for
three. 1 5% for four, 20% for five. 25% for all

six) Shipping ($2.00 USA, $5.00 foreign)

This isn t really an order form. Cut it out or
copy the items you want onto a sheet of
paper. Send it with your name and address
and payment or credit card number and
expiration date (Visa, MasterCard orAmeri-
can Express) to Creative Computing,
Morris Rains. NJ 07950. Or call toll-free to
800-631-8112 (in NJ, 201-540-0445).
We guarantee you II never find a better

value in computer applications reading
matter. On average you're getting 128
pages of solid information for each $ 1 .00. If

you're not completely satisfied after you've
read them, send the books or magazines
back to us and we'll refund your full pur-
chase price plus the return postage.

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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forTRSSOII Compucolorll.

&PET

€V

AS?*-

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO BRING YOUR BASIC
PROGRAMS TO LIFE WITH
SOUND!

SOUNDWARE isa complete package

YOU GET A SPEAKER /AMPLI-
FIER UNIT complete with connectors

No wiring or soldering. Just plug in'

YOU GET A DEMO PROGRAM with

a variety ol sample sound effects-

sirens, laser sounds, tunes'

YOU GET A COMPOSER PRO-
GRAM to help you create your own
original sound effects Funforallages'

YOU GET AN INSTRUCTION
BOOKLET that tell you how to insert

sound into your programs 1 year

warranty ^qfr

Complete Programs

F^^ ^^^^ Package or & Booklet

'ALLPETS&TRS-aori $29.95 $14'i r
>

Compucolorll $3995 JW.95

SEND FOR FREECATALOGOF
GAMES FOR PET&COMPUCOLOR"

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY' Or order direct from CAP by phone or

mail VISA & MasterCharge orders include expiration date Add $1

postage & handling per order. $3 for air or COD Arizona residents

add tax

CAP I
-' lucwn A,' ."*>4'>7K
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JANUARY 1981

Tarbell
Floppy Disc Interface
Designed for Hobbyists and

Systems Developers

n

Plugs directly into your IMSA1 or ALTAIR and handles up
to 4 standard single drives in daisy-chain.

Operates at standard 250K bits per second on normal disc

format capacity of 243K bytes.

Works with modified CP/M Operating System and BASIC E
Compiler.

Hardware includes 4 extra IC slots, built-in phantom boot-

strap and on-board crystal clock. Uses WD 1771 LSI Chip.

6-month warranty and extensive documentation.

950 DOVLEN PLACE. SUITE B
CARSON. CA 90746
(213) 538-4251 • (213) 538-2254
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Solve it, continued...

Integer Basic on the Apple II generates only integers, and

thus the RNDiXi function has a slight!) different meaning. In

this ease RXIX.X) generates an integer between and \-l in-

clusively ever> time it is encountered in the program. For

example, to perform the same task as above in Integer Basic,

use:

10 REM RANDOM IN

a M INTEOI
10

40 PRINT RNIK 1

1

I NEXT I

t NO

As illustrated in lesson 03, positions on the low-resolution

graphics screen are located by pans \.Y where both X and V

are integers between and 39 inclusively. Thus, to pick an

integer in this range at random in Applesoft Bask use

l\ l(40*RXIX in. In Integer Basie. RXIX40I accomplishes the

same thing.

Problem #4 (Beginning Students)

Write a program that Tills up the screen with a solid color

by plotting the points at random.

Remarks

I. What does it mean to plot points on the screen at

random? Discuss this question with the class and see what the)

think it means. As illustrated above, ever) point on the screen

is represented by a pair of integers (X.Y) where \ and Y are

between and 39 inclusively. It X and Y are chosen at random

in this range then the point X.Y isa random point on the screen.

2 \ sample solution in Applesoft Basic is:

X-INT(40*RND< 1 )

)

40 Y-INT (40«RND( 1 )

)

X.Y

FND

bv

.?. lor Integer Basic lines 30 and 40 w ill need to be replaced

-RNIK 40)

41.) Y=RND(40>

4. The program is caught in an endless loop which can be

terminated by using the familiar CTRL C".

5 Alter the students have written a Basic solution to this

problem 1 like to pose a number of follow-up questions

a) What happens it we replace line 30 with "30 X 20"".'

| A vertical line in the middle ol the screen is tilled at random.)

b) What happens in the original program if we replace line

40 with "40 Y 20"?

[ \ horizontal line in the middle of the screen is tilled at

random]
c) What happens in the original program ifwe replace line

50 with "50 PLOT XX"'
[The diagonal line from the upper left to the lower right of

the screen is tilled at random.]
d) What happens in the original program ifwe replace line

60 with "60 GOTO 40"?

[A random horizontal line is tilled at random]
e) What happens in the original program it we replace line

20 with 20 COI OR IXI(I(>*RXIXI)) and line 60 with 60

GOTO 20.

[The screen is plotted at random with random colors]

Lesson #4 (Intermediate Students)

I he simplest example ot relative frequency is illustrated by

the experiment of Hipping a coin a fixed number of times and
counting the number ol heads and tails that appear. Let H be

the variable that counts the number of heads and let N be the

total number ol tosses. I he relative frequency ofthe occurrence

of heads is defined to be H X. Anyone who has tried this experi-

ment with a fair coin recognizes a certain predictable behavior:

The relative frequency H X is close to I 2 and seems to get

closer the longer the experiment is performed.

I his experiment can be simulated on the computer by

making the random number generator act like a coin. Random
numbers generated in Basic use a procedure that picks out

numbers uniformly over the interval (0.1 ). I his means that, on

the average, half the numbers are less than .5. Thus. by using

the statement

IF RXIXI) < .5 Mil N H = H + I

the counter II (heads) is increased by one about 50', ol the time.

If the chances of a head is P.(0<= P<=l). then the statement

IF RMXh • I' llll X II = H + I

w ill increment the counter M by one approximately I" KM)' , of

the time.

These ideas can be put together into a simple Coin lossing

1 Kperiment. I" 'his experiment the probability ol a head is

assumed to be .5. A coin is tossed 1000 times and after every

50 tosses the total number of trials(C). the number of heads( II ).

and the relative frequency (H C) arc reported

100 PRINT "COIN TOSSING EXPERIMENT "

110 PRINT ••= =«.«*=-»==-»«»»«»—«•
».INT "TOSSES". TAB< 7). "HEADS". TAB< 14).

"HEADS-/

FOR 1 = 1 TO
140 X=RND(-1> \REM RANDOM SEED

(-RND(O) \REM RANDOM NUMBER
\REM TOTAL TOSJ I

< .3 THEN H=H+1
INT (C/50) THEN I

t«B(7).H,TAB< 141.H/C
200 NEx r I

[ ND

Rl IN

EXPERIMENT
utnBimnn|sjissmsjmM>MM

HEM
.6

loo .31
150 76 '666667

105

666667
182 .52

400 . 5075
450 .50444444

. T.04

.4^818132

323 '

7oO ; ..

750
416 .52

.31929412
462 .31333333

950 484 •

1 OCX i 904 .504

Remarks

1

.

I he form for the random numbergenerator is not stand-

ard in all Basics. I his program was written in XorthStar Basic

In Applesoft Basic one should use 150 X R\IX I ) to generate

the next random number.

2. Line 140 is used to start the program with a random

seed value. I his is usually handled different!) in different

Basics. Some Basics use the statement 140 RANDOMIZI In

Applesoft Basic this is equivalent to

140 X = RXI)( IM : LK(78) 256*l'l I K(79) )

3. I me ISO is used to interrupt the experiment alter everv

50 tosses and print out the current value for C. H, and II C.
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Economic and
Ecology Simulations
The Ecology Simulations

series are a unique educational
tool. They are based on
"simulation models" developed
by the Huntington Two
Computer Project at the State

University of New York at Stony
Brook under the direction of Dr.

Ludwig Braun The programs
and accompanying document-
ation are written for self-

teaching or classroom use and
include background material,

sample exercises and study

guides Graphic displays were
specially developed by Jo Ann
Comito at SUNY and Ann

Corrigan at Creative Com-
puting. The Ecology Simula-
tions packages are a remarkable
educational application of
micro-computers.

Ecology Simulations-1, CS-3201 (16K)

1. Pop

The POP series of models
examines three different
methods of population
projection, including exponen-
tial. S-shaped or logistical, and
logistical with low density

effects. At the same time the

programs introduce the concept
of successive refinement of a

model, since each POP model
adds more details than the

previous one.

2. Sterl

STERL allows you to

investigate the effectiveness of

two different methods of pest

control— the use of pesticides

and the release of sterile males
into the fly population The
concept of a more environ-
mentally sound approach
versus traditional chemical

methods is introduced. In

addition. STERL demonstrates
the effectiveness of an
integrated approach over either

alternative by itself

3. Tag
TAG simulates the tagging

and recovery method that is

used by scientists to estimate
animal populations You
attempt to estimate the bass
population in a warm-water,
bass-bluegill farm pond.
Tagged fish are released in the

pond and samples are recovered
at timed intervals By presenting

a detailed simulation of real

sampling by "tagging and
recovery." TAG helps you to

understand this process

4. Buffalo

BUFFALO simulates tne
yearly cycle of buffalo
population growth and decline,

and allows you to investigate the

effects of different herd
management policies. Simula-

tions such as BUFFALO allow

you to explore "What if"

questions and experiment with

approaches that might be
disastrous in real life.

Ordering Information

The series is designed for the 16K TRS-80 Level II and is

attractively packaged in a vinyl binder with a complete study guide.

Ecology Simulations- 1 disk CS-3501. cassette 3201. Ecology

Simuiations-u disk CS-3502. cassette CS-3204. Social and

Economic Simulations: disk CS-3508, cassette CS-320V At a

modest $24.95 each, the series is an affordable necessity.

To order, send payment plus $1.00 shipping and handling to

Creative Computing Software, Dept ACGG. P.O. Box 7B9-M,

Morristown. NJ 07960. For Faster Service, call in your order toll-free

to our order hotline 800-631 -81 1 2. In NJ call 201 -540-0445.

Ecology Simulations-2, CS-3202 (16K)

1. Pollute

POLLUTE focuses on one
part of the water pollution

problem; the accumulation of

certain waste materials in

waterways and their effect on
dissolved oxygen levels in the

water You can use the
computer to investigate the

effects of different variables

such as the body of water,

temperature, and the rate of

dumping waste material.
Various types of primary and
secondary waste treatment, as
well as the impact of scientific

and economic decisions can be
examined

2. Rats

In RATS, you play the role of a

Health Department official

devising an effective, practical

plant to control rats. The plan

may combine the use of

sanitation and slow kill and
quick kill poisons to eliminate a

rat population It is also possible

to change the initial population

size, growth rate, and whether
the simulation will take place in

an apartment
entire city

building or an

nunc" cmtnocB «s i to

it.
•s- * H *
i> V V
ca™ % n rs

r*ss <n o> TDconni

3. Malaria

With MALARIA, you are a

Health Official trying to control

a malaria epidemic while taking

into account financial con-
siderations in setting up a

program The budgeted use of

field hospitals, drugs for the ill.

three types of pesticides, and
preventative medication, must
be properly combined for an

effective control program.

4. Diet

DIET is designed to explore
the effect of four basic
substances, protein, lipids,

calories and carbohydrates, on
your diet You enter a list of the

types and amounts of food eaten
in a typical day. as well as your

age. weight, sex. health and a

physical activity factor DIET is

particularly valuable in

indicating how a diet can be
changed to raise or lower body
weights and provide proper

nutrition

Social and Economic Simulations

CS-3204 (16K)

1. Limits

LIMITS is a micro-com-
puter version of the well known
"Limits to Growth" project

done at MIT. It contains a
model of the world that is built

of five subsystems (popula-

tion, pollution, food supply,

industrial output, and resource
usage) linked together by six

variables: birth rate, death
rate, pollution generation, re-

source usage rate, industrial

output growth rate, and food
production rate.

2. Market

Market allows two or more
people to play the roles of

companies who are competing

for the market for a particular

product: in this case, bicycles.

Each player makes market-
ing decisions quarterly includ-

ing the production level, the
advertising budget, and the
unit price of the product for

his/her company.

3. USPop
USPOP allows the user to

study many aspects of the

United States' human demo-
graphy (population change)
including population growth,

age and sex distribution.

USPOP makes population pro-

jections and investigates the

consequences of many differ-

ent demographic changes.
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« IIIM MS »
MISOSYS Is proud to announce EDAS, a sophisticated Z-80
Editor Assembler for the '80 Model I & Model III

IH". ***** JUST LOOK AT THESE FEATURES *****HIS
. . All EDAS commands and source text may be entered in
either upper case or lower case providing ease of operation
as a text editor.

• • Direct assembly from memory or disk by means of *GET
assembler directives entered into the text buffer. This
provides for a symbol table buffer area of over thirty
thousand bytes with text buffer equal to your drive
capacity!

.. Direct assembly to disk or memory for faster debugging
operations! Branch allows you to execute your program, that
has been assembled to memory, and then return to EDAS.

.. Source and object files interface directly with disk
using TRSDOS (tm), VTOS (tm), or other compatible system.

.. DOS "System" command functions KILL, DIR, FREE, and LIST
are available from within the environment of EDAS.

.. The Editor, with renumber, maintains command syntax
identical to the BASIC editor. Global change allows the
user to alter a string throughout a designated range of
lines while block move relocates lines of text.

Great amounts of time and effort were expended to give
this Editor Assembler the absolute best in ease of
operation and functional efficiency. Optimize assembly
programing time; use the Editor Assembler designed with the
programmer in mind. EDAS is priced at $79.00 plus $3.00
S&H. A 72-page EDAS reference manual is Included.

MISOSYS - Dept C

5904 Edgehlll Drive
Alexandria, Virginia 22303

703-960-2998 VttA
Dealer Inquiries Invited
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QUALITY PROFESSIONAL & BUSINESS SOFTWARE
FOR THE APPLE II AND APPLE PLUS COMPUTERS

LETTER MASTER - This is a lightning last Word
Processor which is simple to use and operates like a character
oriented system It features a menu driven operating system
which allows entry storage editing, draft printing and final

lustified printing Editing includes line corrections (add up to

200 characters if you want) global search, string
replacement delete add and merge Text floats as needed to

make up lines of text Print justified, unjustified, or a mixture
System prepares and prints form letters with its own 500
name diskette full feature mailing list program Applesoft II

Disc Item M-34 $139 95 Processor without mailing list and
form letter. Item M-33. S69 95

PROGRAMMER PLUS - A 16 lesson course in Applesoft
II on two full disks or super-load tape which will teach you all

you need to know to program in BASIC Lessons cover all

string math and logical operations necessary for personal,
scientific or business applications Special units teach
graphics and sound to add a little Apple Class to your
programs Applesoft II. Item 35 Tape S24 95 Disc. $34 95

SCIENTIST A powerful scientific data base and statistics

program which will turn your Apple into a mathematical and
graphics tool It will do simple statistics or such complicated
functions as Chi- Square. Normal Student-t. and Poisson
With the Data Base element you can build your own analytical
programs Applesoft II Disc. $89 95

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 24 HOURS
800 854-0561 Ext 802
In CA 800-432-7257

OR WRITE FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO
MONUMENT COMPUTER SERVICE

Village Data Center - P.O. Box 603
Joshua Tree. California 92252
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Solve it, continued.

Geometric Experiment

A completely different experiment can be performed by

observing a series of coin tosses. Suppose instead of counting

the number of heads and tails we count the number of tosses

until a head occurs for the first time. This defines a new experi-

ment called the First Head Experiment. Every time the experi-

ment is performed we observe a number — which represents

the total number of tosses needed to get a head for the first time.

Thus, the outcomes of this experiment are recorded as follows.

EXPERIMENT OUTCOME
H I

TH 2

TTH 3

In this experiment, if we assume that the probability of

getting a head on each toss is P, then the probability for a tail

is l-P. Under these conditions, this experiment hasaGeometric
distribution which I will elaborate later.

Problem #4 (Intermediate Student)

First Head Experiment

Write a program that will simulate the experiment of toss-

ing a coin until the first head occurs. The program must allow

for the entry of the probability P of a head on each toss. Per-

form the experiment 1000 times and keep track of the number
of experiments that end after T tosses. T = 1 .2.3. . . M. ( M is the

largest number of tosses needed so far.) Print out a table after

every 100 experiments showing the distribution of the out-

comes that end after T attempts and the relative frequency for

each value of T.

Remarks:

I. The heart of this simulation is a routine that will simu-

late the tossing of the coin until the first head. Suppose the

counter T is used to store the number of trials until the first

head and that P is the probability of a head on each toss. The
following few lines simulate this experiment.

240 T « o

230 X = RND(O)

260 T » T + 1

270 IF X > P THEN 250

T - TRAIL «

TOSS COIN

INCREMENT TRIAL

TOSS IS A TAIL

1st HEAD OCCURS

2. The 250-270 loop terminates whenever the random
number RNI)(0) is less than P. This corresponds to the occur-
rence of a head.

3. It is convenient to use an array, such as C(T). to keep
track of the number of times the experiment ends after T trials.

Each time the experiment ends after T tosses, it is counted by
290C(T)= C(T)+ I.

4. If N is equal to the total number of experiments per-

formed, then C(T)/N is equal to the relative frequency of the

number of experiments that end after T trials.

5. II N 100 - INT(N/ 100). then N is a multiple of 100. A
version of this test is used to print out the distribution after

every 100 experiments.

6. A sample program that solves this problem is as follows.
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The Sinclair ZX80 is innovative and powerful.
Now there's a magazine to help you get
the most out of it.

Get in
sync

SYNC magazine is different from other

personal computing magazines. Not just

different because it is about a unique
computer, the Sinclair ZX80 (and kit ver-

sion, the MicroAce). But different be-

cause of the creative and innovative phi-

losophy of the editors.

A Fascinating Computer

The ZX80 doesn't have memory map-
ped video. Thus the screen goes blank

when a key is pressed. To some review-

ers this is a disadvantage. To our editors

this is a challenge. One suggested that

games could be written to take advan-
tage of the screen blanking. For exam-
ple, how about a game where characters
and graphic symbols move around the

screen while it is blanked? The object

would be to crack the secret code gov-

erning the movements. Voila! A new
game like Mastermind or Black Box
uniquely for the ZX80.

We made some interesting discoveries

soon after setting up the machine. For

instance, the CHRS function is not limit-

ed to a value between and 255. but

cycles repeatedly through the code.

CHRS (9) and CHRS (265) will produce
identical values. In other words. CHRS
operates in a MOD 256 fashion. We
found that the " = " sign can be used se-

veral times on a single line, allowing the

logical evaluation of variables. In the

Sinclair. LET X=Y=Z=W is a valid ex-

pression

Or consider the TLS function which
strips a string of its initial character. At

first, we wondered what practical value it

had. Then someone suggested it would

be perfect for removing the dollar sign

from numerical inputs.

Breakthroughs9 Hardly. But indicative

of the hints and kinds you'll find in every

issue of SYNC We intend to take the

Sinclair to its limits and then push be-

yond, finding new tricks and tips, new
applications, new ways to do what

couldn't be done before. SYNC functions

on many levels, with tutorials for the be-

ginner and concepts that will keep the

pros coming back for more We II show

you how to duplicate commands avail-

able in other Basics. And. perhaps, how
to do things that can't be done on other

machines.

Many computer applications require

that data be sorted. But did you realize

there are over ten fundamentally differ-

ent sorting algorithms? Many people
settle for a simple bubble sort perhaps
because it's described in so many pro-

gramming manuals or because they've

seen it in another program. However,
sort routines such as heapsort or Shell-

Metzner are over 100 times as fast as a

bubble sort and may actually use less

memory. Sure, 1K of memory isn't a lot

to work with, but it can be stretched

much further by using innovative, clever

coding You II find this type of help in

SYNC.

Lots of Games and Applications

Applications and software are the meat
of SYNC We recognize that along with

useful, pragmatic applications, like finan-

cial analysis and graphing, you'll want
games that are fun and challenging. In

the charter issue of SYNC you II find se-

veral games. Acey Ducey is a card game
in which the dealer (the computer) deals

two cards face up. You then have an op-

tion to bet depending upon whether you
feel the next card dealt will have a value

between the first two.

In Hurkle. another game in the charter

issue, you have to find a happy little

Hurkle who is hiding on a 10 X 10 grid. In

response to your guesses, the Hurkle
sends our a clue telling you in which
direction to look next.

One of the most ancient forms of arith-

metical puzzle is called a "boomerang;
The oldest recorded example is that set

down by Nicomachus in his Arilhmetica

around 100 AD You'll find a computer
version of this puzzle in SYNC

Hard-Hitting, Objective Evaluations

By selecting the ZX80 or MicroAce as
your personal computer you've shown
that you are an astute buyer looking for

CIRCLE 215 ON READER SERVICE CARD

good performance, an innovative design
and economical price However, select-
ing software will not be easy That's
where SYNC comes in. SYNC evaluates
software packages and other peripherals
and doesnt just publish manufacturer
descriptions We put each package
through its paces and give you an in-

depth, objective report of its strengths
and weaknesses.
SYNC is a Creative Computing pub-

lication Creative Computing is the num-
ber 1 magazine of software and applica-
tions with nearly 100.000 circulation
The two most popular computer games
books in the world. Basic Computer
Games and More Basic Computer
Games (combined sales over 500.000)
are published by Creative Computing.
Creative Computing Software manufac-
tures over 1 50 software packages for six

different personal computers.
Creative Computing, founded in 1974

by David Ahl. is a well-established firm

committed to the future of personal com-
puting We expect the Sinclair ZX80 to

be a highly successful computer and
correspondingly, SYNC to be a respect-
ed and successful magazine.

Order SYNC Today

Right now we need all the help we can
get. First of all, we'd like you to subscribe
to SYNC. Subscriptions cost $10 for one
year (6 issues). $18 for two years (12
issues) or, if you really want to beat infla-

tion, $24 for three years (18 issues)

Send to the address below or call our
toll-free number. 800-631-8112 (in NJ
201-540-0445) to put your subscription

on your MasterCard, Visa or American
Express card. Canadian and other fore-

ign surface subscriptions are $15 per
year or $27 for two years We guarantee
your satisfaction or we will refund the
unfulfilled portion of your subscription.

Needless to say. we can t fill up all the

pages without your help. So send in your
programs, articles, hints and tips.

Remember, illustrations and screen
photos make a piece much more inter-

esting Send in your reviews of peripher-

als and software too— but be warned: re-

views must be in-depth and objective.

We want you to respect what you read on
the pages of SYNC so be honest and
forthright in the material you send us Of
course we pay for contributions— just

don t expect to retire on it

The exploration has begun. Join us.

L|n
39 East Hanover Avenue

Morris Plains. NJ 07950. USA

Toll free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)



100
110
120
130
140
130
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
230
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410

"FIRST HEAD EXPERIMENT"PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT
DIM C( 100)
X=RND(-1

)

FOR J=l TO 10
T=0
X-RND(O)
T»T+1
IF X>P THEN 250
N-N+l
C(T)=C(T) + 1

IF T>M THEN M"T
IF N/100OINT<N/100>

"THE TOSS OF A COIN RESULTS IN EITHER A HEAD OR A TAIL.

"

"THE PROBABILITY OF HEADS IS THE NUMBER P." „«—.-
AN EXPERIMENT CONSISTS OF TOSSING A COIN UNTIL THE FIRST HEAD OCCURS.

"THE OUTCOME OF THE EXPERIMENT IS THE NUMBER OF TOSSES NEEDED."

"THIS EXPERIMENT IS PERFORMED 1000 TIMES AND THE DISTRIBUTION "

"OF TOSSES IS REPORTED AFTER EVERY 100 EXPERIMENTS."

"ENTER P THE PROBABILITY OF A HEAD ON EACH TOSS. P = ".P

\ REM RANDOM SEED

\ REM T « « OF TRIALS UNTIL FIRST HEAD

\ REM THE TOSS IS A TAIL
\ REM EXPERIMENT COUNTER
\ REM OUTCOME COUNTER
\ REM M = MAX « OF TRIALS IN ANY EXPERIMENT

THEN 240
REM PRINT OUT OF RESULTS

PRINT
PRINT "TRIAL"
FOR 1-1 TO M
PRINT I,TAB(10).C(I).TAB(23).C(I)/N
NEXT I

PRINT i in i

PRINT "TOTALS" ,TAB< 10). N.TAB(25).

1

NEXT J
END

TAB(10)."# OF EVENTS", TABC25). "RELATIVE FREQUENCY"

RUN
FIRST HEAD EXPERIMENT

THE TOSS OF A COIN RESULTS IN EITHER A HEAD OR A TAIL.
THE PROBABILITY OF HEADS IS THE NUMBER P.
EACH EXPERIMENT CONSISTS OF TOSSING A COIN UNTIL THE FIRST HEAD OCCURS.
THE OUTCOME OF THE EXPERIMENT IS THE NUMBER OF TOSSES NEEDED.

THIS EXPERIMENT IS PERFORMED 1000 TIMES AND THE DISTRIBUTION
OF TOSSES IS REPORTED AFTER EVERY 100 EXPERIMENTS.

ENTER P THE PROBABILITY OF A HEAD ON EACH TOSS, P - .5

(ONLY THE LAST DISTRIBUTION IS PRINTED HERE)
TRIAL # OF EVENTS RELATIVE FREQUENCY

1 501 .501
2 245 .245
3 127 .127
4 62 .062
5 33 .033
6 17 .017
7 3 .003
8 6 .006
9 5 .005
10 1 .001

= = ==:== = iiiiMSMSssaiaii BBKx=ssssKsas===^==
TOTALS 1000 l

Dysan
^CORPORATION

Solve your disc problems,

buy 100% surface tested

Dysan diskettes. All or-

ders shipped from stock,

within 24 hours. Call toll

FREE (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information.

Visa and Master Card ac-

cepted. All orders sent

postage paid.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 (In Cal call

(805) 543- 1037)
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Lesson #4 (Advanced Students)

The First Head Experiment serves as an introduction to a

slightly different experiment which I will cal! the Bug -Free Pro-
gram Experiment. As everyone who has ever tried to write a

computer program knows, the chances that it will run correctly

on the first trial is definitely below I. We also know from experi-

ence that the chances of eliminating hugs usually improves the

more times the program is modified and tried again. I will

assume, for the purposes of this discussion, that the chances
that a program will run perfectly (bug-free) on the Tth trail is

equal to I (T+l). I hus.

T/(T+1> and

P(F) = 1/(T+1),

where P(S) stands tor the probability of a successful program
on the Tth trial and P( F) represents the probability of a failure

on the Tth trial.

I Ins experiment is similar to the hirst Head Experiment
described above, with one big difference. Now the probability

ol i success depends on the number of times the experiment
has been fried 7 he outcome of this experiment is still the num-
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her of trials until the first success.

With this model it seems natural to wonder: How many
trials, on the average, will it take to produce a bug-free pro-

gram? In the language of probability, what is the expected value

of the outcomes in this experiment'.'

The average value of the outcomes ofan experiment is easy

to compute. For example, assume that the outcomes of an

experiment are the integers 1.1 = 1.2. .. M. Also, assume that

C(T) counts the number of times T occurred. Then the average

number of times that T occurs in N trials is (C"( I )+2*C(2)+. .

.

M*C(M)) V

Problem #4 (Advanced Students)

Bug-Free Program Experiment

Write a program that simulates the process of writing a

program until it runs bug-free. The probability of success on
the Tth trial should equal T (T+l). Perform the experiment

1000 times and keep track of the number of programs that run
after T trials where T = 1.2.3. . .M. (M is the largest number of

attempts needed so far.) Print out a table, after every 100 experi-

ments, showing the distribution of outcomes that end after I

attempts, the relative frequency for each value of T. and the

average value of T.

Remarks:

I. It would be advisable for students to write the First

Head Experiment program first. With a few changesand modi-
fications this program can be used to solve the Bug-Free Pro-

gram Experiment. For example: Line 200 will no longer he

needed, since the probability of success on the Tth trial is no
longer fixed at P. Line 270 should be changed to read: IF X >
T (T=I)THEN 250.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Don't buy software

that requires taming !

XtraSoft develops* software to bo used, not conquered.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

U. S. Preaidenta . . . 119.95
Periodic Table . . . 19.95
Vocabulary Builder • • 25.95

Requires:
HDOS/Klcroaoft BASIC
Single 5*H diak
H8 I H/Z19 or H/Z89
lt8K RAH

Shipping «V Handling 11.50
Ky. reaidenta add 5% aales tax

mDn DcvKLoman

Typing Tutor
BarL*nd«r
Coll*t« Entrance Ei*ia
Break and Latin Roots
Muaber Basas
Assaablar Tutor

Inventory Hanasaaant Syataa
Point or Sal*
Hailing List
Tait Formatter
Data Basa Managaaant
Accounting Packaga

For our current catalog contact:

#* ^ tra Jol'ofl.

P.O. Box 91063. Louisville. KY 40291

Computers
We are (he stocking ter

Terminals Modems
r>inal distributor ottering full service,

Perkin-Elmer Bantam 550B
Microterm Act VA
IBM 3101 Model 10

DecVT100
Televideo 920C

CRT's

$749 Perkin-Elmer Super Owl 1250 *1 799

Microterm Mime MA 819

IBM 3101 Model 20 1375

Televideo 91 2C 799

779

1191

1699

839

Hardcopy Terminals
DECLA34AA 939 DEC LA34DA 1149

Teletype Model 43 KSR 1049 NEC Spinwriter 5520 3088
with RS232C and connector cable Typewriter quality with Tractor,

ribbon, thimble

Printers

Perkin-Elmer 650/655 CRT 999 NEC Spinwriter 5510 2754
Screen Printer

100 CPS
Typewriter quality with Tractor

ribbon, thimble

MicrolineSO 594

Centronics 737 828 Centronics 779 11068

call for other Centronics models

Modems
799 Bell 103/113 - USR 330 339

300 Baud/Manual originate

auto answer

799 Auto dial option 50

(Both modems connecttophone lines via RJllCstandard extensionphone jack.)

Acoustic Coupler Computers
Phone Link - 300 Baud 179 USR-1600P 4099

Originate and answer. Compact.

Leasing rates on request. Write or call for product information.

10 day money beck guarantee on all products.

Bell212A- Penril 300/1200

1200 and 300 Baud/Manual
originate auto answer

Autodial option

H2
U.S. ROBOTICS iNc

203 M WABASH
SUITE 171S
CHICAGO. ILL 6060I
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The time baa come for computers
to talk and listen

Introducing COGNIVOX series VIO,
the affordable voice I/O peripherals

SORCERER
AIM-65

TRS-80
PET

ALL Z-80

SYSTEMS
Speech Recognition and Voice Response need no longer mean esoteric

concepts and expensive hardware COGNIVOX series VIO is a lamily ol

voice input and output peripherals tor personal computers that are easy to

use and have excellent software support COGNIVOX can be trained to

recognize words or short phrases Irom a vocabulary ol up to 32 words ol

your choice with an accuracy ot up to 98% and it will talk back with up to 32

different words It can also play music and create sound ettects

COGNIVOX requires at least 16K of RAM in your computer It your

computer has less memory or it you are only interested in recognition ask

us about our SR-1 00 series ot voice input peripherals COGNIVOX series

VIO comes complete with microphone amplifier and speaker, cassette

with software and extensive manual It costs only $149 (add $5 tor shipp

and handl in US. 10% ot order overseas CA res add 6% tax) Has

immediate delivery and 120 day limited warranty Write for more

information giving us the make and model of your computer

Dept. C, P.O. Box 388
Goleta. CA 931 16VOICETEK
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GETTING
STARTED
WITH YOUR
CHALLENGER 1 P

This 96-page workbook introduces the fundamentals ol OSI

BASIC and explains its characteristics, limitations and uselull

features It also discusses control and logic and contains

many sample programs and exercises Just $5.95

See your dealer or write

Add $2.00 ($5 foreign orders)
'* shipping and handling

P.O. Box 921, D«pl. CC ^^
Lot Alamos, NM 87544 SB

O
2

O
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O
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O
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O
CO

OSI • OSI • OSI • OSI • OSI • OSI • OSI • OSI • OSI* ISO
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Solve it, continued.

2. To compute the average outcome in N experiments,

the student will need to total all the outcomes. This can be done
with a statement such as S = S + I*C(1) placed in the printout

loop. The average value then is S V
3. I his same avenge number computation could also be

added into the First Head Experiment.
4. For added interest, ask students to keep track of how

many attempts were made to write the Bug-Free Experiment
program. Have the class make a chart of this distribution and
compare it with the outcome of the Bug-Free Program
experiment.

Postscript

This section is added for those interested in a more detailed

mathematical treatment of the two experiments.

The First Head Experiment is an application of the Geo-

metric distribution.-
1

Before I go further, some notation may
be helpful.

Notation Meaning

H Heads
T fails

P(H)= p Probabilitv of heads = p
P(T)= l-p Probability of tails = l-p

^ q= l-p

III IH First head is on 5th trial

P(TTTTH) Probabilitv of the event.

X=5 First head is on 5th trial

P(X=5) Probabilitv of the event.

E(X) Average value of X.

STARFIGHT

TV TYPER..

a two-player dogfight.
(machine level, req.

16K) $9.95
turns your Apple into a
TVT. (Applesoft ROM,
req. 48K) $19.95

Send to: Bill Hlndorfl
P.O. Box 404

Qlen RMdleJ»A 19037
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WE ARE ON TARGET WITH

LOW PRICE

ATARI 400
CROJHAH'.

»l!TV . r. Hi

FAST
DELIVERY

ONLY $775
ONLY $425

ASTEROIDS IN SPACE
BY OUALlSV
FAST GAMMON
BY OUALITV SOFTHARE
FRACAS
Br QUALITY SOFTWARE
SURER STARIASC CUMNER
BT Apr. i

ORERATION B1SMARN
BV STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
AKBUSM
RV STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
6L0SAL MAR
BY MUSE (APPLE S ARK I

THREE MILE ISLAND
BV MUSE ( APPLE I ABM

)

BASEBALL
BY MUSE (APPLE SI
VALUE!
BY OYNACOMP
•LACK HOLE
BV OYNACOMM
DOB TISHT
BY MICBOLAB
DATA FACTORY
BV MICROLAB

DISK
CASS
DISK
CASS

LIST

• 14.95

924.90
SIA.9S
9X4.49
• 14.45

917.95

-19»

910.99

•22. A5 421.20
•17.99 •19.99
•22. AS *21.20
•17.95 •16.95

DISK «I«.9S *17.95 919.99

DISK

DISK

DISK

DISK

•S9.9S 993.99 990.95

454.95 953.99 990.95

S2A.9S B22.«5 *21.20

SS9.9S 935.95 933.95

DISK »I4.4S «13.45 •12.70

DISK
CASS
DISK
CASS

DISK

DISK

• 10.9S «17.05 •19.10
•IA.9S 913.45 912.70
• II.9S •17.05 •19.10
IA.9S •13. AS •12.70

•29. 9S 929.95 925.45

• 109.00 990.00 •85.00

ALL PROGRAMS ARC FOR APPLE II AMD APPLE II PLUS SYSTEMS

I

BUT ONE PROGRAM •• GET lOS OFF!

BUY ANY TWO OR MORE PROGRAMS ••• SET 15* OFF I I 1

•ADO 420.00 SHIPPIN6 CHARGE FOR ATARI COMPUTERS ONLY.

••MARYLAND RESIDENTS ADD 59/ SALES TAI TO ALL PURCHASES.
SCHD CHECKS OR MONET ORDERS TBl

Geo-Computer*
GCO-COMPUTERS
P.O. B01 3594
DIAMOND FARMS BRANCH
GAITHERSBUR6. HO. 20740
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100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

240

260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

380
390
400
4K
420
430
440
450
460
470

PRINT "BUG-FREE PROGRAM EXPERIMENT"

PRINT "THE PROBABILITV THAT A PROGRAM IS BUG-FREE DEPENDS ON "

PRINT "THE NUMBER OF TIMES IT HAS BEEN REWRITTEN."
PRINT "EACH TIME IT IS RUN THE PROBABILITY THAT IT IS BUG "

PRINT "FREE IS EQUAL TO T/(T+1) WHERE T IS THE TRIAL NUMBER."
PRINT
PRINT "AN EXPERIMENT CONSISTS OF EDITING THE PROGRAM UNTIL IT RUNS."
PRINT "THE OUTCOME IS THE NUMBER OF TRIALS NEEDED TO MAKE IT WC'i
PRINT "THIS EXPERIMENT IS PERFORMED 1000 TIMES AND THE DISTRIBUTION "

PRINT "OF OUTCOMES IS REPORTED AFTER EVERY 100 EXPERIMENTS."
PRINT "THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRIALS NEEDED TO PRODUCE A BUG-FREE PROGRAM"
PRINT "IS COMPUTED.

"

PRINT
DIM C(IOO)
X=RND(-1

)

FOR J-l TO 10
T-0 \ REM T
X=RND(0)
T-T+l
IF X> T/(T+1) THEN 280
N=N+1
C(T)=C<T) + 1

IF T>M THEN M-T

# OF TRIALS UNTIL PROGRAM RUNS

REM THE PROGRAM HAS A BUG
REM EXPERIMENT COUNTER
REM OUTCOME COUNTER
REM M = MAX * OF TRIALS IN ANY EXPERIMENT

IF N/100OINT(N/100) THEN 270
REM PRINT OUT OF RESULTS

PRINT
PRINT "TRIAL". TAB<10),"# OF EVENTS" . TAB<25> . "RELATIVE FREQUENCY"
S-0
FOR 1=1 TO M
PRINT I.TAB(10).C(I>,TAB(25),C(I)/N
S=S+I»C(I) \ REM S = SUM OF ALL OUTCOMES
NEXT I

PRINT "MMaiMSSSMSaE&aMBSasssasSBBBHMBMBMBXSSSasXBMSM"
PRINT "TOTALS", TAB< 10). N.TABt 25).

1

PRINT "AVERAGE VALUE ",S/N
NEXT J
END

RUN
BUG-FREE PROGRAM EXPERIMENT

THE PROBABILITY THAT A PROGRAM IS BUG-FREE DEPENDS ON
THE NUMBER OF TIMES IT HAS BEEN REWRITTEN.
EACH TIME IT IS RUN THE PROBABILITY THAT IT IS BUG
FREE IS EQUAL TO T/IT+1) WHERE T IS THE TRIAL NUMBER.

AN EXPERIMENT CONSISTS OF EDITING THE PROGRAM UNTIL IT RUNS.
THE OUTCOME IS THE NUMBER OF TRIALS NEEDED TO MAKE IT WORK.
THIS EXPERIMENT IS PERFORMED 1000 TIMES AND THE DISTRIBUTION
OF OUTCOMES IS REPORTED AFTER EVERY 100 EXPERIMENTS.
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRIALS NEEDED TO PRODUCE A BUG-FREE PROGRAM

'MPUTED.

(ONLY THE LAST DISTRIBUTION IS PRINTED HERE.)
TRIAL « OF EVENTS RELATIVE FREQUENCY

500 .5
335 . 335
118 .118
39 . 039
7 .007
1 .001

1

TOTALS 1000
AVERAGE VALUE 1.721

1
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Since all tosses of the coin are independent of one another it

is true that

P(TTTTH) = P(T)P(T)P(T)P(T)P(H) = q< p.

If X stands for the number of tosses until the first head appears,

the following probability table applies.

Outcome X

I

2

3

Probability

P
qi

p

q
:
p

qi-l p

The average or expected outcome is determined by weighing

each outcome by its probability.

E(X) = p + 2pq + 3pq J + ipq'"'

ll can be shown, [2]. that the sum of this series is I / p. Thus in

the First Head Experiment with p= I 2, the average outcome

E(X)= 2.

Bug-Free Program Experiment

The computation of the probability of each outcome is

different for the Bug-Free Program Experiment. Let F repre-

sent failure and S represent success on each trial. The corre-

sponding probabilities. P(F) and P(S). depend on the number

of trails T performed

P(S)= T/(T+I). P(F)= I (T+l).

Thus the computation of the probability for the first success

occurring on the 5th trial is

=_L •!•!•!• 5 =_5_

2 3 4 5 6 6! (!=factorial)

If X stands for the number of trials of the program until the

first success, then the following probability table applies

Outcome X Probability

1/2

I 3

1/8

i i (i+t)!

The average or expected number of trials for this experiment

is computed by weighing each outcome with its probability.

E(X) = 1/2 2(1/3) + 3(1/8) +...+ i(i/(i+l>!> +

Each term of this series may be rewritten using the identity

1(1/(14-1)! i/i! - i/(i+l>!

After combining terms, the series can be reduced to

E(X) = 1 + 1/2! + 1/3! + 1/4 1 + * 1/i!

This familiar series is equal to e-l, where e is approximately

2.7 1 828 1 7. Thus, using this model, the average number of times

that a computer program will need to be debugged is 1.7 1828 1 7.

This is probably a well known exercise in probability, but

for me it came as a delightful surprise. n

RtHKtM ts

1 Rcn\i. Alfred. Iflim On PrahsblBlr. Wayr* Stale University Press.

Detroit. 1972.

2 Meyer, Paul hurodurlorf ProhoMily And Sianuiiul AppHraikmi. p. 171.

Addison-Wesk) Publishing Co.. 1970.

DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION?
DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE!

m. ISO 2

Power Line Spikes. Surges & Hash could be the culpritl

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!

Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction

AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes. Surges and Hash.

'ISOLATOR (ISO 1 A) 3 filter isolated 3 prong sockets;

integral Surga/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load,

1 KW load any socket $56.96
'ISOLATOR ( ISO 2) 2 filter isolated 3 prong socket banks

16 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression.

1875 W Max load. 1 KW either bank $56.95

•SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3). similar to ISO 1

A

except double filtering & Suppression .... $85.95
'ISOLATOR (ISO 4), similar to ISO 1 A except

unit has 6 individually filtered sockets .... $96.95
•ISOLATOR (ISO 5). similar to ISO 2 except

unit has 3 socket banks, 9 sockets total . . . $79.95
•CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add CB) Add $ 7.00
•CKTBRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (CBS) . . . .Add $14.00

TOLL FREE ORDER DESK 1 800 225 4876
(Eicept Ma. HI. Ak, Pr. Canada)

IS?Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street. Natick. Mass 01760 Dept.CC

TECHNICAL & NON-800 AREAS 1-617-655-1532
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STOCK
TRACKER,.
IN (BASK UNDER CP/M*

A POWERFUL, VOLUME BASED ANALYSIS PROGRAM TO COMPUTE
BUY. SEll ANO HOLD RECOMMENDATIONS ON STOCKS. OPTIONS AND
COMMODITIES. WITH FUtlY EDITABLE DISK DATA FILES IN CP'M VER-
SION PROGRAMMED BY MK'RO-AP.
AVAI. ABLE IN THESE DISK DRIVE FORMATS:

8' IBM SOFT SECTOR. SINGLE DENSITY
8' DYNABYTE SINGLE OR DOUBLE DENSITY
5'/.' DYNABYTE SOFT SECTOR
5'/«" NORTH STAR DOUBLE DENSITYW MtCROPOLIS MOO I

REQUIRES: MIN 52K CP/M 1.4 OR HIGHER OPERATiMG SYSTEM
CBASIC 2.05 OR HK3HER
I OK MORE DISK DRIVES
24l«80C OR LARGER CURSOR ADDRESSABLE TERMINAL

ALSO /MAR. ABLE: APPLE II® OR APPLE I PIUS* VERSION (MIN 32K RAM.
1 OR MORE DISKS AND APPLESOFT CARD OR
LANGUAGE SYSTEM)

TRS-80* MOD I VERSION IMIM 32K RAM AND 2 OR
MORE DISKS)

$350.00 CP'M VERSION COMPLETE SPECIFY DISK DRIVE FORMAT
$190.00 APPLE OR TRS-80 VERSIONS COMPLETE. SPECIFY WHICH
$ 1 5 .00 ANY MANUAL ALONE. SPECIFY VERSION

ASK FOR THE EVIDENCE!

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER. SEE YOUR DEALER OR:

H(—1 I POST OFFICE BOX 33541
Co* ^- dV4 PLEASANT HILL. CALIFORNIA

CrsJ Telephone 415/337-1030

TS&DING C&U&1NY visa a mastercard

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW MARKET TRACKERtm PROGRAM!

• of Pgrtol Rworch, Appto Computw lnc , ond Rotko Shock, rmpachvcly
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CALIFORNIA

Rainbow Computing, Inc.—9719 Res-

eda Blvd., Northridge 91324; (213) 349-

5560. 10-7 Tues-Fri, 10-5 Sat, 12-5 Sun.

Apple, DEC, and Atari. Authorized Sales

and Service.

D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply—8315
Firestone, Downey 90241. (213) 923-

9361. 7 days. Commodore PET spe-

cialists. Hardware Software, Books,

Mags, Supplies, In House Maintenance.

Advance Data Concepts—2280 Dia-

mond Blvd., Concord, 94520; (415) 671-

9016. 9-5 Mon-Fri. Vector-Graphic,
CP/M Software Headquarters-User's

Group.

CONNECTICUT

Computerworks—1439 Post Rd., East

Westport 06880; (203) 255-90%. 12-6

Tues-Fri, 12-9 Thu, 10-5 Sat.

FLORIDA

AMF Electronics— 11158 N. 30th St,

Tampa 33612; (813) 971-4072. 106
Mon-Sat. Apple Computer Sales &
Service; TRS-80, Apple Software &
Peripherals; S-100 boards, computer
parts & books.

GEORGIA

Atlanta Computer Mart— 5091 Buford
Hwy, Atlanta 30340; (404) 455-0647.
10-6 Mon-Sat

ILLINOIS

Computer Junction—543 S. York Rd.,

Elmhurst 60126; (312) 530-1125. Mon &
Thu 9:30-8:30 pm; Tues-Sat 9:30-5:30;

Sun 12-4:30.

To includ* your ttor* In Cr—tl* Computing*
Rtili Rotti . call th* AOymtllng Ompartmant at
(2Of)S4O-0>M.

ComputerLand/Downers Grove— 1 36

Ogden Ave, Downers Plaza 60515;

(312) 964-7762. 10-6 Mon-Sat, 10-8

Tue, Thu.

Data Domain of Schaumburg— 1612 E.

Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg 60195;

(312) 397-8708. 12-9 Tues-Fri, 11-5 Sat.

Apple, Alpha Micro, Hewlett-Packard

Calculators. Largest book and magazine

selection.

Lillipute Computer Mart, Inc.—4446

Oakton, Skokie 60076; (312) 674-1383.

M-F 10:30-8 pm. Sat 10-6. We sell

Cromemco, Gimix, Bell & Howell,

NorthStar and others. Starting our fifth

year in business.

Video Etc.—465 Lake Cook Plaza,

Deerfield 60015; (312) 498-9669; Open
Everyday. Strong software support for

Apple, Atari.

KENTUCKY

ComputerLand of Louisville— 10414
Shelbyville Rd, Louisville 40223; (502)
245-8288. 10-5:30.

MASSACHUSETTS

Computer Mart, Inc.— 1395 Main St,

Waltham 02154; (617) 899-4540. 11-6

Tue-Sat. Atari, Heath, NEC, SWTP 8c

S-100 bus systems; Word Processing

Specialists.

Neeco—679 Highland Ave, Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon-Fri.

Commodore, Apple, Superbrain,
Tl 99/4.

MICHIGAN

The Computer Center— 31 East 31st St.

New York 10016; (212) 889-8130. 10-7

Mon-Fri, 11-6 Sat, 10-8Thurs.

NEVADA
Home Computers— 1775 E. Tropicana

#6, Las Vegas 89109 (702) 798-1022. 10-7

Mon-Sat. Apple, Commodore, Atari,

AIM 65, (Books) Sales & Service.

NEW JERSEY

Computemook— Rt. 46, Pine Brook

Plaza, Pine Brook 07058; (201) 575-

9468. 10-6:30 MTWS, 10-8 Thurs., Fri.

Apple/Commodore Authorized dealer.

Stonehenge Computer Shop—89 Sum-
mit Avenue, Summit 07901; (201)

277-1020. 10 am -6:30 pm Mon-Sat.

Apple/Bell & Howell/Commodore
Authorized Dealer, Sales and Service.

NEW YORK

Computer Center— 28251 Ford Rd.

Garden City (313) 425-2470 Books,

Magazines, Hardware and Software for

Apple, Northstar, TRS80, & Pet.

OHIO

Abacus 11— 1417 Bernath Pkwy., Toledo

43615; (419) 865-1009

The Basic Computer Shop— 2671 W.
Market St, Akron 44313; (216) 867-0808

106 Mon-Sat.

Mkro Mini Computer World—74 Rob-
inwood Ave., Columbus 43213; (614)

235-5813/6058. 11-7 Tues-Sat. Author-
ized Apple/Commodore dealer. Sales,

Service, Business Software.

PENNSYLVANIA

Personal Computer Corp.—24-26 W.
Lancaster Ave, Paoli 19301; (215)647-
8463. 10-6 Mon-Fri, 10-8 Wed, 10-5

Sat.
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SUPERBRAIN

Special editions for Apple,

Atari and TRS-80 Computers. ,

Hey kids, are the folks out of the room?
Good, cause I've got a secret to tell you.
You know that computer they fuss over?
Well. kid. between you and me. this whole
programming thing is a lot simpler than
they realize.

What's that? Sure, you can learn. Just

get a copy of Computers For Kids. It's a
super book, and it tells you everything you
need to know. Huh? You have an Apple?
No problem. There's a version just for the

Apple. One for the TRS-80 and one for the
Atari too, with complete instructions for

operating and programming.
The book will take you through every-

thing programmers learn. Its easy to

understand and the large type makes it

easy to read. You'll find out how to put

together a flowchart, and how to get your
computer to do what you want it to do.

There's a lot to learn, but Computers For
Kids has 12 chapters full of information.

You'll even learn how to write your own
games and draw pictures that move.

Just so the folks and your teachers won't

feel left out, there's a special section for

them. It gives detailed lesson ideas and
tells them how to fix a lot of the small

problems that might pop up. Hey. this

book is just right for you. But you don't

have to take my word on that. Just listen to

what these top educators have to say
about it:

Donald T. Piele, Professor of Mathe-
matics at the University of Wisconsin-
Parkside says. Computers For Kids is the

best material available for introducing stu-

dents to their new computer. It is a perfect
tool for teachers who are learning about
computers and programming with their

students. Highly recommended."
Robert Taylor, Director of the Program

in Computing and Education at Teachers
College, Columbia University states, "it's a
good idea to have a book tor chidren."
Not bad. huh? Okay, you can let the

adults back in the room. Don't forget to tell

them Computers For Kids by Sally

Greenwood Larsen cost only $3.95. And
tell them you might share it with them, if

they re good. Specify edition on your
order: TRS-80 (12H); Apple (12G); Atari

(12J).

Your local computer shop should carry

Computers For Kids. If they don't ask them
to get it or order by mail. Send $3.95 pay-
ment plus $1.00 shipping and handling to

Creative Computing Press, P.O. Box 789-
M. Morristown. NJ 07960.

creative computing press

32K or 64K (Double or Quad Density units

available). Uses two Z 80 CPU's. Commercial-
type terminal with 12" monitor. Dual double
density minifloppies. Over 350 kilobytes of

storage (twice that with quad density drives).

Two serial RS232 ports. I/O ports standard.

Expandable with optional S 100 S 100 inter-

face. Comes with CP/M™ 2.2 operating sys-

tem. MiniMicroMart includes BASIC inter-

preter and can supply a wide range of CP/M
Development and Application software.

W/32K Double Density. List $2995 $2685
W/64K Double Density. List $3345 $2883

W/64K Quad Density, List $3995 $3595

64K Special Quad Version $3395

INTERSYSTEMS
formerly ITHACA AUDIO

DPS-1. List $1795

Call for Price/
The new Series II CPU Board features a 4 MHz
Z-80A CPU and a full-feature front panel. 20-

slot actively terminated motherboard, with 25
amp power supply (50/60 Hz operation, incl.

68cfmfan).

COMPLETE SYSTEM with InterSystem 64K
RAM. I/O Board w/priority interrupt and
double density disk controller board. Full 1-year

warranty, List $3595

HEWLETT-PACKARD
HP-85A

FOB shipping point. All price* subject to change and •«

offers subject to withdrawal without notice. Advertised price*

are for prepaid orders. Credit card and COD. 2% higher.

C.O.D. may require deposit.

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG -

MiniMicroMart
1618 James Street

Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 422-4467
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SAVE MORE THAN 201'
NORTH STAR INTERTUBE MICROTEK

ZENITH RCA-COSHAC ITHACA
THINKER TOYS CODBOUT SUPERBRAIN

THE SMARTEST COMPUTERS AT THE SMARTEST PRICE
HORIZON-1-32K-DOUBLE DEN ASSM t TESTED M99-4
HORIZON-2-32K-DOUBLE DEN ASSM 1 TESTED 2274
HORIZON-2-32K-QUAD DEN ASSM t, TESTED 2674
NORTHUORD • 294
INFOMANACER 364
HRZ-64Q»HARDDIS* 7149
NS HARD DISK IBM 3939
NORTH STAR BASIC FREE
ITHACA COMPUTER 2693
8«S6 CPU 16 BIT PHONE
SYSTEMS 64K RAM 399
CODBOUT 16K STAT 249
DISCUS/2D CP/M 938
2D ADD DRIVE 650
TARBELL CONTROLER 295
INTERTUBE III 725
SUPERBRAIN 2395
ZENITH Z-19 A I T 739
DIP-B1 PRINTER 425
ANADEX 9500-1 1389
NEC PRINTER 1699
TEXTURITER III 112
ECONO ASSEMBLER 39
EZ-80 Z-B0 TUTOR 25
ECOSOFT ACCOUNTNC 315
BOX OF DISKETTES 29
Which CoMuttn •?*• BEST"*
ORDER 2 or «or» COMPUTERS

MAILMANACER 234
GENERALEDCER 774
HRZ 32K RAM KIT 469
NS PASCAL ON DISK 190
COLOR '

I

PHONE
ITHACA RAH 64K 845
SSM ZBO CPU KIT 221
SSM VIDEO BRD VB3 412
SUPERRAM 32K 580
SUPERRAM 16K 290
2*2 ADD DRIVE 975
DISCUS/2«2 «CP/H 1259
HARD DISK 26 Mb 3995
SUPERBRAIN QUAD 2995
ZENITH Z-89 48K 2299
MICROTEK PRINTER 675
ANADEX 8000 865
SECRETARY WORD PRO 77
OOFAST SPEEDBASIC 71
BASIC TRACE • MORE 99
EZ-CODE IN ENGLISH 71
WORDSTAR 325
EMULATOR 4inl CRT 725

BROCHURE FREE
BIGGER DISCOUNTS

Program* are grouped into packages of 4
to 7 program! priced at $24.95 par

i package Including shipping and han-
5 dllng. Available on disk or tape.

WE WILL BEAT OUR COMPETITION'S PRICE
FACTORY ASSEMBLED I FACTORY WARRANTY

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
KIVETT DR • JAMESTOWN. NC 27282 • 919-889-4577

CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

For TRS-80 & Pat Micro Computer*

80+ Programs In:

ELEMENTARY MATH
SCIENCE BIOLOGY
QEOORAPHY HISTORY
ECONOMICS ACCOUNTING
FOREIGN LANG. BUSINESS ED.
ENGLISH FARM RECORDS

Write tor catalog:
MICRO LEARNINGWARE BOX 2134
N. MANKATO MN 56001, 507-625-2205

Visa & MasterCard Accepted

"TRS-80 Is a registered

Pet Is a Trademark of Commodore

Business Machines

3<*C 3UC one
CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HEWLETT PACKARD S HP-41C.
ACALCULATOR. A SYSTEM.
AWHOLE NEW STANDARD.

• MideiM M mil mm Thrm HP4K liwi Hnttni
km* itkM Pacta**) A caanauwor A u«tew A

print* ufjrart and Lwrt <*•< Mf-St whoir nr. tlandard
- phra tawo** ctwr

rss:

'^t rtwlmnapk)

^raf ""* ,h***nJ "-

^ "^ <avr»teH««*rW

ts.
Whit* Plaxni MaH. 200 H«mtt*rt Am.
What* Plaint, NY 10*01

HMtWNYDATA

For Apple—TRS-80—Super Brain'*'

and others using 41 16

RAM RIOT!
Mostek

Guaranteed 200ns/ 55 °c RAM
1-5 sets 49.95 each
6-10 44.95 each
11 and up 39.95 each

Berliner Computer Center
102 Jericho Tpke.,

New Hyde Park, NY 11040
(516)775-4700

Add $2.50 shipping/handling charges. No
C.O.D.'s N.Y.S. residents add applicable sales
tax. Check or money orders only.

CIRCLE 126 ON READER SERVICE CARD

APPLE II AND APPLE II PLUS USERS)

FREE
YOUR
MIND
-WITHOUT TTIH0
UP YOUR DISKSI

• COPT All ENTIRI DISK TO TAPS
• IN A SINOLK BOUNDI
• BACKUP BOTH DOS 5.2 AND 3.3 DISKS
• TRUE READ-APTER-IRITE VEBIFY PASS
• SAVE DATA INEXPENSIVELY OFT LINE
• FREE UP VALUABLE DISK tORKSPACE
• HAIL DISKS ON DURABLE CASSETTES
• EACH TAPE HAS SELF-LOADING- BOOTSTRAP
• SAVE AT LEAST 2 DISKS PER CASSETTE
• PATS FOR ITSELF IN MEDIA SAVIN0S
• (AS WELL AS PEACE OF HINDI)
• 0NLT ONE DISK DRIVE NEEDED

DISK-O-TAPE
112.00 POSTPAID, riRST CLASS DELIVER?
FROM

Dann MCCreary overseas
BOX 16435 - CI AIRMAIL ADD 11.50
SAN DIEOO, CA CALIFORNIA RES.
92116 ADD 6*
(711.) 71.7 501.1

CIRCLE 1 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 195 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AT LAST!
Mass production prices on this high quality software Buy
direct and save W Now also available lor CBASiC on CP M
and MBASIC on HEATM HOOS
DATA BAH MANAGER Mod I $68 Mod II $199
Vou can use it lo maintain a data base & produce reports

without any user programming Define die parameters A report

lormats on-line Key random access fast multi-key sort field

anth label, audit log No time-consuming overlays 500 happy
users m a year

A/* Modi $69 Mod H Yl49
invoices Matemenis aging sales analysts credit checking
form input order entry As opposed to most other A/R ours
can be used by doctors store managers etc

WORD PROCESSOR Mod I $49 Mod -II $49
Center justification indentation page numbering Mod I

version features upper /lower case without hardware change'

MAN.KK LIST Mod l $59 Mod II $99
The best 1 Compare and be selective Form input 5-drQit

selection code zip code ext sort any held multiple labels

Who else otters a report writer?

INttNTORV Mod I $99 Mod II $149
Fast key random access Reports include order info

performance summary E00 and user specified reports

Many have converted their inventory system to ours'

GL A/R. A/P I PAYROLL Mod II $129 each
iniegraied accounting package ISAM too* page manual Uses
80 column screen not 64 A $1000 value Dual disk required

L2I6. a cassette package of 10 business programs tot Level n

16K systems $59 includes word processor 4 data base Puker
game $19

MICRO ARCHITECT. INC..

96 Oothan St . Arlington MA 02174

CIRCLE 2220N READER SERVICE CARD

roc ycwR PET
SNAPSHOT

If you hate taking notes
this is it!

Up to 10 screen copies
CO-EXISTENT WITH Basic.

A superb screen editing tool

-EBUE-

A complete disk utility!

Edit any diskette block
Edit sequential files in place!

Display/update BAM
Recover scratched files

Send for Brochure
CALIFORNIA SOFTWARE ASSOC

Box 969, Laguna Beach, CA
92652 Tel : (714) 497-2000

CIRCLE 121 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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" ' Que Sera Sera ' tsn 't good enough!

APPLE ifDISK SOFTWARE
Professional Time and Billing

2 disk drive program, written in assembly language and applesoft II

completely menu-driven. Maintain all billing of clients and personnel.

Generates Statements. Numerous reports based on all types of criteria.

Easy data entry for rates, clients, and matters. Has search, sort, charge

(On-screen editing), view and balance forward. If you are a job

contractor, attorney, accountant, general consultant, or any one that

needs to charge or account for time, this program is must, complete
turnkey operation. Numerous reports are produced to aid in the time

analysis process. Holds 120 employees & up to 300 client with a max of

1600 transactions per period. All this and much more.

Requires 46K and Applesoft II on ROM (or Apple II Plus).

Accommodates serial/parallel 132 column printer. Error protection

devices provided. Program diskette and instruction manual-$325.00

MAILING LIST PROGRAM-Pnnt labels sorted or searched by 6 fields

On-screen editing. Line up routine. $40.00

Inventory Program-$140
Payroll Package-$240 (Specify state)

Apartment Manager-$325

IFO-DATA BASE M ANAGER-S100
Speed Reading-S100

Send check/money order to:

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY for

COMPUTERS (STC)
P.O. Box 428

Belmont MA 02178
or available from your local dealer

CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD

As a Radio Shack"
Authorized Sales Center,

owned and operated by

Pan American Electronics, Inc.,

we can sell

TRS-80 Computers for less.

Toll Free Order Number
800/531-7466

Texas & Principal Number
512 581-2765

Pan American
Electronics

Incorporated _

a Radio /hack
ftUTHOMIZIO BALES CCNTIH

1117 Conway
Mission, Texas 78572

B5
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""^Bl MMPUTERSVSTCM!n7n?R?JAlTo?5ATTTOr
$$9 Outttt AVfttLtE, CtOSTCK. Him jt RStV OltSM

,

:

NORTHERN JERSEY S ONLY COMPLETE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HOUSE

For The Most Cost-Effective

CSI WORD PROCESSORS

CSk Automated Office Systems
More Powerful Thjn The

VYDEC LANIER and XEROX

CSI S00 WP/A O CPfM 2 2MP/M
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS »S 000 J12 500

CSI 800-1600 AUTOMATED OFFICE HARD DISK.
MULTITASKING SYSTEMS SI 2 000 1 30 000

CRT TERMINALS: INTERTtC HAZELTINE ADDS VISUAL .'()() lELEVll

PRINTERS: QUME NEC TI810' CENTRONICS

CSI TEC A/D. D/A Total Environmental Control Systems tor

» Ol ' • SCHOOLS* COLLI i.

« H: CURITV SY'

* GREENHOUSES • ENERGY SAVING

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: FROM S100 - $5,000

PArROU CI . A/R. A:P, WVENT0RT CONTROL

ME0CAL ACCOUNTING PACKAGE
CAS STATON PACKAGE

AUTO PARTS WVENT0RY
MC0ME TAI PACKAGE
REALTORS PACKAGE

MM

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

ON APPLE .TRS-80' .PET' 4 CP/M BASED SYSTEMS
JUNIOR ANO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS

•MATH 'CHEMISTRY "PHYSICS ' VOCABULARY

APPLE, PET8, TR8-80 COMMODORE 8Y8TEM8

CgB: ^767>75I0 ^767-7299
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fersonal

Electronic

Transactions
by Gregory Yob

I am happy 10 hear from you. and encourage

your correspondence I will try to acknowledge all

correspondence, and a SASE makes things easier

lor both of us Please send your letters to

"Personal Electronic Transactions" c/o PO Box
354. Palo Alto. CA 94301

A List Program For Non-PET Printers

A long time ago, as time is seen in small

computers, I took a look at how the Basic

was stored in the PET, and came up with a

program which listed itself. (See Sept 79

Column) In the last several columns an

undesirable number of typos have crept

in, probably because I am too lazy to re-

enter a program to see if it works. To
combat this, I will now use genuine listings

(via my listing program) for any programs
longer than a few lines.

Program 1 shows my listing program as

set to list itself. This program should work
with almost any full ASCII printer, and
with minor changes, on any printer that

can print the letters and numbers, such as

a Teletype (TM). Operation of the program
is simple. First, LOAD the program you
want to list. Then, using the Programmer's
Toolkit APPEND (or Disk-O-Pro's

MERGE), append the PRINTER LIST
program. When your printer is ready, a

RUN 63000 will do the job. The screen will

clear and ask for:

PGM NAME:?
which lets you enter a little tine of some
kind. The printer will then list the program,

NOT including the Printer List portion.

PRINTER LIST is written to save as

much space as possible (Some of you out

there will find ways to save a few bytes, I

am sure.) and as a result will look a bit

obscure. Let's take a short walk through

the program to shed some light on this. If

you don't know how Basic is put together,

I refer you to the Sept 79 column mentioned
earlier.

FNF in Line 63000 computes the value

of a pointer at X. That is. if addresses X
and X+ 1 are a pointer, FNF figures out

the pointer's value. P is set up to the first

pointer in a Basic program which is usually

at 1025. (Some creative types will change
the Bottom-of-Basic pointer to pick up the

191 bytes in the Second Cassette Buffer.

Be duly warned.) T$ is set to the tilde (~)
character in ASCII.
The unusual string in the DATA state-

mentA— *- \. was chosen to be a string

which is not likely to appear in any program.
Line 63010 reads any DATA lines in the

program to be listed and will stop with the

DATA pointer just past this unusual string.

This is a cheap way to do the equivalent of

RESTORE 63010 which is not available

on the PET.
The string P$ is set to the ASCII Lower

Case letters "sp", 0$ is set to "pi". There is

no direct way to set these characters in the

PET. as the values 96 to 127 are not

enterable via the keyboard. In Line 63020,

the string array SS is defined and loaded

with the 75 Basic token names END ...

GO. These names are in the DATA state-

ments in Lines 63050-63090. (Note: The
"new" PET ROMs have the GO token

PROGRAM 1 - PRINTER LIST

63000 DEFFNF<X>-PEEK<X)*256»PEEKr.X-H ) : P-102S: T«-CHR»( 126>:DATA\ \
B301B READN*:IFN*< >"N VTHCN63010
63020 PS-CHRSH 1 IS >*CHR*( 112): DIMS»( 7S ) , CX< 9 ) , C«< 9 ) : FORJ-BT07S: READSSC J > : NEXT
63030 Q»-CHR»l U?) + CHR*( 105 ) : R«-CHR»( 13>:SS-*ap -

: FORJ-0TO9: READCXC J ) . N»
63040 FORK-lTOLEN(N*):CS< J)-C»( J >+CHR«( ftSCC MID*C N», K > > + 3Z ) : NEXTK ,

J

630S0 DATREND, FOR, NEXT, DATA, INPUT*, INPUT, DIN, REFID. LET, GOTO .RUN, IF, RESTORE, 60SU
I
63060 DATARETURN, REM, STOP, ON, WAIT, LOAD. SAUE, UERIFY, DEF , POKE, PRINT* , PRINT, C0NT
63070 DATALIST.CLR.CMD, SYS, OPEN, CLOSE , SET, NEW, TAB< ,T0,FN,SPC< , THEN , NOT , STEP,

,

63080 DATA*. /.f, AND. OR. >.-,< ,SGN. INT. ABS.USR.FRE, P0S.SQR.RND.LOG, EXP. COS, SIN,

T

AN
63090 DATAATN, PEEK. LEN.STR*. UAL, ASC.CHRS. LEFTS, RIGHTC.MID*. GO
63100 DATA147,CLR.19.HM,14S.UP,17,DN.29,RT.1S7.LFT. 14B. INS, 20. DEL, 1B.RUS, 146,0

FF
63110 INPUT-clr PGMsp NAME : ; N* : OPEN 4,4: PRINT«4,CHRS( 30 )R*R*R*R*N*R*
63 1 20 N-FNF< P+2 ) : T-P»4 : P-FNF< P > : IFH-632B0THENENO
63130 PRINT*4.N a tp • : : 0-0: GOSUB63140:PR1NT«4: GOTO631Z0
63140 C-PEEK<T):IFC-0THENRETURN
63 1S0 G0SUB63 160 : G0T063 140
63160 T-T-H: IFC-34THEN0-0*1AND1
63170 IFOTHEN63220
63180 IFC-2S5THEN63230
63190 IFO203THENC-42
63200 IFC<128THENPRINT«4.CHRS<C>i :RETURN
63210 PRINT»4.S»(C-128>; :RETURN
63220 IFC-32THENPRINT*4 , P»SS ; I RETURN
63230 IFC-2S5THENPRINT44 , OSS* s : RETURN
63240 IFC>31ANDC<12BTHENPRINT«4.CHRSCC>; :RETURN
632S0 IFC>159THENPRINT*4,T*;CHR*(C»: :RETURN
63260 FORJ-0TO9: 1FC-CX( J )THENPRINT«4,C*( J >SS; : RETURN
63270 NEXT: RETURN

NOTE THAT LINES 63050, 63070, 63080 AND 63100 WILL FIT ON YOUR PET.

THAT YOU DON'T ENTER ANY SPACES.

PROVIDED
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APPLE DISKS
Each Containing Multiple Programs
TRS Programs Available Early '81

BASIC TUTOR SERIES
This Mrwt of d«*» is designed fo» the novice programmef

and lor thoss interested m iMmino how to program the

APPLE Computer m ftaesc

BMtc Tutor I — Introduction to programming commands
Ba«k: Tutor II — Continuation of Tutor I with tha introduction

o» Graph* Commende in low and high resolution graphics

ajQrijaj

BmIc Tutor Ml — Introduction to tha study ot Tail F»as and

the basis for moat of the "data processing' ot strings and

words
sate Tutor IV — Studies in some simple methods ot creating

computer sounds and mwetc composition

Baste Tutor V — This disk includes some of the program

studies that have been creeled by "novice" programmers.

and are intended tor your use and study

Basic Tutor VI — Studies m the intermediate level of

programming in Baste. This disk is intended for your use snd

study of more "tricks"

Bask: Tutor VII — More utility programs to use snd for your

study
Astronomy I

— introduction to the study ot stars and

constellations High resolution graphics is used to show the

constellations you can find in the heavens The first disk con-

tains 6 programs

Astronomy II — A continuation of Astronomy l. thst includes

the viewing of the msfor consteflstions in the heavens with

features shown includes 6 programs

H • I

Book • Inventory • Accounts • Cornerstone

Ail Disks $24 00 Psrtisl listing, ask tor our catalog. Pre-paid

add$l 50 Mailing'handling Guaranteed.

EDUOATIOAilL
COUItseUMIRE
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NEW MUSIC SOFTWARE

TRS-80 LEVEL II (16K)

MINI-KEYS play 7 octaves like any Keybd.

instrument. 100s ot speeds $12.95

ReKord — hear prerecorded data play.

Stars & Stripes Forever. Hallelujah!

MYTEE MUSIC — assemble over 3000 tones

in a music score. E-Z to use. E-Z to edit.

Whole notes thru 1/64. dotted & triplet

100s ot speed signatures. Instruction

booklet makes program tun to use!

MYTEE MUSIC-1 aood $14.95

$16.95

good
MYTEE MUSIC2 better

MYTEE MUSIC-1 good
MYTEE MUSIC-2 better

MYTEE MUSIC-3 best

(add $5.00 tor disc)

$29.95

$14.95

$29.95

$44.95

MYTEE MUSIC
P.O. Box 2432

Evansville. IN 47714

TtRCL^27 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Now you can afford quality!

^ScoteK
DISKETTES

SAVE 30% TO 45%!

Possibly the LOWEST prices you'll find

on quality SCOTCH Brand Diskettes in

lize* to fit all Mini/Micro Computers.

One box or by the case, all orders arc

processed quickly and shipped per

your instructions.

Call COLLECT to Order!

(805)484-8146

QUALITY DATA SUPPLY
P.O. Box 236. Camarillo, CA 93010

Authocutod Distributor

Information Processing Products

CIRCLE 243 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ATARI 800
SOFTWARE!

-..-«*•> hULllCOLOa tSWVHlCS h.iuUKS. ««
tor » to *t*" Ohlv- S^.-A «St.» as*

> muhhv? mIA%MTUI*- t«rep*>.<» 4. *our»e •Ct-.orw

v*r* eoouiar «*»- l** M4.fa1 *s.« PS*

» ****** WUfcNliJfC i- £X«eCtl> UfcRSlOM" «
(M -ore t**r> «wv*> .....JS* Sl?.» S.W as*

> use* l he T«#e_M...te*t eraarncs a soune< «
vses l .roust •ck..6» or letcSIVStt •-« *s*

> >U***4»-. t Ht- HlMtUfcLO- H*>v.e4*Or.*Or 1 OT K
*»i*yj»r* e.t* jOVsVl.Ck*. .**. . .SS.» »S.93 P«*

» BMllLlNb lute*** u*e* £ JOVU.Os «
» er«P*.<cft «**• on.v- SS.t* «S.» as*

» 5-0 HCO-WfWH OuWIGHT'flluHT SlMLB.f)T0ft><

r*H»J.r*% I >ov*l't" I** ..Sib. 99 S.9'3 PS*

> PMuuNHVI -**ee>LEft ei- 4 iy*P»..c* s *•*• p**o-

«r*M> •..«« era 16* oniv S9.96 ••*• ***»

» etiSlL £1*110" on»v- «*.»5 *S.95 PS* «

» MM*A***". 01«ECI SOUK* OUtPUt CfiBXE
' «

M><* >jO«ve*re< • jU«- SI/. 95 S1.79 PS*

> HOTEl ALL SOFtMOfiE MlTM r*erJM- * LlST|raA<
KO«r*M on DISK tor S3.0V extra PER OMJER.

Oai.f. re*.ee«t* •>*•*— .nciue* *A **»e* te»

» SEMU FOR VOUR FREE C*THLUb TOORV FROHt «
»» SEeREE'6 COHPUTIHb..0EPt. 6t ««<

4** URHHITE «K.. i*.*eVUIl) U*. 9IMC
C.0.0 * ecce*»tet». can- 213-350 0SW
~erv t-ULL LINE OF WLLV HMCfiOE SOFTWrK-
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EDUCATORS...
Are You Using

Microcomputers?

A major publishing company is

seeking reviewers of CAI Software

for grade levels K-12.

Reviewers should have experi-

ence with classroom use of one or

more microcomputing systems

(PET, Apple, TRS-80. etc.).

Write:

Dept. A
900 Sylvan Avenue

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey

07632
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SIRIUS 80+
High Performance
Low Cost Floppy Add-ons!

ip.

ThcSIRIUS SVSTEMS 80 • Senes ol Floppy

Disk add ons are designed to provide

unmatched versatility and performance lor

your TRS-80* Consisting ol lour different

add-ons, mere is a 80 • Series floppy Disk

Drive to meet your needs

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

5ms track to-track access time

m Aufo-f/Ki
180 day WARRANTY

M Exceptional speed slabrUy 11/2%
Single!Double Density OQeratKxt

M Mix any otmm- Series on the SS
Standard cable

SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS
The SIRIUS M>1 a single sided 40 track

Drive Ottering 5 more tracks than the Radio

Stuck model it cost S120 less Formatted

data storage is 102K/2O4K Bytes Single/

Double Density .

SIRIUS 80.1 $379.95
The SIRIUS •»? is a dual sided 80 track 140

per side) Disk Orrve It appears to the TRS-80-

as TWO 40 track drives yet COST LESS THAN
HALF THE PIMCII Even greater savings result

since data is recorded on both sides ot the

media instead ol only a single side this unit

may require the SS Standard cat* formatted

data storage is 204K/408K Bytes SnrjMXrxrtti

amSiiw $449.95
The SIRIUS tt*l a single sided 80 track

Dnve Ottering 2h times the storage ol a

standard Radio Shack Disk Drive the 80 • 3

greatly reduces the need lot diskettes corre-

spondingly Additionally Because ol the in

creased storage and taster track to-track

access lime, the SO • 3 alow tremendously

Save up to 10% with these SIRIUS Packages!
$624.95
$749.95

increased throughput lor disk based pro

irai-is' The 80 «3 includes SIRIUS's TRAKS
. 'ATCH on diskette (tor use ninth % tpi drrvesl

formatted data storage is 204K/408K Bytes

iVtSPSX
"**'

$499.95
-nr SIRIUS 80. 4 a dual sided 160trackl80

per side 1
5*" monster 1 The ultimate m state

ot the art 5*. Floppy Disk Technology, the

80 • 4 is seen by the TRS-80' as two single

sided disk drives Thus m terms ol capacity

one 80 4 is equivalent to 4V> standard Radio

Shack drives- at a savings ot over 73M not

to mention diskettes'") twim a douole den-

sity converter the available memory is huge')

The 80 . 4 {a 96 tpi drive) includes TRAKS
PATCH on diskette and may require the SS
Standard cable Formatted storage is 406K/

8 16K Bytes Single/Double Density

SIRIUS M+4 $649.95

All 80 • Senes Floppy Disk addons operate at

5ms track to-track but are E«pansion Interface

limited to 12ms lot the TRS 80 •

•rnseeve o/ravtoycorp

ACCESSORIES
SS Standard 2 Dnve Cable 129 95
NEWD0S 80 Sophisticated Operating

System tor lie TRS 10
• tram Apparat

1149.96

NEWOOS'SO. SIRIUS SO • 3 and Two Drive Cable

NEWOOS'80 SIRIUS SO • 4. and Two Drive Cable

NEWOOS'SO Two (2) SIRIUS SO. 3s. Two Dnve Cable

NEWDOS/80 Two 121 SIRIUS 80 • 4 s Two Dnve Cable

$1080.95
$1349.95

MPI 51/52 & 91/92
STATE-OF-THE-ART
DISK DRIVES

Fast' 5ms track -totrack access
Exclusive Pulley Band Design
Unique Door/Erector Mechanism

m Ratable 1 1 /2-s, Speed Stability

M Single/Double Density Operation

m Industry/ANSI Standard Interlace

MPI 51 (Single Head/40 tracks)

125K/250K Bytes Smgte/Douoie Density- •

$259.95
MPI52 i Dual Head/80 tracks |40/side»

250K/S00K Bytes Single/Double Density

$349.95

MPI 91 1 Single Head 80 tracks)

250K7500K Bytes Single/Double Density • -

$399 95
MPI 92 (Dual Head/160 tracks (80/sidel)

500K/ 1000K Bytes Single/Double Density
$524.95

MPI Technical Manual S6.95
• •Unlormatted data storage

0UME
DataTrak 8
8" Disk Drive
DOUBLE SIDED!
DOUBLE DENSITY!

$57495

High performance Double Sided Disk 8 Disk

Drive Single or Double Density Door Lock

and Wide Protect INCLUDED' Negative DC
Voltage not required Low Power Operation

FAST 3ms track-totrack access
Low tnction and mnrmum wear

m Superior Head Load Dynamics

0UME DataTrak 8 $574.95
|2/tS4t)eal

0UME Technical Manual $6.95

Connector Set #3 (AC DC & Card Edgel

$10 95

Connector Set »4 (AC and DC) $295

TFORTHI-whatit
has to offer YOU!
TFORTH is a procedural FORTH type language

winch specifies a process rather than a desired

result Designed to run on the TRS 80*

TFORTH is a very powerful tool by itself or

used m conjunction with Assembly Program-

ming A rich set of WORDS come with TFORTH
and many features considered as extra with

other FORTH languages are standard with

TFORTH These features
—

fc^

AdvancedMM Package

m Line Editor

m Macro Assembler

m Re Entrant Code
Super Graphics Capabilities

m SophtstKJied User Functions

m 140 Page Users Manual
m Virtual memory
m InKiprttet

m Compiler

m Produces CUD Files

m Expandable

B And many many other features

TFORTH from SIRIUS comes on diskette com-
plete tor the TRS 80* wrth as little as 16K ol

memory and a single Disk Drive

TFORTH $129.95

SIRIUS
SYSTEMS
7528 Oak Ridge Highway
KnoKVille. Tennessee 37921

157

TO ORDER CaALL (615) 693-6583
Phone Orders Accepted 9AM-7PM (EST) Mon-Fri

We accept MC. VISA. AE. COO (requires Certitied Check Cashier s Check
or Cash I and Checks i

personal checks require 1 4 days to clear ) SHIPPING
AND HANDLING: $7 00 per Floppy Disk Drive or 80 • Module 5% lor other

items (any excess will be refunded! Foreign Orders add 10°= for Shipping

& Handling Payment mUS currency Tennessee residents add 6% Sales

Tax VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
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PET, continued...

added at the end of the tokens table. This
will not influence listings done on "old"
ROM PETs.) To save space, the strings

R$ and S$ are set to the Return and Space
characters, respectively. Note that on the
listing, S$="sp" really means: S$=" ". The
why of this will be explained later.

After the tokens are in place, the ten
special characters (cursor movements and
the like) are read into the arrays C% and
CS. The elaborate calculation in Line 63040
converts the upper case letters in N$ to
their ASCII lower case values and sticks

the result into CS. The result of this is the

value in PET ASCII of a special character
is found in C%() and its listing name in

C$().

The program proper (ie, after all this

setting up) starts in Line 63110 where a
little line is asked for underPGM NAME:.
. The OPEN then accesses the printer (my
printer is IEEE device #4. If your printer
is not on the IEEE bus, you will have to
replace all of the PRINT34 statements
with a GOSUB to your printing routine.)
We then print to the printer some carriage
returns, the title line, and one more carriage
return. Note that routine takes advantage
of the PETs permissiveness on missing
semicolons in PRINT statements. The
CHR$(30) is a peculiarity of my Comprint
printer, which wants to see this character
to leave its automatic pagination mode.
(My printerbeast will do pagination at very
inappropriate times unless I explicity turn
it off.) You can send any initialization for

your printer, such as a form-feed, at this

place.

Line 63 1 20 computes the line number N
from the line number stored after the Basic
link pointer, and sets T to point at the first

byte of the program line's text. P is then
updated to look at the next line of program,
and a test is applied to N.
VERY IMPORTANT! When you first

use this program, change the end of Line
63120 to read: IF N=63000 THEN END .

To list this program on my printer, I placed
a REM at 63280 and changed Line 63120
to what you see here. 63000 is the first line

in PRINTER LIST, and when it is seen,
this test prevents the PRINTER LIST code
from being listed.

Line 63130 prints the line number, N,
and a space (here seen as "sp"). We then
initialize 0, which is a flag for quote mode,
and call Subroutine 63140 whose job is to
actually list the contents of a line. Then a
forced carriage-return via the PRINT84
and on the next line via the GOTO.
At 63140, C is set to the current byte

being scanned. A value of zero indicates
the line is finished, so return. The job of
Subroutine 63160 is to decide what to do
with C. First, bump the pointer T up one,
and then check C for quotation marks.
(Quotes are CHR$(34).)
The expression Q=Q+1AND1 js an

even/odd counter for the number of quotes
found, with for out-of-quotes mode and
1 for in-quote mode. At 63170 we decide if

quotes are fashionable, and if so, skip to
63220.

Lines 63180-63210 handle non-quotes
listing. First, the pi (7C) token is checked
for, and the sequence 0$$$ will print "pi"

to the printer in Line 63230. Tokens larger
than 203 (the largest token in non Basic 4
PETs) will force an asterisk as an indication

that what is being listed is probably not a
Basic program. In 63200, values below 128
are printed as they appear— things like

TI$, for example. In 63210, we print the
token's name by fetching the correct name
from SS. (You can't scramble the tokens
order in S$!)

Starting at 63220, we handle the in-quotes

mode, which covers the string assignments,
DATA and PRINT string literals. First we
check for Space and Pi, and print these if

found as "sp" or "pi". Values between 32
and 127 are printed as usual, as seen in

Line 63240. If C exceeds 159, we know it

to be a graphics character, and it is printed
as the sequence (tilde) (PET Lower Case
Equivalent). For example, the diamond
(shift-Z) comes out as " - Z". The tilde

warns of a shifted character.

All that's left to do are the special
characters, checked for in Line 63260. Line
63270 provides a graceful exit if the special

character isn't recognized.

One difference from my usual ways of
typing a program is that the tilde will indicate

a shifted character instead of an underline.
As my typewriter does not have a tilde, I

will still underline any short bits of program
in the text of this column.
If you want to use some other representation
of the PETs special characters, the change
is easily made. Simply change the names
in Line 63100, for example,

63100 DATA 147. CLEAR. 19. HOME (etc)

In line 63260. surround the CS() with some
brackets, ie,

63260 F0RJ-rr09 : I FC-C* ( J) THENPR I NT#4

.

"["CS(J)"]";:RETURN

We will now see cursor movements as
(CLEAR). (HOME) and so on.
As a challenge, do a "look-ahead" in

PROGRAM LIST which 1) counts the
number of repeated characters for cursor
movements and spaces only—so we see
something like:

6-right 5-space

appearing in the listing. When spaces are
counted, if they appear between letters,

like "HELLO OUT THERE" the listing
gives us:

°

"HELLO OUT 2-space THERE"
I am sure this will keep you busy for an
evening. Send me the results, I can use it!

If You Really Want to Know About Your
Program

Benson Greene, 210 Fifth Ave, New

York, NY 10010 sent me a program,
Proganal, which reads a Basic program
from tape (There's a Diskanal for disk
systems too.), generates a listing and then
produces several pages of reference infor-

mation, including the variable names with
the line numbers where these variables
are found, a usage chart of the various
Basic tokens, the line numbers where
branches (jumps, GOSUBs and GOTOs)
exist, and a summary of several statistics

such as number of program lines, number
of statements, etc. Benson will supply a
tape of this program for $10.00, if you also
provide a SASE.
My feelings toward this program are

mixed. First, it is an exercise in looking at
the various parts of Basic program, and
the reports are useful if you are looking at
a program after a long time or at someone
else's program. (Some programmers I know
will do things like RENUMBER 1 , 1 just to
be nice!) Second, Proganal takes a long
time to run, generally 30 minutes or more
for a program of any complexity. This is

good night-time work for your PET.
On the other hand, Proganal isn't to be

used much during the development of a
program, due to the numerous changes
that occur in most program debugging
sessions. There is also a matter of skill—
those of you who feel confident in Basic
will probably not find many uses for
Proganal. In any case, Proganal is of interest

for programwriters, particularly in thinking
of how Proganal's functions might be done
or improved.

There is one problem in computing which
might be tackled with methods similar to
those used in PROGRAM LIST and
Proganal. Given a program with no INPUT
or GET statements, determine if the
program will stop executing. For example,

10 END

will definitely halt, and

10 GOTO 10

will definitely not halt.

Now for a curve ball : When testing your
program, use the same program for
analysis (those of you who know about
this problem and its consequences are
warned that this presentation is to encourage
the rest of my readers to do some mental
exercises.)

The MONJANA/1 CBM ROM
If you have no interest in 6502 machine

language, skip this review. The Monjana/1
is a 2k ROM which is installed in the $9000
socket of "new" ROM PETs, and provides
several facilities which assist the machine
language programmer. (Available from
Elcomp Publishing, 3873L Schaefer Ave,
Chino,CA91710for $98.00. Calif residents
add 6% tax.) Figure 1 shows a printer dump
of the Monjana's activity through several
commands. (An interesting feature of this
ROM is that its output can be sent to the
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GALAXY SPACE WAR I

Galaxy Space War 1 (WARD is a game of strategy in which the player has complete
control ot his space fleet s tactical maneuvers Each fleet battles its way toward the

opponents galaxy in an attempt to destroy it and win the war WAR1 simulates the

actual environment encountered in a space war between two galaxies Optimum use
is made of Apples high resolution graphics (HIRES) and colors in displaying the
twinkling stars universe, the colored ships of each fleet, long range sensors colored
illuminations, and the alternating blinking colors used in battles between ships
Complementing HIRES are the sounds of war produced by Apple's speaker
WAR1 is played between Apple and a player or between two players You may

play with total knowledge of each others fleet or only ships sensor knowledge ot

the opponents fleet Each player builds his starting fleet and adds to it during the

game This building process consists of creating the size and shape of each ship,

positioning it. and then allocating the total amount of energy for each ship

During a player s turn he may dynamcially allocate his ships total energy between
his screen/detection and attack/move partitions The percentage of the total energy
allocated to each partition determines its characteristics The screen/detection

partition determines how much energy is in a ship s screens and the detection sector

range of its short range sensors The attack/move determines the amount of energy

the ship can attack with, its attack sector range, and the number of sectors it can
move in normal or hyperspace

When an enemy ship is detected by short range sensors, it is displayed on the

universe and a text enemy report appears The report identifies the ship, its position

amount ot energy in its screens, probable attack and total energy, a calculated de-

tection/attack/move range, and size ot the ship Also shown is the number of days
since you last knew these parameters about the ship When a ship s long range sensor
probes indicate the existence of an enemy presence at a sector in space, this sector

is illuminated on the universe

An enemy ship is attacked and destroyed with attack energy II your attack energy
breaks through his screens, then his attack energy is reduced by two units ot energy
for every unit you attack with A text battle report is output after each attack The
program maintains your ship s data and the latest known data about each enemy
ship You may show either data in text reports or display the last known enemy posi-

tions on the universe You can also get battle predictions between opposing ships

The text output calculates the amount ot energy required to destroy each ship for

different energy allocations

APPLE" II, 48K. APPLESOFT SS GALAXY
ROM CARD. DISK II DOS 3.2 ZE OEPT. CC4
WAR1 DISK A MANUAL . .539.95 P.O. BOX 22072
(CA residents add 6% sales tax) SAN DIEGO, CA 92122
Write or call for more information (714) 452-1072

DISCOUNT PRICES
APPLE II COMPUTERS

16K APPLE II $949.00
32K APPLE II 994.00
48K APPLE II 1039.00
DISK
W7CONTROLLER 520.00
DISK ONLY 450.00
APPLESOFT CARD 159.00
INTEGER CARD 159.00
PASCAL 425.00
SILENTYPE PRINTER 525.00

RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS-80, APPLE
16KSET4116 ,

s 45.00

NORTH STAR COMPUTERS
HRZ-1D-32K-ASM $2125.00
HRZ-2D-32K-ASM 2475.00
HRZ-1Q-32K-ASM 2375.00
HRZ-2Q-32K-ASM 2990.00

VERBATIM DISKETTES
BOX OF 10 5'/4" 29.50
BOX OF 10 r 39.50

FREDERICK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
FREDERICK. MD 21701

(301) 694-8884

SGHEDUUZE
with Magnetic Controls

FREE
16 PAGE
ILLUSTRATED

BROCHURE

REPRESENTATION THROUGHOUT
MOST OF THE UNITED STATES
• SHOW FACTS INSTANTLY
CHANGES MADE IN SECONDS
ELIMINATE FILE REFERRALS
SYSTEMATIZE YOUR WORK FLOW
GET THE JOB DONE

For Scheduling • Programming • Personnel • Sales •

Shipping • Inventory • Maintenance • Production •

Quotations • Computer • Special Situations
201-938-6000

(DETHODS RESEARCH
569 ASBURY AVE., FARMINGDALE, NJ 07727.
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A NEW DIMENSION
IN ADVENTURE... i)£*^
Deathmaze 5000 and Labyrinth are the first in a new breed of

machine language adventure. Instead of wandering through the
English language, typing CO EAST or CO WEST, you move through
a colossal maze represented on the screen three-dimensionally.
Hallways recede into infinity or come to dead-ends. Doors open to

right and left. Pits open in floor and ceiling. As you encounter
objects, monsters, and mayhem, one or two word commands may
be used. The command set is extensive and sophisticated. The
proper commands allow the solution of problems and the manipu-
lation of objects. The improper choice of words could spell the

end . .

.

Deathmaze 5000 places you on the top floor of a five story building.

Each floor is a maze of twisting passageways. Floors are connected
by elevators and open pits. You have but one goal. ESCAPE AllVE!
Where is the only door out of this nightmare? Monsters, bats, mad
dogs, hunger, and many more horrors plague your every step as you
struggle to escape the most complex adventure ever written.

Labyrinth places you in a maze of gigantic proportions. But you are

not alone! A minotaur searches for you, seeking a grisly meal. You
must deal with ghosts and cave gnomes. You must avoid the
minotaur until the moment is right for the final battle.

Each program $12.95 on cassette for TRS-80 Level II 16K. APPLE II

32K. or APPLE II PLUS 32K.

Med Systems Software unconditionally guarantees satisfaction with
all the software it sells. If you ire dissatisfied with a program for any
reason, return it within 14 days for a prompt and cheerful refund.

Med Systems Software
P.O. Box 2674 Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

(919)933-1990

PH

JANUARY 1981
CIRCLE '4U UN HtAUtH bbHVlUb CARD
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PET, continued...

printer for later use. akin toCMD in Basic.

This very useful function is one 1 haven't

seen in several other monitors and assem-

blers.)

The first part is M (memory from $9000

to $9060—1 might as well take a look at

the ROM's code! The second part is a D
(disassemble) of the same part of memory.
The Monjana conveniently remembered
the $9000 to $9060 from my M command,
so only a carriage-return was needed after

entering the D commond. (Monjana com-
mands first accept the letter, and then

write on the screen to help you. For example,

after entering M. we see: *M 0000-0000

with the cursor in the first 0.) The third

part is after N (note) which permits com-
ments on the printer.

The fourth part is a trace, here showing

the jump forced by the PET if started in

address $0000. At $D123 lives the PET's

Monitor, and we see the beginning of the

Monitor's operation.

An unusual (though necessarily limited)

feature is that of relocation and relinking.

The relocation will change all jumps and
JSR's to be compatible with the new location

for a program, and the linking will patch

any local addresses (such as in LDA) which

refer to locations in the moved area.

Provided you avoid complex tricks like

setting the stack and then using RTS to do
a jump for you. the relocation should work
reasonably well.

One negative aspect of the Monjana is

the $100 price tag. This seems a bit steep

to me. as the Programmer's Toolkit (of at

least as much use) runs from $50 to $80.

A Big Keyboard If You Need It

Though the majority of PETs now have

the full size keyboard, there are still many
machines which lack this grace. Century

Research & Marketing will provide you
with a full sized keyboard for $139.95.

(Century Research & Marketing, 4815

West 77th Street, Minneapolis, Minn,

55435.)

I installed the keyboard on my PET (all

of 3 minutes to do) and have used it regularly

for 3 months. Once you are used to the

layout—some of the keys, such as

RUN/STOP are in slightly different posi-

tions— the speedup possible with a full

keyboard is quite valuable. On the numeric

pad, the '.', Space, Return and Shift keys

are duplicated to assist you in data entry.

(The ? for PRINT in calculator mode.)

The plastic case of the keyboard looks

flimsy, but I find that it stands up well. The
special function keys (cursor movments.
Shift, and so on) are in blue for rapid

location. The keyboard is less bulky than

the other unit available (Skyles Big Kbd,
which is no longer in production, though a

few are still in stock. Call 415 965-1735)

So. if you need it. get it— Manufacturers

of PET keyboards face a declining market.

and soon your choice will be limited to

building a "homebrew" unit. (I've done

that one too....)

Hangmath Returns

In the May 1980 column I described a

program. Hangmath, and some improve-

ments to make the program more playable

and enjoyable. The job wasn't complete,

however, and Paul Agosta sent me an

improved version which provides a report

of past guesses and (I'm impressed ! ) draws

the gallows, etc. on the right side of the

screen. Program 2 shows the improved

version of Hangmath for your enjoyment.

(And as an exercise in reading the output

of PRINTER LIST.)

Do try it out— the improvements are

worth seeing. Deliberately lose a game to

see the animation— simple, and effective.

Perhaps Creative Computing Software

would be interested in this? D

HfiNGMftTH P.S IMPROVED BY PftUL P.G0STP.

IB REM •• SEE TITLE PAGE FOR CREDITS ••

20 REM •• USE ONLY NOT FOR SALE ••

40 CLR:GOSUB2000
SB XX«-*up sp sp «P »P »P sp sp «P «P «P «P *P •P »P »P •P ,p ,p ,p *P *P *P *

p sp *p sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp

60 SS-*hra dn dn dn dn dn dn dn dn dn dn *

70 DIM P.(4.S>.BC4.5>,C<4.S),E»(4.5).HM«(12>,P»<13>
72 F0RJ-1T012:REP.DHM«CJ>:NEXT
73 IWTfl -HEftD-.-UPPERsp BODY' , "LOUERsp BODY" . 'LEFTsp ARM" . -RIGHTsp HRM

,
LEFTS

p LEG"
74 DftTP. "RIGHTsp LEG' , 'LEFTsp HAND" . 'RIGHTsp HflND" . 'LEFTsp FOOT" . "RIGHTsp FOOT

-l~t~»~»~«
75 DftTft "sp sp sp sp sp sp sp ssssssp YOU' REsp HUNG''sp •••••

7B p»(0)--ift i ft ift ift ift ift ift ut ift i ft ift ift rus ~r-»~r

-»~»»#~#|ft Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift dn sp sp HONGMOTHsp sp I

ft Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift Ift up *

77 P«(0)-P«(0)+"up ~Iup Ift -lup Ift ~3up Ift ~lup Ift ~lup Ift ~lup Ift ~lup

Ift ~Iup Ift ~0~r-»~»~»~.off dn Ift T
78 P»(l)-'lft Ift Ift Ift up up up up up up up ~W
79 P»<2)-*lft Ift Ift Ift up up up up up up "f
B0 P»(3)-"lft Ift Ift Ift up up up up up ~l'
Bl P«(4)-Mft Ift Ift Ift Ift up up up up up up *-"

82 P»(S>-"lft Ift Ift up up up up up up ""•»"

B3 P»(6)--|ft Ift Ift Ift Ift up up up up up ~U'
84 P»<7)-Mft Ift Ift up up up up up "X*
BS P»(B)-'lft Ift Ift Ift Ift up up up up up up up "*|*

B6 P»(9)-"lft Ift Ift up up up up up up up **, "

B7 P»(10)--|ft Ift Ift Ift Ift up up up up ~>*

88 P»<ll>-Mft Ift Ift up up up up "<•

BS P»(12)-*lft Ift Ift Ift Ift up up up up up up
Ift Ift Ift m~l~ldn Ift Ift Ift ~<sp ~>dn dn dn rt rt

90 P»C13>--|ft Ift Ift Ift Ift up up up up up up up sp rt sp dn Ift Ift Ift sp

~lsp dn Ift Ift Ift sp sp sp dn Ift Ift Ift sp sp sp dn Ift Ift Ift sp sp sp dn

dn dn rt rt • :POKE59468, 12
91 PRINT-clr sp SETTINGsp UPsp *

FORB-0TO10:K(B)--l:O«CB)-":CK»(B)-'-:NEXT
PRINTS!; -dn dn dn dn dn dn *

W-B:F»-- • : Rl-RNDC -TI

)

C«-'flBCDEFGHIJ-
R-INT<LEN<C«>SRND< 1)+1)
NS-MID»( C» , R . 1 ) : Fl-F«+N»
IFR>1THENT«-LEFT«<C».R-1):GOTO150
T*.»-
C«-TS+MIDSC C» . R-H )

IFLENC CS > >0THEN12B

~,~J~;dn Ift Ift Ift -dn

92
94
100
110
120
12S
130
140
150
160

170
210
220
230
240
250
2S5
250
270
272

IFLENC F»)< >10THEN100
N(0)-100+1NT<RND( 1 >»900>
N( 1 )-10-HNT(RND< 1 )»90)

NCZ>-NCO>»<N< 1 >-10sINT<N( 1 )'10>>
N(3)-N<0>SINT(NC1 )-'10)

N(4)-N(0)«N( 1 )

iri0»lNT(N( 1)/10)-N( 1 )THEN220

FORX-0TO4 : C-0 : FORY- 1 TOS
P,(X,Y)-INT(N(X)/INT( 10t(5-Y)))
B(X,Y)-ft<X,Y-l>

274 C(X.Y)-P.(X.Y)-10»B(X,Y):E»(X.Y)-nID«<F».C(X.Y)+l,l):C-C+CtX.Y)
2B0 1FC-BTHENE«(X.Y>-"

NEXT : L( X )-LEN( STRtC N( X > ) ) : NEXT
PRINT-hm HflNGnfiTHsp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp dn Sup Ift '!

F0RX-eT04 : FORY-1TOS: T-20
IFX-3THENT-18

PRINTT«B(T-L(X));E»(X,Y);"sp 'I

NEXT: IFX-10RX-3THENPRINT:PRINTTP.B( 13); --•-•~»~»~»~»~»~S>~»~»~»up *

PRINT: NEXT: PRINT
IFU-0THENGOSUBS000
T-1:GOSUB3200:IFFTHENPRINT'I ft r«s QUIT" :U-12: GOSUBS0O0:GOTO1000
FORJ-0TO10: IFZ«-CK»( J )THENMS-Z«*-sp -•+STR»< J >• ,sp BOZO* :GOSUB3S00: GOTOS0

290
400
402
404

410
'20
430
440
500
501

503
TPS00

NEXT:IFN-K<N)THENnt-MID«(F*.N+l,l)*'sp --STR»(N>+- , sp DUMBO •: G0SUB3500 : GO
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OurState-of-the-Art
thinkinggaveyou
SARGON.
Butcheas isn't all

we think about!

SARGONIKSpracklen) The Champ oUhamps

"an excellent program whvch""P^^,^

SSSS'rwSoS^ft«&.V K 0341* OS/

C1R 03440. OS/ C4P. 0340/. PEt. each rap.^$29 95

03408 TRS 80 Leuel/7 Disk; 03409. Apple II Disk.

03414 OS/ CZPD.sk. 03444. OS/ C4PD.sk:

03484. C8P Disk, each $34 95

HI ACKJACK MASTER: A Simulator Tutor

$34 95

03504. Apple // lope. 529 95

FLASH & CRASH SOUND EFFECTS

Chimes. Sirens. Jet anc 12 others

08709. APP/-EC Disk $39 95

6S02 DISASSEMBLER (Stamm)

Produce assembly language source Wei with labeled

;ubrou.,nes and references fromJW"gggft

mm. APPLE //Disk. $34 95

P«;FI IDODISK I
Neuschatz)

EbuSrcK-^T^iT^.
$24 95

I INF & VARIABLE CROSS REFERENCE
G^NFRATOR (Johnson. Provide, a cross_re.er

encVof line numbers and variable names 07301.

PET rape. $16 95

niSK CATALOGER (LeBar)

AuTomatVca^y maintains a cross reference listing

of aH y^ur programs, their location by disk number.

Star functlonand use Catalogs tat. and sorts

programs 05203. TRS 80 Level lope. 116.95.

05208. TRS80LetelHD.sk. $21 95

APPI F" ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DEVEL-

OPMFNT^SYSTEM An Assembler Editor

?r,™nerTLutus» Wrrte and modify V™ ™<;h,ne

TangX programs qu^kly and easily 04609. Apple

//Disk Version. $39 95

SUPER APPLE'" BASIC (Lutus) A «nKtui«d

$39 95

m All INC 1 1ST (Tru Data Software) Lists

05713. Heath tape. $49 95

ORDERING INFORMATION

good in US only

Hayden
Book Company, Inc.

,„,,,,,.S„.-W HocUcnePsrk.HJ 07662

FINPl AN A Financial Planning Program lor

^11 BusineM < Montgomery) Allows you to enter

£E?ro
B
m a Ma'nce she?! into^S^^St

assumptions about future growth of businesv <™

to have the computer protect results for up ma live

«ar Penod based on those assumptions And if

uliuchW any data, the program revises all result

Kn^.^S^TRSSOLe^lZ/Dsk
Version. $74.95

£ATA
MA

J3 Mam^gC^WoleXSSonSXp#»r~ "r«&rt#

«

by specific names, or by category 04909. Apple

Disk Version. $49 95

// 04504. Apple II. each tape $24 95. 043IJ.

Heathkil Zemin Disk. $29 95

MICROCOMPUTER AIDED DESIGN OF
aVViVF FILTERS (Gilder) Eight programs that

Jape $J6 95 0/413. Hea.hk.t Zenith Disk Version.

$2195

SONGS IN THE KEY OF APPLE (Lopatin)

Atow?* u to see and hear your favorite tunes..«,

p o^arTmed tunes or musKV°^ * "mST
notes, including rests, per musical piece). IMJOi.

Apple II tape. $10 95

HOW TO BUILD A COMPUTER-CON-
TROLLED ROBOT (Loofbourrow) Contains 5

SSotJcoVS -ha, comW ol Joystick Conuol

Program. Self Direction P'^'^'^Vrapel 4 95
Control Routine, and more O0IOO.KIM nape

•£

$9 75

Q 02404

D 02S01

D 02503

D 02601

D 02701

D 03304

D 03401
03403

D 03404

D 03408

a 03409

D 03410

D 00100

D 01401

D 01403

D 01404

Q 01407

D 01413

Name

Address

City State/Zip _
Name oi ,nd~«lual orderms ">"« "* '»•<' "

D 03414

D 03440

D 03444

O 03484

D 03.504

D 04501

Q 04503

D 04504

D 04513

D 04609

O 04804

D 04909

D 05103

D 05108

D 05203

D 05208
05308

O 05409

D 07009

D 07301

D 07809

D 08609

D 08709

D 5681 8

CC 181

Aw*
and 14

2*attfltf
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50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

161

Call Toll Free
?»WlS7RW- 302)* TO CHARGE

YOUR ORDER TO Master Card or Visa.

Minimum order is $10.00; customer pays

Hayden
Book Company, Inc.
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PET, continued...

Memory Dump

2 3 4
ne es ne
84 32 58
F0 m on
87 98 FB
26 C6 25
28 05 C6
D2 FF 98
28 71 96
E7 Fl ft2

F8 07 88
E7 ftfl 86
B9 E8 97
68 02 42

5 6 7
98 84 93
D8 28 DB
68 95 28W 2S W
68 F0 FS
F8 es ng
D8 2C 2C
ne 12 fw
68 9R D9
IB F8 ne
IF B9 Dl
•48 P.9 17
28 SB 96

T:<PC> SR
E:0000 00
E:D123 Be
CiDlZI 38
E:C357 30
E:C3S9 32
E.C3SB 32
E.C364 32
E:C3E2 32
E:C9E4 38
E:CR4S 38
E:CB47 32
E:Cfl49 32
E:FrD2 32
E:F232 32
E-F233 32
E:F23S 38
E:F237 33
E:F239 33

OC XR
00 00
80 80
88 35
00 35
68 3S
00 35
08 35
80 35
0D 35
BD 3S
8D 35
8D 35
BD 35
eD 35
BD 3S
03 35
03 35
83 35

YR SP
B8 F8
00 F8
80 FB
08 FB
00 F8
00 F8
88 FB
00 F6
88 F6
88 F4
88 F4
88 F4
BB F2
88 F2
88 Fl
00 Fl
80 Fl
00 Fl

MNC-CODE
JMP SO 123
LDX -»3S
JMF* »C3S7
LSR *0D
LDfl «oc
BEO SC364
JSR »C9E2
LDfi -*0D
JSR SCA4S
BIT «8D
B"I »C04C
JSR «FFD2
JMP *F232
PHft

LDA SB8
CMP -»03
BNE »F23D
PLO

584
528
538
531
I ft I

S32
533
535

N1-S0:
618
628
638
632
648
688
682
690
788

P «P
78?

•P «P
718

»P «P
720
730

ft tp
750
755
768
764
778

W-Wtl :Ot(N).Z«:COSUBSB00
IFH-1THEN PRINT-op up .„ lD .„ ..

pp,NTT»i
ft ,ft ,ft '**

P

« « m f,;
p
,:j ?* ry; » " vou»"p «*:ssESdn

pRiNTTOB(w«iB-iB)izt:'.D •• N :
t^ftTllfrf1'rTf

IFM-12THEN1000 P

COTO500
FORX-0TO4:FORY-1TO5

IFE.^Y^tS^'"'''* •^R.CN,
= CK„NW,:K«N )-W

M-f>SC(Et(X.Y))
IEM-157THENN-8
IFM>N1TH£NN1-M
NEXTYlNEXTX
1FNK68THEN788
PRINT: GOTO400

5X£^^^*P-"P ,p *p ,p "p '" '"
'" **•**••••••- •- •• .p .

P
P
INT-*

P *P "' "
P

'

P

'P ^'^olla
"P "" 'P "P V0U*P W-P «•» 'P -P -P

•P .p Z '" '" ,P 'P '" - "P "P «P -P VOU.p H«D-«-M,STRKES.P ,p .„ „ ..
n-Tl +M!U.U+llT2.T2+M.w

£g'Z ?fxS
'" '" " "«»»«-P «™*.p •U-6«ME(S).p IS-INT„T1,U ,+ . 5) .

|Si" *" *P '" ,P '"• »P «P -P -P «P BNOTHER.p «»«:.„ ,.- ..

IFft«-Y-THEN91
IFft»<>-N - THEN755
PRINTS.: -dn S0.p LONC.p ...» .„ .„ .„ _f »p «P sp «p .p ,p ,p ,p

. lEN„

*tup

iaaf
REM SOLUTION SUBROUTINE

«« "SK^FO^E^ •" " 'P 'P - " « " '•
1803 IFX-3THENT-18
1884 E»(X.Y)--|f t •STR«(C(X Y>>

100K T
IFC<X

' Y,-8flNDX<2«N*^T*NE,(X Y>—
1007 IFC<X.Y>-0«NDX-3ftNDY<3THENE«<X Y)---808 IFC<X.Y)-B0NDX.4W^.ithEnE, x-y I..
1810 PRINTTf,B<T-L(X,) iE,(x.™p^:
12 -iN;^T^iNT

T^INT!PRpNTT-'-, ! .^.^.^r .

»s s^— "TmS.s.s.s.s.r" d- dn - -p

- Si»-:: :: :P

P
:P
p

:
p

:: :P

p
:
pS«^&«"

'

P
'
p

*
p ,p ,p

•P .P .p .p .p .p .p ,
P

." "P "P " '" '" »P »P -P VOU.p l1ISSED.p IT.p .p .p .pM GOT
R
O7'l0™

!PRINT " dn -^-HEXT.PRINT-op op op .

2880 REM INSTRUCTIONS
2010 POKES9468.14:PRI NT -c 1 r • ,TfiB< 15 )• „„ h

!«».«..; *P *P *P "P ~ORIGINftL.p ~«UTHOR«;-. ~~t.
2012 PP

' ft
'
ft ~JOn'P -RUCG -

ftU™°RS *P -PHIL.P -FELDMflNdn Ift ift I ft

28i3 PR^T
T
:d

d
n
n

:
p

:
p

;
p

;p r^f^-pj^.p

.

P -KiLOB«un..p P6 ..p 112

""urfTT' ,p 'p : '»^pDIc^TEs^,p
P

B
;;

,p ~j-p ~R-p -«Ss=£.p •

an .p .p ,p ,p .j^ Y()Uj HEED. ihst-jt,,^. „
2838 IFn.o.Y-THENRETURN

INSTRUCTIONS.,
7.p . i:C0SUB388

NS 'Z'"'
" *P

'
P ,P ,P '" " 'P—-- ^^r^r^r

•Kp

ZZ'"

"

,p ,p ,p ,p ,p ,p ft,p ^ F-p
-p -p -p -p -p - - - - - *

•ix izz ::

,p *p ,p -p
-
p -p

-
p - - -p - -p - -p -p - -p .p -

Tsnzz :

:

:; ::

,p ,p—p -p
-
p

-
p

-
p - -p -p

,P
138

P
PRINT-

" "
P

'
P

"*" "P D'P
•" "

P " '" "> "> «P 'P » p - ^

«- p«int.:
p

:
P

:P
p

:P
pWWrViw^v ,p -p -p 1>p 3-p -p e

2158 PRINT-.,,
P " *P 'P "••*<*•»••

«- —T-: :: :; ;; :;

p^ b-ph-p - -p - - - - * >* -P

S

. P 9.P ,»™ -IHT-THCp L
P
TT%

P
r:: ^^JS^ffSB^.; -P -.P DIG IT.p 4

2200 PRINT . clp dn .

« T«P 9'P «ND.p SO.p 0N.-.60SUB3

-Sprint-IS Z T " " " -'——- ^rrr,« p^- Letter:
p

^^r^^^r^^rirjyM t^ w
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2238
2240
2250
2260

PLAYED
2270
Eap GI
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3100

•p •:

3110
3200
3215
3220
3230
3240
3250
32SS
3260
3270
3260
3298
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
33S0
3360
3370
3360
3508
3520
3530
3540
3550

. 3560

PRIWANDap -4-fV.p WILLap BOTHmp HORKap FOR.p MATCHING'

PRINT'THEap LETTERap -"A'ap UITHap THEap DIGITap 4 1

.

PRIKT'dn «P .P ~VOUsp UILL.p BE.p GIUEN.p 12.p CHANCES.p TO.p **-**

P^NT" THEap PUZZLE.p BEFORE.p THE.p SOLUTION.p IS.p .p .p «P >P »P »P ™
PRlNT'dn ap ap ~lF.p YOUap PRESS.p ' Q'

. ap

UEN. • :G0SUB3 100: RETURN
REM • INPUT CHARACTER •

PRINTTua Tift " ; :FORJ-1TO3S0:NEXT

PRINT'off ~7lft •;:FORJ-1TO350:NEXT

GETft«: IFA»-"THEN3010
RETURN
PRINT "do dn ap ap ap ap ap ap PRESSap r»a

THEap SOLUTIONap MILLap ap ap B

SPACEap BARoff ap TOap CONTINUE

GOSUB3000 : RETURN
REM GUESS ENTRY
PRINTSt
F-0:Zt--»':N--l
PRINT'YOURap GUESS:ap ap ap I ft I ft ;

F0RK-1T02 „,_
GOSUB3000: IFA«-CHR»( 13)0RA«-CHR»t 17)0RA«-

PR1NTA»;
IFA»--0-THEN F-l: RETURN

REN FORM ZS,N
IFAS > •• THENZ«-A» : COTO3300

N-ASC(A»)-48
NEXTK
REM CHECK UALIDITY
1FN< 0ORN >9THEN3350
IFZ»< •A'ORZSV J-THEN33S8
PRINT:RETURN

, rIT„
PRINT: PRINT "up BADap NUMBERap ORap LETTER

FORJ-1TO600:NEXT
PRINTXX*
PRINT-op •;:6OTO3220

REM TEMP MESSAGE DISPLAY

PRINTS*: *dn dn dn ";M«

FORJ-lTOTalB00:NEXT
PRINTXX»
PRINT *dn dn

RETURN

CHRSl 19 >ORA«-CHR»< 29 UHEN32S8

"Andjust how big is this new computer?"

5000 REM MISS SUBROUTINE
5001 IFHO12THEN500S
5002 PRINTS*:
5003 FORJ-lT03:PRINTP«ll3):-dn • : :PRINTP»C 12 >: : FORK- 1T025: NEXTK

5004 NEXT:T-S:M»-HM»(W):GOTOS0S0
5005 PRINTS* ;P»(W):T-3
5006 IFW-0THENRETURH
5010 M»--aaap MRONGap aaap ap DRAVUp THEap •HM«<W)

5050 GOSUB3500: RETURN

Computers in mathematics:

ft Sourcebook of .dees

Here is a huge sourcebook of ideas for using

computers in mathematics instruction. There are

Thinking^trategies and How to Solve Problems

•How to Buy a Microcomputer System

•Art Graphics, and Mathematics

•Computer Assisted Instruction

•Computer Simulations

•Programming Style

•Probability

'Magic Squares and much more.

One section presents over 250 problems, puzzles

and programming ideas, more than are found in most

"problem collection" books.

Pragmatic, ready to use, classroom tested ideas

are presented for everything from the most basic

introduction to binary numbers to advanced tech-

niques like multiple regression analysis and differen-

tial equations. Every item discussed has a complete

explanation including flowcharts, programs, and

sample runs. ,«__.
The book includes many activities that don t

require a computer. And if you're considering

expanding your computer facilities you II find a

section on how to select a computer complete with

an invaluable microcomputer comparison chart.

Although much of the material has appeared in

Creative Computing, many of those j^k issues are

no longer available. Consequently this book meets

the demand of making available that popular informa-

tl0,

Edited by David Ahl. Large format paperbound,

224 pages, $15.95. (12D)

To order use handy order form in the back of the magazine.
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For column number 26, let's take another
look at string packing with some comments
by top programmer Leo Christopherson,
two programs for renumbering program
lines, a software directory. Radio Shack's
Astrology program, five moves that will
beat Microcness, and the tale of a vanishing
van.

B

String Packing Revisited

In the Dec. 1980 column, we discussed
how to create screen graphics using string
packing, which was discovered by Leo
Christopherson. String packing may have
been simultaneously discovered by several
other program writers, who will undoubtedly
be heard from.

Back when I first checked out Leo's
Cubes program (Aug. 1980. p 162), which
is the computer version of Parker Brothers'
Instant Insanity game that uses four colored
plastic cubes, I asked Leo how he created
the four cubes on the screen.

His letter was the basis for most of the
explanation of string packing in that
December column. Because that letter
explains how he discovered the priniciple,
here's most of it:

"Back when I was finishing Android Nim
with sound, and Snake Eggs, I noticed
that strings that were defined in the Basic-
text (such as 20 A$="1234") were not
stored in high memory. But when one builds
a string (such as 20 A$="r+"2"+"3"+"4"
or 20 A$=CHR$(49)+ CHR$(50)+ CHRS
(51 )+ CHR$(52)), then the actual string of
^1234" is way up in high memory. It, in

effect, exists twice, once in line 20 as an
operation and then also in high memory as
"1234".

"It occured to me that since I was then
building up strings to print graphics rather
than using the SET command (such as
1000 B1$=CHR$(128)+ CHR$(128)+
CHR$(128)+ CHR$(160)+ CHR$<188)+
CHR$(140)+ CHR$(140)+ CHR$(140)+
CHR$(156)+ CHR$(172)+ CHR$<140)+
CHR$(140)+ CHR$(140)+ CHR$(172)+
CHR$(188), which is the top line of the
cube in Cubes), if I could put those numbers
(128, 128, 128, 160, 188, and so on) in a
string located in the Basic text, this would
save room and the string would not have
to be constructed in high memory each
time the program was run.

"Well, it turns out that the VARPTR
command will find the start of a string
anywhere in memory. So I entered a string
in this form: 1000 Bl$= " " (15
periods).

"Then I used VARPTR to find the start
of Bl$: N = PEEK (VARPTR (Bl$) + 2) •

256 + PEEK (VARPTR (Bl$) +1).
"Then I set up a data line as follows:

DATA 128, 128, 160, 188. etc.
"This was followed by a FOR-NEXT

loop: RESTORE: FOR X = 0TO 14: read
D: POKE N + X, D: NEXT X: STOP.
"Now, after running this, the string looks

like it does when you list line 1000 of
Cubes, (Bl$="ENDENDENDOUT... and
so on).

"Soyou see, the graphics are being printed
on the screen as a string, not with set
commands. Those token words occur since
Microsoft Basic uses the numbers 128 to
255 as tokens for their commands when
listing programs. I suppose they never
intended for strings with bytes of higher
than ASCII numbers in them to appear in
the Basic text. But it works! The CHR$( 128)
or a blank, appears as END in a listing. So,
from my point of view, the appearance of
those token words is of no concern to the
purpose of string packing.

"So, to review, to use this technique in a
program, you first have to plan out your
graphics grames as a series of lines of
graphic CHR$( ) numbers. Then set up a

'dummy' line of periods (or some other
ASCII character) to serve as the place to
transfer the graphic bytes to. The VARPTR
then finds where the string of periods is

and the DATA and FOR-NEXT loop packs
the string.

"I've used this technique to pack strings
with machine-level subroutines, which
works well, too."

If you'd like to try Leo's method, to
create the top line of the first cube, try
this, which is similar to the string-packing
program in the Dec. 1980 column, with
some slight changes to slim it down for this
column width:

100 CLS
1000 Bit--
10S0 L-PEEK<VARPTR<Bl«>+2>«236
1060 R=PEEK<VARPTR<B1«>+1>
1070 N-L+R
1100 DATA 128. 128. 128. 160. 18B
1110 DATA H0,H0,H0.156tl72
1120 DATA 140,HO>MO,172,188
1160 FOR X«0 TO 14
1170 READ D
1180 POKE N+X.D
1190 NEXT X
1200 PRINT Bl»
1300 COTO 1300

Incidentally, once you've run this pro-
gram, you can delete all the lines except
1000 and 1200, and you'll still get the top
line of the cube if you run just those two
lines.

A Misunderstanding

In my review of Leo's Cubes and Snake
Eggs programs (which are published at
$9.95 and $14.95, respectively, by 80-US
Software, 3838 South Warner St., Tacoma,
WA 98409), I wrote:

"... there's just so much graphics can do
for a game. Two of Leo's recent games,
Cubes and Snake Eggs, are games in point.
Both are beautifully programmed, with
very clever graphics, yet even the most
devoted of games players would probably
be interested in no more than a few games.
After all, marzipan is used to create some
beautiful candies, but how much marzipan
can you eat?"

I'd like to share Leo's response with
you:

"One of the most rewarding things I've
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opmBier go
TheWorld's no.l

microcomputer Chess Progrom

Gombict 80 ujqs ranked as the best commercially available Chess Program at

the official World Microcomputer Chess Championship in London, September 1980.

Designed and programmed by Wim Rens for the Tandy TRS80 Level II with 16K RAM

FACILITIES INCLUDE:
* 6 levels ol play from speed chess to tournament level

* Graphic board displa/

* Chess Clock
* Game record in standard notation on the screen and

optionally on a printer

* Board set up for solution of chess problems

Take-back facility

* Continual display of moves being evaluated by the program

Mate anticipation

CIRCLE 2330N READER SERVICE CARD

mlcTotrend

Heret your opportunity to order Gambiet '80 tor only $39.95 ea.

Visa Card •

Mastercharge » .

Check enclosed lor $

Pleaae send my copy ol Gambiet 90 to:

Name .

Mail order* to:

Microtrend
1900 Plantside Or
Louisville. KY
40299
or
Call Toil-Free
1-800-626-6268

Ctty/State

Zip Phone
•Kentucky rMKMnn call collect 502 491.9U? S 15 to 5 IS EST

.J
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TRS-80, continued...
found to do is to program animated graphics
games which others like to use for the
pleasure they get from them. Most of my
programs involve rather trivial games, partly
because the game itself interests me less
than the graphics, and partly because there
is so little memory left in a 16K TRS-80
after the graphics have been set up.

"I tend to look at my programs as little

artistic creations which are to be enjoyed
for a while and then set aside for a while
until the desire to experience them again
arises. Much as a person would listen to a
special record of music only when the
urge comes to do so. But that urge doesn't
necessarily occur too often. Your 'marzipan'
describes this pretty well.

"Now, 111 have to clear up a misunder-
standing. Cubes isn't really a game at all.
The ads for it and the instructions with it

must be misleading. I wrote Cubes to solve
the Instant Insanity puzzle. It is a very
special-purpose program! You are supposed
to have the real blocks in front of you and
you use the computer to find the correct
re-orientation for a solution. One could
use the program to design a new coding
blocks, too, I suppose.

"I wrote that program after spending
some hours solving the real puzzle and
then forgetting how I did it. The puzzle
comes with an offer to send a person the
solution if he or she writes to the company
for it. I designed Cubes as an alternate
method for people to get solution to all
such block puzzles."

RNMBR

After you've written a program in which
you had to insert lines here and there, you
may want to renumber some or all of the
lines. Perhaps you want to make the
program easier to read, or maybe you prefer
evenly spaced line numbers, or you need
to insert more lines and there's no place to
put them.

You could rewrite the whole program,
which might take hours, or you can use a
Basic renumbering program, which could
take only minutes.

RNMBR is offered by Microbiotic Com-
puting Inc. (1124 Bernalillo Place S.E.,
Albuquerque, NM 87123) for $20. You
order a cassette depending upon your Level
[I TRS-80 configuration: 4K, 16K without
DOS, 32K or 48K with DOS.
The short but complete 14-page manual

explains the simple RNMBR method for
renumbering. You add one or two of three
different types of REM statements to the
ends of the lines (or to the first of the
group of lines) you want to change.

If you want the renumbering to start
with line number 150, just add REM//B=
150 at the end of the first line to be
renumbered. The default line number,
which the program will start with if you
don't specify one, is 100.

To create an increment of 7, simply add
REM//I=7 where needed. You can put it

on the same line as the B command.
If a line number is not to be changed,

add REM//S, which means the number
stays the same.
RNMBR changes line-number references

as necessary in statements such asGOTO,
GOSUB, ON/GOTO, IF-THEN/ELSE, etc.
It is written in machine language and loads
at the top of your memory, which is why
you have to specify your memory size.

RNMBR is written twice, once on each
side of the cassette.

The RNMBR commands can be left in

your program, since they're all in REM
statements. You might leave them in while
developing a program, and remove them
when finished.

RNMBR also includes diagnostics in case
you make a renumbering error: three fatal-
error diagnostics and two informative
diagnostics.

The first informative diagnostic flags
GOTOs and GOSUBs that aren't followed
by a statement number. The other will
flag references to line numbers that don't
exist.

The first fatal condition occurs if two
lines are given the same line number in the
renumbered program. The second occurs
when a line number or increment goes
beyond 65535. The third occurs when a
command format error is detected; this is

when // is detected and the program does
not find an expected valid RNMBR com-
mand.

IfRNMBR detects a fatal condition, the
original Basic program is restored to
memory and control is returned to Basic.
Without this restoration feature, you could
lose one or more lines from your program.
As an example of using RNMBR, take

this simple program which is

1 REM//B*10 A RENUMBERING EXAMPLE
10 INPUT -RADIUS OF SPHERE' iR
14 IF R<0 THEN 10 ELSE IF RMOO

THEN 200
100 v«4/3«3.14159*RmRmr:rem//S
110 PRINT • VOLUME OF SPHERE" (V
125 A=4«3.H139»R«R:REM//B=30//I»1
130 PRINT 'AREA OF SPHERE" IA
173 GOTO 10:REM//B-150
200 END

to have the first three lines renumbered
from 1-10-14 to 10-20-30. Since no increment
is specified, RNMBR uses the default
increment of 10. Line 100 stays with the
same number, as will 1 10. But 125 is changed
to 50, and line 130 to 51, because an
increment of 1 is specified. Line 175 is

changed to 150, and because the increment
hasn't been changed, line 200 becomes

10 REM//B-10 A RENUMBERING EXAMPLE
20 INPUT 'RADIUS OF SPHERE" SR
30 IF R<0 THEN 20 ELSE IF R>100

THEN 131
50 A=4»3.1M59mR»r:rem//B=50//I-1
51 PRINT "AREA OF SPHERE* »

A

100 v=4/3»3.M139»R»R»r:rem//S
110 PRINT "VOLUME OF SPHERE" fv
150 GOTO 2o:rem//b-iso
151 END

Note that RNMBR automatically changes
all line-number references, and moves new
lines 50 and 51 to new positions in the
program.

RENUM

How doesRNMBR compare with Radio
Shack's RENUM line-renumbering pro-
gram, which costs $9.95?
The old TRS-80 catalog said RENUM is

for 4K only, and the new one says it's for
16K only. Both are wrong. The package
consists of two cassettes, with fourRENUM
programs (each written twice), for 4K,
16K, 32K and 48K systems. A line-
renumbering program is included in Disk
Basic.

To call RENUM, you enter SYSTEM,
and then a slash followed by the entry-
point; for a 16K Level II system, this is

/31820. You use this calling sequence every
time you want to renumber.
When you call RENUM, the program

displays three prompts, and all you do is

enter the parameters, one aftereach prompt.
The first is OL#= for the old line, then
NL#= for the new line, and INC= for the
increment. Default values for the three
are 1, 10 and 10, respectively. So if you
don't enter a number after OL#=, the
entire program will be renumbered.
RENUM has two error messages. The

first indicates an illegal function call, if

you try to create line numbers greater
than 65529, enter an INC of zero, use a
value of OL# greater than the largest line
number in your program, or try to change
the sequence of the program lines. Note
that you can change the sequence with
RNMBR.
The other error message occurs when

your original program references a line
that doesn't exist, such asGOTO 100 when
no line 100 exists in the original program.
RENUM also changes the line-number

references in you program, for references
in lines with GOTO, GOSUB, THEN, ELSE,
etc.

So RENUM costs half as much as
RNMBR, but does only half as much. With
RENUM, you can't change the sequence
of lines, or change only one line number
(unless it's the last line in the program).

Using RENUM, you could renumber
most of the lines in the sample program
that RNMBR does a complete job on. But
you'd have to first change line 1 to 10, with
an increment of 10. Then change new line
40 to 50 with an increment of 1. Then
change new line 52 to 100, with an increment
of 10. Then change new line 120 to 150,
with an increment of 1. But there's no way
in RENUM to move those two area lines
further up in the program, as RNMBR
does.

80 Software Directory

80 Software Directory is the new name
of what previously was TRS-80 Software
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tock

Keep the data you need to make timely Investment decisions at

vour fingertips with this incredibly powerful investment tool.

Considerable effort has gone Into methods of tilting the odds in he

mvestment game. Out of this has come the discovery that the

strategy of hedging listed options against common stocks can tilt

the odds drastically. In fact, it can be more conservative and more

consistently profitable than the simple buying and selling of stock.

„ , , milium i m i mm h i.m.mmmiimmii

The four programs in this put .Sample runs are presented

package are designed to be used

in the real world, and include the

effects of commissions, margin

Interest and dividends, where

applicable. Possible investment

attitudes, the listed option mar-

kets, puts and calls and option

strategies are covered in exten-

sive documentation.

The program Option presents

important indices of both open-

ing and closing call option trans-

actions. The manual includes

sample runs illustrating combi-

nation strategies with covered

and uncovered calls, and covered

and uncovered straddles recieve

detailed treatment.

The Opgraph program presents a

graph or a table, as the user

chooses, of profit from any

combination of six basic posi-

tions: long or short a stock, long

or short a call and long or short a

which cover hedging with calls,

out-of-the-money hedges and in-

the-money hedges.

Newprem enables the user to

predict the future premiums of an

option at whatever time and

future stock price the user se-

lects. This method requires the

establishment of a data base of

historical option premiums in

whatever detail the user desires.

Finally, Portval enables the

user to determine on an item by

item basis, the cost, current value

per share, total current value and

capital gain of a portfolio con-

sisting of long and short stock,

and long and short option posi-

tions. This program assists the

user in keeping a readily available

and easily updatable record of his

portfolio and, at the same time,

assists him in measuring his

progress towards financial

success.

In order for an investor to

continually improve his perfor-

mance it is necessary for him to

refer to past performance; this

requires useful records. Finally,

he should constantly be evaluat-

ing his performances to assure

himself he is playing the right

game.

The Stock and Options Trading

Analysis package is available for

the 16K TRS-80 Level II on

cassette (CS-3306) and disk (CS-

3801) for $99.95. Creative Com-
puting Software should be avail-

able at your local computer store.

If your favorite retailer does not

stock the software you need, have

him call our retail marketing

department at the number below.

Or you can order directly from

Creative Computing Software,

Dept AGII; PO. Box 789-M,

Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa,

MasterCard, or American Express

are also welcome. For faster

service, call in your bank card

order toll free to 800-631-8112. In

NJ call 201-540-0445.

.<&

J6t£===== ^o> c?
TRS-80 Professional Software & &* C&
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TRS-80, continued...

Source (Creative, April 1980, p 134). It's

published by Computermat (Box 1664, Lake
Havasu, AZ 86403).

The format is the same: computerized
listings of TRS-80 software, in eight cate-
gories, each alphabetized by title and also
by supplier.

The undated (summer?) fifth edition is

$6 and contains 7,500 listings and 614
suppliers. The price went up to $8 last

September.

According to Dave Ahl, who took the
time to check out how Creative Computing
fared, the directory is "singularly poor."
He went on to say, "Of the stuff listed in

our year-old software catalog, they list

only eight packages out of 30. One listing

is completely wrong and two others are
incomplete."

Dave's advice is "Don't waste your
money."
Another problem with the directory, as

noted last April, is that you have no way of
knowing which, for example, of the 22
versions of biorhythm ( 10 Level-1, 12 Level-
II) are good or bad, and which are copies
of some other.

In 1979 the publisher intended to include
"software reviews," but so far these haven't
materialized.

The directory may be of interest to
someone who buys a lot of TRS-80 software,
and who realizes the directory is incomplete.

Astrology

After you've loaded the machine-
language Astrology program from Radio
Shack ($29.95 for 16K Level-I or Level-II

TRS-80), it asks for your full name, birth-

date, time of birth (AM or PM, daylight
savings time?), where you were born (city,

state, latitude, longitude), and whether or
not you want your horoscope printed.

Among the optional data are the person's

name, exact time of birth (a noon birth is

the default time), and place of birth.

The 36-page manual includes latitudes

and longitudes for 50 major U.S. cities.

You can approximate these "using any
atlas or a large map," says the manual,
which also recommends buying two books.
Longitudes and Latitudes in the United
States and Time Changes in the USA,
"if you are going to be doing a number of
charts."

If you want the horoscope printed, you
get a printout nearly a yard long, containing

seven sets of data: a listing of the input

data; planets in the signs, such as

URANUS 18 18.12 DECREES IN LEO

natal aspects, such as

MERCURY IS 8EMISEXTILE VENUS
< 30 DEGREES APART) -4„38

elements and modes: planets in the houses,

such as

JUPITER IS IN THE 4TH HOUSE

signs on the cusps of the houses, such as

THE CUSP OF THE 1ST HOUSE IS
25.9 DECREES IN VIRGO

and for the grand finale. The Zodiac At
Birth:

CAN
8.04
\

HER 19.03 CAN

LEO
9.34
\

VEN 14.53 LEO \
MAR 12.21 LEO
URA 13.40 LEO
*LU 1.39 VIR

ASC 7.30 VIR

THE ZODIAC AT BIRTH

CEM
3.23
I

SUN 29.32 GEM I

I

I

I

\ I

I

I

TAU
0.00
/

ARI
1.11
/

11

/ N.N 9.29 LIB
LIB
1.11

\ I /
10 9

\ /
NATAL

ASTROLOGICAL 8
\ HOROSCOPE /

\ FOR /
ALFRED E. NEHMAN

12 7
BORN! JUNE 21 t 1939

10.09 AM CLT
4.36 PM GMT

1 6
CLEVELAND! OHIO

/ LON 81.42 \
/ LAT 41.30 \

2 5

I

I

' I \
JUP 23.22 SCO SAT 4.10 CAP

/ NEP 4.18 SCO I \

-PIS 7.30

MOO 10.37 CAP \
AQU
9.54

/
SCO
0.00

I

I

I

I

I
SAG
3.23

\
CAP
8.04
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If you don't have a printer, the program

gives the same material except for The
Zodiac At Birth, in seven displays. (The

Zodiac At Birth is a Natal Chart, which

encompasses most of the data in the displays,

but is too large for the screen.)

The manual has 19 pages on Reading

the Horoscope, with sections on Influence

of the Planets; Natal Aspects; Signs of the

Zodiac; Placing the Planets in the Signs;

Blending the Sun, Ascendent and Moon in

the Signs; The Houses; and Secondary

Progressions.

The manual ends with a list of eight

books for Recommended Further Reading.

The most fascinating part of the package

is the large (35 by 23 inches), elaborate

and colorful poster, which has a dozen

charts that help interpret the horoscope.

Three are of major interest.

According to the "Planets in Signs" sec-

tion of the poster, I am a detail analyzer,

have a need for harmony with others, pay

attention to detail, lack cohesion, etc.

According to the "Planets in the House"

section, I have these characteristics: opti-

mistic, flexibility, communicator; family

loyalty; expresses well, talker, witty; resdess,

belief in own ideas, etc.

According to the "Signs on the Cusps of

the Houses" section of the poster, I am (or

have) sensitive, intuitive awareness; ambi-

tious for luxury; dramatic travel; perfection

in home, conversation; passionate, jealous,

demanding; need excitement, etc.

Most of the characteristics on the three

main charts are flattering, with a few

pejorative ones thrown in for balance, as

is usual with horoscopes.

The Astrology program is played abso-

lutely straight by Radio Shack. That is,

the manual is written from the attitude of

a true believer, to the point of saying that

if you take an "Aries Ascendent person"

and put him together with a 'Taurus Sun

practical, stable car" ("think of the Sun in

a sign as the type of car the person drives"),

"hell drive that car at top speed, recklessly."

The Astrology program is listed, appro-

priately, in the Radio Shack catalog under

"Games," along with Flying Saucer, Pyra-

mid, and SpaceWarp.

Beating Microchess

If you're getting highly frustrated from

not being able to beat Microchess evenat

the 10 1 level, you may be interested in a

note sent by Ted Fisher of Danville, Illinois.

He "just wanted to report a piece of top-

secret information," a program to beat

Peter Jennings' Microchess 1 .5 in five moves:

E2-E4
D1-F3
F1-C4
C4-D5
F3-F7

Microchess makes the same moves at

all three levels of play, taking more and

more THINKING time to do so if you

move up form 10 1 to 10 2 to 10 3, and

finally comes up with

CHECKMATE
YOU WIN!

Peter Jennings says several people have

sent him programs such as this one, and

comments that it's similar to the Fool's

Mate; "Microchess falls for it." However,

Microchess 2.0, the version used in the

PET and Apple II computers, "doesn't fall

for it," he said.

As for an improved version of Microchess

for the TRS-80 from Personal Software

Inc., Jennings says there won't be one in

the immediate future, but adds, "I suspect

we will be forced into developing it by

popular demand. We get so many letters

asking 'When are you going to send us the

improved version?' They just want to see

general improvements, nothing much spe-

cific. Any improvements at all will mean
going beyond the 4K that Microchess is

written in now. The next logical step up,

for the TRS-80, is to a 16K Microchess."

Microchess is available at $19.95 in many
Radio Shack stores no, and was reviewed

in this column in the Feb. 1979 Creative

(page 102).

Robot Van Vanishes

If you got excited over the robot van

operated by radio-frequency signals con-

trolled by a TRS-80, mentioned in the

new-products column in the Feb. 1980

Creative (p 173), you can relax now.

According to 3G Company, producers

of a $34.95 light pen (March 1980, p 154),

they weren't able to get a small number
(several hundred) of the vans from a Hong
Kong manufacturer, for trying out the

market, and they didn't want to take the

risk of buying the very large number of

vans he required as a minimum order.

The idea was good, and perhaps some-

body else will try it out. The $85 3G van,

10 inches long, would have used a command
unit plugged into the TRS-80's output port,

"operating the van through radio controls,"

using "simple Basic statements to control

forward, reverse, right, left, start, and stop."

It could have been called the "TRS-80

bus".... ^"

HUNTINCTCN
COMPUTING

PROGRAMS LISTED BELOW ARE ON DISK I

I.

\

\
i!

BThe Prisoner Ul.tSnoi $26.99

— The Wizard I the Princess $32. 95 now $18. 99

Compu Spell SJ9.9Snow $34.99 _
|1 Computer Ambush $59. 95 now 557.99 fj

B
m Computer Bismark $59.95 now $52.95 3

Computer Napoleonic* $59.95 now $52.99

Computer Quarterback $39.95 now $35.99

Flight Simulator Idilkl $39.95 now $29.50 m
Star Cruiser $29.95 now $20.99

S
Space Album $39.95 now $39.50

Odyssey $29. 95 now $15. 50

Both Barrels $29.95 now $20.99

S
Modifiable Database $79.50 now $(9.99

Micro League Baseball $29.95 now $22.99

_ Sargon II $39. 95 now $29.70

Program Line Editor $90.00 now $39.99

Z 00 Softcard with CP/M $399. 00 now $299. 00

Videx SO Col. Board $350.00 now $299. 00

Tranquility Base $29.95 now $22.99

Head On $29.95 now $20.99

JO Graph*. S39.9Snow $35.99

Compu Math I or II $90. 00 now $39 ea

.

Apple World $59. 95 now $52.

»

All Avalon Hill Games (cass.) . $15. 00 now $12.99

Tablet Graphics $50.00 now $93.99

Weight Plotter $19. 95 now $17.99

Spider Tag (cass.) $ 9.95 now $ 7.99

Terrorist $29.95 now $25.95

The Temple of Apshai 529.95 now $25.95

Morloc's Tower $19. 95 now $16. 9*

Super Text $99. 95 now $05.00

B Magic Window $99.95 now $05.00

H Desktop Plan $99.95 now $85.00

B CCA Data Management $99. 95 now $05.00

K Viskalc 5150.00 now $119.00

[i Acant. Fortune telling $15 00 now $ 8.99

Horriblescope $15.00 now $11.93

!

Computer Conflict 139.95 now $35.99

Computer A1r Combat $59.95 now $52.99

The Data Factory $100.00 now $89.00

Super-Text II J15O.O0 now $129.95

Scott Adams Adventures on one disk:

1 and 2 $24.95 now $22.45

8 1, 2, and 3 $39.95 now $35.99

3 and 4 $24.95 now $22.45

IS 4, 5. and 6 $39. 95 now $35.99

12 7. 8, and 9 $39.95 now $35.99

9 Individual cassettes of adventures one

B through nine on cassette $14.95 now $12.70

S DOS 3.3 $60.00 now $55.99

Saucer Mars (cass ) $15.95 now $14.35

> Voyager Excursion (cass.) $15.95 now $14.35

1 Household Finance $24.95 now $22.99

1 U Oraw $34.95 now $29.99

1 Cyber Strike $39.95 now $36.99

B HI-RES Football (0n-L1ne)....$39.95 now $36.99

B Fastgamwon $24.95 now $21.20

i The Voice $39.95 now $35.99

Hellftre Warrior $29.95 now $25.45

Beneath Apple Manor $20.00 now $17.45

Astro Apple $20.00 now $17.45

Akalabeth $34.95 now $29.99

Bloody Murder $19.95 now $17.99

Paddle Graphics $39.95 now $34.99

Three Mile Island $39.95 now $33.95

Global War $24.95 now $22.50

Mission Asteroid (On-line). . .$19.95 now $17.99

Plckyness Test $10.00 now $ 8.99

Compatibility Test $10.00 now $ 8.99

Starfleet Orion $24.95 now $21.20

B Invasion Orion $24.95 now $21 .20

BThe Datestones of Ryn $19.95 now $16.95

— Rescue at Rlgel $24.95 now $21.20

H Space $29-95 now $25.45

I PROGRAMS LISTED BELOH ARE 0M CASSETTE:
fl Journey $19.95 now $16.95

9 Racer. $'2-95 now $11.00

_ Solitaire Poker $12.95 now $11.00

Roulette $1«-9S now $11.50
P. craps $1'.95 now $12.70

9 Screen Machine $19.95 now $16.95

B Haunted House $ '95 now $ 6.75

8 Strategy Games $ '95 now $ 6.75

._ Brain Games $ '-95 now $ 6.75

B CAI Proorams $ '95 now $6.75
IS AN0R0MEDA 16K RAM Expansion Board for Apple II

3 Retail Is $195 - Our price $184.99

B NEC 12" Green/Black $260 now $219.00

IS Centronics 730 Printer $795 now $649.00

SB Centronics 737 Printer $995 now $799.00

ABT Pad for Apple $125 now $109.00

1 RON* w/fllter $200 now $170.00

Bm»R80-co1. Video Card $375 now $325.00 _
B Versawrlter $249 now $219.00

\ **f- 10-23%!
a ^appic 5o„w.„ 0FF LIST \

BeVe l«k« MasterCard or VISA (include card f and Bfc

_ expiration dale). Calif, rrsidwii, stk) 6?, tax In £
Qtludf SI. SO for postage. Mail to HUNTINGTON
~| COMPUTING, Depl. CC 1 2070 Charles. Cur BU

&
coran CA *12\7. 21 hour t>nl*r service. Call

(209) 992 $411. Send for free
catalog.

Jt
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Apple-Car
Chuck Carpenter

Correspondence It always welcome and a
response will be made to those accompanied
by a SASE. Sand your letters to: Chuck
Carpenter, 2228 Montclalr PI., Carrollton. TX
75006.

Well, here we are in another year. Lots
of things have happened in the Apple
world. And, I expect a lot more will hap-
pen. There are a dozen or so companies
making accessories and many more writ-

ing software. I mentioned a directory of
Apple products in last months column.
This same company publishes a directory
of Apple software. And, I have seen at

least one other company offering a direc-
tory of Apple software. The magazine is

called Peelings II and is dedicated to re-

viewing software for the Apple. Like any
review, the contents are biased by the
preference and interests of the reviewers.
They claim to be impartial but we are,

after all, human creatures. Even so, the
magazine is a valuable source of informa-
tion about the software and its general
worth. Peelings II, at $15.00 for 6 issues,

is available from Peelings II, 945 Brook
Circle, Las Cruces, NM 88001; Phone
(505)523-5088 evenings.At this time (Sep.
'80), the copy I have is Vol 1 No. 2. If

you're interested, you may want to get all

the back issues too.

DOS 3J

This new Disk Operating System
(DOS)from Apple converts your 13 sec-
tor system to a 16 sector system. You can
still use your 13 sector disks as-is but the
process is more awkward. You can't boot
directly from 13 sector disks so you have
to go through a 2 step process each time.

Included with the DOS 3.3 package
are the following:

•Two new ROMS for the controller card
•A ROM puller tool

•The DOS Manual
•A 16 sector Master System diskette
•A Basics diskette

The ROMs are installed in place of 2 that

come with the disk drive controller card.
The programs in these ROMs allow the
system to "read" the 16 sector diskettes.

After you install them, you can no longer
use 13 sector diskettes to boot the
system. To use 13 sector disks, first boot
the system with the Basics diskette. Then
insert the 13 sector diskette and run. As
long as no problems occur you can
change from one diskette to another, If

you're using the protected type diskettes

(not copyable) you have to start over
from the beginning to change to another
diskette. Same thing if a loss of 13 sector
DOS occurs. The 16 sector Basics disk
has to be booted first, then run the 13
sector disk.

All is not lost though. Included on the
16 sector Master System diskette are pro-
grams to convert (move programs from)
13 sector disks to 16 sector disks. Since
you gain about 23K more storage space
on a diskette, there is some advantage.
Also, the 16 sector system is compatible
with the language card system and the
new Softcard CP/M and MBasic system
from Microsoft. (The ROMs used to con-
vert the controller card are the same as
those for the Language Card system.)
Once you programs are moved from 13 to
16 sector diskettes, operation is the same
as always. You could even initialize the
diskettes with new volume numbers and
HELLO programs before you transfer pro-

grams. (Dave Powell, now stationed in

Germany, might appreciate this bit of
information.) The transfer of programs is

made easy with a program called
MUFFIN. This program lets you transfer
all types of individual files or complete
catalogs with single or multiple drive
systems.

Another program included on the Sys-
tem Master diskette is called FID (File

Developer). This program has two func-
tions. First, it lets you easily catalog,

copy.delete, lock and unlock all types of
DOS files. Second, it lets you copy from
one diskette to another with only one
disk drive. This program extends the
capabilities of the system allowing you to
more easily work with files and the DOS.
The DOS manual is a revised and ex-

panded version of the original DOS 3.2

manual. Most of the information is the

same. There are new sections covering
operation using 16 sector diskettes. A
section on Format of Diskettes Informa-
tion is expanded as is the section on
Using Machine Language Files, especially

the RWTS (Read or Write a Track or
Sector) subroutine. Other sections fully

describe the features and use of the FID
and MUFFIN programs.

I heard rumblings at one of our Apple
Corps meetings that DOS 3.3 would work
only on 48K systems. I can't tell you
otherwise, since mine is 48K. Check it

out first. You can get DOS 3.3 for about
$60.00 from your Apple supplier.

Reader Input

Randy Reeves from Cypress, TX sends
along a tip for relief of programmers
eyes. He has found that the plastic mate-
rial sold in auto stores for reducing glare
in your car, works well for cutting down
glare from the monitor. The effect can
also be achieved by using the sun screen
material sold at hardware stores. Randy
is also recommending the Program Line
Editor from Synergistic Software. This
program is also available from Call
A.P.P.LE. if you are a member. The edi-
tor is being used by serveral of our club
members and is claimed to cut down pro-
gramming time. I have it but have not
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Combine accurate flight characteristics with the best in animation graphics

and you'll have SubLOGIC's

T80-FS1 Flight Simulator
fortheTRS-80

SubLOGIC's T80-FS1 is the smooth, realistic

simulator that gives you a real-time, 3-D,

out-ot Ihe-cockpit view of flight.

Thanks to fast animation and accurate repre-

sentation of flight, the non-pilot can now learn

basic flight control, including take-offs and

landings! And experienced pilots will recog-

nize how thoroughly they can explore the

aircraft's characteristics.

Once you ve acquired flight proficiency,

you can engage in the exciting British Ace

3-D Aerial Battle Game included in the

package. Destroy the enemy s fuel depot

while evading enemy fighters.

Computer and aviation experts call the

T80-FS1 a marvel of modern technology.

You'll simply call it fantastic!

Special Features:
• 3 frame-per-second flicker free

animation
• Maximum transfer keyboard input

• Constant feedback cassette loader

Hardware Requirements:
• Radio Shack TRS-80, Level 1 or 2

• 16K memory
• Nothing else!

$
Only

See your dealer or order direct. For

direct order, include $125 and specify

UPS or first class mail. Illinois residents

add 5% sales tax. Visa and Mastercard

accepted.

LOGIC
Distribution Corp.

BoxV. Savoy, IL 61874
(217)359-8482
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MARKET

CHARTER, rtrii

STOCK CHARTING ON YOUR APPLE II*

• High-Low-Close Bar Charts

• Simple. Exponential. Weighted Averages

• Trendlines, Resistance Lines, etc.

• Volume Charts with average volume

• Hard Copy of the Charts and Data

• Comparison Charts

• Weekly Cr Daily Stock Histories available

• User Oriented

• User can create and update the Data base

• Many Satisfied Users

MARKET CHARTER Retails for $129.96. Manual. Demo
Diskette and Stock Histories are available separately. Call or

write for information on new offering in the financial field.

RTR SOFTWARE, INC.
Dept. C 1

1147 BALTIMORE DR.

EL PASO. TEXAS 79902

(915)544-4397

•TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER. PNC
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MICROSTAT
NOW AVAILABLE FOR CP/M
MICROSTAT. the most powerful statistics package available

for microcomputers, is completely file-oriented with a power-

ful Data Management Subsystem (DMS) that allows you to

edit, delete, augment, sort, rank-order, lag and transform (1

1

transformations, including linear, exponential and log) existing

data into new data After a file is created with DMS, Microstat

provides statistical analysis in the following general areas:

Descriptive Statistics (mean, sample, and population S.D..

variance, etc.). Frequency Distributions (grouped or individ-

ual). Hypothesis Testing (mean or proportion), Correlation and

Regression Analysis (with support statistics). Non-parametric

Tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov. Wilcoxon. etc.), Probability Dis-

tributions (8 of them), Crosstabs and Chi-square. ANOVA (one

and two way), Factorials. Combinations and Permutations, plus

other unique and useful features.

MICROSTAT requires 48K, Microsoft MBasic with CP/M and

is sent on a single-density 8" Disk. It is also available on 5"

diskettes for North Star DOS and Basic (32K and two drives

recommended), specify which when ordering. The price for

Microstat is $250 00 The user's manual is $1500 and

includes sample data and printouts We have other business

and educational software, call or write:

[master charge]

ECOSOFT
P.O Box 68602

Indianapolis, IN 46268
(317) 283 8883
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Apple, continued...

used it enough to make any knowl-
edgeable comment.

In the August'8() column, I commented
on the declining quality of disk drives

being shipped by Apple. Apparently
others have experienced problems simi-

lar to mine. From Otterbein College in

Westerville, Ohio, David Deeve sent

along his techiniques for dealing with the

problem. He writes, "I've found it works
well to insert the disk, close the door,
reopen the door and close it again." (This

centers the diskette on the clamp...C.C)
And he continues, "Also, when first ini-

tializing or copying a disk I always re-

move it, reinsert it and try a CATALOG
to assure me that the disk was properly
written." David also included what he
finds to be an undocumented Pascal
item. "If you have a codefile named
SYSTEM.STARTUP (not SYSTEM.
STARTUP.CODE) it will run auto-
matically when the disk is booted. That
is, a turnkey or "HELLO" type program."

An Applesoft Bug

A letter from Joe Verzulli from Port
Jefferson Station, NY, turned up an inter-

esting little Applesoft Quirk. The problem
has to do with the use of string variables
when DOS is not in use. It was an inter-

esting coincidence that the July/August
issue of Call A.P.P.L.E. included a short
piece describing the same problem. Joe's

example program looks like this:

10GETR*

20 T « VAL(R«)

30 PRINT T

If you type in a number less than 9 for the
GET, you will see the number printed to
the 16th power. If you add:

15 R« = R*

The problem seems to go away. I got as
far as determining that a second variable
was added to string variable table. You
can do this by examining the area of
memory where string variables are
stored. In Applesoft, this is from HIMEM
down. As you will recall, without DOS,
HIMEM is at 49152 or SBFFF (HEX). I

puzzled over the reasons for a while and
called for help. I called Bob Sander-
Cederlof at S-C Software and described
the problem. He had just seen the Call
A.P.P.L.E. item too. After discussing it

for a few minutes, I had a better under-
standing and sent along a reply to Joe. A
couple of days later I received a more
detailed analysis from Bob to include in

the column.

The Details

If you have a 48k Apple, and start up
Applesoft without DOS, the program in-

cluded by Joe and similar ones by others
will produce strange results. If the num-
ber 1 is entered, the value printed is

1.111 11111E16. For 2 you will get

2.22222222E16 and for 9 it becomes
1E17. Continuing essentially as Bob
wrote it, this is what happens.

"The VAL function in Applesoft has a
bug. I looked into the code (from SE707
through SE745 in the ROMs), and here is

what it does. It finds the string, and sets

the address of the first byte of the string

into $5E and $5F. (Remember that $

means a hexadecimal number...CO
Then it adds the length, and stores the

address of the byte following the string in

$60 and S61. The value stored in that

byte is saved on the stack, and a zero put
in its place. Then the FIN subroutine is

called, to convert the string to a floating

point value. After the conversion is fin-

ished, the original contents of that byte
are restored from the stack.

"The problem is this. In our little pro-

gram, GET(R$) creates the R$ string at

location SBFFF. The byte following is

$C000, but there is no memory there. In

fact, SC000 is the input register from the

Apple keyboard! When VAL tries to

store a zero at $C000, nothing happens.
The FIN subroutine reads the digit you
typed once at SBFFF, and then 16 more
times at SC00O, SC001 SCOOF. That
is a total of 17 digits, like this:
"

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11". The value of such
a string is truly 1.1 1 1 1

1

1111-16. just like

the Apple said. If you type a 9, the value

is rounded up to 1E17.

"Inserting the statement RS=RS
causes Applesoft to create another copy
of the string at SBFFE, which is a safe

location. Safe, because the zero VAL in-

serts will go at SBFFF, which is a real

memory location.

"Another way to avoid this problem is

to use HIMEM :491 51 instead of the nor-

mal 49152 that is automatically set up.

Still another way is to be certain that R$
is not the first use of a string. But my
preferred "fix" is to buy a disk drive or
two and use DOS. When DOS is loaded
(in a 48K machine), HIMEM is at S9600,
and everything works fine!"

Bob and I also discussed what would
happen in a machine with less than 48K.
Our guess is that it will be garbage since

there is nothing there. Or, it just might
seem to work ok. If you have a less-lhan-

48K machine, try it out. My thanks to Bob
for sharing this in-depth analysis.

Mlcro-Verter

If you haven't bought a modulator for

your Apple, try this one. The Micro-
Verter by ATV Research is battery op-
erated and requires only one connection
to the video output connector on the
Apple. No connection is required to the

TV since the signal is radiated by a short

antenna stub on the Micro-Verter. The
modulator is designed to work in the

UHF channel range. After I installed the

batteries, I experimented with the tuning

range. I found that it would tune from
channel 14 to 21. The unit seemed to

operate the best on channel 17. There
was practically zero distortion and very

clear color on this channel. My guess is

that I was in the center of the tuning

range. This would be likely to give the

best balance of bandwidth and other de-

sirable characteristics. Speaking of dis-

tortion, this unit provides the cleanest

signal of all the modulators I have tried.

Since you do not have to connect the unit

to the TV set, the worms from computer
switching harmonics are practically non-

existent. Another feature I found useful

also relates to the freedom from connec-
tions. If you wanted to use several moni-
tors for demonstration purposes, you can
use the Micro-Verter with a 6in hairpin

antenna connected to the stub. This way
the signal can be used by several sets

within a 10 foot or so radius of the mod-
ulator. Very handy in a classroom envi-

ronment. I used it this way when I taught
an assembly language class.

The unit is packaged in a metal box
and includes all connectors, cables, and a
battery holder inside. There is a power
switch on the front. Even though the unit

will last several months with the switch
left on, the switch provides extended bat-

tery life. The battteries are not included
with the modulator. One note of caution.

Use a plastic screw driver to tune the unit

to the desired operating channel. This is

not mentioned in the instructions. A
metal screw driver could distort the tuning

and is likely to short the metal case. The
Micro-Verter is $35.00 postpaid in the

U.S. and Canada, from ATV Reasearch,
13N. Broadway, Dakota City, Nebraska
68731 ; phone (402) 987-3771.

From Here And There

As a result of collecting Apple infor-

mation from all over, I have accumulated
several clever and useful programming
ideas. The first one is shown is listing 1.

This is the control program from South-
eastern Software's Magazine Article File

Program. The program sets-up a menu of

options. Then, you can use the escape
key (ESC) to move the cursor over the

selections. Several ASCII values are used
in the program. You will see these in the
CHR$ functions. These are:

•CHR$(4) (CTRL) D
•CHR$( 13) (RETURN)
•CHR$(27) (ESC)
•CHR$(91) left bracket
You can find all the ASCII codes on
pages 138 and 139 in the Applesoft refer-

ence manual.
Each of the menu options are posi-
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TAX-MANAGER*
A Unique Tax Management System

for Apple II. II Plus, and III

STANDARD FEATURES
Tax-Manaprr is an integrated tax manage-
ment svsirin for individuals thai helpa you

reduce your tax liability. It is three

interactive modulea that work together to

give you a complete lax manu|E<'mrnt S) Mem.

Tax-Manager allows vmi to ranilv enter

vour tax data for Form in Hi and related

chedulea I V B, C I). K. <;. & TQ. Your

tax liability is accurately calculated using

the correct tax table or rate schedule.

looking for more lax deductions:1

1 siii>:

a data base of over K(M) items. Tax-Manager
helps you find those hidden deduction*.

Simpl) enter a questionable item and Tax-

Maniager quickly tells you if it udeductible.

Oryou can review the entire list b> category.

Confused about which tax forms and
schedules you should be using?' I-et

Tax- Manager help you. K> answering a

series of simple question*, Tax-Manager

detenninea which forms and schedules are

appropriate for your situation.

Kecpiires.tL'k. \pplesolt ROM, Dos 3.2 or

S.3. Printer not required.

Introductory Special 57">. (tax deductible)

COMPARE OTHER SYSTEMS
Whv buy I iyatein that only does math
calculations anil computes your tax? Why
buy a system that does not help you
reduce your tax liability?

We offer a unique system that meets your
needs now and will continue to meet them
in the future. When tax regulations change.

so will Tax-Manager. You will be provided

with yearly updates for a nominal cost.

We backup Tax-Manager with a staff of

professionals, including CI' Vs. computer

specialists and tax consultants, who use

heir expe

ixea. Mitaxes. Most importantly, we provide

documentation to educate you in how to

best obtain the system's maximum potential

For more information write:

TASO"
P.O. Box 18861
Atlanta, t.a. 30326

To order call loll free (7 a.m. - II p.m.

(EST) 1-800-241-7131, Ext 520.

In (ia. 800-282-2686, Ext 620.

Mastercharge and Visa accepted.

No charge for postage or handling.
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STOCK MARKET PROGRAMS
THE RAINBOW DATA SYSTEM
* Ideal for tracking stocks and
exploiting profitable trading tech-
niques.
* Key-in data from your news-
paper and save phone and com-
puter charges.
* Features space efficient, ran-
domly accessible library and
working files.

TRADER SERIES SIMULATIONS
* Evaluate the profitability of
popular stock market techniques.
* Devise, test and improve your
own buy-sell rules.
* Sharpen your stock market skills

with mock trading sessions.
CUSTOM PROGRAMMING SERVICE
* Your trading rules in a Rainbow
program with a 12 stock-3Vi yr.

file at nominal cost.

Reqd. APPLE II with min. 36K and
one floppy disk. ROM card op-
tional: APPLE II Is a trademark ol APPLE
COMPUTER INC.

Write or phone for complete
literature. Dealer inquiries on
TRADER series only. Phone hours
5 PM to 10 PM Eastern time.

RAINBOW MARKETWARE
3111 BERKSHIRE RD.
BALTO. MD. 21214
Tel. 301-426-6812
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We don't play hard to get

USR-330D Modem
Auto-Dial/Auto Answer $399
Connect your TRS-80, Apple, or any other

computer to the phone lines.

• 0-300 Baud-Bell 103/113 compatible

• Serial-RS232

• Half/Full Duplex

• 1 year warranty

FCC Certified

Direct connection to

phone lines via RJ11C
standard extension

phone jack

USR-330A Modem
Same as 3300

but Manual-Originate/Auto-Answer

Radio Shock Model II Users -

We have software to connect you directly

to the phone lines.

S339

CIRCLE 185 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Fast, reliable delivery

of personal computer

software programs.

If you have an Apple or TRS-80
computer, Minnesota Software Inc. has

hundreds of programs — in stock and

available right now by mail order. i__

Choose from entertainment, learning or home-application programs. All software

is immediately available and features a money back guarantee.

TO GET A COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOG, CONTACT JOHN WEST.

PHONE 612/4264)916. SOURCE- TCH122. MICRONET - 70040.555. OR DROP
US A NOTE.

MINNESOTA SOFTWARE, INC.
5422 Fisher St. White Bear Lake. MN 55110 ««*,._. ,

Apple a reSBtered trademark of Apple Computers. TRSJtO is a re*»ered trademark of Radro Shack. A Tandy Lorp.

CIRCLE 234 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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s Apple, continued.

D« CHR« (13) + CHR* (1)
20 HOME
30 PRINT D*J"NOMON C,I,0"
10 VTAB Z: HTAB 9: PRINT "SOUTHE

ASTERN SOFTWARE"
12 HTAB 7: PRINT "MAGAZINE ARTIC

LE PROGRAM"
50 PRINT "

60

70

80
90
100
110
120

130

110
ZOO
210
220

230

210
250
260

265

300
310

VTAB 8! PRINT " USE THE "; CHR*
(91) J "ESC] KEY TO MOVE THE C
URSOR"

PRINT "TO YOUR SELECTION AND
THEN TYPE 'RETURN'"

VTAB 12
PRINT " CREATE/ADD FILE-
PRINT " SEARCH FILE"
PRINT " CORRECT FILE"
PRINT " LIST CONTENTS OF EN
TIRE FILE-
PRINT " TRANSFER FILE AND P
OINTERS"
PRINT " END PROGRAM"

SE i:vt = 12
VTAB vt: GET SE*
IF SE* = CHR* (13) THEN VTAB
20 : GOTO 260
IF SE$ = CHR* (27) THEN VT =
VT + i:SE « SE + 1

IF SE 7 THEN 200
GOTO 210
PRINT : VTAB VT: FLASH : PRINT
"*"

: NORMAL
ON SE GOTO 300,310,320,330,3
10,350
PRINT D*|"RUN CR MAG FILE"
PRINT D*!"RUN MAG FILE SRCH"

3Z0 PRINT D*J"RUN CRRT MAG FILE"

330 PRINT D*,*"RUN MAG FILE DUMP"

310 PRINT D*!"RUN MAG FILE EXCH"

350 VTAB 23t END
65535 REM

Listing I

tioned on the screen in lines 80 to 140.

Lines 200 to 250 move the cursor from
selection to selection when the (ESC) key
is pressed. The GET command is used to

check for the (RETURN) key. When it is

pressed, the program branches to line 260
where a flashing asterisk is put next to

your selection. Then depending on the
selection number, a program is loaded
and run. This is also a good way to con-
serve memory. If all the menu options
were too large to fit in memory at once,
this technique overlays memory with the

current operating program. At the end of
the current option, you would run the
menu program again.

Here's another one from the South-
eastern Software Newsletter. In the
August '80 issue I included an Integer
Basic program called 'puff. This program
would scroll a message across the screen
billboard style. For those of you without
Integer Basic, here's one in Applesoft. It

was written by Dr. Romano and it

appeared in Newsletter number 7. See
Listing 2.

This program, also a billboard scrolling

program, is from The Apple Gram
(Dallas). It's called Moving Title Demon-
stration and was written by Bob Sander-
Cederlof. See Listing 3.

This program is a little less obvious so
I'll include the description that goes

alongwith it. First, the program clears the

screen, sets text mode and sets the vari-

able 'Q' equal to the address of the

Apple's speaker. Next in line 30, two rows
of stars are printed. These are for the title

to pass through. In line 80 the title con-

tent is defined and made equal to the

length of the row of stars; 34 in this exam-
ple. Moving the title is accomplished in

line 90. The title is centered by the limits

of the FOR loop, and sound is created by
the PEEK(O) function. Line 95 is a delay

loop giving the user time to read the dis-

play. In line 1 10, the program is listed so

you don't have to do it.

Another one from The Apple Gram
and also by Bob, helps you ask questions
in the program. Here's how it goes...

Many times when you want to ask the

user of a program a question, they must
answer either "yes" or "no". I must have
written a thousand different versions of
this kind of question routine. Sometimes
I code them in line, and sometimes I am
smart enough to write a general sub-

routine to do it.

m ist
1 HOME
3 VTAB 12
5 INPUT " THE BILLBOARD

SHALL READ ? "J A*
6 A* - "

" + A*! REM *
k* THE SPACE BETWEEN THE QUO
TATION MARKS IS 10 SPACES

10 HOME
20 L = LEN (A*)
30 FOR X » 1 TO L
10 S = L - X
50 VTAB 12
60 PRINT MID* (A*,X,10>;
70 IF S < 10 THEN PRINT MID* (

A*, 1,39 - S)
80 FOR T - 1 TO 150 : NEXT T
90 NEXT X: GOTO 30
:

Listing 2

Finally, I hit upon a really neat sub-
routine for answering this kind of ques-

tion while I was working on a text editor.

Here is the code:

100 PRINT 0*"<Y/N>";: GET A*!

IF A*»"Y THEN YES=1!RETURN

110 IF A*="N" THEN YES=0!RETURN

120 INVERSE!PRINT"PRESS T OR 'N'..."!

NORMALiGOTO 100

To use the subroutine, you put thi

question, without a question mark at the
end, into string 0$; then you call the

subroutine with a GOSUB. When the

subroutine returns, you test the value of
the boolean variable YES and take ap-

ropriate action. The subroutine handles
making sure the user does type either a
'Y' or an 'N\ and will not return until this

is done. It tells them what to do, and
keeps on asking the question until they

do it. Here is an example of a calling line:

1?10 Q*»"DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE CATALOG"!

GOSUB 100! IF YES THEN PRINT D»"CATALOG"

Notice that the IF statement tests the

boolean value of YES, by just "IF YES

THEN...". This is because the IF proces-

sor in Applesoft (as in Integer Basic) will

take the true branch if the value of the

expression is non-zero, and the false

branch if it is zero.

Microsoft Z80 Softcard

Well, I have the Softcard in my ma-
chine now, and so far, I am pleased with

it. I have found one problem that I be-

lieve to be a bug. You can't open a ran-

dom file directly from the program. In

order to use a random file, it was neces-

sary first to use a sequential file com-
mand. If the file did not already exist, the

random command would not open one.

You can work around it by adding one
line before you use the random
command:
100 OPEN "0-,«l, filenameJCLOSE

Also, I found some typos in the section

that explains the use of the file com-
mands. There may be more but I haven't

found them yet. Another thing to be
aware of is the compatibility with other

cards. The Softcard will not work with

many of the accesory cards available for

the Apple. For instance, the Softcard

will not recognize the existence of the

D.C Hayes Modem. To use it with the

Softcard, special software will be re-

quired. If you should want to use this

system, you should check to see if you
can use other boards you may have. For
the most part, I find it has features similar

to the Language System. If you are using

the Language card and so on. The Soft-

card will be similar in it's relationship to

peripherals.

In addition to the Z80 based circuit

board, the system comes with 2 half page
manuals and two system diskettes. The
manuals are divided between the system
description and CP/M in one and Micro-
soft Basic version 5.0 in the other. The
manuals are about half-page size. They

ILIST
2 REM
MOVING TITLE DEMONSTRATION
5 REM
WRITTEN BY BOB SANDER-CEDERLOF
JULY 7, 1980
10 = - 16336: text : home
30 for j 1 to ?: vtab j * 1 +

2! htab 1: for i - 1 to 31:
print "«" ;: next 1: print :

NEXT J

80 A* - "MOVING TITLE DEMONSTRATE
ON": REM PUT YOUR
OWN riTLE HERE

90 FOR I = 1 TO 19 + LEN (A*) /
2:p - peek (Q) « pi 1 k <a>:
VTAB 81 HTAB 10 - It PRINT
LEFT* (At, I)" "I NEXT I

95 FOR I - 1 TO 3000: NEXT II REM
DEI AY SO PEOPLE CAN READ THE
TITLE

100 REM PUT THE REST OF YOUR PRO
GRAM HERE.

110 HOME : LIST ,1001 FOR I - 1 TO
3000: NEXT It END ! REM TO
SAVE YOU THE TROUBLE...

1

Listing 3 j
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prop nicely in front of you so you can
view them easily. There is a lot of Infor-

mation in the manuals so expect to spend

a lot of time becoming familiar with the

contents. I have never worked with

CP/M before, so it was all new to me. I

have heard a lot of pros and cons about

the merits of CP/M. Once you become
familiar with one, no other ever seems
quite right. There are a number of util-

ities to let you do many things that you
can't do with the Apple operating system.

So learn to use the tools and accept it as

another part of the learning experience.

Everything is easy once you understand

it.

The Basic manual includes a descrip-

tion of the commands and functions of

the language. It is intended for the expe-

rienced programmer. There are only oc-

casional examples as required to em-
phasize a point. Also included in the

manual are the requirements for calling

6502 routines from the Z80 system. The
implementation seems to be well inte-

grated into the two systems since you are

not able to detect any interferences. All

the keyboard inputs have to pass from

the 6502 to the Z80 as do the screen

functions and the links to your printer

and so on.
Operation of the system is provided by

programs included on two diskettes. One
diskette is for the standard 13 sector DOS
systems. With this disk you get CP/M
and MBasic. This version of Basic in-

cludes low resolution graphics com-
mands.When this disk is used and MBasic

is loaded, you have a little over 14K of

memory left. The other diskette is for

use with the Language System or with

DOS 3.3. The 16 sector system includes

hi resolution graphics with Basic as well

as the lo res version. In the 16 sector

system, you have about 26.5K of memory
with MBasic and 17.5K of memory with

GBasic.
The system is sure to be well supported

by Microsoft. And, eventually there will

be Apple CP/M software. Ill be telling

you more about the Softcard from time

to time.

Space Games-I
Cassette CS-4001 $11.95 4 programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Saucer Invasion. Fire missies to destroy

the invaders who fly at different speeds
and altitudes.

Rocket Pilot. Maneuver your spaceship over
the mountain using horizontal and vertical

thrusters.

Star Wars. Shoot down as many TIE fighters Dynamic Bouncer. A colorful, ever-changing

as possible in 90 seconds. graphics demonstration.

Sports Games-

1

Cassette CS-4002 $ 1 1 .95 4 programs Requires 1 6K Apple 1 1 or Apple 1 1
Plus

Baseball; A 2-player game with pitching,

batting, fielding, stealing and double
plays.

Breakout. Four skill levels and improved

scoring make this the best breakout ever.
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X
Torpedo Alley. Sink as many warships as Darts. Use game paddles to control the

possible in 2 minutes. throw of 6 darts.

Space Games and Sports Games are also available on one 32K Apple disk (CS-4501

)

for $24.95. Add $2.00 shipping per order. Send to Creative Computing Software. P.O.

Box 789-M. Morristown. NJ 07960. Or call 800-631-81 12.
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View from the Outpost

The new year brings a lot of promise to

Atari owners. We should soon be getting
Pascal and a Microsoft Basic, accounting
software, and for those of us who prefer to
enjoy our computers, a batch of new games.
Atari has announced Space Invaders for

the 400 and 800 as their first machine
language cassette. This game has become
one of the most popular arcade and com-
puter games, and I look forward to getting
a chance to play it.

We can also expect to see an explosion
in Atari software available from sources
other than the manufacturer. Just this past
October Sensational Software announced
Trivia Unlimited, Outdoor Games, Haunted
House, Air Traffic Controller, Hail to
the Chief, Ecology Simulations I and II,

Social and Economic Simulation, Story
Time, Oregon Trail, and Stock and Options
Trading Analysis. We can only benefit
from the wide variety of programs coming
out.

There has been a change in the climate
for outside software houses in the past
year. When appliance type small computers
became available, the manufacturers want-
ed to keep the after market to themselves.
In June of 1980 Radio Shack compiled
and released through their stores a list of
over 1000 programs available from other
sources. Exidy and Texas Instuments have
been running contests to stimulate software
development, with T.I. even sending rep-
resentatives to most of the major software
houses, offering them computers and
support in developing software for the 99/4.

Apple has cooperated in many ways with
software publishers, even allowing mailings
to the Apple warranty list.

Atari has been very cooperative from
the start. As soon as they knew of outside
suppliers they started sending out mimeo-

Geoine Blank, Foster Rd.. Milford. NH 03055

George Blank
graphed sheets listing programs, prices,

and publishers. Recently they invited the

sources they knew to submit leaflets for

free distribution to the Atari warranty
mailing list, and by the time this column
comes out many of you should have received
the resulting package. If you did not send
in your warranty card, you are missing
out!

Bytes, Nibbles, and Bits

The remainder of this column will be
discussing the internal workings of the
Atari computer. In order to understand
what is happening there, you will need to

know a little about the binary number
system. If you have a binary brain and
already think in ones and zeroes, just skip
to the next heading while I attempt to

explain the binary system to everyone
else.

We human beings tend to think numeri-
cally in the decimal system, probably
because our ancestors used their fingers
as counting tools, and they just happened
to have ten fingers. Computers have neither
fingers nor our intellectual capacity, so
they have to rely on a simpler system.
While we have ten different numerals, from

to 9, for use in our calculations, the
computer can only choose between two
states.off or on,for which we use the digits

Oand 1.

To a computer, any given operation
usually involves a switch or light that is

either on or off, an electrical charge that is

either positive or negative, or a magnetic
charge that is polarized either "north" or
"south".

Let us think about a single digit counter
on an assembly line.. If it is a decimal
counter, it starts at 0, and when the first

object passes, it becomes 1 , then 2, and so
on until it reaches 9. As the next object
passes, the counter goes back to zero. If

we wish to continue counting, we need to
add another digit, which can count 99

objects, or 100 if you know whether the 00
is the starting position or the ending posi-

tion.

If the counter is a binary counter, it

starts at 0, goes to 1 , and then has to reset

back to again. If you want to count even
as far as 3, you need 2 digits. Where each
position in the decimal system represents

a power of ten, each position in the binary

system represents a power of two. Let us

take the number 1 1 1 in both systems as an
example. In the decimal system 1 1 1 rep-

resents 10 squared, (100) plus 10 to the

first power, ( 10) plus ten to the zero power,

(1). The total is one hundred and eleven.

Now, let us consider the same group of

three digits as a binary number. It now
becomes 2 squared, (4) plus 2 to the first

power, (2) plus 2 to the zero power, (1).

The total is seven. Since we read numbers
from left to right, here is a table of the

meanings of the positions in a number
under the decimal and binary systems:

Number 1 1 1 111
Deciaal 100,000 10,000 1,000 100 10 1
Binary 32 16 8 4 2 1

Using this system, we can now count in

the binary system, with the numbers to
seven displayed as follows:

zero
One 1
Two 10
Three 11

Four 10
Five 10 1

Six 110
Seven 111

Each digit in the binary system is rep-

resented by a single electrical charge in

the computer. This is an actual circuit in

the computer that has a positive or negative

charge. This amount of information is called

a Binary digIT, usually referred to as one
BIT. Since the central processor on most
computers handles eight bits at a time, we
also need a term to refer to a group of
eight bits, which can give us numbers from
zero to two hundred and fifty five. The
common term for eight bits is a byte, and
the internal memory of the Atari is organized

in bytes. Thus, if you have 32K of memory.
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MASTERTYPE
A TYPING GAME

Now thart is a way for intelligent

and creative people to learn how

to touch type without being bored

by hours of dull and repetitive

drill. In MASTERTYPE enemy words

appear on the screen and attack

your base. You must type the

words in order to defend yourself

and destroy the attackers. Since

you don't have time to look at

your fingers, you must learn to

touch type in order to survive.

Learning to type used to be one of

the world's dullest activities,

but MASTERTYPE actually makes it

fun.

The MASTERTYPE diskette comes with

fifteen lessons which take you

from simple letters all the way

through difficult words, numerals

and punctuation marks. A program

for preparing your own lessons is

also included. MASTERTYPE is

currently available only in

APPLESOFT for Apple II or II Plus

systems with disk and at least 32k

of memory. Specify 1J or 16

sector format (default is IS) and

mail check or money order for

$34.95 to:
MASTERTYPE

P.O. Box 5223

Stanford. CA 94305
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N
DISKETTES?

MEMOREX
fflDysan

Visa. Mastercharge accepted. Call

free (800)235-4 1 37 for prices and

information All orders sent postage

paid

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
10(1 Foothill Blvd

Sin Lull Obispo. CA
93401 (InCal call

43-1037 i

CIRCLE 204 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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>llOri Software

Trivia Unlimited
QUESTION II

Cassette CS-7001
$11.95

DiskCS-7501
$19.95

INUENTED THE STEP.MB0AT

1. ROBERT FULTON

2. SRrlUEL HORSE

1. TH0HPS EDISON

4. SAMUEL SMITH

Test your expertise in any ot seven areas

science, geography, history, computers.

TV and movies. English language, or trivia

Speed and number of correct answers de-

termine your score in this challenging ser-

ies of multiple-choice quizzes Over 200

questions in all Requires 24 K

Haunted House

It is 6:00 and you have until

midnight to find the secret

passageway out of a haunted

house. During your search, you
may find skeleton keys to open
locked doors, good luck

charms, friendly ghosts, evil

spirits, and skeletons. The
sound effects (creaking doors

and stairs) add to the eeriness.

The house layout changes in

every game.

Other Atari Software —
e Outdoor Games (Forest Fire, Fishing Trip.

Treasure Island 1 & 2), Cassette CS-7002. $11.95

e Outdoor Games and Haunted House.

Disk CS-7502, $24.95
e Hail to the Chief (Presidential election

simulation) Cassette (32K) CS-7201. $24.95,

Disk (40K) CS-7701. $24.95.

Order using handy postcard bound

CIRCLE 300 ON READER SER' =E CARD in back 0. magaz.ne.

creative
computing
software



Atari, continued...
you have 32,767 bytes of memory, or 262,136
bits. The reason that 32K is 32,767 instead
of 32,000 is that we are organized on the
binary system, and 32,000 is not an even
power of two. The number 32,767 is two
to the 14th power. There is one other term
that is occasionally used, for a group of
four bits. Four bits, or half a byte, is known
as a nibble.

Player Missile Graphics

Ted Nelson wins my nomination as the
most organized editor in computerdom.
Way back in September he sent out a list

of editorial features for Creative Computing
from October 1980 to December 1981.
The features scheduled for this month are
graphics and animation, digital music
techniques, and interactive video disc
articles. As a computer addict, I have no
money to spare for a video disc, and my
musical ability leaves much to be desired.
That leaves me with graphics and animation
for this column!
The Atari computers have many power-

ful graphics features, but the better
techniques require special knowledge of
the hardware and tricky programming. I

hope that by giving a sample program and
telling how it works, I can open the door
to the mysteries and get many of you
started.

Let me begin by acknowledging a great
deal of help from Atari, especially from
Lane Winner, who gave me the sample
program presented here and explained it,

and to others on the staff who provided
me with well over 1000 pages of documen-
tation, preliminary manuals, printouts,
programs, and even memos explaining the
working of the computer. I also need to
credit Rich Bouchard, SoftSide's brilliant

systems programmer, for converting all

my hexadecimal addresses to decimal for
your benefit. I must confess that I tend to
think in hexadecimal.

100 DIM A$(10),B$(100)
200 GRAPHICS 8

"That Turkey! I told him Graphics

language, not graphic language.

"

210 POKE 559,62
220 POKE 53246,120
230 POKE 704,88
240 I-PEEK(106)-8
250 POKE 54279,1
260 POKE 53277,3
270 POKE 53256, 3
280 J-I*256+1024
300 FOR Y-J+120 TO J+137
310 READ Z

320 POKE Y,Z
330 NEXT Y
400 FOR X-48 TO 221:G0SUB 500: NEXT X
410 GOTO 400
500 POKE 53248, X
510 RETURN 100 DIM A$ (10) ,BS(100)
600 DATA 60,60,60,60,60,60,255,255,
255,255, 255, 255,60,60,60,60,60,60

How The Program Works

Line 210 specifies the regular playfield
in single line format as a background, from
six possible options.

Codes:

61 narrow field (128 dots)
62 regular field (160 dots)
63 large playfield (goes off screen)
45 double line narrow playfield
46 double line regular playfield
47 double line large playfield

Line 220 tells the horizontal position
register to put player at mid screen
(location 120). The regular playfield ranges
from 48 to 221. The horizontal position
registers are at the following locations in

memory:

Player
Player 1
Player 2
Player 3
Missile
Missile 1
Missile 2
Missile 3

53248
53249
53250
53251
53252
53253
53254
53255

It is possible to combine the 4 missiles
into a fifth player.

Line 230 sets the color of Player and
Missile to Pink. You can write directly
into the color registers starting at 704, or
indirectly through the hardware chip starting
at location 53266.

Chart of Color Locations

Player/Missile
Player/Missile 1
Player/Missile 2
Player/Missile 3
Playfield
Playfield 1
Playfield 2
Playfield 3
Background

Understanding the color system reguires
binary arithmetic. The least significant bit

of the color byte is not used, and is identified
with an x in the diagrams. Bits 1 to 3 carry
the luminance, from black (0 x) to
white ( 1 1 1 x). Bits 4 to 7 contain the
color, as follows: (b represents the
luminance bits)

Grey ( b b b
Gold ( 1 b b b
Orange ( 1 b b b
Red Orange ( 1 1 b b b
Pink ( 1 b b b

704 or 53266
705 or 53267
706 or 53268
707 or 53269
708 or 53270
709 or 53271
710 or 53272
711 or 53273
712 or 53274

Purple
Purple Blue
Blue
Blue
Light Blue
Turquoise
Green Blue
Green
Yellow Green
Orange Green
Light Orange

Line 240 looks at the pointer to the top
of memory. The top of memory is identifi-

ed by 256 byte "pages". Thus, if this location
had the number 100 (decimal), the top of
memory would be at byte 25,600 (256 times
100). We subtract 8 from this number,
because we want to save 8 pages (2048
bytes) for our graphics at the top of
memory.

Line 250 places the address calculated
above as the beginning of our graphics
area in the Player/Missile Base Address
Register which is at location 54279.

Line 260 tells the Graphics control register

to enable player missile graphics. Only the
three least significant bits of this register
are active, as follows:

(xxxxxxxO) player missile
graphics
not enabled

(xxxxxxxl)

(xxxxxxOx)

(xxxxxxlx)

(xxxxxOxx)
(xxxxxlxx)

Player missile
graphics enabled

Direct memory
access to player
graphics disabled

Direct memory
access to player
graphics enabled

Trigger latches
disabled
Trigger latches
enabled

Note that once direct memory access is

enabled, it continues until it is disabled
again. If you press break and list this

program, you will see the player as a moving
vertical line on the screen. To return to a
normal display, you must type POKE 53277,
0.

Line 270 sets the size register for Player
to four times normal size. Each player or

missile can be the full height of the screen.
Actually, they extend beyond the top and
bottom. But players can only be 8 bits
wide, and missiles 2 bits wide. There are
dedicated microprocessor chips in the Atari
computers to control these players and
missiles. We change the size with a POKE
into the size registers at the following loca-
tions.

Player size 53256
Player 1 size 53257
Player 2 size 53258
Player 3 size 53259
Size for all missiles 53260

The following values are allowed. Only
the two least significant bits are used for
the player registers. The missile register is

grouped so that each two bits represent a
different missile.
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Value Result
or 2 Normal size

1 Twice normal size
3 Four times normal size

Lane 280 points to a memory location

1024 bytes (IK) after the beginning of the

Player Missile Base address we established

in lines 240 and 250 for our binary descrip-

tion of player 0. Remember that the player

can extend from beyond the top of the

screen to below the bottom of the screen.

Actually, 256 bytes of information are

reserved for player 0, beginning 1024 bytes

past our base address.

We now need a memory map of the

Player Missile bit map area. Actually, there

are two possible memory configurations,

depending upon the value in location 559

(see the explanation for line 210 above). If

we have single line graphics, with 61, 62,

or 63 in location 559, then the memory is

used as follows:

I selected a simple cross for demonstra-

tion program just to illustrate the principle.

Here is a bit map of player zero:

Locations

120
126
130
136

119
125
129
135
255

Decimal

60
255
60

Bit map

To create your own players, just map
out the bits and convert them into decimal

numbers, then POKE them into the display

list.

Lines 400 and 410 contain the horizontal

positions for our player, and control its

movement across the screen. Location 48

is the left edge of the screen and location

221 is the right edge.

Line 500 POKEs the desired horizontal

position of player into the position register

for player 0. Here is a chart of the memory
locations for the horizontal position regis-

ters:

Offset from Player/Missile Register
Base Address Use Player 53248

- 767 Not used Player 1 53249
768 - 1023 Missiles 0-3 Player 2 53250

1024 - 1279 Player Player 3 53251
1280 - 1535 Player 1 Missile 53252
1536 - 1791 Player 2 Missile 1 53253
1792 - 2047 Player 3 Missile 2 53254

Missile 3 53255

If double line graphics are used, with

45, 46, or 47 in location 559, you only need

IK, or 4 pages of memory, (see below for

program changes.) Then the offset is as

follows:

Offset from
Base Address Use

- 363 Not used
384 - 511 Missiles
512 - 639 Player
640 - 767 Player 1

768 - 895 Player 2

896 - 1023 Player 3

Note that the missiles are stored in

memory as a single player. When you are

using missiles and drawing your bit map.

Missile is bits and 1 of each byte.

Missile 1 is bits 2 and 3, Missile 2 is bits 4

and 5, and Missile 3 is bits 6 and 7.

Line 300 selects the memory location

for our bit map. We are only going to draw

a character 18 bytes high, at about the

middle of the screen, so we will leave most

of player in the background color, and

place information on our character in

locations 1 20 to 137 of the memory reserved

for player 0.

In lines 310 and 330, we read our binary

shapes from data into the appropriate

locations in player zero's reserved memory.

Each number is a "bit map" of a horizontal

slice of player 0, eight bits or one byte

wide. Thus the number 60 represents the

binary pattern 00111100. Each bit that

is zero represents one location on the screen

that is presented in the background color,

while each one represents a memory
location presented in the color set for player

0.

Line 600 contains data for the shape of

our player, as described above in the

description of lines 300 and 310.

If you are going to experiment with this

program, I suggest that you add the follow-

ing line:

340 PRINT "POKE 53277,0 : GR.O : LIST"

This way, in order to change the program,

all you have to do is press BREAK, move

the cursor on top of the statement on the

bottom of the screen, and press ENTER
to turn off the direct memory access and

list your program.

Use these changes to try double line

graphics:

210 POKE 559,46
240 I-PEEK(106)-4
280 J-I*256+512
300 FOR Y-J+60 TO J+77

These changes specify a double line

regular playfield, reserve only one page of

memory instead of two, and adjust the bit

map for the more compact memory
storage.

Have fun playing with this information,

and share your discoveries with me. The
quickest way to reach me is at my home
address listed at the bottom of the first

page of each month's column. Letters sent

through Creative Computing, The Boston

Computer Society, SoftSide, Ramware, or

The Software Exchange take extra handling

and extra time. I regret that it is not possible

for me to talk to you on the telephone or

answer correspondence except through

the column.

IMAGINE.
A computer game that has drawn

the attention of the national

news media.

A computer game that has people

around the world clamoring for it.

A computer game that turns your

love life into a menage a trois...

you, your mate, and your computei

!

That's Interlude-the hottest new
software program for personal

computers.

But it's more than just a game.
It's an experience that will tantalize

you. ..romanticize you...fantasize

you...and often surprise you.

Interlude begins with a unique

computer interview of the partici-

pants to determine their mood.
Then ft searches its memory to

select the best Interlude for the

occasion. You may be referred to

the instruction manual which de-

scribes most of the 106 Interludes,

or your instructions may appear

on your screen if you've chanced
to hit upon one of the many sur-

prise Interludes buried within the

program. (When you discover

secret Interlude #99, your love life

may never be the same again!)

Interlude. ..it's fun. ..it's fanciful...

it's fantastic. It's the computergame
for adults. Are you ready for it?

Interlude
The Ultimate Experience.

INTERLUDE Dcpt C-8 10428 Westpark. Hous-

ton. TX 77042. Rush me my copy of Interlude.

Age

Address

City- State. Zip

QApple II* (16K) DTRS-80" (Level II-

16K) $16.05 for cassette DS19.95 for

diskette. Add sl.50 for shipping.

My check (payable to Interlude) is enclosed.

Charge my Mastercharge DVisa

Account No

Expiration Date

MasterCharge Bank Code-

Signature-

(Charge customers must sign.)

CHARGE CUSTOMERS: Order by phone toll-

free! 1-800-231-5768. Ext 306
Texas-1-80O-392-234H. Ext 306
•Reentered trademark of Apple Computers. Inc.

"Registered trademark of Radio Shack • Tandy Co.

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
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Effective Writing Edmond H. Weiss, Ph.D.

Too PewWords

Edmond H. Weiss leaches effective
writing seminarsfor business, industry,
and government. To contact him. call
(609 795-5580.

The subject of this month's column is

counterproductive language compression
excesses. That is, reader-inhibiting, space-
saving text economies. The column aim is

a language interpolation principles dem-
onstration for effectuating communication
accessibility advantages.
Now. if you found that first paragraph

hard to follow, congratulate yourself. You
have the good sense not to waste your
time in deciphering that cryptic passage.

This column is for people who write
paragraphs like my first one: people who
use too few words. Although wordiness
(too many words) is the more common
problem, compression (too few words) is

often harder to recognize and correct.

Compression is the evil effect of a noble
cause. Sadly, too many writers—motivated
properly to keep their texts short and
concise— throw away words that are useful
or necessary for understanding. Then, they
squeeze the remaining words into a dense,
impenetrable mash of sentences, which,
though grammatically correct, are barely
readable.

I blame most of this compression on
three mistakes:

•Careless Stringing

•Reckless Chopping
•Heartless Stripping

CARELESS STRINGING

Among the easiest ways to remove little

words from your sentences are, first,
stringing modifiers before a noun, second,
stringing nouns, and third, stringing modi-
fiers and nouns. Easy, but dangerous.

Edmond H. Weiss. Ph.D.. 1612 Crown Poinl Lane.
Cherry Hill. NJ 08003.

For example, a misguided writer will

convert methods that reduce cost and
prevent delay to cost-reducing, delay-pre-
venting methods (a string of modifiers).

Or, the same writer might convert—

This language is easily learned because
it permits you to generate reports with
statements that resemble plain English.

to—

This language has an easily-learned
English-like report generating capability.

True, the second sentence is shorter
than the first. But it is also impossible to
understand (unless you have read the earlier,

longer version).

Even more characteristic of the computer
literature is the noun string (excuse me,
string of nouns). Obviously, no mere mortal
can make sense of such phrases as language
interpolation principles demonstration (four

nouns). But what may be less obvious is

that most readers cannot make sense of a
string of two nouns. What, for example is a
management option"! Is it a choice for
managers to make, or one of several ways
to manage, or something else? What is a
user evaluation"! Is it an evaluation of the
users, by the users, orfor the users?
When the modifiers and nouns are strung

together, the results vary from tortuous to
ludicrous. What can anyone make of

—

•non-fossil fuel energy source
•operator-induced failure rate increase
problem
•integrated distributed processing plan re-

port

•long range security leak reducing plan
•operational planning materials format
design criteria

•structured analysis graphics approach
Some of the strings are just funny. One
government agency advertises for a short
contracts expert. (Tall ones need not apply.)

A utility company hires a buried cable
engineer. Somewhere, I an sure, there is

someone who calls himself a floppy disk

salesman, (he works beside the fat pro-
cessing technician.)

The point is simple. Strings of nouns
and modifiers are obscure and ambiguous;
their meanings twist and turn as you look
at them. Do not, for the sake of economy,
drop the little prepositions and function
words that would turn dissolving pulp
customer into customerfor dissolving pulp.
Use yourjudgment. Data base is safe; data
base manager is safe; even data base
mangement system may be safe (in some
places). But almost no one knows what a
card holderfile might be. And nary a soul
can make sense of contiguous sector
reference designator.

RECKLESS CHOPPING

Much compression is due to overzealous
cutting and chopping. Some writers act as
though they were preparing telegrams and,
therefore, excise all the articles. The
"telegrapher" writes:

•Please read attached instructions.

•When creating new file, ensure new name
not assigned to old file.

Others act as though they might be
assessed or penalized for every extra word
they use. They write—
We believed the analyst would solve the

problem, instead of

—

We believed that the analyst would solve
the problem. (The omitted that in the first

version invites the reader to stumble on
the phrase believed the analyst.)

Still other writers— and even a few
professional editors— will hack away at

transitional words and phrases. They'll chop
everyforexample or in contrast orfurther.
They'll toss out every introductory obviously
and certainly and unfortunately. Unfortu-
nately, these words they have cut are just

the words that show the reader the logic
and flow of the paragraph. An innocent to
illustrate ties the second sentence to the
first. An on the one hand warns the reader
that the next two sentences are the con-
trasting halves of one thought.
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HEARTLESS STRIPPING

Some of this overaealous chopping and

cutting is heartless: a deliberate attempt

to strip the moods and feelings, the inten-

sities and the urgencies, from the text.

Desiring to be concise and detached, some
writers will mistakenly strip away any extra

word that is used to emphasize, or charac-

terize, or underscore a statement.

The heartless strippers remove those

little, invaluable words of emphasis: even,

only, especially, unusually....(Granted, some

writers abuse these qualifiers. I am con-

cerned here, though, with the ones that

almost never use them, the ones who seem
afraid of them.)

To make matters worse, most technically

trained writers and editors have a neurotic

fear of repetition (redundancy, they call

it) and, in stripping repeated words and

phrases from their drafts, they deprive

themselves of the single most effective

way to underscore a point or guide a reader

through a difficult idea. To illustrate,

consider this splendid, redundant sentence

written by Peter Drucker:

Profit and profit alone will provide the

capital for tomorrow's jobs: not just for

more jobs but for better jobs.

The typical technical editor would probably

ruin this sentence, turning it into—

Profit will provide the capital for more

and better jobs.

Notice, though, that even though the first

sentence is longer, it has a virtue that the

second lacks: It cannot be misunderstood.

The tech editor's version may be logically

equivalent to Drucker's but Drucker's

cannot be misread. Drucker anticipates

the reader and clears away every possible

misinterpretation with deliberate repetition

and emphasis.

The final point, then, about too much

compression (too few words) is that it often

comes from a mistaken conception of the

reader as a perfect, logical processor of

information—someone who can extricate

every possible fact and relationship from

your logically-tight, efficiently-worded

manual or report.

Readers, though, are not like that. They
cannot infer and impute all your meanings

from a dense, terse statement. They cannot

divine the grammar in your string of nouns.

And even when they can, they usually

won't.

So, emphasize, underscore, and repeat.

The best writers— even the most concise

ones—do it all the time.

Personal Note

I'll be leaving this location for now. If

you have enjoyed these last six columns,

please look out for One Hundred Bugs,

soon to be published by Creative Computing

i Press.

Voodoo Castle
The Count and Ghost Town
Voodoo Castle (by Scott Adams) Count

Cristo has had a fiendish curse put on him

by his enemies. There he lies, you are his

only hope will you be able to rescue

him— or is he forever doomed9 Beware
the Voodoo man

The Count (by Scott Adams) You wake up

in a large brass bed somewhere in Tran-

sylvania. Who are you. what are you doing

here, and why did the postman deliver a

bottle of blood9 You II love this Adventure

In fact, you might say it's Love at First

Byte /
Ghost Town (by Scott Adams) Explore a

deserted western mining town in search of

1 3 treasures From rattlesnakes to runaway
horses, this Adventure has them all' Just

remember, pardner, they don t call them
Ghost Towns for nothin 1 (Also includes a

new bonus scoring system.)

32KTRS-80 DiskCS-3517 $39.95
48K Apple DiskCS-4514 $39.95

creative /--,

computing /
To order use handy order form in the back of the magazine.

ASCII encoded keyboards:as low as $69*

New lighter touch for

i«]g»visi«iiTifl|ii«n

i i i

RCA VP-600 series ASCII keyboards are available in two formats. You can

choose either a 58-key typewriter format. Or a 74-key version which includes

an additional 1 6-key calculator-type keypad. Both can be ordered with

parallel or serial output.

These keyboards, redesigned for lighter key activation and improved

typing capability, feature modern flexible membrane key switches with

contact life rated at greater than 5 milion operations. Plus two key rollover

circuitry. A finger posittoning overlay. And an on-board tone generator that

gives aural key press feedback.

The unitized keyboard surface is spillproof and dustproof. This plus high

noise immunity CMOS circuitry makes these boards particularly suited for

use in hostile environments.

Parallel output keyboards have 7-bit buffered.TTL compatible output

Serial output keyboards have RS 232C compatible, 20mA current loop and in-

compatible asynchronous outputs with 6 selectable baud rates. All operate

from 5 V DC, excluding implementation of RS 232C.

For more information contact RCA Customer __ ^^ __
Service, New Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA 1 7604 M
Or call our toll-free number 800-233-0094. mU«
•Optional useipiicelOfVP-601 Dealer ana OEM pncing available

CIRCLE 244 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The comments and opinions of
the author are given for education-
al purposes only and are not
meant to be legal advice. Specific
legal questions should be referred
to your personal attorney.

Harold L Novick

Robert Gottschalk, whose name appears
as Commissioner of Patents in the landmark
Supreme Court case of Gottschalk v.

Benson, the first so-called "computer
program" patentability case, has been on
a campaign for software protection since
he left the Commissioner's position in the
early 1970s. He now practices patent law
in Chicago and serves as a consultant and
expert witness to other patent attorneys.
It seems that Mr. Gottschalk's worst fears
may soon be realized.

Some quick background information for
those of you who just tuned in. The Benson
case involved the attempted patenting of
a newly discovered mathematical algorithm
that was used in digital telephone equipment
to convert from binary coded decimal
numbers to pure binary numbers. The single

sentence legal description of the invention,
the "claim", was in the form of a "method
of converting signals from binary coded
decimal form into binary" and the patent
application was directed to "the processing
of data by program and more particularly
to the programmed conversion of numerical
information" in a general purpose digital

computer.
The decision of the Supreme Court by

Justice Douglas characterized the claimed
invention as a mathematical formula that
"has no substantial practical application
except in connection with a digital com-
puter, which means that (if granted) the
patent would wholly preempt the mathe-
matical formula and in practical effect
would be a patent on the algorithm itself."

In one interpretation of the decision, the
Supreme Court was merely adhering to its

age-old rule that only applied technology
can be patented and that "(p)henomena of
nature, though just discovered, mental
processes, abstract intellectual concepts,
are not patentable, as they are the basic
tools of scientific and technological work."
In a sense, the Supreme Court denied patent
protection because the applicant was

Harold L Novick. Patent Attorney. Larson. Taylor
& Hinds. ArlinKton. VA 22202.

claiming not the application of a newly
discovered mathematical algorithm, but
the algorithm itself.

If that was all Justice Douglas said in the
6-0 decision (three of the nine justices did
not take part in the case), then it would
have been a decision that perhaps ended
the problems. But Justice Douglas con-
tinued: "If these programs are to be
patentable, considerable problems are raised

which only committees of Congress can
manage. ...The technological problems
tendered in the many briefs before us
indicate to us that considered action by
the Congress is needed."

It is clear that the court did not appreciate
the nature of the beast that it held not to
be patentable. But that is not unusual,
considering they were dealing with "com-
puter programs." Try and conceptually
define a computer program. Then, ask
your friends. If you ask nine friends, you
will end up, including yours, with eleven
different answers. To put it bluntly, com-
puter programs are a weird bird, unlike
anything else.

Consider the copyright side of the
question. For those readers who have read
last month's Forum, there will be an
appreciation of the difficulties that a
Chicago federal district court judge had
when he held that a ROM was not a "copy"
of a computer program. (This is the so-
called CompuChess case). He said that
notwithstanding (i.e., "despite" for those
readers for whom legalese does not
compute) the assumption of both the
plaintiff. Data Cash Systems. Inc., and the
defendant, JS&A Group, Inc., that it was a
"copy." A "copy" is defined by court
decisions to be "a tangible object that was
a reproduction of the original work." The
judge analogized the ROM to a completed
building. At law a building is not a "copy"
of the architectural plans upon which it is

based. An architectural plan is a technical
writing which is capable of being copied
only by similar technical writings, i.e., by
other plans. A building is the result of

plans not a "copy" of them. It follows that

at common law, (i.e., judicial interpretation

as opposed to legislative statute) a copy of
a computer program is another computer
program in its flow chart or source phase
because these are comparable technical
writings. While the ROM is the mechanical
embodiment of the source program, it is

not a "copy" of it. (Emphasis added, court
citations deleted).

The Chicago judge has been soundly
criticized for his holding. But it was his

misappreciation of the nature of a computer
program that led to his errors. (Technically,
the judge was correct that under the old
law, a ROM is not a "copy" because that
law, written in 1909, required that a copy
must contain information that is perceivable
to the naked eye of the reader. The new
law, effective in 1978, did not. The judge,
not understanding computer programs,
applied the wrong law.)

Another view from the copyright per-
spective of the uniqueness of computer
programs is the basic principle that only
an expression of an idea is copyrightable,
not the idea itself. One copyright expert
has asked, "Is it possible to render protect-
able the 'expression' of a program without
necessarily granting a monopoly in its 'idea',

i.e., in the methodology or process adopted
by the programmer?" 1 Nimmer on Copy-
right S2.18(J) (1980). For example, a com-
puter program is usually used by reading it

into the working memory of a computer.
Does this make a copy? or, is this the use
of a methodology or process?

John Hersey, a famous author and a
Commissioner on the Congressionully
established National Commission on New
Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works
(CONTU), dissented from the commission s

recommendation that "computer programs,
to the extent that they embody an author's
original creation, are proper subject matter
of copyright." Mr. Hersey likens the object
code to a cam. The program, now in its

"mature and usable form, is a machine-
control element, a mechanical device ..."
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"We take it as a basic principle that

copyright should subsist in any original

work of authorship that is fixed in any way
(including books, records, film, piano rolls,

videotapes, etc.) which communicate the

work's means of expression." But a program,

once it enters a computer and is activated,

does not communicate information of its

own, intelligible to a human being. It utters

work. ...The mature program is purely and

simply a mechanical substitute for human
labor." Commissioner Hersey concludes

that "a computer program in the form in

which it is capable of being used to control

computer operations" should not have

copyright protection.

The simple answer to Commissioner

Hersey is that he is talking about the use of

a computer program. Object code is under-

standable by humans and can communicate

ideas to humans. Many programmers can

write in object code. This author wrote

many programs in 8008 object code.

Even lawyers arguing before the Supreme

Court have trouble agreeing as to what a

computer program is. In the oral arguments

of two cases about the patentability of

"computer programs" heard by the Supreme

Court on October 14, 1980, the two lawyers

arguing that their respective inventions

were patentable and the government lawyer

opposing their contention all agreed that

computer programs should not be patent-

able. Where did they differ? The govern-

ment lawyer. Assistant Solicitor Wallace,

claimed that the Bradley invention to a

computer system (claimed hardware) that

included a novel firmware module and the

Diehr invention to a process of vulcanizing

rubber using a programmed computer to

control the processing time were computer

programs. The Bradley and Diehr attorneys

strongly argued that the inventions were

not claimed as computer programs.

The CompuChess judge, John Hersey,

and Mr. Nimmer, all suffer from the problem

of defining a computer program. What is a

computer program? Trying to protect it

with any present day legal mechanisms

such as patents, copyrights, or trade secrets

is like trying to ram home a square peg in

any one of three round holes.

Robert Gottschalk has been arguing,

preaching, and cajoling for almost a decade

that computer programs need a new form

of protection. They are too valuable to be

left alone. The Supreme Court in 1972

told Congress to do something. Nothing

has been done. In a sense, computer

programs are like "poor old Charlie", left

riding on the MTA (the Boston subway),

in the Kingston Trio's song, when the fare

was increased and he was without funds to

get off. They are caught in a legal squeeze.

What should the reader do? What can

he or she (or it, for mechanical readers)

do? Write your state and federal represen-

tative. Get Charlie program off the mechan-

ical and Transfixed Appellation.

The most complex computer circuit can be
explained with just nine cents

Common
Cents
The "penny switch. " It sounds strange.

But it's not.

Joe Weisbecker. the designer of the RCA
1 802 microcomputer, was trying to explain

to some children just how a computer works.

He wasn't having much success.

Computers Aren't Magic

Joe's hobby is magic. He thought, "maybe

I can use some kind of illusion to show how
a computer works." But he didnt really want

to use an illusion. He didn't want the chil-

dren to think of a computer as magic.

So he hit upon the idea of a simple flip-

flop switch (the most common circuit in a

computer) represented by the head or tail

of a penny. This flip-flop circuit uses just

one penny. Every time it receives an impulse

it changes from head to tail or tail to head.

Simple.
But then Joe went on and put two of

these simple flip flops together to make a

circuit that adds two numbers together. And
another that subtracts numbers. Kids loved

these circuits and played with them like

games.

Games With Pennies

Before long, Joe devised circuits to play

more complicated games like Tic Tac Toe,

4
"Heads Up Game. " Starting with tails in all

positions, how many times through to get

all four pennies heads up?

Guess A Number and Create A Pattern.

Pretty soon he had 30 circuits (or games)

that explained everything about computers

from a basic adder to complex error correc-

tion. The most complex circuit uses just

nine pennies (or dimes for the big spender)

These circuits, each one with a full size

playing diagram, have been collected to-

gether in a book called Computer Coin
Games. With this book children or adults

can easily understand the workings of even
the most complex computer circuits.

Games Magazine said, "whether or not

you have any experience with computer
technology, you II be both amazed and de-

lighted with the simplicity of the format and
the complexity of the play. All you need is

some common cents
Dr. Dobbs Journal agreed, saying, "Com-

puter Coin Games is a simple approach to a

complicated concept. The book is liberally

sprinkled with clever illustrations and dia-

grams, and provides a relatively painless

route to understanding how computer cir-

cuits function."

Money back Guarantee

We're convinced that you'll understand

the inner workings of acomputer after playing

these 30 games. If you don't, send the book
back and we'll refund the complete price

plus your postage to send it back.

To order your copy of Computer Coin

Games, just send $3.95 plus $1 .00 shipping

and handling to Creative Computing Press,

Morris Plains, NJ 07950. Visa, MasterCard

and American Express orders may be called

toll free to 800-631-81 1 2 (in NJ, 201-540-

0445).
With its wonderful illustrations by Sunstone

Graphics. Computer Coin Games makes an

ideal gift The Association tor Educational

Data Systems calls the book an ideal intro-

duction to the concepts of computer
circuitry."'

Order your copy today

creative
computing

Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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puzzles & problems

W The Monkey's Uncle Puzzle
Hard Wordsworth, "The Word Professor" from Camelot University, is

back to kick off this session of "Merlin's Puzzler's." Willard has one of his

famous "change-the-word" puzzles for us to wrack our brains over. In this

type of puzzle the object is to change the word in the top row to the word in

the bottom row in the fewest possible moves. During each move the puzzler
must change one letter in the word so that a new word is formed. (For
example: You can change the word WARM into the word COLD using the
following four moves — WARM. WARD, WORD, CORD, COLD). (This
puzzle is from "Merlin's Puzzler 3").

A P E

M A N

A Barrel Of Fun
^he donnish looking chap pictured here is

cogitating over a legal problem presented

to him by one of his students. It seems that

a wine merchant had died and left an estate

consisting of 21 wine barrels. Seven of the barrels

were full, seven were half-full. and. the remaining
seven were. alas, empty. The merchant had stipulated

that each son was to get an equal share of full, hall-

full, and empty wine barrels. The problem is to find

the simplest method in which to accomplish the terms
of the will. The don's first solution was for the sons to
drink up all of the wine and then divide up the empty
barrels, a solution that while being practical, is not the
one that the student had in mind.

Just One Over

man, being asked how many coins

he had in his pocket, replied, "If I

divide them by 2, by 3, by 4, by 5, or
by 6, 1 shall always have one over."

What number had he?

The Davenport
Puzzle

ere's one of Merlin's favorite

puzzles

At the right we have a puzzleboard that has been
divided into 36 squares. The puzzler is required to
place 12 small coins on this board in such a manner
that there will be two coins in each horizontal row.
two coins in each vertical row, and, two coins in each
of the two corner diagonals. Only one coin can be
placed in any one square. (This puzzle appears in
"Merlin's Puzzler I").

If you have a puzzle to share with our readers
send it in. and, if Merlin uses it he will send youa copy
of one of his books

Until next month, good puzzling.

Your editor.

Charles Barry Townsend
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The Right Connections Puzzle

his "Brain-Buster" puzzle was contributed by Mr. Wesley M.

Shaw of Warner Robins. Georgia. For submitting this

problem Merlin is happy to send Mr. Shaw a copy of"Merlin's

Puzzler r.

You are given the task of correctly labeling both ends of a

I mile long cable assembly spanning the Ochewata River.

There are ten identical wires in this cable. You must match

corresponding numbers to each end (i.e.. #1 labeled wire on

one side must match tt I labeled wire on the other side). You are

equipped only with 1)20 one-footjumper wires, 2) a continuity

checker, 3) one round trip ticket on the Ochewata ferry, 4) 10

one-foot lengths of light twine. S) one bottle of extra strength

Tylenol.

Information: I) The cable is buried beneath the river,

therefore, the ends cannot be brought together for direct

continuity comparisons (see above illustration). 2) The ends of

the wires are stripped but one foot of insulation is exposed

before entering the cable. 3) You have all the equipment

necessary to solve this puzzle.

©

©
©

SI
©

©
L

©

SL
©

©
©

©
The "Royal Aquarium" Thirteen Puzzle

9
his is a n adaptation of the "Magic Square" idea, but modified in a very

ingenious manner, the ordinary processes for forming a magic square

being here quite inapplicable.

The puzzle consists of nine cards, not quite I '/J inches each way.

each bearing four numbers, radiating from the center, after the

manner shown above. The figures shown circled are in the original

printed in red. The experimenter is required to arrange the nine cards

in a square, the red numbers forming perpendicular lines, and the

black numbers horizontal lines, the three figures in each line, whether

horizontal or perpendicular, making, when added together, 13. (From

"Merlin's Puzzler 2"). An»w»r»on p«g«19Z
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NEW! ASCII
for the TRS-80*

Every month you receive a certified ASCII C-20 cassette

containing: a cover page with a directory of programs
4 original programs
an information packed newsletter

and Information on ASCII funded contests

Rates: 1 year [12 issues] $35.00

6 months [6 issues] $20.00

Sample issue $ 4.00

Write For Overseas Rates

To subscribe, write to: ASCII
P.O. Box 516, Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Or call: 516-791-4890

Level IH6K Required

'TRS-80

A

CIRCLE 1 1 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Our new program
package for the

TRS-80
sounds terrific.

So does the price.
There are lots of programs with sound that

are worth about a dollar. Trouble is, they cost a

lot more.

But at Basics Si Beyond we've just developed
Microcosm 111, 20 programs with sound—each
just as good as our competition's $15 and $20 pro-

grams—for $24.95. That's a 20-program package
for $24.95.

It includes "Pinball," replete with ringing

bonuses, spinners, buzzers and flippers; torpedo-
tiring "Submarine" that explodes with underwater
excitement; and the right/wrong buzzer in "Long
Division" teaches step by step.

At Basics &. Beyond we underscored our
point that most other program packages are over-

priced with Microcosm I and Microcosm II, $19.95
each. Now a lot of people will start hearing about
our third package and stop listening to high prices.

You see, it's not that our program packages
for the TRS-80™ microcomputer are so cheap.
It's just that theirs are so expensive.

BASICS&BEYOND, INC.
Boa 10 • Amawalk. N.Y 10*01 • Orcall9l4962.2 155

Maatcrcharfjr and Via* accepted.
No chanjr for puataar or handlinc N Y. roidrna add 5% ielr»u<
TRS-80 m trademark of the Radio Shack divWonofllandv Corp

HeVi^

CIRCLE 1120N READER SERVICE CARD

Computers and Mathematics, by James L. Poirot and David N.
Groves. Sterling Swift Publishing Co., Box 188, Manchaca,
TX 78652. 463 pages, hardcover $21.95. 1979.

Designed as a text for an introductory course on computers,
this book covers a great deal of ground, including flowchart-
ing, Basic and Fortran, error analysis. Boolean algebra,

careers, calculators, small computers, statistics, matrices, and
15 pages lifted bodily (with permission from the "Basic State-

ments and commands" section of Radio Shack's TRS-80 Level
II manual.

Such a wide variety is unique in this kind of book, which also
includes a dozen pages that list almost 900 references to
articles in 14 magazines (including Creative Computing), and a
four-page bibliography of books about computers, computing,
calculators, physics, matrices, etc.

The first appendix contains answers to selected exercises,
the second a reference listing of the commands and statements
for the H-P 2000, and the third, ditto for the Apple II.

Although this book is laid out in a manner more workman-
like than pretty, it does contain a great deal of information
written quite well and in nice detail, so it might be worthwhile
considering for classroom use if you teach and intend covering
more than just computers.

If you don't teach, this is a wide-reaching introduction to
computers and math that you can learn a great deal from,
although the section on small computers got out of date in a
hurry. Over half the machines listed in a section on Selecting a
Microcomputer (taken from an article I wrote for Popular
Electronics four years ago), are no longer available.

Information Processing, by Marilyn Bohl. Science Research
Associates Inc., Chicago, IL. 507 pages, paperback $12.95.
Third edition, 1980.

This third edition of a book first published in 1971 by SRA.a
subsidiary of IBM, is used by "several hundred colleges and
universities," according to the preface.

It is one of the most handsomely produced books on the
subject of information processing in recent years. The many
well-chosen photographs, flowcharts, drawing and other
forms of artwork are all carefully integrated with the text.

The 17 chapters are on An Introduction to Data Processing,
An Electronic DP system, Date Representation, Data-
Recording Media, I/O Devices, Storage Devices, The CPU,
Computer Operations, EDP Systems, Developing a Program,
Programming Techniques, Programming Languages, Operat-
ing Systems, Files and Data Bases, Advanced Systems Con-
cepts, Data Communications, and Computer Security and
Controls.

As the chapter titles indicate, the book covers a wide range
of topics. Each chapter ends with discussion topics and refer-
ences for further reading.

The text, although detailed and well done, is written in a
style that is workmanlike rather than conversational, unlike
Prof. Gear's book (see review in this issue), which along with
Bohl's book would make a nice pair of textbooks for introduc-
tory courses on computers.

It can also be recommended to anyone who wishes to learn a
great deal about information processing, from WATFIV to
flowcharting, from virtual storage to modems.
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Steve Gray, et al

Digital Computer Simulation, by Fred J. Maryanski. Hayden

Book Co., Inc., Rochelle Park, NJ. 336 pages, hardcover

$15.95. 1980.

This textbook was written to serve for a first course in

simulation "at the junior, senior, or first-year graduate level in

a computer science, industrial engineering, electrical Engi-

neering, or business administration department."

The author assumes "prior high-level language program-

ming and a limited amount of mathematical sophistication,"

because his book gets into double integrals, chi-square statis-

tics etc.

The emphasis is on supplying the reader with enough back-

ground to perform a complete simulation experiment. To this

end Maryanski covers specification, design, coding, debug-

ging, analysis, validation and interpretation. Four simulation

programming languages—GPSS, Simscript, CSMP, and

Dynamo— are presented with detailed examples and

exercises.

The basic principles of probability and statistics are includ-

ed as an aid to the analysis and understanding of simulation

results. In the final chapter, the applications and limitations of

simulation are discussed to help the reader properly evaluate

the impact of an evaluation study.

Each simulation programming language chapter contains

one example, which grows as new features of the language are

introduced. Sample listings and output from runs are provided

with each example. This is one of the very few books where the

printer output is reproduced large enough, and dark enough,

for every line to be easily read. Except for three printouts in

Ch. 3, that is.

More Chess and Computers: The Microcomputer Revolution;

The Challenge Match, by David Levy and Monroe Newborn.

Computer Science Press Inc., 9125 Fall River Lane, Potomac.

MD 20854. 124 pages, paperback $12.95. 1980.

This is a sequel to Chess and Computers, by Levy, who also

wrote books for Computer Science Press on the 1975 and 1976

U.S. computer-chess championships.

More Chess and Computers is intended to bring the reader

of the earlier book up to date on developments that have taken

place in the field during the three years previous to its writing

in June 1979. Levy says, however, that "it is by no means

essential for those interested in the subject to have read the

earlier work before they can follow the present one— simply

consider More Chess and Computers as a state-of-the-art

survey."

Levy is famous for betting that no computer program could

beat him at chess. The first chapter describes the 1977/8

matches played as part of his challenge, which he won. There

is now a $5,000 prize "with no time limit, waiting for someone."

Also, Levy is "prepared to wager up to $10,000 that no-one

collects the prize before January 1, 1984".

Other chapters are on State of the Art, Blitz Play, Computer

Chess Tournaments, and Microcomputers and Chess. In the

last chapter, Sargon is described as "currently the best of the

microcomputer programs available," and Chess Challenger

and Boris as "the most notable" of the systems designed to play

only chess.

The appendixes cover computer-chess miscellany. An Un-

solved Problem (how do the parameters of a tree search affect

the performance of the search, in chess programming). Games
From 1 977 Tournaments (55 games, unannotated), and a bibli-

ography.

Obviously, this book is strictly for the chess-playing compu-

ternik, and as such is very well written and finely detailed.
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You keyboard control a text-format "freight train" on your

Apple video layout! Real-time track switching & coupling
simulations! Race the on-screen clock & avoid a game-end-
ing derail! One or more players test their skill*, strategically

assembling a user-defined series of computer freight cars!

TEXTTRAIN is another challenging Apple software winner from
Beagle Bros Machine-language enhanced tor both Apple Basics

Designed & programmed exclusively tor the beat Micro there is!

FREE APPLE COMMAND CHART
WITH EVERY DISK OR CASSETTE!

A $2 50 value! Our super-handy heavy duty 11x17 listing of

EVERY APPLESOFT, INTEGER and DOS COMMAND
and its function. Indispensable to anyone with an Apple!

1 16K TextTrain and the Apple Command ChartO^^^l
| will be Shipped First Class within 24 hours. Q
QDIskS16 QCassette$14 [ 36pg Tip Book Catalog $150|

Integer [J Applesoft or Qj I have BOTH languages

! PLEASE ADD $1.00 for First Class Shipping and Handling.

NAMES* Ami. »—-**'-« H> NAMESx-

I ADDRJ«_

_ Ami. ErtCto>#d a>>.
fCa' rewdenrs. KM 6% (a-

)

I CITY$« »* I
VISA/MASTERCARD, include ACCOUNT WO., EXP. DATE 4 SIGNATURE I

j^M -H- ll-MSl
\^l^^ iJJCRO^OFTWAREj

I

Mail to: 4315 Sierra Vista / San Diego. CA 921031
CIRCLE 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUTHORIZED TRS 80 DEALER #R49l

$670.00 MODEL I

16K Level II with Keypad
26-1056

$3500.00 MODEL II

MODEL II, 64K
26 - 4002

$875.00
MODEL III

MODEL III 16K RAM,
MODEL III BASIC

26-1 062

WE ACCEPT CHECK. MONEY ORDER. OR
PHONE ORDERS WITH VISA OR MASTER
CHARGE. SHIPPING COSTS WILL BE ADDEO
TOCHARGE ORDERS. DISK DRIVES. PRINT

ERS. PERIPHERALS. AND SOFTWARE -

YOU NAME. WE'VE GOT IT.

WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE
PRIf*F LlfiX

C 4 S ELECTRONICS, LTD. 32 EAST MAIN ST. MILAN, MICH. 48160
(313)439-1508 (313)439-1400

1 S ELECTRONICS MART IS AN AUTHORIZED TRS 80 SALES CENTER STORE «R«1

CIRCLE 1190N READER SEHVU-t labu

FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
ON ALL ITEMS SOLD.
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NEWDAPPLE

REALIZE THE POWER OF YOUR APPLE
Enhance graphics and games with the MICROSTIK,
control video and other hardware with the micro-
box, using CJM's Modular Microsystem.

Prices start at $44.95

Call or write for more information
* Ask us about CAI applications
VISA & MC accepted

CJM P.O. Box 2367

Reston. VA. 22090 (703)620-2444

CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-8LV PROGRAMS
32K 2 Disk Drive Min

WORD WIZARD I $19.95
Full upper and lower case characterization. Up to 3 pages ol text in
memory at a time. Store up to 30 pages ol text per diskette. Load.
Save. Printout (single or multicopies) Insert/ Delete lines, char-
acters, or blocks ol text. Block Move- Delete) Copy lines. Typesetting
and variable length page. Type in the text sloppy, clean it up on the
screen and print out a perfect copy.

MATRIX MANIPULATOR $19.95
All information can be manipulated by columns and rows; adding,
subtracting, multiplying and dividing columns by other columns
and putting the results in a third column with statistical analysis.

BUILDER JOB COST $29.95
Complete job cost analysis package lor home builder. 189 user
defined cost categories Automatic invoice control to actual cost of
the home under construction. User input for estimated costs of
home. Computer generated cost to-cost comparisons. Up to 47
homes under construction per data diskette.

WORD WIZARD II $29.95
48 K updated version of Word Wizard I. 26 user-defined keys to
speed typing chores. Word oriented with automatic wrap around
capabilities. Variable printout lormatting. Easy to use.

WORD WIZARD I & MAIL LIST COMBINATION $29.95
Word Wizard I as above with 500 mail listings per diskette. Com-
puter personalizes letters to selected recipients of letters, forms,
etc. using variable select codes.

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery on Disks only
Send $1.00 for full catalog of Hardware & Software

Computer Programming Unlimited
6712 Langston Drive
Austin, Texas 78723

(512) 928-2626
MasterCard and VISA Accepted
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Problem Solving and Structured Programming in Basic, by
Elliot B. Koffman and Frank L. Friedman. Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co., Reading, MA 460 pages, paperback $12.95.

1979.

In the preface to this textbook, the authors "have taken a

new approach to teaching an introductory programming
course in Basic" because they "feel it is important to teach

Basic in the same way that other high-level programming
languages are taught. If Basic is to be used as a serious tool for

software development, then the principles of structured pro-

gramming must be applied in order to design effective, reliable

software that is readily maintained."

To this end the authors use "the top down or stepwise

approach to problem solving" and "three pedagogic tools: a
data definition table, a flow diagram and a program system
chart."

Three versions of Basic are used. "Each new control struc-

ture is introduced by first showing its flow diagram pattern and
Dartmouth Basic form; afterwards its implementation in

(Digital Equipment Corp.'s) Basic-Plus and standard (ANSI)
Minimal Basic is described."

"An extensive set of homework programming problems is

provided at the end of each chapter, and exercises are inserted

in the body of each chapter. Solutions to selected exercises are
provided at the end of the text."

The book starts to explain programming on page 1 1 , with a
simple payroll calculation that is built up slowly and carefully

until by page 17 it is eight lines long.

Then the authors introduce timesharing, and go on to pre-

sent a 16-line program to "compute trip time and cost," ex-

plaining it in full and very nice detail, yet packing much
"annotated output" information in only three pages.
The rest of the book continues in the same fashion, offering

much detail, relatively short and easily understood programs,
plus many well-chosen programming problems exercises.

Once the reader gets used to the troika approach to showing
how a particular statement is used in a program, and used to
what may be the unique use (in a Basic book) of individual

grey-colored memory-cell figures that give both the variable
names and the data, he can profit a great deal from the wealth
of information and detail presented.

Small Business Programs, by S. Roberts. Elcomp Publishing
Inc., 3873L Schaefer Ave.. Chino,CA 91710. 1 19 pages, paper-
back $14.90. 1980.

These 32 programs are written in Microsoft Basic, and are
available on cassette for several personal computers: 7 for
PET, 10 for TRS-80, 4 for Sharp MZ80, 1 1 for Ohio Scientific
Superboard.

Many of the 32 programs are small-business programs, such
as inventory control, payroll, quotation, invoice, mailing list,

depreciation, and sorting accounts. But some are of marginal
use to the small-business man: conversion of physics units,

hex-to-decimal conversion, alcohol concentration in blood,
etc.

Most of the business-type programs are elementary, such as
the payroll program, which does not calculate anything other
than gross wages and, by subtracting savings and tax amounts
found in DATA lines, net pay.

If you're a programmer, you might manage to enlarge some
of these programs, and adapt them for your particular needs. If

not, $14.90 is a little too much pay for the seven programs that
may be of interest to a small-business man: inventory control
with economic order quantity, quotation, invoice, inventory,
mailing list, depreciation, break-even analysis.

Then again, if you have absolutely no other source for such
programs, the price may be right.
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Computer Organization and Programming, by C. William

Gear. McGraw-Hill Book Co., NY 455 pages, hardcover

$22.95. Third edition. 1980.

First published in 1969, this introduction to machine-level

programming and computer organization first discusses gen-

eral principles and programming techniques, and then shows

how to implement this information on four processors: the

Cyber 170 and Intel 8080 (new to this edition), IBM 370 and

DEC PDP-11.

The third edition also features a stronger emphasis on pro-

gramming style and includes more material on processes,

interrupt handling, I/O processing, and multiprogramming/

multiprocessing.

Aimed at students who have taken one or two earlier

courses in a procedure-oriented language, this edition discus-

ses a specific microprogrammed processor (the AM 2901)

instead of a hypothetical machine. The additional material

replaces a chapter on compilers, which has been dropped.

The writing style is semi-conversational, the coverage very

thorough, and the book's layout a model of clarity. This is

probably the best textbook available on the subject. It is one of

the three dozen books in McGraw-Hill's Computer Science

Series.

The Wounded Land by Stephen R. Donaldson. Ballantine

Books, New York. 497 pages, hardbound. $12.95. 1980.

In real life, Thomas Covenant is a leper-that is his most

salient characteristic. The ostracism he has suffered as a result

of his physical condition has turned him into a thoroughly

unlikable protagonist. In Donaldson's first trilogy. The Chronicles

ofThomas Covenant,The Unbeliever, Covenant is an unwilling

participant in a struggle between the forces of good and evil in

a strange and beautiful land to which he has been summoned

by Lord Foul the Despiser.

By the end of the third book, he has saved the Land, and

fantasy fans the world over have heaved a collective sigh of

relief, for the Land is a wonderful place and its inhabitants

charming and noble folk.

In The Wounded Land. Covenant is back -once again

summoned by Foul-but this time with a female companion.

Dr. Linden Avery, whom he hardly knows. Several thousand

years have passed and the Land has changed: its beauty has

been destroyed and its people live in fear of the Sunbane

which rules their lives. The power and magic which were used

for good in the first books have been perverted and the sun

turned into an instrument of torture which requires constant

infusions of human blood for sustenance. Donaldson does a

masterful job conveying the horror of this new evil: for weeks

after reading the book I caught myself cringing at the mere

mention of the word "sun."

Donaldson is storyteller, but there is more to his books than

just a storyline. His characters are complex and his ideas

thought-provoking. An added joy is his writing style, which, in

a time when such things are accorded little importance, is

captivating. His characters have an enormous vocabulary and

use constructions which readers may not find familiar. The

Land and its residents, however, are subject to few of the same

rules that govern us, so their somewhat formal and slightly

archaic speech does not seem the least bit out of place.

Donaldson fans who have read the first trilogy will not be

surprised to find the same high quality writing in The Wounded

Land, nor will they find it easy to wait for the publication of

The One Tree, the next installment in the second trilogy. To

those who have never read one of his books, I commend them

all. although it is not necessary to have read The Chronicles of

Thomas Convenant to enjoy The Wounded Land.—EBS^p»
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COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT
& SOFTWARE

BARGAINS

EVERY MONTH

|nwi « um«*~* mat)

BUY, SELL OR TRADE ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE (pre-owned and

new) among 20,000 readers nationwide.

FEATURES:
• Low classified ad rates - 10{ a word

• Hundreds of ads from individuals

• Categorized ads so you can find them instantly

• Large (11 by 14") easy to read pages

Subscribe now for $10 and receive 13 issues/year

(one FREE plus 12 regular issues). After receiving

your first issue if you're not completely satisfied

you may have a 100% refund and you still keep the

first issue free. Bank cards accepted.

BONUS: If you have something to advertise (pre-

owned or software) send in a classified ad with your

subscription and we'll run it FREE.

& The Nationwide Marketplace tor Computer Equipmentm campuTBR shoppsr
f* P.O. BOX F 7 • TITVSV1LLE. FL 327*0 • 305-269-32II

MaslefCh«rg« of VISA orders only, call TOLL FREE 800-327W20.
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Only Fiction . .

.

or is it?

Toles of the Marvelous Machine:
35 Stories of Computing

A robot friend. A computer God. Artificial intelligence challenging

human intelligence in a life and death struggle. A detective solving a
computer murder. Computers tricking people or people tricking

people with computers. A computer with a soul. Or power. A lonely

computer. Or one in love with its operator.

In thirty-five wonderful stories about computers, authors such as
Frederick Pohl, Charles Mosmann, M.V. Mathews, Carol Cail, and
George Chesbro depict a life in which computers affect the way
people live, think, and relate to each other. Interested in what the

effect of computer saturation might be? Only fiction can so

wonderously dramatize future life.

The book is fun, and will provide wonderful hours of
entertainment. For the reader interested in a structured approach
to understanding the potential roles of the computer, or wanting
quickly to locate stories that support or challenge his viewpoint, a
multiple table of contents is provided. This lists the stories in

fourteen different categories.

For example, a list of stories in which the computer takes on the
attributes of a human separates them from those in which the
computer is only an intelligent machine. The stories ore categorized
by whether they clarify, improve, or worsen the human lot. Stories
in which the computers have capabilities available today are
separated from those in which the capabilities could be available
in the future. There is a listing of the wildly whimsical stories and
those in which the computer is utilized in a unique fashion.

Can criminals be caught by computer? Does computer crime pay? Do computers fall in love?
Are we all part of a larger organic computer? Here are 35 tantalizing tales that will open your
eyes to a new perspective of computers.

Skillfully drawn illustrations augment the stories, giving glimpses of scenes as envisioned by 20
talented artists. This artwork adds another dimension to the text.

Tales of the Marvelous Machines: 35 Stories of Computing, edited by Robert Taylor and
Durchenal Green, is a beautiful big 8 1/2" * 1

1
" softbound anthology of 272 pages. 12 D

It is available for $7.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling per order from Creative Computinq
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add 5% sales tax. Visa, MasterCard and
American Express orders are welcome. For faster service, call in your bank card order toll free
to 800-631 -61 1 2 (in NJ coll 201 -540-0445). Or use the handyorder form bound into this magazine.

creative computing press
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Creative Computing-- Albert Einstein in Creative's own outrageous Blonlc Toad Plotter display of PI to 625 Places in

black on a red denim-look shirt with red in dark blue on a light blue shirt for dark brown on a tan shirt,

neckband and cuffs. kids and adults.

ive

a

our &Tie

jfiest.
I'd rather be playing spacewar - black

with white spaceships and lettering.

T-shirts available In adult sizes S, M, L, XL; and in children's

sizes (Blonlc Toad, Spacewar and Program Bug) S, M, L.

Made in USA. $5.00

Computer Bum- black design by car-

toonist Monte Wolverton on gray

denim-look shirt with black neckband

and cuffs.

JANUARY 1981

The Program Bug that terrorized Cyber-

nia in Katie and the Computer is back
on this beige t-shirt with purple design.

You can share the little monster with

your favorite kid.

Roll down the block with this little

black Robot Rabbit (on a bright orange
t-shirt) on your back and you can
intimidate every carrot, radish or cuke
in your way.

191 To order, use bound-in card in back of magazine.
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The Monkey's Uncle Puzzle: APE, ARE. ERE,
ERR. EAR. MAR. MAN.

A Barrel of Fun: Pour four of the half-barrels

together. We now have nine full barrels, three
half-barrels, and nine empty barrels. All can
now be evenly divided.

Just One Over: The a nswer is 6 1 , being the least

common multiple of 2, 3, 4. 5. and 6 (60) + I.

The "Royal Aquarium"
Thirteen Puzzle:
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The Right Connections Puzzle:

1) On first side of river use jumpers as
indicated for identification and label one wire
8 I (see Fig. I ).

2) Use half of your round trip ticket.

3) On the other side identify groups and
bundle them with twine. Label 8 1 now. it's the
only one not shorted to any other wire (see

Hg. 2).

4) Using jumpers, short #l, 2, 4 and 7; short

»3, 5 and 8: short #6 and 9.

5) Use the other half of your ticket.

6) Back on the first side of the river remove

Label 81 wire

The Davenport Puzzle:

o o
o o

o o
o o
o o

o
.

o
Figure I.
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•Write advertisers directly

the jumpers and group them (as they were
jumpered) with twine.

7) Now check for the wire which does not
show continuity with any other wire. This is

labeled 8I0. 8 1 is already labeled. Check the
twin bundle for continuity with the one labeled
8

1
and label it #2. and the other as #3. Check the

triple bundle for continuity with 8 1 and label it

as #4. check for continuity with 83 and label 85.

The other is #6. Go to bundle of four wires and
check for continuity with 8 1 and label it #7.

Check for continuity with 83 and label it 88.
Check for continuity with 86. and label it 89.

ee

Label 81 wire

£>
n

Randomly label

as 82 & 83.

andomly label as

84. 85. & 86.

(Randomly label as

f 87.88. 89 & 810.

Figure 2.
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mp Up Your TRS-80 with the ES/F Mass Storage System

Actual Size Actual Thickness T

THESE FACTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES!

SPEED 56
(Seconds to

load "Black)

a

6
(5' wafer)

6fc

CAPACITY
(thousands

of bytes)

38
(CEO)

64
(75' wafer)

59
(TRSDOS)

RELIABILITY
(Designed for

digital data?)

NO YES YES

SYSTEM COST
(First unit

$60 S250 $800

MEDIA COST
(in quantities

often)

cassette

$3.00
wafer

$3.20
disk

Let's face it. Cassette players were not

designed to store digital data and pro-

grams. That's why we designed a digital

storage system using a continuous tape

loop: the Exatron Stringy /Floppy

(ES/F) and the Wafer. There's no ex-

pensive interface to buy—the ES/F
comes ready to pump up your TRS-80.*

Once your TRS-80* is pumped up by

our ES/F . . . you won't want to deflate

it. We're so sure, that we offer an

unconditional 30-day money-back
guarantee and a one-year limited war-

ranty. Over 2.000 TRS-80* owners ha
met the wafer . . . why don't you?

EXATRON
STRINGY/F 1[T

SPEED, CAPACITY
AND RELIABILITY <

FOR ONLY $249.50

cons

CALL
OUR HOTLINE
(800)-538-8559

IN CALIFORNIA.

CALL(408)-737-7111

exatron, inc.

181 Commercial Street

Sunnyvale. Calif. 94086

•TRS 80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp
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Educator, Entertainer,Accountant
Your Challenger
Personal Computer.
Through the miracle of modern
technology, a complete computer as
powerful as the multimillion dollar
room-sized computers of a few years
ago can be put in a package the size of
a typewriter and sells for as little as a
color television set

!

Through its years of microcomputer
experience, Ohio Scientific has effec-
tively channeled this tremendous
computer power into a "friendly"
computer with hundreds of personal
uses, via a huge software library
of programs for a broad range of
personal, home, educational and
business use.

This available software allows you to
use and enjoy your computer without
becoming an expert. The Challenger,
however, is a powerful, general
purpose computer which can be pro-
grammed in several languages by
those who choose to.

Here are just a few of the popular uses
of an Ohio Scientific

Challenger
Computer:

Education

The personal
computer is

the ultimate

educational aid because it can enter-
tain while it educates. Software
available ranges from enhancing your
children's basic math, reading and
spelling ability, through tutoring high
school and college subjects, to
teaching the fundamentals of com-
puters and computer programming.

Entertainment

Many of the Challenger's games
educate while they entertain, from
cartoons for preschoolers to games
which sharpen mathematical and
logical abilities. But, entertainment
doesn't stop here. The Challenger's
graphics capabilities and fast opera-
tion allow it to display action games
with much more detail than the best
video games, providing spectacular
action in games such as Invaders,
Space Wars, Tiger Tank and more! All

popular sports such as golf, baseball
and bowling are available as simulated
computer games as well as many
conventional games such as chess
where the computer plays the role of a

formidable opponent.

Accounting

Your Challenger computer can keep
track of your checkbook, savings
account, loans, expenses, monitor your
calorie intake and your biorythms.

If you are involved in a business, you
can use it to do word processing; ac-
counting, inventory control, order pro-
cessing, customer lists, client records,
mailing labels and planning.

And more:
This may seem like a lot of uses, but it's|

only the tip of the iceberg for a general
purpose computer. For example, your
Challenger can be expanded to control
lights and appliances, manage your
energy usage and monitor for fire and
break-ins. Furthermore, it can commu-
nicate with you, with other computers
and the new personal computer infor-

mation services over the telephone.

In fact, the uses of general purpose,
personalized computers are expand-
ing daily as more and more people
discover the tremendous capabilities

of these new
technological

wonders.

Ohio Scientific!
offers you four [
personalized
computer sys-
tems starting
at just $479.

For a free

catalog and
the name of the

dealer nearest you, call

1-800-321-6850 toll free.
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